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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

New Web-Based Training (WBT) Course for Db2 DevOps
A new WBT course, Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate, and Recover Objects,
is now available at no cost to customers on active maintenance. The DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets
you integrate Db2 schema provisioning and deployment into CI/CD workflows. After completing this course,
Application Developers can use this plug-in to complete the following tasks:

• Generate DDL for one or more Db2 objects and related objects to make schema changes.
• Validate DDL schema changes and verify object dependencies.
• Compare DDL to a target subsystem and make changes.
• Migrate and deploy Db2 object changes from one subsystem to another.
• Revert the DDL changes.

To access Broadcom Mainframe web-based training, see our Quick Reference Guide.
Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update and Roadmap Webcast

Did you miss the last community update on March 13, 2023? Use this replay link to access a video of that
session.
Did you miss the last Roadmap Webcast on March 28, 2023? Use this link to access a recording of this session.
Registration is required.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.
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Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Welcome to the release notes for Version 20.0 of Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer). The release notes
describe new features (enhancements), Db2 version support, release compatibility and support, and so on. Plan
Analyzer provides efficient Db2 plan analysis and helps you determine which access paths Db2 has chosen and why with
easy-to-understand reports.

NOTE

For more information about the available database administration, performance, and backup and recovery tools
that are included in this solution group, see the solution brief here.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this version:

• New product features and enhancements (what is new in this product)
• Release compatibility and support (release and support lifecycle dates, maintenance grid, and fix strategy)
• Prepare for Installation (installation and software requirements)

New Features
The new features in this Plan Analyzer release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features
using PTFs for simple installation.

The following list summarizes the new features and enhancements that have been delivered to date in Version 20.0 for
Plan Analyzer.

TIP
To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that your product is current on maintenance. To download
and receive maintenance automatically, configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. To view the available
solutions, go to the Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance solutions list on the Broadcom Support portal
and search by product name.

NOTE

For a list of enhancements for all the Database Management Solutions for Db2, click here. To request product
enhancements, contact a product manager or log in to the Db2 Tools community, and post your request in the
"Ideas" section at the top of the page.

Db2 13 Bind Option OWNERTYPE Support (LU09909)

The following Db2 13 BIND and REBIND parameter is now supported:
OWNERTYPE

Specifies the type of authorization ID that owns a plan, package, REST service, native SQL procedure, or SQL
scalar function object. The owner type is either an authorization ID or an authorization ID that is specified as a
trusted context security role.

This parameter provides increased flexibility for plan and package ownership, allowing you to control the ownership of
these objects when using role-based security for administrative tasks.

This new functionality is supported in the following reports and commands:
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• Bind plans: B, BO, R, RO, ADDPLAN, BIND, and REBIND
• DBRM packages: B, BO, BC, R, RO, ADDPACK, BINDPACK, COPYPACK, and REBINDPACK
• Native SQL procedure packages: ROA
• REST service packages: BC, R, RO, ADDREST, COPYPACK, and REBINDPACK
• SQL scalar function packages: ROA
• Package BIND Parameters report
• Package REBIND Parameters report
• Plan BIND Parameters report
• Plan REBIND Parameters report

Db2 13 Support (LU05995)

Db2 13 for z/OS support is now provided for function levels V13R1M100, V13R1M500, and V13R1M501.

To help you determine whether you are ready to upgrade to Db2 13, a new Db2 13 Readiness report is now available. For
more information, see Are you ready for Db2 13? by Chris Crone, Distinguished Engineer.

To specify the new function levels for Db2 13, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Db2 11 and Db2 12 REST Service Package Support for Bind Services (LU04484)

Plan Analyzer now supports native REST services in Db2 11 and Db2 12. You can use Plan Analyzer to create REST API
packages, copy them to other subsystems, rebind them, and free them.

This new functionality is enabled in the following locations:

• A new primary command, ADDREST, uses the native Db2 BIND SERVICE command to create a REST service
package.

• The primary commands COPYPACK, REBINDPACK, and FREEPACK have been upgraded to work with REST service
packages. Db2 12 new-function mode (NFM) is required to use COPYPACK with REST service packages.

• A new package utility line command, BC (BIND COPY), copies a DBRM or REST service package locally or to another
system. Db2 12 NFM is required to use the BC line command.

• The Package Rebind Parameters report has been upgraded to work with REST service packages.
• The utility line commands R (REBIND PACKAGE), RO (REBIND PACKAGE OPTIONS), F (FREE PACKAGE), and FA

(FREE ALL PACKAGE VERSIONS) have been upgraded to work with REST service packages.

For a use case that demonstrates how to create a REST service, see Create and Manage a Db2 Native REST Service.

Collection of Compare History Records by the Compare Reports (LU01068)

In Plan Analyzer, the Compare Explain Version and Compare Versions Cost Compare reports now collect and save the
comparison data. When these reports are generated, comparison categories are assigned to the results and the results
are stored in the Explain Strategy Compare History table. You can then use the Explain Strategy Services to generate a
Compare Summary report from the saved comparison results. This report helps you identify statement access paths with
performance degradation, and access paths with improved performance that can benefit from a rebind.

For a use case that demonstrates how to use this feature, see Identify Access Path and SQL Cost Changes (Expert).

This feature is provided disabled by default. To enable (activate) this feature, complete the following steps:

1. Apply the PTF for Level Set 20.0.01 (LU01290).
2. Use the TEST LEVELSET command to verify that you can activate the new Level Set.
3. Use the ACTIVATE LEVELSET command to activate the new Level Set.
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Select a Strategy HVersion for Comparison (LU01891)

Plan Analyzer now allows you to choose which historical strategy version of an explain strategy to compare against your
SQL source version. Previously, you could only compare a SQL source version against the last hversion that had been
created for that strategy.

This new functionality is enabled in the following locations:

• The Compare Versions Report Options panel has a new Level field to select a strategy hversion when performing a
comparison online.

NOTE
This field is accessible only when the panel is accessed while you are working with an explain strategy or an
explain profile. This field is not applicable to other product areas.

• The COMPOPTS card for enhanced explains now has an old_hversion_level parameter to select a strategy hversion
when performing a comparison through a batch job.

For more information about comparing SQL source versions, see Identify Access Path and SQL Cost Changes (Compare
with Strategy HVersion). For more information about the old_hversion_level parameter, see COMPOPTS (Enhanced
Explain).

Db2 12 FL507 SQL DML Syntax Support (LU01432)

The following Db2 12 SQL DML syntax support is now provided. SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed
successfully:

• Global variables:
– MAX_LOCKS_PER_TABLESPACE
– MAX_LOCKS_PER_USER

• IDAA expressions:
– ADD_DAYS
– BTRIM
– DAYS_BETWEEN
– NEXT_MONTH
– REGR_ regression functions:

• REGR_AVGX
• REGR_AVGY
• REGR_COUNT
• REGR_INTERCEPT (or REGR_ICPT)
• REGR_R2
• REGR_SLOPE
• REGR_SXX
• REGR_SXY
• REGR_SYY

– ROUND_TIMESTAMP (when invoked with a date expression)

Compare Summary Reporting in Explain Strategies (LU00440)

Plan Analyzer has a new Compare History function and Compare Summary report that enhances your ability to identify
changes to access paths and SQL costs in your Db2 subsystems.

When you use the new Compare History function in your explain strategies, the compare results are collected and saved.
You can use the Explain Strategy Services to generate a Compare Summary report from the saved comparison data.
This report helps you identify statement access paths with performance degradation, and access paths with improved
performance that can benefit from a rebind. You can filter the report by various compare categories (Degraded, Improved,
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Changed, Unchanged, Non-Paired, or Error). You can also use line commands to perform a deeper analysis on individual
statements. These features enable you to quickly exclude irrelevant data and focus on only those critical statements that
impact your systems.

This new functionality is enabled or displayed in the following locations:

• A new Explain Strategy Compare History table (PTPA_ES_COMPHIST_#) has been created to store the compare
history records.

• In the PPA member of hlq.CDBAPARM, the COMPARE parameter has a new "H" value that stores the results of your
explain version comparisons in the Explain Strategy Compare History table.

• In the explain profiles and in the source-level and global explain options for explain strategies, the Compare Report
field has a new “H” option to select the Compare History function.

• The enhanced explain REPORT card supports a new COMPARE/HISTORY value to select the Compare History
function.

• The Explain Strategy Services panel has a new “CH” column that indicates which strategy versions have compare
history records. A value of “Y” indicates that compare history records exist. A blank value indicates that these records
do not exist.

• On the Explain Strategy Services panel, the explain strategy versions support a new “S” line command that displays
the new Compare Summary report.

For more information about these new features, see Identify Access Path and SQL Cost Changes (Compare with Auto
HVersion).

Db2 12 Built-In Scalar Functions and Alternate Built-In Function Names (SO12650)

Plan Analyzer now supports several new scalar functions that were introduced in function level V12R1M505. This
product also supports the alternate names that were introduced for several preexisting built-in functions in function level
V12R1M506. SQL that contains the following syntax can now be processed successfully:

• Built-in scalar functions:
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_BIGINT
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_BIT
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_CLOB
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_DBCLOB
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_DECIMAL
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_INTEGER
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_VARCHAR
– DECRYPT_DATAKEY_VARGRAPHIC
– ENCRYPT_DATAKEY

• Alternate names for preexisting built-in functions:

Preexisting Function Name Alternate Name

COVARIANCE or COVAR COVAR_POP

CHARACTER_LENGTH CHAR_LENGTH

CLOB TO_CLOB

HASH_MD5, HASH_SHA1, or HASH_SHA256 HASH

LEFT STRLEFT

POSSTR STRPOS

POWER POW

RAND RANDOM
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RIGHT STRRIGHT

TIMESTAMP_FORMAT or TO_DATE TO_TIMESTAMP

Db2 11 PROGAUTH Support in Plan Reports (SO12367)

Plan Analyzer now supports the PROGAUTH column in the SYSIBM.SYSPLAN table. The Plan List, Plan Detail, Plan/
Package Utilities, and Identify Problem Plan/Packages reports have been updated. The values in this column indicate
whether Db2 performs program authorization checking to determine whether it can execute a plan.

Db2 11 APPLCOMPAT Support in Future Explains (SO12267)

A new enhanced explain card, APPLCOMPAT, lets you specify the application compatibility behavior for catalog or non-
catalog SQL during a future explain. You can use this card to enable the use of SQL functionality that is provided within a
specific Db2 version. You can also use this card to prevent the use of incompatible SQL functionality.

If the APPLCOMPAT card is not specified, the following default values are used:

• Catalog SQL uses the package APPLCOMPAT bind value.
• Non-catalog SQL uses the APPLCOMPAT setting that was assigned to the Plan Analyzer explain application packages

during the product installation.

Db2 12 Explain Report Support for New DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE Columns (SO12067)

Db2 12 DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE columns APCOMPARE_STATUS, APREUSE_STATUS, APREUSE_COPYID,
and APREUSE_VERSION are now supported.

• The short Access Path reports now supports the new columns. These columns are populated by a BIND or REBIND
parameter for APCOMPARE or APREUSE. Also, a new access path filter, APREUSE Fail, has been added to the
explain options. This filter lets you eliminate SQL statements that do not meet the criteria of unsuccessful access path
reuse (because of a failed operation or because no match was found).

• The Query Explain Database Explain Summary report includes a new APREUS FAIL column that reports on
CURRENT explains where access path reuse is not successful. A new APREUS FAIL filter in the Identify Problem SQL
for Explain Problem report options eliminates SQL statements that do not meet the criteria of unsuccessful access path
reuse.

• The new Db2 12 columns have been added to the Plan Analyzer historical database table PTAN_STMT. You can
display these fields using the INFO line command in the Historical Database Reports.

• The Explain Type field now provides more granularity on the origins of CURRENT explains. Instead of displaying
CURRENT, the Explain Type field now shows a value of AUTO-BIND, BIND, or REBIND in the following reports:
Explain SQL Detail Report, Compare Header Report, Historical Database Reports (where it appears as ET instead of
Explain Type), and Historical Database Reports (where it is displayed by using the INFO line command).

Db2 11 and Db2 12 Db2 Analytics Accelerator Bind Options (SO11807)

Plan Analyzer now supports new IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS bind options.

This support is provided through the following BIND and REBIND parameters:

ACCELERATIONWAITFORDATA
Specifies the maximum time that IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS delays a static SQL query while waiting
for the replication of committed Db2 data changes that occurred before the query began.
This new functionality is enabled through the following reports and commands:
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• Package BIND Parameters report
• Package REBIND Parameters report
• Bind packages: B, BO, R, RO, BINDPACK, COPYPACK, and REBINDPACK
• Native SQL procedure packages: ROA and DPLY
• SQL scalar function packages: ROA and DPLY

ACCELERATOR
Specifies the preferred target accelerator to use for queries that are accelerated in the IBM DB2 Analytics
Accelerator for z/OS.
This new functionality is enabled through the following reports and commands:

• Package BIND Parameters report
• Package REBIND Parameters report
• Bind packages: B, BO, R, RO, BINDPACK, COPYPACK, and REBINDPACK
• Native SQL procedure packages: ROA and DPLY
• SQL scalar function packages: ROA and DPLY

Db2 12 REBIND Phase-in Package Copy Support (SO11129)

The Db2 12 rebind phase-in function is now supported. Rebind phase-in allows Db2 to rebind and execute the same
package concurrently. During the rebind process, a new package copy is created. After the rebind finishes, new threads
can use the new package copy immediately. Existing threads continue to use the phased-out copy that was in use before
the rebind.

The new package copies are support in the following reports: Package List, Package Detail, Package Utilities, Identify
Problem Packages, Package Dependency, Package Bind Parameters, Package Rebind Parameters, and Object
Reporting.

NOTE
Support for rebind phase-in begins in function level V12R1M505.

Db2 12 Advanced Trigger Packages and CONCENTRATESTMT Support (SO10712)
Db2 12 advanced trigger packages are now supported. You can rebind these packages, modify certain rebind options
when rebinding them, switch between advanced trigger package copies, free package copies, drop trigger versions, and
drop triggers. This support is provided through the following commands:

• Line commands R, RO, ROA, F, FO, and FA
• Primary commands REBINDPACK and FREEPACK

NOTE
The F and FREEPACK commands replace the DTR and DROPTRIG commands, respectively.

The following Db2 12 BIND and REBIND parameter is also supported:

CONCENTRATESTMT
Specifies how to treat dynamic SQL with specific literal constants. This SQL can be treated as a separate unique
statement in the dynamic cache, or it can be shared with an existing statement in the cache.
This new functionality is enabled through the following reports and commands:

• Package BIND Parameters report
• Package REBIND Parameters report
• Bind packages: B, BO, R, RO, BINDPACK, COPYPACK, and REBINDPACK
• Advanced trigger packages: R, RO, ROA, and REBINDPACK
• Native SQL procedure packages: R, RO, ROA, and REBINDPACK
• SQL scalar function packages: R, RO, ROA, and REBINDPACK
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Db2 12 SYSPACKAGE Column Support (SO12067)

Plan Analyzer now supports the APREUSE_NO_FL, APREUSE_NO_TS, CONC_STMT, FUNCTION_LVL, and ORIGIN
columns in the SYSPACKAGE table.

These columns have been added to the following reports:

• Package List
• Package Detail
• Package Utilities
• Identify Problem Package

Db2 12 SQL DML Syntax Support

The following Db2 12 SQL DML syntax support is now provided. SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed
successfully:

• BETWEEN temporal period clause in searched DELETE and UPDATE statements
• FETCH NEXT in SUBSELECT, FULLSELECT, and SELECT INTO
• FETCH in searched DELETE statements
• LIMIT as an alternative to FETCH or FETCH OFFSET
• LISTAGG built-in function (introduced in function level V12R1M501)
• OFFSET in SUBSELECT, FULLSELECT, and SELECT INTO statements
• Global variables:

– CATALOG_LEVEL
– DEFAULT_SQLLEVEL
– MERGE USING table-reference as an alternate way of specifying source data
– PRODUCTID_EXT
– TEMPORAL_LOGICAL_TRANSACTION_TIME
– TEMPORAL_LOGICAL_TRANSACTIONS
– REPLICATION_OVERRIDE (introduced in function level V12R1M503)

• Obfuscated statement text in CREATE TRIGGER statements
• Operands in row-value expressions for basic predicates:

– < (less than)
– > (greater than)
– <= (less than or equal to)
– >= (greater than or equal to)

Db2 12 EXPLAIN Table Support

The short and long access path reports now support new Db2 12 values in the following PLAN_TABLE columns:

• PRIMARY_ACCESSTYPE
• COLUMN_FN_EVAL
• QBLOCK_TYPE

In addition, the explain table auto-creation function and the Create Explain/Input Tables option now support the new Db2
12 FUNCTION_LEVEL column in the DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.

Db2 12 Support

IBM Db2 12 for z/OS function levels V12R1M100, V12R1M500, and V12R1Mnnn are now supported.
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Version 20.0 of Plan Analyzer supports the IBM Db2 12 Continuous Delivery Model, which introduces new features in the
maintenance stream for faster adoption. Customers who are moving to Db2 12 should upgrade to this version. In Version
19.0, only V12R1M100 for migration from Db2 11 and new function level V12R1M500 are supported for Db2 12.

Db2 11 SYSPACKAGE Column Support

Db2 11 SYSPACKAGE columns ARCHIVESENSITIVE, BUSTIMESENSITIVE, DESCSTAT, and SYSTIMESENSITIVE
have been added to the following reports:

• Package List
• Package Detail
• Package Utilities
• Identify Problem Package

Db2 11 Syntax Support

The following Db2 11 syntax support is provided:

• Special register support:
– CURRENT ACCELERATOR
– CURRENT QUERY ACCELERATION WAITFORDATA

• Correlation clause is now optional for nested table expressions, XMLTABLE expressions, and collection-derived tables.
• Built-in scalar functions SOAPHTTPNC and SOAPHTTPNV

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

Db2® Spatial Extender Support

SQL that contains the predicate selectivity clause in search conditions is now supported.

SQL that contains this syntax can now be processed successfully.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:
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• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Product Accessibility Features
Learn about product accessibility features for software applications and operating systems, functional performance, and
documentation.

Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.
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Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Third-Party Software Agreements
This topic provides information about the third-party software agreements that apply to this release.

The third-party software agreements (copyright statements and licenses for open-source software) that apply to this
release of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 are described in Third-Party Software Agreements (login
required). 

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Database Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Database Analyzer)
• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Mainframe Resource Intelligence (MRI)
• RC/Migrator™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Migrator)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• RC/Secure™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Secure)
• RC/Update™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Update)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• SQL-Ease® for Db2 for z/OS (SQL-Ease)
• Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
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Installing
The following process explains how to perform a base installation of Plan Analyzer.

NOTE

Detailed instructions and other installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance) are described
in the Installing section of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

1. Prepare for installation by reviewing the installation best practices and verifying that the installation
requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met.

NOTE

RRSAF is required when using the DDLFILE enhanced explain statement, which lets you explain the SQL
that uses declare global temporary tables. You can execute other statement types, including INSERT to
populate the table and CREATE INDEX to mimic the temporary application-defined objects. You can also
supply application-defined objects such as special registers for execution before a future explain.

For more information about RRSAF, see Security Requirements.
2. Acquire and install the product using CSM or native SMP/E (pax-ESD).
3. Install product maintenance using IBM z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels. Select the following options in the order presented:

a. Select option 0 (Settings - Session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and maintain the
configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the following steps.

b. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product PARMLIB members). Use this option to set
up global and product-specific parmlib members.
• Edit the global parmlib members first.
• Then edit the PPA parmlib member in the CDBAPARM data set to set site-specific default execution values.

c. Select option 2 (Customize - Execute product-specific customization tasks). Use this option to customize
post-installation global options, Xmanager, and Xnet. Also use this option to perform product-specific
customization. Review the PPACUST customization member in hlq.CDBASKL0 for more information about the
Plan Analyzer customization tasks.

d. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute Db2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform Db2
tasks. Installation-related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. Execute these tasks
on each Db2 subsystem.
The installation-related tasks include starting Xmanager, creating the product objects, and binding the product
plans and packages. The product-specific tasks include:
• Loading the expert system rules tables and possible database conversion tasks.
• Creating the Broadcom-defined rule sets, auto-hversions, and explain profiles.
• Installing Plan Analyzer stored procedures (which requires identification of the WLM environment).

NOTE

For a list of the Db2 objects that are created during installation, see Plan Analyzer Objects (login
required).

5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, review the operational considerations in the Using section of this documentation.
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Getting Started
Plan Analyzer improves Db2 performance by efficiently analyzing SQL and using expert rules to offer recommendations
for SQL performance improvement. The product provides analysis capabilities that go beyond the plan and package level.
You can analyze any SQL, from a single statement to an entire application. The product also lets you test plans before
they go live to predict their behavior in production. Expert rules evaluate the SQL statements and the underlying physical
objects, and make recommendations for improving performance.

Plan Analyzer optimizes and manages Db2 plans and packages by helping you perform the following tasks:

• Performing on-demand explains
• Creating and executing reusable explain strategies
• Identifying and analyzing access path or SQL cost changes
• Managing plan and package performance
• Using Db2 profiles
• Creating and managing optimization hints

Explain Services

The Explain Services analyze SQL statements by using information that is returned from the Db2 optimizer with catalog
statistics and the Plan Analyzer expert system rules. Explain Services expand on Db2 explain processing and provide
enhanced explain output in various reports. This enhanced output provides detailed information about access path
choices and the factors that led to the path choice.

• Two facilities let you group SQL sources: Explain Strategy Services and Quick Explain.
Explain Strategy Services lets you save the grouped SQL sources. After a strategy is created, you can execute it
repeatedly to perform the explain. Each time an explain is executed against a strategy, the results are saved as a
version of that strategy.
Quick Explain provides an easy method of grouping SQL sources for an on-demand enhanced explain. Unlike Explain
Strategy Services, you cannot save enhanced explain reports with Quick Explain. However, Quick Explain lets you
save the information that is used to create the explain as a historical version of that SQL source.

• Explain Strategy Services and Quick Explain offer two modes to address the needs of various users and situations.
Regular mode streamlines the enhanced explain process so that you use only a few screens and a few options.
Specify SQL sources singly or in groups with minimal effort.
Expert mode lets you explain single SQL statements or entire applications by grouping multiple SQL sources. Expert
mode also supports more types of SQL sources than regular mode.
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Use a data editor screen to narrow your explain to a specific SQL statement number. You can select which rule sets to
use when analyzing the SQL source. You can also use data editor screens to update catalog statistics, enter search
conditions, and specify filters. Each of these options lets you customize how the explain is executed.

• Administrators can use explain profiles to save a common set of explain options that multiple users can share. These
profiles can simplify the explain process for quick explains and explain strategies.

• Enhanced explain processing lets you explain a plan or package on any Db2 subsystem without moving the plan or
package. Specify the target subsystem ID (SSID), and Plan Analyzer does the rest. You can tune applications on your
testing subsystem before they are bound on your production subsystem.

• Users without SYSADM authority can perform explain processing on SQL. Enhanced explain processing lets you
access a stored procedure through the PPA profile option Use Stored Proc. for EXPLAIN. This feature can also be
activated through explain batch cards.

• During an enhanced explain, the Db2 optimizer uses the Db2 catalog statistics to determine the optimal access
path. The Catalog Update facility uses the Statistics Manager to let you temporarily change catalog statistics for an
enhanced explain. After you review the impact, you can commit the catalog updates or you can roll them back.

• Enhanced explain processing lets you save the explains to the Plan Analyzer historical database. The saved data
helps identify performance improvement or degradation when you upgrade to new Db2 releases or you change the
application. This historical database drives the following reporting options:

• Query Explain Database
• Compare Explain Versions
• Identify Problem SQL
• Source Database Maintenance Facility

• Enhanced explain reports include information about the chosen access path and the factors that led to that choice.
These factors include Db2 catalog statistics and physical object configurations.
Plan Analyzer goes beyond Db2 explain analysis with expert system rules. These rules govern SQL syntax,
physical object design, plan and package bound design, and predicate use. Use these rules to generate reports with
accompanying recommendations whenever a conflict occurs during explain processing. You can update these expert
system rules to reflect threshold values for your installations. You can also use the default rules or create custom rule
sets.
This information is provided in multiple reports:

• Summary report
• SQL Cost report
• Access Path Analysis report
• Predicate Analysis report
• Dependency Analysis report
• Referential Integrity report
• Tree report
• Statistics reports
• SQL design rule report
• Physical design rule report
• Predicate design rule report
• Plan design rule report
• Compare Versions Cost Compare report
• Compare Explain Versions report
• Index Probe Statistics Report

• The Query Explain Database facility lets you query the historical database to retrieve information about an explained
strategy.
Query Explain Database provides five reports that provide the following information:
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• Access methods that your SQL uses SQL (Explain Summary report)
• The cost of executing your SQL statements (Cost Summary report)
• A summary of the statement types that are used (Statement Summary report)
• The objects that are referenced within the explained SQL (Object Summary report)
• A summary of object information (Information Summary report)

• You can compare two historical database SQL sources to generate a Compare Explain Versions or Compare Versions
Cost Compare report. These reports show the changes that were identified for SQL, access path, or SQL cost. You
can compare versions for the following SQL sources:

• Plan
• Package
• SQL
• DBRM library input
• File
• Report Facility (PRF) queries and Exported Report Facility query
• QMF queries and Exported QMF query

The Compare Explain Versions report shows the compared SQL text and the short access path report. The increase or
decrease in SQL cost is highlighted. The report also summarizes the match statistics.
The Compare Versions Cost Compare report compares the historical versions cost (Milliseconds, Service Units, and
Total Cost) of various SQL sources. You can also compare sources that are contained in explain strategies. This report
helps you detect and analyze packages where performance degradation or improvement exists.
The Compare Versions Cost Compare report is presented in a five-level hierarchical format that is arranged by
hversion, level, group (collection), object (package), and statement. The object and statement levels display access
path change indicators, SQL text change indicators, and SQL cost. The SQL cost is displayed in New, Old, and SQL
cost difference format for the possible cost categories (Milliseconds, Service Units, and Total Cost).

• Rules can be triggered during explain processing to highlight problematic SQL, physical descriptions, or both. The
Update Expert System Rules options let you create rule sets that are specific to your needs. For example, physical rule
1077 is triggered when the FREEPAGE for a universal tablespace partition falls outside the acceptable range of 0-20.
You can change this threshold to adapt to your site standards.

• The Create Explain/Input Tables facility lets you generate the DDL for the input table DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE and
for the following explain tables:

• PLAN_TABLE
• DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE
• DSN_FUNCTION_TABLE
• DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE_TABLE
• DSN_COLDIST_TABLE
• DSN_KEYTGTDIST_TABLE
• DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES

This facility also lets you generate the DDL for the Db2-recommended indexes for each table.
• Auto Hversion Maintenance lets you manage the automatic historical versioning that the Explain Services use to save

the explain to the historical database. Use this facility to create, update, browse, and delete automatic historical version
definitions.
Explain Profile Maintenance lets you manage and store a common set of explain options in an explain profile that
multiple users can share. use this facility to create, update, browse, and delete explain profiles.

Historical Database Reporting

You can query the historical database to retrieve information about an explained strategy or to identify potential
problematic SQL. You can also compare two historical database SQL sources to identify changes that were made.
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The Query Explain Database facility retrieves information about an explained strategy. Query Explain Database presents
the information within five reports. For example, you can review the following items:

• Access methods that your SQL uses (Explain Summary report)
• Most costly SQL statements (Cost Summary report)
• Most frequently used statement types (Statement Summary report)
• Objects that are referenced within the explained SQL (Object Summary report)
• Summary of object information (Information Summary report)

The Identify Problem SQL facility identifies potentially problematic SQL that was captured during the explain. The Identify
Problem SQL facility consists of two reports:

• The Identify Explain Problems report identifies SQL that is tied to a specific access path problem. For example, the
report can show all SQL statements that encountered tablespace scans.

• The Identify Rule Problems report identifies SQL that triggered specific expert system rules.

You can compare two historical database SQL sources and can generate a Compare Explain Versions or Compare
Versions Cost Compare report. These reports show the changes that were identified for SQL, access path, or SQL cost.

• The Compare Explain Versions report shows the compared SQL text and the short access path report. The increase or
decrease in SQL cost is highlighted. The report also summarizes the match statistics.

• The Compare Versions Cost Compare report compares the historical versions cost (Milliseconds, Service Units, and
Total Cost) of various SQL sources. You can also compare sources that are contained in explain strategies. This report
helps you detect and analyze packages where performance degradation or improvement exists.

Catalog Reporting

With Catalog Reporting, you do not have to write complex queries. You have multiple options to monitor your plans,
objects, and SQL statements.

Change the report header to generate the same report for different plans, packages, or objects without exiting the current
report. Subreport options also let you issue commands to generate subreports for the items that are listed on a report.

All reports support distributed data facility (DDF) locations. You can change the location and Db2 SSID on any report
panel and can navigate through many Db2 subsystems. You can produce reports in online or batch mode. You can also
extend the WHERE clause on any SQL statement by using the Extended Query Facility (EQF).

NOTE

The Performance Report is no longer supported. This functionality is provided natively in Detector.

• Plan reporting provides information regarding Db2 plans. The Plan List report, for example, can list multiple plans.
To rebind all these plans, simply enter REBIND in the command line. Plan Analyzer invokes the Batch Processor to
generate the input to execute your request.

• Package reporting displays detailed information about packages and their collections. For example, the Package Plan
Inclusion report displays all plans that include packages. The plans containing the package are indented under the
package name for quick reference. This display lets you see which plans a BIND PACKAGE command affects.

• Object reporting provides a powerful view into SQL dependency. You can view all collections, packages, and SQL
that are dependent on a database, tablespace, table, index, MQT, view, synonym, alias, column, column mask, or
row permission. This capability helps answer questions such as “Show me all the SQL in my system that updates the
SALARY column.”

• The QUERY reporting option provides catalog-based reports about data in the access path repository. This repository
is a group of Db2 catalog tables containing data about queries that are tied to statement-level optimization hints.
Statement-level optimization hints influence the access path that the Db2 optimizer selects for processing SQL
statements. These hints are created in the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE. The contents of this table are bound using the
BINDQRYOPT command and then added to the access path repository.
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Use QUERY reporting to identify the status, validity, and parameters of your statement-level optimization hints. You
can free queries from within the QUERY reports. Free the queries from the access path repository to remove invalid
hints, address performance degradation, or capitalize on Db2 optimizer improvements. You can also free queries when
the contents of the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE are bound inadvertently.

• The Statement reporting facility reports on all SQL within your subsystem or on plans that meet certain syntax
configurations. This flexibility provides a powerful method for monitoring and enforcing SQL standards at your site. This
method is the only way to perform tasks like finding all SQL with only Stage I predicates or finding all SQL containing
correlated subqueries.

Plan/Package Management

Plan/Package Management Services identify problem plans and packages. You can correct the plan and package
problems by executing utilities from online report panels.

• From any report, you can enter primary or line commands to invoke utilities that perform the following tasks:

• BIND, FREE, or REBIND some or all listed plans or packages. Online and batch processing options are provided
for the BIND, FREE, and REBIND utilities.

• Execute utilities through the Plan/Package Utilities menu.
• The Optimization Hints facility manages PLAN_TABLE and statement-level optimization hints. These hints influence

the access path that the Db2 optimizer selects. For PLAN_TABLE optimization hints, you can update specific plan
table columns that influence access path selection, browse the table columns, and delete table rows. You can generate
a short access path report for the query. You can also generate a compare access path report to show before-and-
after changes when an optimization hint is updated. The Optimization Hints facility also supports the creation and
implementation of statement-level optimization hints. Statement-level optimization hints use statement text matching to
apply hints to all instances of a statement system-wide or against a package.

• The Identify Problem Plan/Package(s) facility identifies the plans that were invalidated by an object being altered. This
facility is more efficient than using Object Reporting to identify which plans were invalidated. Object Reporting displays
only those objects that are dependent on the selected object, making it time-consuming to identify which plans were
invalidated.

• The Db2 Profile Services manage profiles and profile attributes in the DSN_PROFILE_TABLE and
DSN_PROFILE_ATTRIBUTES tables. For example, this facility helps verify that only valid profiles and attributes are
added to catalog tables.

Miscellaneous Functions and Services

Plan Analyzer also provides the following functions:

Source Database Maintenance
Maintains the integrity of your historical database by letting you save, rename, or delete SQL sources.

Stored Procedures Maintenance
Maintains your stored procedures by letting you create, update, browse, delete, and start stored procedures and
maintain your Db2 SYSIBM.SYSROUTINES table.

Statistics Manager
Enhances your Db2 processing by letting you view, calculate, manipulate, and migrate statistics.

Batch Reporting Facility

The Batch Reporting facility generates Plan Analyzer reports in batch mode. Batch Reporting creates a job stream
containing the JCL commands and control information to generate and print the reports.
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NOTE
Do not confuse the Batch Reporting facility with the Batch Processor. Batch Reporting is a facility for generating
Plan Analyzer reports in batch. The Batch Processor is a product for processing data sets that contain SQL and
special Batch Processor commands.

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Plan Analyzer.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can complete tasks in
parallel.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here. 

Task Description Role Status

Review the Product
Authorization Requirements

Review the product
authorization requirements for
using the product.

Security Administrator,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Review the Security
Authorization Requirements

Review the security
requirements for using the
product.

Security Administrator,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Review the Operational
Considerations

Review the operational
considerations to optimize your
use of Plan Analyzer.

Application Developer,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Best Practices: Optimize
Performance

Review the best practices to
ensure that Plan Analyzer runs
efficiently.

Application Developer,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Configure Your Product Profile Specify the default execution
values for your Plan Analyzer
session.

Application Developer,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Manage Rule Sets Use the Expert Systems Rule
Set Maintenance function to set
up your rule sets.
Perform this task before you
create an explain profile.

Application Developer,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Configure the Historical
Database

Create auto hversion definitions
so that you can save your
explain output to the historical
database.
Perform this task before you
create an explain profile.

Application Developer,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Manage Your Explain Profiles Create an explain profile to
specify default explain options.
Perform this task after you set
up your rule sets and configure
the historical database.

Application Developer,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.
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Task Description Role Status

Create Explain or Input Tables Create explain tables to store
your explain output.

Application Developer,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Get a Quick Start Review this article to move
quickly into explains, access
path changes, plan and
package performance, virtual
indexes, and optimization hints.

Application Developer,
Database Administrator

Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Review the Product Authorization Requirements
The Product Authorizations Facility lets you use Db2 security to control user access to the Plan Analyzer functions.

Review the following authorization requirements before running the product:

• To run the product, grant the user authority to execute the Batch Processor.
• To execute commands through the Db2 Command Processor, grant the user authority to execute this function (found in

the General category).
• To create a modeling profile using parameters that were captured from another Db2 subsystem, or to verify whether

optimization hints are enabled, grant the user read access to Thread Termination/Dynamic DSNZPARM.

You can grant or revoke authorization to the following product functions:
PPA Main Plan

Executes all product features except for Update Expert System Rules.
PPA Rule Admin

Executes the Update Expert System Rules feature, which includes updating, creating, templating, and deleting
rule sets.

PPA Database Maint
Performs any operations in the Source Database Maintenance facility.

PPA Procedure Maint
Performs any operations in the Stored Procedures Maintenance facility.

PSM Main Plan
Performs any operations in the Statistics Manager facility (including import, export, and rollback operations
against the Db2 catalog tables).

You can grant or revoke authorization to the following Plan Analyzer common services functions:
PPA Services

Accesses the catalog for the common services that Plan Analyzer uses.
Load Util. Commit

Loads Detector data into the Plan Analyzer Historical Database Performance table using RELEASE(COMMIT).
Load Util. Dealloc.

Loads Detector data into the Plan Analyzer Historical Database Performance table using
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE).

Review the Security Authorization Requirements
The Db2 security system implements many of the security authorizations that are discussed in this section. Users are
never permitted to bypass Db2 security. More security is provided through the authorization exit and Product Authorization
facilities.

Review the following authorization requirements before running the product.
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Db2 Security

This product follows the same security as Db2.

NOTE
For more information about Db2 security, see the IBM Db2 Administrative Guide.

Except where noted, when the SQL statement is embedded in a program, the privilege set consists of the privileges that
the owner of the plan or package designates. When the statement is executed dynamically, the privilege set is the union of
the privileges that are designated by each authorization ID of the process (primary and secondary IDs).

Create Explain Table Security

You can create an explain table when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSADM authority
• DBADM, DBMAINT, or DBCTRL authority on the database containing the explain table
• CREATETAB privilege on the database containing the explain table

UPDATE Catalog Statistics Security

The PSM main plan can update the Db2 catalog statistics by using the Plan Analyzer Catalog Statistics facility. The PSM
plan and package owner must have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSADM authority
• UPDATE authority on the catalog table or column that is being updated

Authority to Execute an EXPLAIN PLAN

You can execute an EXPLAIN PLAN on SQL when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSADM
• SQLADM
• System DBADM
• Authority to execute the SQL (including SELECT authority for tables that the dynamic SQL references) and UPDATE

authority on all installed explain tables that the user defines in Plan Analyzer.
• Access to the Plan Analyzer stored procedure to perform EXPLAIN processing

To access this stored procedure, access the PPA profile option and specify Y for the Use Stored Proc. for Explain
variable. This setting allows users without EXECUTE authority on the EXPLAIN PLAN statement to use the Plan
Analyzer stored procedure to perform EXPLAIN processing. The authority of the stored procedure is used and you can
still view the results of the EXPLAIN.

WARNING

The Plan Analyzer stored procedure that performs EXPLAIN processing is supported only in Db2
subsystems that use native Db2 security.

• EXPLAIN privileges that let you perform certain explain tasks without the ability to access or modify data.

BIND, REBIND, FREE Plan Security

You can BIND, REBIND, or FREE a plan if you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSCTRL, SYSADM, or system DBADM authority
• BIND, BINDADD, or BINDAGENT authority
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EXECUTE Plan Security

You can EXECUTE a plan when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSADM authority
• DATAACCESS authority
• EXECUTE authority

BIND and REBIND Package Security

You can BIND or REBIND a package when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSCTRL, SYSADM, system DBADM, or PACKADM authority
• ALL, BIND, BINDADD, or BINDAGENT authority
• SQLADM authority with limited authority to specify EXPLAIN (ONLY) or SQLERROR (CHECK) options
• Explain privileges with limited authority to specify EXPLAIN (ONLY) or SQLERROR (CHECK) options

BIND Service Security

You can execute a BIND SERVICE or FREE SERVICE when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSCTRL, SYSADM, system DBADM, CREATE IN, or PACKADM authority
• ALL, BIND, BINDADD, or BINDAGENT authority

BIND and FREE QUERY Security

You can execute a BIND QUERY or FREE QUERY on SQL when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SQLADM authority
• SYSADM authority
• System DBADM authority
• SYSOPR authority
• SYSCTRL authority

FREE Package and Service Security

You can FREE a package or service when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSCTRL, SYSADM, system DBADM, or PACKADM authority
• BINDAGENT authority

COPY Package and Service Security

You can COPY a package or service when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSCTRL, SYSADM, system DBADM, or PACKADM authority
• ALL, BINDAGENT, or COPY authority

EXECUTE Package Security

You can include a package in a plan when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSADM, system DBADM, or PACKADM authority
• ALL or EXECUTE authority
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CREATE in Package Security

You can create a package inside a collection when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SYSCTRL, SYSADM, system DBADM, or PACKADM authority
• CREATE IN authority

Stored Procedures Maintenance Facility Security

You can perform any operations in the Stored Procedures Maintenance Facility when you have at least one of the
following authorizations:

• SYSADM authority
• Source DB Maint authority

Source Database Maintenance Facility Security

You can perform any operations in the Source Database Maintenance Facility when you have at least one of the following
authorizations:

• SYSADM authority
• Procedure Maint authority

Db2 Profile Services Facility Security

You can start, stop, or display a profile when you have at least one of the following authorizations:

• SQLADM authority
• SYSADM authority
• System DBADM authority
• SYSOPR authority
• SYSCTRL authority

You can issue the DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL command when you have at least one of the following authorizations or
privileges:

• SYSOPR authority
• SYSCTRL authority
• SYSADM authority
• DISPLAY privilege

Configure Your Product Profile
Learn how to configure your product profile.

You can define default execution values to customize your Plan Analyzer session. For example, you can specify whether
to perform explains in regular mode or expert mode. You can also specify the host language to use when writing SQL.

You can also specify your preferred format for floating point data in your reports. The following table shows equivalent
notation among the three floating-point format options. Values that are equal to 1027 or greater are displayed in scientific
notation, regardless of the profile setting.

Value Scientific English Metric
1,000 +0.1 E+04 1.0 THOU 1.0 KILO
1,000,000 +0.1 E+07 1.0 MILL 1.0 MEGA
1,000,000,000 +0.1 E+10 1.0 BILL 1.0 GIGA
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1,000,000,000,000 +0.1 E+13 1.0 TRIL 1.0 TERA
1,000,000,000,000,000 +0.1 E+16 1.0 QUAD 1.0 PETA
1,000,000,000,000,000,000 +0.1 E+19 1.0 QUIN 1.0 EXA
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 +0.1 E+22 1.0 SEXT 1.0 ZETT
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
,000

+0.1 E+25 1.0 SEPT 1.0 YOTT

Follow these steps to configure your profile:

1. Select PF (Profile) from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Select option 2 (PPA Profile Variables) and press Enter.

NOTE
Option 1 lets you specify global profile values that apply to all installed Database Management Solutions
for Db2 products. These values include execution libraries, JOB statement specifications, print parameters,
screen colors, and usage language options. For more information about defining global profile variables, see
the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

3. Specify a value in each field and press F3 (End).
The PPA Profile Menu appears. The updated profile values are saved.

Expert System Rules
Expert system rules automate the intelligent evaluation of your SQL statements and the underlying physical object
configurations.

These rules also analyze your Db2 packages and plans, alert you to potential problems, and recommend ways to improve
your SQL and physical object configurations. Set up your rules before you create your explain profiles.

NOTE
SQL-Ease uses the same expert system rules as Plan Analyzer. When you change the rules in one product, you
change them for both.

A rule set is a collection of SQL, physical design, plan, and predicate rules that apply to a specific Db2 release. A default
rule set is provided for each Db2 release. The default rule set is created during installation. The rule set to which rules
belong depends partially on the Db2 release of the rule set SSID. The following rule types are supported:

• Internal @DEFAULT rule set
• User-defined @DEFAULT rule set
• Broadcom-defined rule sets (@@RULDBA and @@RULDEV)
• Unique user-defined rule sets

When you select your explain options, you specify which rule set to use. When you execute the enhanced explain, your
SQL statements and underlying objects are analyzed using the specified rule set.

Violated rules are accompanied by recommendations for fixing those problems. For example, suppose that your PROD
rule set contains a rule that a table cannot have more than 800 pages unless it uses an index. You run a quick explain
with the PROD rule set selected. Your SQL statements and underlying objects are analyzed according to the PROD rule
set. When a table has 900 pages and no index, the violated rule and suggestions to correct the violation are displayed.
For more information about how recommended fixes are provided, see Rule Reports.

The expert system rules are stored in a rules database. Each rule consists of a rule number and a message. The rules
database consists of the following rule types:
SQL rules

Identify potential problems in your SQL. These rules identify changes that you can make to your SQL statements
so that they run efficiently. For example, Rule 0014 is triggered when an UPDATE statement for a table is missing
a WHERE clause.
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Physical design rules
Identify potential problems with the objects on which your SQL operates. For example, physical design rules can
identify indexes with an excessive leaf distribution.

Plan rules
Identify potential problems with how your plans and packages are bound, and flag any plans or packages that are
inoperative or invalid.

Predicate rules
Identify potential problems with your SQL predicates. For example, predicate rules can identify poorly coded
predicates that are not using an existing index.

Manage Rule Sets
Use the Expert Systems Rule Set Maintenance function to create and manage customized rule sets. Set up your rule sets
before you create your explain profiles.

Manage Your Rule Sets

When a rule set is first created, the default thresholds are applied and all rules are activated. Use line commands or
primary commands to activate or deactivate one or more rules in your rule set.

When you scroll through the rules, notice that some rules contain highlighted values. These values represent editable
thresholds. Thresholds define the maximum or standard values that are allowed for a given rule. For example, your site
might specify that PAGE is the standard value for a tablespace blocksize.

You can assign severity codes to the rules. Plan Analyzer uses severity codes when any expert system rules are violated.
When you execute the enhanced explain, the product returns the highest severity code that it encounters. These severity
codes are user-defined. If you do not assign a severity code to a rule, the severity code for that rule defaults to zero.

You can create, update, and delete multiple rule sets at once. The command to create a rule set executes first. After the
rule set is created, the remaining commands execute in the order that they are listed on the panel. For more information
about the available primary and line commands, type a question mark (?) in the appropriate field and press Enter. A
complete list of fields and their descriptions is provided in the online help (F1).

1. Select Expert Systems Rule Set Maintenance option on the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Complete one or more of the following steps:

• To create a rule set, specify C in the CMD field. Provide values for the SSID, RULE SET, DESCRIPTION, and SO
fields, and press Enter.

• To template a rule set, specify T next to the rule set that you want to template. Specify C in the CMD line. Provide
values for the SSID, RULE SET, DESCRIPTION, and SO fields, and press Enter.

• To update a rule set, specify U next to the rule set. Press Enter.

The PPA Expert Systems Rules List panel or the PPA Expert Systems Rule Set Maintenance panel appears,
depending on your selections.

3. (Optional) Use the Filter field to filter the list of rules.
4. Use line commands to make individual rules (A) active or (I) inactive. Use primary commands ACTIVATE or

DEACTIVATE to change the activation status of all the rules that are displayed.
If a filter is applied, the ACTIVATE and DEACTIVATE commands apply only to the displayed rules.

5. (Optional) Specify U next to one or more rules to update the Threshold, Severity Code, and Notify Option for individual
rules. Alternatively, use primary commands NOTIFYON or NOTIFYOFF to change the notification settings for all the
rules that are displayed.

NOTE

NOTIFYON and NOTIFYOFF override any notification settings that you specify for individual rules. Also, if a
filter is applied, NOTIFYON and NOTIFYOFF apply only to the displayed rules.
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Notifications are provided as TSO Send commands. To receive these notifications, verify that your TSO
environment is configured appropriately.

The PPA Update Rule Thresholds/Severity Code panel appears.
6. Update the values in one or more of the following fields: Threshold, Severity Code, and Notify Option. The Severity

Code is a numeric value from 0 through 4095. Press Enter.
All changes are written to the rules database. The PPA Expert Systems Rules List or the PPA Expert Systems Rule
Set Maintenance panel reappears.

7. If you activated notifications for any rules, specify a user ID in the Notify Userid field and press Enter.
8. Press F3 (End).

The PPA Expert Systems Rule Set Maintenance panel appears.

Broadcom-Defined Rule Sets

The Broadcom-defined @@RULDBA and @@RULDEV rule sets govern SQL syntax, physical object design, plan
and package bound design, and the use of predicates. Each Broadcom-defined rule set is associated with the relevant
Broadcom-defined explain profile automatically. For example, the @@RULDBA rule set is associated with the
@CURRDBA, @FUTRDBA, @CMPBASE, and @CMPAFTR explain profiles. The @@RULDEV rule set is associated
with the @CURRDEV and @FUTRDEV explain profiles. For performance reasons, the following rules are not included in
the @@RULDEV and @@RULDBA rule sets: 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, and 1061.

You can specify a Broadcom-defined rule set wherever the Target Rule Set field is available. For example, when creating
or updating an explain profile or when updating the explain options when preparing a quick explain or explain strategy.

You can also create and maintain rule sets that are unique to your site.

Default Rule Sets

Default rule sets are internal rule sets that are provided for each Db2 release. These rule sets cannot be viewed or
customized. If you do not specify a rule set for EXPLAIN processing, the internal default rule set for the Db2 release of the
target SSID is used.

Physical rules are not included in the internal default rule set.

When you create a rule set, Plan Analyzer copies the internal default rule set that applies to the specified Db2 release
and displays the copied rules. For example, when you specify a Db2 subsystem on the PPA Expert Systems Rule Set
Maintenance panel, the panel shows only those rules that apply to that subsystem.

You can also define your own default rule set named @DEFAULT for use during explain processing. You can define a
different default rule set for each Db2 target SSID. If you do not specify a rule set for explain processing but you have
previously defined @DEFAULT rule sets, your user-defined @DEFAULT rule set is used.

Customize Rules Using the Expert System Rules Exit
Use the Expert System Rules Exit to customize Plan Analyzer rules with trigger requirements that are specific for your
site.

Your specified requirements are added to the existing Plan Analyzer requirements for triggering rules.

This exit applies to all rule types: SQL, physical, plan, and predicate rules.
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Customize the Rules

You can modify the sample exit to change how rules are intercepted and displayed. You can also change the rule severity
code. For example, you can update the sample exit to require a Db2 call to another catalog table. You can also examine
SQL statements for specific keywords before the rule is triggered.

1. Activate the expert system rules user exit by specifying USEREXIT (Y) in hlq.CDBAPARM(PPA).
2. Modify the sample exit routine in hlq.CDBASAMP(PPAEXIT). You can execute any SQL statement within the exit

routine. The exit routine uses standard register calling conventions.
3. Assemble and link the PPAEXIT object module by using link member LNKPPAEX in hlq.CDBAJCL. PPAEXIT is the

only supported entry point for this exit. Linking PPAEXIT creates the PPLEXIT load member.
Include the member of the PPAEXIT entry point when you link the Plan Analyzer modules. You can relink PPAEXIT at
any time to change your rule exit processing.

4. Store the PPLEXIT member in an MVS-authorized library. The PPLEXIT member is loaded at initialization time.

Exit Calls

When the Expert System Rules Exit is activated, it is called during initial, rule, and final calls. The initial and final calls are
issued once per explain source. The rule call is issued for each SQL statement in the explain source.

The following list describes the calls:
Initial Call

Initializes any customer programs or performs other functions. For example, the initial call could GETMAIN
storage for an internal table that is used during rule processing.

Rule Call
Examines each SQL statement to determine whether to trigger a rule, with any combination of the following
options:

• Display the rule.
• Add text to print after each recommendation.
• Change the severity code.

Final Call
Frees up storage that was GETMAINED in the initial call and performs any cleanup that your exit program
requires.

Return Codes

After the Expert System Rules Exit has been called and executed, PPAEXIT passes a return code to the enhanced
explain processor. The return code value determines the action:
0

Triggers the rule.
8

Does not trigger the rule.
99

Indicates a processing error.
-1

Turns off the user exit.

SQL Rule Number Table
The following table shows, by SQL rule, the fields in PPMEXIT that are filled when the rule is set off. Use this information
to code user-exit rules.
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NOTE
For Plan Rules (2000 series) and Predicate Rules (3000 series), none of the fields in the control block are filled.

SQL Rule
Number

EXIT_COLUMN1_LONGEXIT_COLUMN2_LONGEXIT_TABLE1_LONGEXIT_TABLE2_LONGEXIT_
DBNAME

EXIT_
TSPACE

EXIT_INDEX_LONGEXIT_VIEW_LONG

0001 No No No No No No No No
0002 Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No
0003 Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No
0010 No No Yes No No No No No
0011 No No No No No No No No
0012 No No No No No No No No
0013 No No No No No No No No
0014 No No Yes No No No No No
0015 No No Yes No No No No No
0016 No No No No No No No No
0017 No No No No No No No No
0018 No No No No No No No No
0019 No No No No No No No No
0059 No No No No No No No No
0060 No No No No No No No No
0061 No No No No No No No No
0063 No No Yes No No No No No
0064 No No No No No No No No
0065 No No No No No No No No
0066 No No No No No No No No
0067 No No No No No No No No
0069 No No No No No No No No
0070 Yes No Yes No No No No No
0071 Yes No Yes No No No No No
0072 Yes No Yes No No No No No
0073 No No No No No No No No
0074 No No No No No No No No
0075 No No No No No No No No
0076 No No No No No No No No
0076 No No No No No No No No
0077 No No No No No No No Yes
0078 No No No No No No No No
0079 No No Yes No No No No No
0081 No No No No No No No No
0082 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
0083 No No Yes No No No No No
0084 No No No No No No No No
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0085 No No No No No No No No
0086 Yes No Yes No No No No No
0087 No No No No No No No No
0088 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
0089 No No No No No No No No
0090 No No No No No No No No

Physical Rule Number
The following table shows, by physical rule number, the fields in PPMEXIT that are filled when the rule is set off. Use this
information to code user-exit rules.

Physical Number
Rule

EXIT_ COLUMN1 EXIT_ COLUMN2 EXIT_ TABLE1 EXIT_ TABLE2 EXIT_ DBNAME EXIT_ TSPACE EXIT_ INDEX EXIT_ VIEW

1001 No No Yes No No No No No
1002 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1003 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1004 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1005 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1006 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1007 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1008 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1009 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1010 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1011 Yes No Yes No No No Yes No
1012 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1013 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1014 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1015 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1016 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1017 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1018 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1019 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1020 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1021 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1022 No No Yes No No No No No
1023 Yes No Yes No No No No No
1024 Yes No Yes No No No No No
1025 No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No
1026 Yes No Yes No No No Yes No
1027 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1028 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1029 No No Yes No No No No No
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1030 No No Yes No No No No No
1031 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1032 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1033 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1034 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1035 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1036 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1037 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1038 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1039 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1040 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1041 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1042 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1043 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1044 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1045 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1047 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1048 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1049 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1050 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1051 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1052 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1053 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1054 No No No No No No No No
1055 No No No No No No No No
1056 No No Yes No No No No No
1057 No No Yes No No No No No
1058 No No Yes No No No No No
1059 No No Yes No No No No No
1060 No No Yes No No No No No
1061 No No Yes No No No No No
1062 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1063 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1064 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1065 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1066 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1067 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1068 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1069 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1070 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1071 No No Yes No No No Yes No
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1072 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1073 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1074 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1075 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1076 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1077 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1078 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1079 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1080 No No Yes No Yes Yes No No
1081 No No Yes Yes No No No No
1082 No No Yes No No No Yes No
1083 No No Yes No No No Yes No

Synchronize Your Rule Sets with a New Db2 Release
Learn how to synchronize your user-defined Plan Analyzer rule sets with the Db2 release level.

User-defined rule sets include default rules that apply to specific Db2 releases. When you update the Db2 release level,
synchronize your rule sets with that release. Otherwise, the rule sets cannot be used during an explain. Synchronizing
your rule sets also updates them with any newly introduced rules.

NOTE
If you are using the product in a data sharing group environment and rule sets are shared across members,
all group members must use the same Db2 release. You cannot share rule sets unless all members are using
the same Db2 release. If the members are using different releases, create a separate rule set for each group
member.

1. Select RS (Expert Systems Rule Set Maintenance) on the Plan Analyzer main menu. Press Enter.
The PPA Expert Systems Rule Set Maintenance panel appears. The Db2 RVR column shows the new release level
that has been applied.

2. Issue the RESYNC primary command.
Your rule sets are updated to the new release level. A report displays the actions that were performed on each rule
set.

Rule Violation Notifications
When rule violations occur and the rule is set to Notify, the designated user ID receives the notifications.

These notifications are provided as TSO Send commands. To receive these notifications, verify that the TSO environment
is configured appropriately. For more information about setting notifications, see Manage Rule Sets.

Each violation of a specified rule results in a separate notification message, although some of the SQL rules are displayed
only once. The messages are listed in numeric order by rule number. The message format depends on the source type of
the explain in which the rule was violated.

You can also generate rule reports, depending on the explain options that you selected. Violated rules appear on the
selected Enhanced Explain rule report with a recommendation for fixing the problem. For more information about
generating reports, see Rule Reports.
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Configure the Historical Database
Configure the Plan Analyzer historical database by creating auto hversion definitions. Create these definitions before you
create your explain profiles.

Creating the auto hversion definitions designates a name that is associated with the explain output. When a new or
updated plan or package is explained, the explain output in the hversion is updated. The explain output includes input
statements, enhanced explain reports (when applicable), and explain statistics.

NOTE

Broadcom-defined auto hversion definitions are provided for current and future explain, and for comparing an
access path against a baseline. You can select one of these definitions while creating or updating an explain
profile or while defining a quick explain or explain strategy. Using a Broadcom-defined auto hversion simplifies
the process of saving explain output for future analysis.

If you use a Broadcom-defined explain profile, the relevant Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition is
associated with the profile automatically.

Create an Auto Hversion Definition

The following procedure focuses on creating an auto hversion definition. However, you can also use line commands on
the PPA Auto HVersion Maintenance panel to template, browse, update, and delete auto hversion definitions.

1. Select Auto Hversion Maintenance from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Type C (Create) in the CMD field and provide values for the HVERSION, DESCRIPTION, and SO (share option) fields.

To use an existing auto hversion as a template for your new definition, also type T next to the existing definition. Press
Enter.
The Auto HVersion Creation/Update panel appears.

3. Complete the fields to create your auto hversion definition.
To defer the selection of an explain type, leave the Explain Type field blank. You can select a type when you create an
explain profile or define your quick explain or explain strategy. For complete information about the fields, see the online
help.
Press F3 (End).
Plan Analyzer creates the auto hversion definition and redisplays the Auto HVersion Maintenance panel.

Broadcom-Defined Auto Hversion Definitions

Broadcom-defined auto hversion definitions create a space where you can save explain output to a historical database.
You can assign a Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition to an explain profile or to the explain options. You use this
definition when you perform a quick explain or execute an explain strategy. These definitions are provided to simplify
the process of saving explain output for future analysis and to streamline the explain and compare processes. Each
Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition is associated with the relevant Broadcom-defined explain profile automatically.

The following Broadcom-defined auto hversion definitions are provided:

@CURRDBA
Specifies the auto hversion definition options for performing a current explain.

@FUTRDBA
Specifies the auto hversion definition options for performing a future explain.

@CMPBASE
Specifies the auto hversion definition options for performing a baseline access path analysis.

@CMPAFTR
Specifies the auto hversion definition options for performing an access path analysis for comparison against the
baseline.
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Manage Your Explain Profiles
Explain profiles specify default values for explain options, eliminating the need to specify explain options each time you
perform an explain.

Use the Explain Profile Maintenance option to create and maintain explain profiles that are unique to your
site. Administrators can use explain profiles to save a common set of explain options that multiple users can share. These
profiles can simplify the explain process for quick explains and explain strategies.

Broadcom-defined task-based explain profiles are also available. Select a Broadcom-defined explain profile when
preparing your quick explain or explain strategy.

Explain profiles let you set default values for the following explain options:

• Database options
• Reports
• Catalog statistics
• SQL qualifiers
• Search conditions
• Access path filters
• Search filters for explain processing
• Optimization hints

You can override the profile settings as needed when you set up a quick explain or an explain strategy.

Create an Explain Profile

This procedure focuses on creating an explain profile. However, you can also use line commands on the Explain Profile
Maintenance panel to update, browse, and delete explain profiles.

1. Select Explain Profile Maintenance from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type C (Create) in the line command field and provide values for the Name, Description, and SO (share option) fields.

To use an existing explain profile as a template for your new profile, also type T next to the existing profile.
Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Options panel appears.

3. Complete the fields to create your Explain profile or modify the values that are copied from the templated profile:

• To save a historical version of your explain source, specify U (Update) in the Database Options field.
• To explain a noncatalog SQL source, such as a DBRMLIB, SQL, or file, specify a value in the Update SQL

Qualifiers field.
• To generate enhanced explain reports, specify U (Update) in the Reports field.
• To specify a global target SSID and rule set, specify appropriate values in the Target SSID and Target Rule Set

fields. The values that you specify in these fields are used only when a SQL source does not have a target SSID or
rule set specified.

Press Enter.
The resulting panel sequence varies, depending on the options that you selected. For example, if you explain a
noncatalog SQL source, you must specify those options before specifying your report options. The following steps
assume that you elected to update the database options and generate enhanced explain reports.

4. Update the historical database options and press Enter.
The PPA Explain Report Options field appears.

5. Specify Y next to the reports that you want to generate with the explain and press Enter. The following reports are
typically recommended:
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• Summary
• Access
• Dependency
• SQLRULE
• PHYSRULE
• PREDRULE

The PPA Explain Options panel reappears. The Database Options field has changed to Y, indicating that this profile
stores the explain data in the historical database.

6. (Optional) Type SAVE on the command line and press Enter.
The options are saved as defaults in the ISPF profile of the user. A confirmation message appears.

7. Press Enter.
The profile is saved. The PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel reappears.

Broadcom-Defined Explain Profiles

The Broadcom-defined explain profiles contain the recommended default explain options for executing current and future
explains.

You can select a Broadcom-defined task-based explain profile when preparing your quick explain or explain strategy.
You can also select a profile when executing an explain strategy. The following Broadcom-defined explain profiles are
provided:

• @CURRDBA
• @CURRDEV
• @FUTRDBA
• @FUTRDEV

The following videos describe the role of each profile and show how to select a Broadcom-defined explain profile when
you perform a quick explain:

Two more Broadcom-defined explain profiles, @CMPBASE and @CMPAFTR, are recommended for identifying access
path changes and changes in SQL costs, such as milliseconds, service units, and total costs. These access path changes
can result in costly, poorly performing SQL. These changes can occur in several situations, for example:

• Migration to a new Db2 version
• Db2 object changes, such as adding or dropping an index
• SQL changes, such as extra predicates or changes to ORDER BY/GROUP BY

The @CMPBASE, @CMPAFTR, @CURRDBA, and @FUTRDBA explain profiles are associated automatically with the
relevant Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition.

The @CURRDBA, @FUTRDBA, @CMPBASE, and @CMPAFTR explain profiles reference the Broadcom-defined
@@RULEDBA rule set. The @CURRDEV and @FUTRDEV explain profiles reference the Broadcom-defined
@@RULEDEV rule set.

Create Explain or Input Tables
Create explain and input tables before you use Plan Analyzer to perform explain processing.

The explain tables capture Db2 EXPLAIN output. The input tables are virtual index tables that provide information to the
Db2 optimizer. Create these tables using the Create Explain/Input Tables facility.
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The explain table PLAN_TABLE contains access-path related information, and it is mandatory. Indexes are provided
with the explain table DDL. Although multiple users can share an explain or input table, creating individual tables is
recommended for some tasks, such as creating statement-level optimization hints.

Optionally create explain tables that contain the following information for an explained SQL statement:

• The estimated cost of execution (DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE)
• User-defined functions, including name and schema (DSN_FUNCTION_TABLE)
• The SQL statements in the SQL cache (DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE_TABLE)
• The column distribution statistics (DSN_COLDIST_TABLE)
• The key target distribution statistics (DSN_KEYTGTDIST_TABLE)
• The predicates in a query (DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and DSN_FILTER_TABLE)

Optionally create input tables for each user that facilitate query optimization; for example:

• Populate the access path repository with statement-level optimization hints (DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE).
• Investigate how changing the index definitions affects query performance (DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES).

NOTE

• The hints must first be bound with BIND QUERY.
• The access path repository consists of the Db2 catalog tables SYSQUERY and SYSQUERYOPTS.

You can create these tables for multiple users simultaneously and can store the tables in different databases and
tablespaces. Creating multiple tablespaces reduces the likelihood of locking one tablespace for a long time.

NOTE
Verify that users are authorized to use these tables. You can access RC/Query (if installed) from within this
product to generate reports that show the user authorizations. Users are granted authority by the SQL GRANT
statement. The GRANT statement has six forms, one for each privilege class. A separate report is provided
for each privilege class. The Db2 privilege classes are System, Table, Database, Plan, Package, and User/
Resource.

1. Select Create Explain/Input Tables from the main menu.
2. Complete the User and Database fields, indicate which tables you want to create, and optionally specify a tablespace

name.
If the database and tablespace fields for the PLAN_TABLE contain the default values that were specified during the
product installation, you can change these values.
To display a list of users to select from, leave the User field blank.
If you specify a tablespace name, you can create tables for only one user ID at a time. To create tables for multiple
users at once, leave the tablespace name blank. Db2 creates the separate tables implicitly.
Press Enter.
The PPA User List panel appears.

3. (Optional) If you have RC/Query installed, use line commands to access RC/Query reports for one or more users. Use
primary commands to verify authorizations for all users on the PPA User List panel. Press F3.
The PPA User List panel reappears.

4. Type S next to the user IDs you want to create tables for, and press Enter.
5. Type S in the command line.

The Selected User Queue panel appears. User IDs are held here until you are ready to process them.
6. Press F3 (End).

The queue is processed. The Batch Processor Card Display displays the batch input to create the tables.
7. (Optional) Type EDIT in the command line to access the SQL Editor and change the batch input. Press F3 (End) to

return to the Batch Processor Card Display.
8. Specify the processing mode for the batch input in the Mode field and press Enter.
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Depending on the processing mode that you selected, one of the following actions occurs:

• Online processing -- The Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears. The batch input executes immediately.
The Audit Message File appears when processing is complete.

• Batch processing -- Batch input is written to the Batch Processor data set that you specified. To create the table,
execute the batch input.

• Immediate batch processing -- The Batch Processor Immediate Batch panel appears. Write the batch input to a
data set immediately, submit the input, or edit the input.

The tables are created.
9. Press F3 (End) twice.

The main menu appears.

Review the Operational Considerations
Before you use Plan Analyzer, review these operational considerations.

Alternate Catalog Mapping

Plan Analyzer supports the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) facility. ACM lets you define views and shadow tables
for the Db2 system catalog tables. Use views to control access to the catalog data for each user. Use shadow tables to
reduce catalog contention. You can define any combination of views and shadow tables.

ACM also offers performance advantages. Many Db2 catalog tablespaces contain multiple tables. You can avoid locking
multiple tables during a scan by defining each shadow table in its own tablespace. You can also define more indexes on
shadow tables to improve performance.

Activate ACM on the Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu by specifying ON in the ACM field.

When you activate ACM for a user, dynamic SQL is used because the SQL statement is prepared dynamically based on
the alternate table or view names. Therefore, you must have SELECT authority on the alternate views, tables, or both.

For more information about ACM, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Distributed Data Facility

Plan Analyzer supports the Distributed Data Facility (DDF), which lets you view plan reports at remote installations. The
Location field on all report panels lets you switch to a different location. You can view two different locations at the same
time because split panel mode is supported. Enter a question mark (?) in the Location field to receive a listing of valid
locations.

When you use DDF, all remote SQL is dynamic because it must be bound on the remote system. Plan Analyzer
automatically adds the FOR FETCH ONLY clause to provide the most efficient data retrieval across the network.

Double-Byte Character Set Support

Plan Analyzer supports double-byte character sets (DBCS). Some languages use writing schemes that consist of large
character sets that cannot be represented with one-byte codes. For example, Kanji (used in Japan) and Hanzi (used in
China) each contain several thousand characters. The DBCS has been created to represent these characters. DBCS
uses two bytes per character.

For more information about DBCS, see the IBM DBCS Applications Primer Guide and DBCS Design Guide.

Extended Query Facility

The Extended Query Facility (EQF) lets you customize the internal SELECT statements to control the data that is
displayed on selection lists and reports.
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For example, when you are viewing a plan listing, you might want to view only valid plans that were bound within a
specific time range. You can use EQF to enter the custom selection criteria. These criteria are executed as part of the
internal SQL statements.

You can save, share, and execute extended queries in online or batch mode. EQF also supports symbolic variables that
permit run-time customization of the search criteria. EQF is common to most MVS products for Db2.

NOTE

Plan Analyzer does not support default EQF queries that execute automatically when a particular function or
report is accessed.

Multiple Db2 Subsystems

Plan Analyzer lets you switch between different Db2 subsystems and versions without exiting the product and reallocating
load libraries. You can view a report on one subsystem, change the SSID, and view the same report on the newly
specified subsystem. To switch subsystems, enter the new subsystem ID in the SSID field, which appears on most panels.
Alternatively, enter a question mark (?) in the field to select a subsystem from a list.

NOTE
In general, you can use products in a split panel mode. However, because the Db2 Call Attach Facility does not
let you connect to two different subsystems simultaneously, changing subsystems in one of the sessions can
cause unpredictable results. For more information, see the IBM Db2 Application Programming and SQL Guide.

#SET TERMINATOR Statement Support

The #SET TERMINATOR statement lets you change the SQL termination character. Use this statement when the default
termination character (;) conflicts with the SQL statements in triggers, XML indexes, external SQL functions, and native
stored procedures. Plan Analyzer supports the #SET TERMINATOR statement when you are performing the following
tasks:

• Creating DDL syntax for triggers, XML indexes, external SQL functions, and native stored procedures
• Altering DDL syntax for native stored procedures and external SQL functions

NOTE

This statement is supported only when it is used with the DDLFILE enhanced explain card.

The default termination character is a semicolon (;). The following values cannot be specified: comma (,), double quotes
("), single quote ('), left or right parentheses, or underscore (_). The SET TERMINATOR statement remains in effect until
another SET TERMINATOR statement is encountered or the DDLFILE is processed.

Example: Use the #SET TERMINATOR statement

This example shows how to use the #SET TERMINATOR statement. The first statement sets the SQL termination
character to the @ symbol. The last statement restores the default termination character, which is a semicolon.

--#SET TERMINATOR @

CREATE FUNCTION REVERSE4(INSTR VARCHAR(4000))                  

RETURNS VARCHAR(4000)                                          

DETERMINISTIC                                                  

NO EXTERNAL ACTION                                             

CONTAINS SQL                                                   

BEGIN                                                          

  DECLARE REVSTR, RESTSTR VARCHAR(4000) DEFAULT ' ';             

  DECLARE LEN INT;                                               

  IF INSTR IS NULL THEN                                          

    RETURN NULL;                                                   

  END IF;                                                        
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  SET RESTSTR = INSTR;                                           

  SET LEN = LENGTH(INSTR);                                        

  WHILE LEN > 0 DO                                               

    SET (REVSTR, RESTSTR, LEN) = (SUBSTR(RESTSTR, 1, 1) CONCAT     

    REVSTR, SUBSTR(RESTSTR, 2, LEN - 1), LEN - 1);                 

  END WHILE;                                                      

  RETURN REVSTR;                                                 

END                                                            

@                                                            

--#SET TERMINATOR ;

Unicode Support

Unicode UTF-8 is supported. The Plan Analyzer reports process Unicode UTF-8 data that is collected from the Db2
catalog, explain tables, or DBRMs, and convert the Unicode UTF-8 data to EBCDIC for display. A substitution character,
x'3F', is substituted for any Unicode characters that cannot be translated to EBCDIC.

Get a Quick Start
Start using Plan Analyzer quickly with this overview on explains, access path changes, plan and package performance,
virtual indexes, and optimization hints.

Explain SQL Using Quick Explain

Learn how to configure and execute on-demand explains for one or more catalog, noncatalog, or catalog and noncatalog
SQL sources in this user scenario. The following tasks are described:

• Configuring the historical database
• Creating an explain profile
• Explaining the SQL and generating the enhanced explain reports (Summary, Access, Dependency, SQLRULE, and so

on)

Quick explains help you perform the following tasks:

• Analyze a new package before moving it into production.
• Determine whether the new optimizer causes adverse access path changes for the existing SQL sources when

migrating to a new Db2 release.
• Analyze an access path that changed due to other system changes.

Explain SQL Using Explain Strategy Services

Learn how to configure and execute a reusable strategy and save the explain data for future analysis for
one or more catalog, noncatalog, or catalog and noncatalog SQL sources in this user scenario. The following tasks are
described:

• Configuring the historical database
• Creating an explain profile
• Defining the explain strategy
• Explaining the SQL and generating the enhanced explain reports (Summary, Access, Dependency, SQLRULE, and so

on)

Explain strategies help you perform the following tasks:
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• Regularly and consistently explain groups of related SQL (for example, grouping all plans in your payroll system into a
single explain).

• Create and save a baseline access path to use for comparison purposes.
• Implement statement-level optimization hints.

Identify Access Path Changes and SQL Cost Changes

Learn how to configure the product to perform compare processing and generate reports that identify access path
changes and changes in SQL costs. Unintended access path changes can result in costly, poorly performing SQL. These
changes can occur in several situations, for example:

• Migration to a new Db2 version
• Db2 object changes, such as adding or dropping an index
• SQL changes, such as more predicates or changes to ORDER BY/GROUP BY

By comparing explain data and identifying the projected access path and SQL cost changes, you can assess potential
problems and can take the appropriate action. For example, you could decide to proceed with your proposed changes.
Alternately, you could decide to use other Plan Analyzer utilities and reports to study the comparison results in more depth
before proceeding with your proposed changes.

NOTE

A version of this user scenario that uses Broadcom-defined hversions and explain profiles is also available.

Manage Plan and Package Performance

Learn how to complete the following tasks by using the plan and package utilities:

• Execute BIND, REBIND, or FREE commands against individual or multiple plans and packages.
• Deploy a native stored procedure or non-inline SQL scalar function package from the current system to another

system.
• Copy individual or multiple packages from the current system to another system, or from the current collection ID to

another collection ID.
• See whether a package is valid, or determine whether a plan or package has locked a portion of a table. You can

also determine when resources are acquired and released. Use this information when modifying plan and package
parameters and potentially improve performance.

• Verify when a plan or package was last bound. This information helps resolve errors that can occur when your
timestamps are out of sync.

• Determine whether a package was bound with the EXPLAIN (YES) option. If this option was used, you can access an
Explain report to view performance and optimization data about the plan or package.

Use Db2 Profiles

Learn how to create and manage Db2 profiles by using this process. These profiles help control how Db2 applies
certain policies, parameters, and performance-related settings when it executes SQL statements on a subsystem. Using
these profiles helps you verify that your SQL statements execute consistently. Profiles can also monitor threads and
connections.

Create and Manage Optimization Hints

Learn how to create, maintain, and implement statement-level and PLAN_TABLE optimization hints by reviewing this
section on optimization hints. These hints influence the access path that the Db2 optimizer selects. For example,
migrating to a new Db2 optimizer release can result in degraded access paths. Optimization hints provide a way to restore
the access path that existed before the migration.
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Manage Virtual Indexes

Learn how to create a Db2 virtual index definition or virtually drop an existing Db2 catalog index by using the Virtual Index
Maintenance feature. You can use virtual indexes with the explain feature to simulate the impact of creating or dropping
an index without the overhead of working with real indexes.

Tutorial
This section presents introductory tutorials for many of the Plan Analyzer facilities. You can press F1 at any time to access
online help for field descriptions, options, and suggestions.

Setup Procedures
The system installer and user must complete these setup steps before running the tutorials.

NOTE
Only one user at a time can execute the tutorial because the tutorial involves manipulating one set of demo
objects.

The following list describes each tutorial data set and its purpose:

'high-level.CDBASQL(PPADEMOS)'
Creates the stogroups, databases, tables, tablespaces, and indexes that are used in the tutorials. The installer
executes this member in this data set.

'high-level.CDBASQL(PPADEMO)'
Resets the object values that the last tutorial user changed. The user executes this member in this data set before
beginning the tutorials.

'high-level.CDBAJCL(PPADEMOB)'
Contains the JCL to precompile the DBRMs, bind the packages, and bind the demo plan. The user executes this
member in this data set before beginning the tutorials. (Tailored onsite by the installer.)

'high-level.CDBASQL(PPADEMOA)'
Contains the JCL to alter the column attributes of the demo table and to drop and recreate the dependent objects.
The user executes this member in this data set later in the tutorials. (Tailored onsite by the installer.)

Steps for the Installer
The system installer must complete the following steps before the tutorial can be used:

Create the Demo Objects

The tutorials access demo databases, tablespaces, and tables. You only need to create the demo objects once.

To create the demo objects, execute 'high-level.CDBASQL(PPADEMOS)'. For example, you can execute this data set
under SPUFI.

Users can execute the tutorials in their entirety after you execute this DDL.

Modify the Bind Job for the User

Member PPADEMO drops and recreates the demo objects. When the tutorial user submits PPADEMO, it invalidates the
demo plan that is associated with the dropped and recreated objects. Therefore, a bind is required to validate the demo
plan. To execute PPADEMO, tutorial users require SYSADM authority or must be associated with the RACF group PTI.

Member 'high-level.CDBAJCL(PPADEMOB)' contains the JCL to precompile the DBRMs, bind the packages, and bind the
demo plan.

Tailor the batch job within PPADEMOB to your site. Instructions are included within the job.
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NOTE
Do not execute the bind. The tutorial user submits PPADEMOB before beginning the tutorials.

Modify PPADEMOA for the User

Member 'high-level.CDBASQL(PPADEMOA)' contains the job to alter the column attributes of a demo table and to drop
and recreate the dependent objects.

Tailor the batch job within PPADEMOA to your site. Instructions are included within the job.

NOTE
Do not execute the job. The tutorial user submits PPADEMOA later during the tutorials.

Steps for the Tutorial User
The tutorial user must complete the following steps before beginning the tutorial:

Confirm the Creation of Demo Objects

Confirm that your system installer has created the demo objects before you begin the tutorial.

Reset the Demo Object Statistics

During the tutorials, you alter a demo object and update its statistics. Because the user who last executed the tutorials
changed the object, restore the altered object and its values to their original state. PPADEMO is supplied for this
task. PPADEMO drops any changed tables, recreates the dropped tables to their original state, and recreates the
corresponding indexes.

Execute 'hlq.CDBASQL(PPADEMO)' to ensure that you are starting with the original tutorial object values. For example,
you might execute the data set under SPUFI.

NOTE
Only users with SYSADM authority can execute PPADEMO. If you cannot execute PPADEMO, ask your system
administrator to add your ID to the secondary authid group PTI. This task is done through RACF Group Profile
Services.

Submit the Bind Member

The demo packages and plan are invalidated when PPADEMO is executed. A bind is required to validate the packages
and plan. PPADEMOB is supplied for this task. PPADEMOB contains the job to precompile the DBRMs, bind the
packages, and bind the demo plan. This member must have been modified for your site by your system installer. Confirm
with your system installer that PPADEMOB has been tailored for your site.

Submit 'hlq.CDBAJCL(PPADEMOB)' for batch processing to perform the bind.

Change the Default Profile Values
This tutorial exercise describes how to change the default profile values. These values set product-specific options. In this
exercise, you change two of these values.

1. Select Profile from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Select PPA Profile Variables and press Enter.
3. Complete the following fields:
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– Type L in the Strategy List Mode default field. When you select this option, the Explain Strategy Services panel
shows a list of strategy versions.

– Type Y in the Expert Mode default field. When you select this option, Expert mode is used for enhanced explain
processing.

Press F3 (End) to save the changes and return to the Profile Menu.
4. Press F3 (End) again to return to the main menu.

Create an Explain Strategy
This tutorial exercise shows you how to create an explain strategy.

1. Set up the strategy:
a. Select Explain Strategy Services from the Plan Analyzer main menu. Press Enter.
b. Complete the following fields in the strategy creation row:

• Type C in the CMD field.
• Type SCENARIO in the Strategy/Version field
• Type EXAMPLE SCENARIO STRATEGY in the Description field.
Press Enter.
The Explain Strategy Data Editor panel appears.

2. Create an SQL source definition:
a. Complete the fields for the creation row:

• Type C in the C field.
• Accept the default value (A) in the TY field. This value automatically builds the SQL source from the selection

criteria in the Plan/Collid and Package fields.
• Enter the Db2 subsystem where you want the SQL source explained in the Target SSID field.
• Leave the OP field blank. This field specifies options for enhanced explain processing.
• Enter the Db2 subsystem where the SQL source resides in the SSID field.
• Type PPASCEN1 in the Plan/Collid field. This value specifies the plan to use in the explain.
• Type PPA@SCE% in the Package field. The percent sign (%) wildcard character includes all packages in the

specified plan that begin with PPA@SCE.
• Leave the STMT field blank. All SQL in PPASCEN1 is explained.
Press Enter.
Your selections are processed.

b. Type OPTIONS in the command line and press Enter.
The Explain Strategy Explain Options panel appears.

3. Set the explain options:
a. Type Y in the Database Options field. This field selects options for the historical database.
b. Type Y in the Reports field. This field selects the reports to generate during the explain.
c. Press Enter.

The Historical Database Options panel appears.
4. Specify the historical database options:

a. Type Y in the Save Historic Data as a Strategy field. This option creates a strategy historical update to the
database.

b. Set the Automatic Hversioning field to blank.
c. Type N in the Update CURRENT HVersion field.
d. Type N in the Create New HVersion field.
e. Press Enter.

The Explain Strategy Reports panel appears.
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5. Select the reports to generate during the explain. You must select at least one report to generate and save enhanced
explain output.
a. Type Y in the Summary, Cost, and Predicate fields.
b. Type L in the Access, Dependency, and SQLRULE fields.
c. Press Enter.

Your selections are processed. The PPA Explain Strategy-Explain Options panel appears.
d. Press Enter.

Your explain options are saved. The Explain Strategy Data Editor panel appears.
6. Press F3 (End).

The Explain Strategy Services panel appears with a message indicating that the strategy has been saved. You can
now execute the explain strategy. See the next tutorial exercise.

Execute the Explain Strategy
This tutorial exercise executes the explain strategy that you created in the previous exercise. These steps assume that
you still have the Explain Strategy Services panel displayed.

Execute the Strategy

Follow these steps to execute the strategy:

1. Type E next to your strategy on the Explain Strategy Services panel. Press Enter.
The Explain Strategy Version Info panel appears.

2. Specify the version information:
– Type VERS1 in the Identifier field. This value is the version name.
– Type EXAMPLE VERSION 1 in the Description field. This value is the version description.
– Accept the default N in the Replace Existing Version field. This value indicates that the version you are creating

does not replace any existing version with the same name.
– Accept the default Y in the Update Explain Options field. This field specifies explain options.
Press Enter.
The Explain Options panel appears.

3. Specify the explain options:
– Enter the Db2 subsystem that has the customized rule set for your site in the Rule Set SSID field.
– Enter your Db2 subsystem in the Target SSID field. Specifying this value performs the explain on your subsystem.
– Note the effects of accepting the default values in the following fields:

• PLAN_TABLE Option—The default R rolls back all rows that the Db2 optimizer inserted into the explain tables
during a FUTURE explain.

• Explain Type—The default F requests a future explain. This explain type uses information from the Db2
Optimizer after executing a dynamic EXPLAIN PLAN command. A future explain also uses catalog statistics and
expert system rules. Future explains indicate the new access path, were you to request a bind right now.

• Reports—The default Y generates the reports that are selected on the Explain Strategy Reports panel.
• Save Reports—The default Y saves the generated reports.

Press Enter.
The Batch Processor Card Display panel appears, showing the SQL statements and Batch Processor commands that
are required to execute the explain. The information within the DATA section contains information about what batch
input to use as source input and what type of reports to generate.

4. Execute the explain by pressing Enter.
The batch input is submitted.
Depending on the value specified for your PPA PARMLIB, the Resource Use Online panel might appear. Press Enter
to continue processing.
If your site does not request the Resource Use Online panel, the Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears.
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After your explain executes, the Audit Message File panel appears.

View the Results

After commands are executed in online mode, the Audit Message File panel appears, showing the results of your explain
and each Batch Processor command:

BPPAUDT         ----------- AUDIT Message File ----------- 

COMMAND ===> find 'summary report'                             SCROLL ==> CSR  

                                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------- USER ID: xxxxxx  

.LIST TERM                                                                     

RETCODE =     0                                                                

                                                                               

.CONNECT Dxxx                                                                  

RETCODE =     0                                                                

                                                                               

.OPTION NOERRORS                                                               

RETCODE =     0                                                                

                                                                               

.CALL EXPLAIN                                                                  

.DATA                                                                          

   RULESSID = (Dxxx)                                                           

   ACM      = (N,SYSIBM)                                                       

   STRATEGY = (Dxxx,SCENARIO,PDGLS,VERS1)                               

   PLANTAB  = (ROLLBACK)                                                

   SQLQUAL  = (PDGLS)                                                   

   CURPATH  = ()                                                        

   CASE     = (UPPER)                                                   

   LINES    = (55)                                                      

   PROCDDF  = (Y)                                                       

   FLOATFMT = (ENG)                                                     

   SAVEHOST = (Y)                                                       

   PROCVIEW = (Y)                                                       

   EXPLTYPE = (FUTURE)                                                  

   ISOLATE  = (CS)                                                      

   TARGET   = (Dxxx(@DEFAULT))                                          

   PERFTIE  = (Y)                                                       

   DATABASE = (STRATEGY)                                                

   REPORT   = (SUMMARY,COST,ACCESS,PREDICATE,DEPENDENCY,SQLRULE)        

   SRCCAT   = (Dxxx,LOCAL,PPASCEN1,PPA@SCE%,,)                          

.ENDDATA

The Batch Processor command section always executes first. This section has the following commands:

LIST TERM
Lists the output to the terminal.

CONNECT
Connects to the Db2 subsystem.

OPTION NOERRORS
Performs a rollback when an error is encountered during execution.
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View the Summary Report

To find the Summary Report, which is the first report, type FIND 'SUMMARY REPORT' in the command line and press
Enter. The Summary Report appears.

The Summary report provides a quick overview of the explain results. This report is useful for verifying the SQL that has
been processed and whether the SQL was explained successfully.

PPA vv.rr.mm  --------- Plan Analyzer Enhanced Explain ------------- Page     2

DATE YY/MM/DD                   Summary Report                       TIME 16:42

                                                                               

                                                            EXPLAIN   PAGE     

 COLLECTION         PACKAGE  PACK VERSION    STMT NUM  TYPE SQLCODE   NUMBER   

 ------------------ -------- -------------- ---------- ---- -------   ------   

 PPADEMO_COLL .....,PPA@SCE1, .............,         9,SEL ,+0             3   

 PPADEMO_COLL .....,PPA@SCE2, .............,         2,SEL ,+0             4   

 PPADEMO_COLL .....,PPA@SCE3, .............,         3,SEL ,+0             5   

 PPADEMO_COLL .....,PPA@SCE3, .............,         6,SEL ,+0             6   

 PPADEMO_COLL .....,PPA@SCE3, .............,        11,SEL ,+0             7   

                                                                               

                                                                               

   Target DB2 SSID: SSID                  The Most Severe SQLCODE: +0          

   Source DB2 SSID: SSID                                                       

           Plan   : PPASCEN1                                                   

           Package: PPA@SCE%                                                   

           Stmt   :                                                            

                                                                               

                                                                               

   Total Number of                                                             

           Selects: 5               Updates: 0            Inserts: 0           

           Deletes: 0               Merges : 0

The Summary report has the following fields:

COLLECTION
Specifies the collection name when the collection is the explain source. In this example, PPADEMO_COLL was
explained.

PACKAGE
Specifies the package that is associated with the collection.

PACK VERSION
Specifies the version identifier of the package when a version was specified during the precompilation.

STMT NUM
Specifies the numeric identifiers of the SQL statements that were explained. Statement numbers are listed in
ascending order within each package that was explained.
If the explained SQL comes from a Db2 catalog as part of a plan or package, these numbers are the statement
numbers that the Db2 precompiler assigned. Otherwise, ascending numbers are assigned based on the order that
the SQL is processed.

TYPE
Specifies the type of SQL statement. The SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and MERGE types are eligible
for explain processing.

EXPLAIN SQLCODE
Shows the SQL code that is returned from the explain process.
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• A return code of +0 indicates a successful execution.
• A non-zero return code could indicate a problem with the SQL statement syntax. Problems could also exist

with the definition of the underlying objects, or with the specification of the Primary AUTH or Secondary AUTH
option fields.

PAGE NUMBER
Specifies the page number of the Statement Explain Detail report that shows the SQL statement.

STATEMENT SUMMARY
Summarizes the SQL source SSID, plan, package, and statement that were selected for the explain.

• Target DB2 SSID—Specifies the Db2 subsystem where the SQL was explained.
• Source DB2 SSID—Specifies the Db2 subsystem where the SQL source resides.
• Source Information—Specifies the source plan, package, and statement that were selected for the explain.
• The Most Severe SQLCODE—Displays the most severe SQL code that was encountered during the explain.

Review this field first to determine whether any of the explained SQL resulted in a non-zero SQL code.
• Total Number of Selects -- Lists how many SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and MERGE statements

were explained for this SQL source.

View the Detail Reports

Detailed information about each explained statement is presented in a section named SQL Statement Detail Reports.
Other than Summary and Cost reports, this section appears as a report heading for each explained SQL statement.

To jump to the first Detail Report, type FIND 'DETAIL REPORTS' in the command line and press Enter.

According to the Summary Report, STMT# 9 must be the first displayed statement. The cursor is positioned within the
Explain Detail section for STMT# 9 and a STRING FOUND message is displayed.

BPPAUDT         ----------- AUDIT Message File -----------                     

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ==> CSR  

PT022I -  STRING FOUND                                                         

------------------------------------------------------------- USER ID: xxxxxx  

DATE mm/dd/xx            SQL STATEMENT DETAIL REPORTS                TIME 06:03

                                                                               

SOURCE DB2 SSID: SSID                         DATE/TIME: mm/dd/xx , 06:03:26:39

TARGET DB2 SSID: SSID                         SQL CODE : +0                   

      STMT      : 9            (1)             MESSAGE  :                      

      COLLECTION: PPADEMO_COLL                                                 

      PACKAGE   : PPA@SCE1                                                     

      VERSION   :                                                              

      COPYID    : CURRENT                                                      

      HINT USED : N/A                                                          

                                                        

                                                                               

SQL STATEMENT TEXT:                                                            

                                                                               

DECLARE CURSOR_2 CURSOR                                                        

FOR                                                                            

SELECT A.COL1 , A.COL2 , A.COL4                                                

    FROM PTI.VDEMO_SCENARIO2 A                                                 

    WHERE A.COL2 BETWEEN :HOST_LOW                                             

    AND :HOST_HIGH                                                             

                                                                               

DEPENDENT VIEW TEXT:                                                           
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CREATE VIEW PTI.VDEMO_SCENARIO2 AS                                             

SELECT ALL COL1 , COL2 , COL4                                                  

    FROM PTI.MDEMO_SCENARIO2                                                    

    WHERE COL4 = 'AUTOMOBILE'

MQT TEXT:                                                                     

                                                                               

CREATE  TABLE PTI.MDEMO_SCENARIO2 AS (                                                

SELECT  P.COL1 , P.COL2 , P.COL3 , P.COL4 , C.COL1 ,  

        C.COL2 , C.COL3 , C.COL4          

   FROM PTI.DEMO_SCENARIO2 P , PTI.DEMO_SCENARIO3 C

  WHERE P.COL1 = C.COL1 ) DATA INITIALLY DEFERRED REFRESH DEFERRED 

        MAINTAINED BY SYSTEM DISABLE QUERY OPTIMIZATION IN QADBMQT.QATSMQT     

        CCSID EBCDIC

                                                                               

ACCESS PATH ANALYSIS:                                                          

                                                                               

THIS ACCESS PATH CONSISTS OF    1 QUERY BLOCK(S).                              

                 QUERY BLOCK    1 HAS    1 STEP(S).                            

                                                                               

                                                                               

+--- QUERY BLOCK:    1                                                         

I                                                                              

I    THIS QUERY BLOCK CONSISTS OF    1 STEP(S).                                

I                                                                              

I    THIS QUERY BLOCK SQL OPERATION IS: SELECT                                 

I                                                                              

I                                                                              

I    +--- PLAN STEP:    1                                                      

PF7/8: Scroll Up/Down                                              PF3/15: End

The following report sections appear only under certain conditions:

Dependent View Text
Displays the CREATE VIEW text for any dependent views when the SQL depends on views and the Dependency
report has been selected. This section appears only when views are referenced.

MQT Text
Displays the CREATE TABLE text for any materialized query table (MQT) definitions when the SQL depends on
MQTs and the Dependency report is selected. This section appears only when MQTs are referenced.

View the Access Report

The Access report shows how Db2 retrieved the data from the tables and estimates how expensive the SQL is to execute.

Press F8 (Down) to review the Access report.

The estimated CPU processor cost in milliseconds, service units, and relative cost (CPU processor cost plus I/O
utilization) is displayed before the access path query blocks and plan steps.

• Query Blocks—First, Db2 breaks the SQL statement into its component subquery clauses. For each subquery, Db2
constructs a query block that maps how to access the data to satisfy that subquery.

• Plan Steps—Next, Db2 breaks each subquery into component parts for each table that the subquery accesses. Db2
constructs a plan step for each table that is accessed within the query block.
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An SQL statement has as many query blocks as there are subquery clauses. The number of plan steps in each query
block meets or exceeds the number of tables that are accessed by the associated subquery clause.

The Access report has the following sections:

Access Summary
Summarizes the SQL cost. This section also displays the number of query blocks and plan steps in each block
that are required to execute the SQL. The estimated CPU processor cost in milliseconds, service units, and
relative cost (CPU processor cost plus I/O utilization) is displayed before the access path query blocks and steps.

Query Block
Contains the plan steps and begins with Query Block: 1 and ends with Query Block: 1 END.

Plan Step
Displays the Db2 explain output in complete paragraphs. The plan step areas consist of the space from Plan
Step: 1 to Plan Step: 1 END and from Plan Step: 2 to Plan Step: 2 END.

The Access report shows that the optimizer is not fully using indexes DEMO_SCENARIO1_IX and
DEMO_SCENARIO2_IX to access the data from DEMO_SCENARIO1 and DEMO_SCENARIO2.

View the SQL Dependency Analysis Report

The Dependency report displays each object that the SQL statement references in a seven-level hierarchical format. Each
object or group of objects is indented, and each object is listed on a separate row.

Press F8 (Down) to scroll past the end of the last query block in the Access report to the Dependency report.

Use F7 (Up) or F8 (Down) to scroll through the report.

This report shows that DEMO_SCENARIO1 has index DEMO_SCENARIO1_1X, with columns referenced by COL2 and
COL4.

View the Predicate Analysis Report

A predicate is a portion of a WHERE clause that describes an attribute of the data to be processed. The Predicate
Analysis report displays all predicates that are involved in the SQL statement. The report also indicates whether the
predicate is indexable or sargable.

Scroll down to the Predicate Analysis report to see how the SQL is accessed and whether the SQL uses the indexes.

In this scenario, there are two predicates. Both predicates can be indexed.

Rule Reports

Plan Analyzer can analyze SQL, physical, plan, and predicate rules. The rules help you pinpoint problems within the
explained SQL. The complete collection of SQL, physical, plan, and predicate rules is called a rule set. Because you left
the RULESET field blank on the Explain Strategy Data Editor panel, the default rules for your Db2 version are used.

Press F8 (Down) to scroll to the Rule report.

For this tutorial, you selected the SQLRULE report. During enhanced explain processing, your SQL statements and
underlying objects were analyzed against the default rule set. When a rule is violated, the rule is included in the SQLRULE
report. The rule is accompanied by a recommendation on how to fix the problem.

The following panel shows that the first SQL rule for statement 2 is 0002:

SQL DESIGN RULE: 0002   ------------------------   SEVERITY CODE = 0           

SQL DESIGN RULE: 0002   ------------------------   SEVERITY CODE = 0           

 THE COLUMN "COL2" FROM THE TABLE "PTI.DEMO_SCENARIO1" (TABLE 1) IS BEING COMPARED      

 TO THE COLUMN "COL2" FROM THE TABLE "PTI.DEMO_SCENARIO2" (TABLE 2) IN THE FOLLOWING    
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 PREDICATE:                                                                     

 A.COL2 = B.COL2                                    

 THE ATTRIBUTES OF THESE COLUMNS ARE:                  

 TABLE 1                                 TABLE 2                                  

 COLUMN: COL2                            COLUMN: COL2                          

 TYPE  : VARCHAR                         TYPE  : CHAR                          

 LENGTH: 20                              LENGTH: 15                            

 SCALE : 0                               SCALE : 0                             

                                                                               

                                                                               

 SINCE THESE ATTRIBUTES DO NOT MATCH, THIS PREDICATE IS NOT INDEXABLE (MATCHING

 INDEX) OR ELIGIBLE FOR THE DATA MANAGER'S STAGE 1 PROCESSING.                 

                                                                               

 RECOMMENDATION: 0092                                                          

 IF THIS SQL STATEMENT IS EXECUTED FREQUENTLY, OR IF THESE COLUMNS ARE COMPARED

 IN OTHER SQL STATEMENTS THAT ARE EXECUTED FREQUENTLY, YOU must CONSIDER     

 CHANGING THE ATTRIBUTES OF ONE OF THE COLUMNS TO MATCH THE OTHER.             

                                                                               

SQL DESIGN RULE: 0010   ------------------------   SEVERITY CODE = 0           

 THIS SQL ACCESSES THE TABLE "PTI.DEMO_SCENARIO2".  THIS TABLE HAS THE         

 FOLLOWING INDEXES DEFINED ON IT AND THE SQL IS NOT USING AN INDEX TO ACCESS   

 THE DATA:                                                                     

                                                                               

                                                                               

 "PTI.DEMO_SCENARIO2_IX"                                                       

Press PF7/8 to Scroll Up/Down                     Press END (PF3/15) to quit

Report Conclusions

From the explain results that are shown in these reports, you can make the following conclusions:

• Statement 2 references COL2 of DEMO_SCENARIO1.
• COL2 of DEMO_SCENARIO1 is indexable.
• DEMO_SCENARIO1 has index DEMO_SCENARIO1_1X, with columns referenced by statement 2.
• DEMO_SCENARIO1_IX is not being used to access the data from DEMO_SCENARIO1.
• COL2 of DEMO_SCENARIO1 does not correspond with COL2 of DEMO_SCENARIO2 when statement 2 is executed

to compare the two columns.
• COL2 of DEMO_SCENARIO1 has a VARCHAR column among CHAR columns.
• DEMO_SCENARIO2 has index DEMO_SCENARIO2_IX, which is not being accessed.

Exit the Results

Press F3 (End) to exit the Audit Message File panel and return to the Explain Strategy Services panel. The following
message is displayed:

Strategy SCENARIO explained and version VERS1 created.

The version name is indented and highlighted under the strategy name. Versions are listed from the least recent update to
the most recent update.

The TP (Type) field shows the explain status. The following values are possible:
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• C (Complete)
Indicates that the explain has been executed for the version. With a version of this type, the only browse commands
you can use are I, O, and R. The browse commands let you view the input and output values that were used during the
explain.

• I (Incomplete)
Indicates that the explain has not been executed for the version. This type is a useful reminder of what remains
unexplained when you execute in batch mode.

Press F3 (End) to return to the main menu.

You have now created a strategy, explained a strategy, and determined that performance is degraded when statement
2 is executed. The next exercise, Identify SQL and Object Problems, shows how to further pinpoint problems within the
explained SQL. The exercise also shows how to improve the performance by altering the objects that are referenced by
the explained SQL.

Identify SQL and Object Problems
This tutorial exercise guides you through the basic steps of identifying problem SQL and objects.

From the previous exercise, you know that the SQL in plan PPASCEN1 can potentially cause poor performance. You saw
that the problem was in statement 2 within package PPA@SCE2.

Statement 2 references COL2 of table DEMO_SCENARIO1. Although COL2 is indexable and DEMO_SCENARIO1 has
an index, the index is not being fully utilized to gather the data from the table.

The column arrangement within DEMO_SCENARIO1 is also a problem. COL2 is a VARCHAR column in the midst
of CHAR columns. Also, COL2 has a length of 20, which causes a problem when compared to COL2 of table
DEMO_SCENARIO2, with a length of 15.

To investigate further, you will generate and interpret an Identify Problem SQL report.

Generate the Identify Problem SQL Report

The Identify Problem SQL facility helps you search for potential problem SQL based on search criteria you specify. The
power of Identify Problem SQL lies in its ability to customize your query using query configurations. These configurations
include search elements and element conjunctions:

• Search elements—Selecting one or more search elements limits your search to certain access and data retrieval
method types.

• Element conjunctions—Designating an element conjunction (AND or OR) combines multiple search elements.

The Identify Problem SQL report tells you how Db2 accesses the SQL that is grouped within a strategy and how the
chosen access and data retrieval methods affect performance.

In this example, the tables are large, so using a tablespace scan to access the data is undesirable.

1. Select Identify Problem SQL from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Complete the following fields:

– Type EP in the Report field.
– Type SCENARIO in the Name field.
– Enter your user ID in the Creator field to indicate that your user ID is the creator of the SQL source.
– Type ST in the Type field to indicate that the SQL source is a strategy.
Press Enter.
The search element list appears with a message indicating that you must choose one or more search elements for the
report.

3. Type S in the Sel field next to Tablespace Scan(s). This option limits the search to include only the SQL that will use a
tablespace scan when the SQL is executed.
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NOTE
Because you have selected only one search element, the value in the (AND/OR) field is ignored.

Press Enter.
The Identify Problem SQL report appears.

Interpret the Identify Problem SQL Report

From the Access report, you discovered that statement 2 causes the Db2 optimizer to access all active data pages in
the tablespace. From the Dependency report, you know that the PTIDEMO tablespace is being accessed. The Identify
Problem SQL panel reaffirms that tablespace scans are being used instead of indexes.

PPPIPSD   ------------- PPA Identify Problem SQL ------------- YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

                                                             LINE 1 OF 11  >  

Report   ===> EP                 HVersion ===>                                 

DBOPTS   ===> ALL                DBRANGE  ===> 001      FILTER  ==> N                    

Collid   ===>                    Package  ===>          STMTNO ===>                       

Name     ===> SCENARIO           Creator  ===> USERxx   Type   ===> ST         

--------------------------------------------------------------------- USERxx 

Location ===> LOCAL              DB2 SSID ===> SSID     Version ==> VX0NF      

                                                                               

     HVERSION/LEVEL              PARTC TBLSP       MGSCN NSTLP HYBRD IX-ON     

CMD  GROUP/OBJECT/STMT      Type DCVCC SCANS SORTS JOINS JOINS JOINS SCANS     

____ USERxx   SCENARIO      Stra                                               

____   V00001                                                                  

____     PPADEMO_COLL       (CO)           7     3     2     1     -     1     

____       PPA@SCE1         (PK)           1     -     -     -     -     -     

____                    9          R       1     -     -     -     -     -     

____       PPA@SCE2         (PK)           1     1     1     -     -     1     

____                    2          R       1     1     1     -     -     1     

____       PPA@SCE3         (PK)           5     2     1     1     -     -     

____                    3          R       1     -     -     -     -     -     

____                    6          R       2     -     -     1     -     -     

____                   11          R       2     2     1     -     -     -     

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Note these fields as you review the Identify Problem SQL report:

GROUP
Displays the name of the SQL source that contains the SQL you are working with. This example shows
PPADEMO_COLL, which is the collection containing the SQL that was used to create the strategy SCENARIO.
You specified this plan name (SQL Group name) on the Explain Strategy Data Editor panel when you created the
strategy.

HVERSION
Displays the historical version identifier of the SQL source. This example shows SCENARIO, which you accepted
on the Historical Database Options panel when you created the strategy.

OBJECT
Displays the name of the SQL object that contains the search element you are looking for. In this case, the object
is the package PPA@SCE2.

Report Fields
Shows the number of times each access method is used for your SQL. This section appears to the right of the
item identification information.
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For object PPA@SCE2, 1 MGSCN JOINS (merge scan join) and 1 TBLSP SCANS (tablespace scan) are used
when the SQL of PPASCEN1 is executed.

Generate an Object Report
The Identify Problem SQL facility confirmed that indexes are not being fully utilized. The SQLRULE report identified
COL2 of DEMO_SCENARIO1 as having inappropriate attributes. COL2 is a VARCHAR in one table and a CHAR in the
compared table, and VARCHAR appears between CHAR types. One solution is to alter COL2 of DEMO_SCENARIO1.

Recall that the Dependency report showed DEMO_SCENARIO1 was a dependent table of plan PPASCEN1. Altering a
dependent object invalidates its plans. The Dependency report showed only the objects that depend on the selected SQL.
What if DEMO_SCENARIO1 depends on plans other than PPASCEN1? You can answer this question by generating and
interpreting an object report.

Generate the Object Report

The Object Reports menu permits you to specify header information and select the type of object report that to view. The
available object reports are listed in the middle of the panel. You can report on dependencies down to the column level.

1. Select Object from the main menu and press Enter.
The Object Reports Menu appears. You want to generate a Table Dependency report to see which objects depend on
the table.

2. Complete the following fields:
– Type T (Table Dependency) in the Report field.
– Type DEMO_SCENARIO1 in the Name field to report only on the SQL that references this table.
– Type PPADEMO_COLL in the Collid field. This field specifies the name of the collection referencing the object.
Press Enter.
Depending on the value specified for your PPA PARMLIB, the Resource Use Online panel might appear. If this panel
displays, press Enter again to continue processing and display the report.
If your site does not request the Resource Use Online panel, the Table Dependency report appears.

Interpret the Table Dependency Report

The following illustration shows the Table Dependency report.

NOTE
To view the full SQL statement text, use the EXPLODE command.

PPPORL    ---------   Table    Dependency     (DET)  --------- YYYY/MM/DD 17:07

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                              LINE 1 OF 8  >  

Option   ===> O                  Report   ===> T                               

Object   ===> DEMO_SCENARIO1     Creator  ===> *         Where ===> N         

Collid   ===> PPADEMO_COLL       Package  ===> *         Type  ===> D          

----------------------------------------------------------------- USEROA9      

Location ===> LOCAL              DB2 SSID ===> SSID    Version ===> vv.rr.mm      

                                                                               

CMD  TABLE              COLLECTION         PACKAGE  STMTNO     SQL STATEMENTS  

                                                                               

____ DEMO_SCENARIO1                                                            

____     Collection --> PPADEMO_COLL                                           

____                                       PPA@SCE2                            

____                                                         2 DECLARE CURSOR_>

____                                       PPA@SCE3                            
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____                                                         3 DECLARE CURSOR_>

____                                                         6 DECLARE CURSOR_>

____                                                        11 DECLARE CURSOR_>

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Valid CMDS: PACKAGE, BIND, SQL COMMANDS, AND X, QE                            

Press ENTER to process selections             Press END (PF3/15) to quit report

The report contains the following fields:
Object

Specifies the object type and object name. In this example, TABLE is the object type and DEMO_SCENARIO1 is
the object name.

COLLECTION
Specifies the collections that depend on the object. In this example, PPADEMO_COLL is a dependent collection.

PACKAGE
Identifies the packages that depend on the object. In this example, PPA@SCE2 and PPA@SCE3 are the two
dependent packages.

SQL STATEMENTS
Identifies the SQL statements that depend on the object.

View and Hide Object Qualifiers

Knowing the qualifier for an object can often help you search for the object or work with that object. Different kinds of
objects have different qualifiers. For example, a table qualifier is the creator of the table.

To view object qualifiers, type QON on the command line and press Enter. The object report (in this case, the Table
Dependency report) displays the object qualifier. As shown in this panel, the Creator field indicates that the creator of the
table DEMO_SCENARIO1 is PTI.

To hide object qualifiers, type QOFF on the command line and press Enter. The object report reappears without the
qualifier column.

Alter the Object
Based on the problem analysis, one solution would be to alter COL2 of table DEMO_SCENARIO1 by submitting the
PPADEMOA job.

PPADEMOA contains the input to drop and recreate the necessary objects. Confirm with your system installer that
PPADEMOA has been modified for your site. After it is modified, you can submit it through the Batch Processor Interface
as 'high-level.CDBASQL(PPADEMOA)'.

1. Type MAIN in the command line and press Enter.
The main menu appears.

2. Type BP on the command line and press Enter.
The Batch Processor Interface panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields in the Execution Specifications section:
a. Type O in the Execution Mode field.
b. Type SSID in the DB2 SSID field.

4. Complete the following fields in the Batch Processor Input Dataset section:
a. Type 'high-level.CDBASQL' in the Dataset Name field.
b. Type PPADEMOA in the Member field.

5. Change any Batch Processor settings that are needed for your site. Press Enter.
The Batch Processor Wait panel appears. When processing is complete, the AUDIT Message File panel appears.
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6. Use F7 (Up) or F8 (Down) to scroll the complete listing and confirm successful execution.
7. Press F3 (End).

The Batch Processor Interface panel appears with a message indicating that the online execution completed.
8. Press F3 (End) again to return to the main menu.

Correct the Package Problems
This exercise teaches you how to review the validity of a package and then use the Identify Problem Plan/Package(s)
facility to rebind the invalidated packages.

As we discussed in the Identify SQL and Object Problems exercise, object reporting displays only those objects that are
dependent on the selected object. If many objects are altered, using object reporting to identify the invalidated packages
can be time consuming. The Identify Problem Plan/Package(s) facility lets you identify all packages that are invalidated by
an altered.

The object reporting output showed that packages PPA@SCE2 and PPA@SCE3 referenced object DEMO_SCENARIO1.
Therefore, packages PPA@SCE2 and PPA@SCE3 were invalidated when you altered DEMO_SCENARIO1.

1. Display the affected packages:
a. Select Identify Problem Plans/Packages from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
b. Type PPADEMO_COLL in the Collid field. Type S next to Are Invalid (require BIND/REBIND).

The Problem Package List panel appears, showing the packages that meet your criteria. The NO in the Valid field
indicates that packages PPA@SCE2 and PPA@SCE3 are not valid and must be rebound.

2. Rebind the packages. In Plan Analyzer you can execute utility commands like BIND, REBIND, and FREE directly from
a report list.
a. Type R (Rebind) next to the package names (PPA@SCE2 and PPA@SCE3). Press Enter.

The Batch Processor Card Display appears.
b. Press Enter to submit the batch input that is shown.

The Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears. When processing is complete, the AUDIT Message File panel
appears. The message and the return code of 0 indicate that the rebind was successful.

3. Press F3 (End).
The Problem Package List panel appears. Note that the Valid field is still set to NO. You must regenerate the Identify
Problem Plan/Package(s) report to update the field.

4. Regenerate the report. The Plan Analyzerreporting facilities accept subreport line commands. These commands
allow you to access other reports from within a report. These secondary reports are referred to as subreports. Valid
subreport line commands are listed at the bottom of the panel.
a. Type D in the CMD field and Press Enter.

Depending on the value that is specified for your PPA PARMLIB, the Resource Use Online panel might appear. If
this panel appears, press Enter to continue processing and display the report.
The Package Detail report appears, showing detailed information about the selected package. The Valid field is set
to YES. Because you rebound packages PPA@SCE2 and PPA@SCE3, they are now valid.

b. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Problem Packages List report.

c. Type MAIN in the command line and press Enter.
You return to the main menu.

Explain the Strategy Again
In the Creating a Strategy and Explaining the Strategy sections, you created and explained strategy SCENARIO. From
the results, you determined the column attributes of DEMO_SCENARIO1 must change. After making the alterations, you
rebound the plan that referenced DEMO_SCENARIO1. In this part of the tutorial, you will determine whether the object
modifications had any effect on the Db2 Optimizer.
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The source SQL associated with SCENARIO has not changed. Also, we want to generate the same enhanced explain
reports. Rather than creating a new strategy, you can use the same strategy.

In this section, you re-explain the strategy SCENARIO. By re-explaining the same strategy with the same input
configurations, you can easily see the improvements:

Set Up the Explain

You can use this procedure to set up the Explain.

1. Select the Explain Strategy Services option on the main menu.
2. In the CMD field next to the strategy name (SCENARIO), enter E.
3. Press Enter.

The Version Info panel appears.
4. Complete the following fields:

– In the Identifier field, enter VERS2. This is the name of the new version that will be created as a result of the
explain.

– In the Description field, enter EXAMPLE VERSION 2. This provides additional information about the version.
5. Press Enter.

The Explain Options panel appears containing the values you last entered.

NOTE
The values in the Primary AUTHID, Rule Set SSID, and Target SSID fields may be different on your display.

6. Press Enter.
The Batch Processor Card Display panel appears, showing the input statements that will be used to explain the
strategy.
Plan Analyzer saves the input statements for the entire strategy, so you can use the strategy without reentering SQL
source information or statistical changes.
Press Enter to begin processing.
The Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears.
When processing is complete, the AUDIT Message File panel appears.

Interpret the Results

The same Enhanced Explain reports are generated as those requested for the first explain (that is, for VERS1). To
interpret the results, go directly to the SQLRULE report.

1. In the command line of the AUDIT Message File panel, enter FIND 'RULE 0002'.
Press Enter.
The AUDIT Message File panel displays the following message:
STRING 'RULE 0002' NOT FOUND

From the VERS1 SQLRULE report, we know rule 0002 was violated. This rule stated that the attributes of COL2 for
tables DEMO_SCENARIO1 and DEMO_SCENARIO2 did not match. When you had requested to find that rule in the
current report, a message indicated that the rule cannot be found because the alterations made to COL2 corrected this
violation.

2. Press PF3 (End) to return to the Explain Strategy Services panel.
The following message displays:
Strategy SCENARIO explained and version VERS2 created.

3. Press PF3 (End) to return to the Main Menu.

Plan Analyzer Videos
For a brief look at some key product features, review the following Plan Analyzer videos:
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Explaining SQL
Explain Services

The Explain Services analyze SQL statements using Db2 optimizer data, catalog statistics, and the Plan Analyzer expert
system rules. Explain Services expand on Db2 EXPLAIN processing and provide enhanced explain output in various
reports. This enhanced output provides detailed information about access path choices and the factors that led to the path
choice.

Explain Services consists of the Quick Explain facility and the Explain Strategy Services facility:

• The Quick Explain facility lets you quickly group SQL sources for explain processing. When you perform a quick
explain, you cannot save your enhanced explain reports. You view the explain reports in the batch processor, and they
are deleted when you exit.

• The Explain Strategy Services facility provides a full range of options for your explain processing. When you use an
explain strategy, the results of your explain can be saved in a strategy version. You can review them at any time. The
explain strategy that you created is saved and can be executed again.
You can group multiple SQL sources logically for explain processing. For example, you can group all plans in your
payroll system into a single explain. You can also add collections, packages, queries, SQL statements, and file or
DBRM library input to the same explain.
You can create an auto hversion definition in the historical database to save your explain data. You can store multiple
versions of explain data under a single hversion definition for any number of SQL sources. The versioning system is
similar to that of Generation Data Groups (GDGs); that is, 0 is the latest version.

The Quick Explain and Explain Strategy Services facilities offer regular and expert modes to address the needs of various
users and situations. Regular mode condenses the enhanced explain process into its fundamentals so that you use only
a few screens and a few options. You can specify the SQL sources individually or in groups with minimal effort. This mode
supports only plans, collection IDs, and collection ID/package combinations as SQL sources.

Expert mode provides more processing options than regular mode and also supports the following SQL source types:

• SQL statements
• DBRM library input
• File input
• PRF and QMF queries
• Plan/package EQF queries

Explain Options

The Quick Explain and Explain Strategy Services facilities provide multiple explain options. You can specify the explain
options when defining a quick explain or explain strategy or in an explain profile. If you are working in expert mode, you
can also tailor the explain options for individual sources.

You can specify explain options in one or more of the following categories:
Database options

Manages the historical versions of an explain.
Reports

Specifies which reports to generate during explain processing, and the format and report output settings.
Catalog statistics

Specifies whether to change or ignore catalog statistics during the explain.
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Search conditions
Determines which statements are explained, based on selected syntax elements.

Access path filters
Lets you customize a query configuration by using element conjunctions and search elements.

Search filters
Specifies the character strings that a SQL statement must contain before the statement is selected for explain
processing.

Parallelism degree
Specifies whether to use parallel I/O processing or the parallelism degree at which the plan or package was last
bound.

Enhanced Explain Reports

Enhanced explain reports are generated according to your selections on the Reports panel. You can also generate these
reports in batch.

The following enhanced explain reports are available:
Summary Report

Shows which collections, packages, and SQL statements have been explained, their types, and the EXPLAIN
SQL code.

Cost
Displays how expensive an SQL statement is compared to other SQL statements.

Access Report
Explains in concise paragraphs how the SQL is executed.

Short Access Report
Abbreviates the results from the Access Path report.

Predicate Report
Lists all predicates that are involved in the SQL and their indexability/sargability.

Short Predicate
Lists all predicates that are not both indexable and sargable.

Dependency
Shows which objects are dependent on an SQL statement.

Short Dependency
Abbreviates the results from the Dependency report.

Rule Reports
SQLRULE

Indicates potential problems with SQL syntax and provides recommendations for improvement.
PHYSRULE

Indicates potential problems with physical object design and provides recommendations for improvement.
PREDRULE

Indicates potential problems with SQL predicates and provides recommendations for improvement.
PLANRULE

Displays the rules that are used to indicate potential problems with your plans or packages and offers
recommendations.

Referential Integrity Report
Provides a visual reference of defined referential relationships.
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Tree
Shows an indented tree diagram of referenced objects within the SQL.

Statistics
Displays the statistics in a hierarchical report that is based on your selections on the Statistics Report panel.

Compare Explain Versions
Compares historical versions of various SQL sources, including sources within your strategies. When this report
is generated by an explain strategy, it also stores the comparison results in the Explain Strategy Compare History
table. Compare history collection is not supported in quick explains.

Compare Versions Cost Compare
Compares historical versions cost (milliseconds, service units, and total cost) of various SQL sources, including
sources that are contained in your explain strategies. When this report is generated by an explain strategy, it also
stores the comparison results in the Explain Strategy Compare History table. Compare history collection is not
supported in quick explains.

Compare History Function
Compares historical versions of various SQL sources within a strategy and stores the compare results in the
Explain Strategy Compare History table. This function does not generate a report.

Index Probe Statistics
Shows how index probing influenced the access path that the Db2 optimizer selected during SQL execution.

Current and Future Explains
Two types of Enhanced Explains are provided: Current and Future, which apply to Quick Explain and Explain Strategy
Services.

NOTE
The types do not correlate to the Enhanced Explain mode (Expert or Regular) you use. Your level of expertise
with the product determines the Enhanced Explain mode that you select.

Current Explains

A Current Explain uses the access path that is created by the Db2 Optimizer and written to the explain tables when the
package was last bound and matches the bind time.

The owner of the package is used as the creator for the explain tables. For packages, the owner ID is obtained from the
OWNER column of SYSIBM.SYSPACKAGE.

The explain tables contain information about packages that have been bound with the EXPLAIN(YES) command.

NOTE

When packages bound with EXPLAIN (NO) are encountered during current explain processing, Plan Analyzer
executes an EXPLAIN PACKAGE statement to retrieve the access path information from the Db2 directory
for these packages. As a result, you can obtain access path information for all of the explained packages,
without first rebinding them with EXPLAIN (YES). When the EXPLAIN PACKAGE statement is executed, the
HINT_USED field in the SQL Statement Detail Report contains a value of "EXPLAIN PACKAGE:". This value
confirms that access path information is provided for packages bound with EXPLAIN (NO).

Only the PLAN_TABLE data is accessed, so only a subset of explain information is provided. For example, the
access path report does not contain cost information.

Limited explain data is also provided in the historical reports and the SQL Design Rules report and Compare
Explain Versions report.
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Current Explain includes the ability to explain the access path stability package copy Current, Original, or Previous. The
current package copy uses the access path that the Db2 Optimizer creates and is written to the explain tables when the
package was last bound with EXPLAIN (YES) and matches the package bind time.

The original package copy executes a dynamic EXPLAIN PACKAGE COPY ORIGINAL command and then uses the
access path from the Db2 Optimizer when the package copy was last bound. The previous package copy executes a
dynamic EXPLAIN PACKAGE COPY PREVIOUS command and then uses the access path from the Db2 Optimizer when
the package copy was last bound.

A Current Explain processes faster than a Future Explain and reduces contention on the catalog because Plan
Analyzer does not have to execute a dynamic EXPLAIN PLAN command before generating the Explain results.

The Current Explain is more detailed because it uses the access path from when the Db2 Optimizer last bound the
package.

In addition, a Current Explain overcomes the limitations of the dynamic EXPLAIN PLAN command. A dynamic EXPLAIN
PLAN command must use parameter markers in place of all host variables. Db2 does not allow parameter markers in all
the places where host variables are used. Therefore, the product must use other techniques to alter the SQL so you can
process the EXPLAIN PLAN command. These changes could cause the optimizer to select a different path. Parameter
markers are not used with a Current Explain. Alterations to the SQL are not necessary, and the access path shown in the
Enhanced Explain output is accurate.

When you use the dynamic EXPLAIN PLAN command Db2 assumes that the attributes of the host variable match
the attributes of the column. For example, if a column of CHAR(5) is compared to a host variable defined in a COBOL
program as PIC X(10), the predicate does not obtain the appropriate index access. The dynamic EXPLAIN PLAN
command does not have information about the attributes of the host variable as defined in the COBOL program.
Therefore, a suitable index is not considered with the dynamic EXPLAIN PLAN command. Db2 assumes the attributes
of the host variable match the attributes of the column. If the host variable is longer than the column, the index is not
considered, but the dynamic EXPLAIN PLAN command masks the host variable and the index is considered.

Future Explains

A Future Explain executes a dynamic EXPLAIN PLAN command and then uses information from the Db2 Optimizer,
catalog statistics, and Plan Analyzer Expert System Rules. The Future Explain tells you what your access paths would
be were you to bind/rebind or execute your dynamic SQL right now. If requested through a profile option, future explain
processing can be performed using a stored procedure. This method allows users without SELECT authority to use the
product  to tune SQL.

NOTE

The Future Explain is generated based on your bind, subsystem, and explain options. Some options, such as
degree, isolation, and query acceleration, require Plan Analyzer to change the values of the related special
registers. Changing these values helps accurately simulate the environment conditions that would have existed
for a bind/rebind.

WARNING
The Plan Analyzer stored procedure that is used to perform EXPLAIN processing is supported only in Db2
subsystems that use native Db2 security.

A Future Explain can show you the impact of rebinding a package. In addition, you can perform Enhanced Explain
processing on your production Db2 subsystem for a package that resides on your test subsystem. This method helps you
tune applications on your test subsystem before they are bound on your production subsystem. You can also explain your
production packages on a test subsystem.

Future Explain also lets you generate the access path information without rebinding your packages. A rebind can
adversely affect existing optimized paths.
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NOTE

If the DSNZPARM ACCELMODEL=YES, Future Explain overrides the value that is specified in the
QUERYACCELERATION bind option.

Prepare Plans and Packages
Before requesting a Current Explain, verify that a bind with EXPLAIN (YES) was executed for all of the packages in the
strategy that you want to explain. You can use the product facilities to help automate the binding of the packages that are
bound with EXPLAIN (NO). The following procedures explain how to prepare your packages for a Current Explain.

NOTE

When packages bound with EXPLAIN (NO) are encountered during current explain processing, Plan Analyzer
executes an EXPLAIN PACKAGE statement statement to retrieve the access path information from the Db2
directory for these packages. As a result, you can obtain access path information for all of the explained
packages, without first rebinding them with EXPLAIN (YES). When the EXPLAIN PACKAGE statement is
executed, the HINT_USED field in the SQL Statement Detail Report contains a value of "EXPLAIN PACKAGE:".
This value confirms that access path information is provided for packages bound with EXPLAIN (NO).

Only the PLAN_TABLE data is accessed, so only a subset of explain information is provided. For example, the
access path report does not contain cost information.

Limited explain data is also provided in the historical reports and the SQL Design Rules report and Compare
Explain Versions report.

Prepare Plans with Packages for a Current Explain

You can prepare plans with packages for a Current Explain. This method is useful when a single package is known.

1. Select the Identify Problem Plan/Packages option from the Plan Analyzer Main Menu.
The Problem Plan/Packages Menu panel appears.

2. Type selection criteria for a list of packages.
3. Type S for "Are bound with EXPLAIN(NO)" and press Enter.

The Problem Package List panel appears.
4. Select the packages you want to bind or rebind using the line commands that are shown at the bottom of the panel

and press Enter.
The Batch Processor Card Display panel appears with the batch input for all selected plans or packages.

5. Type EDIT in the command line to edit the batch input and press Enter.
The batch input appears in an edit session.

6. Issue a CHANGE ALL command to replace EXPLAIN (NO) with EXPLAIN (YES).
7. Press PF3 (End) to go back to the Batch Processor Display Card panel.
8. Press Enter to process the bind or rebind.

Your plans with packages are now prepared for a Current Explain.

Prepare Plans with Package Lists for a Current Explain

You can prepare plans with package lists for a Current Explain. This method is recommended when only the plan is
known.

1. Select Plan from the Plan Analyzer Main Menu.
2. Specify the Plan Packlist report and enter selection criteria for the plan. Press Enter.

The Plan Packlist report panel appears.
3. Type the command BINDPACK or REBINDPACK to generate the packages to bind or rebind for the package lists and

press Enter.
The Batch Processor Card Display panel appears with the batch input for all selected plans or packages.
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4. Type EDIT in the command line to edit the batch input and press Enter.
The batch input appears in an edit session.

5. Issue a CHANGE ALL command to replace EXPLAIN (NO) with EXPLAIN (YES).
6. Press PF3 (End) to go back to the Batch Processor Display Card panel.
7. Press Enter to process the bind or rebind.

Your plans with package lists are now prepared for a Current Explain.

Authorization IDs for Explain
Learn about the authorization IDs that are used for explain processing.

Authorization ID Descriptions

The following authorization IDs are used for explain processing.

Primary AUTHID
Specifies the authorization ID that is used to establish the connection to DB2. If you leave this field blank, your
logon ID is used.

NOTE

RRSAF authorization and extra external security permissions are required to use the DDLFILE
enhanced explain statement, which lets you explain the SQL that uses declare global temporary tables.
For more information about enabling RRSAF and the additional permissions, see RRSAF Authorization.

Secondary AUTHID
Specifies the ID to use as the creator ID of the explain tables that contain the explain results. If you leave this field
blank, your primary authorization ID is used.
When you specify a secondary ID, the primary ID is used to connect to DB2. Next, DB2 issues a SET CURRENT
SQLID command to change the current SQLID to the secondary ID. This ID must be one of your secondary IDs,
or you must be a SYSADM.
This ID does not qualify unqualified tables. Unqualified table references are qualified before the dynamic
explain occurs. For future explains only, the secondary AUTHID is the creator of the PLAN_TABLE and
DSN_STATEMENT_TABLE.

SQL Qualifier ID
Specifies the ID to use as the implicit qualifier when the explained SQL is not retrieved from the catalog (free-form
SQL, file, PRF, QMF, and DBRM library input). If you leave this field blank, the secondary AUTHID is used.

SQL Qualifier Override
Indicates that the SQL qualifier ID overrides any other qualifier that would apply when the SQL is retrieved from a
plan or package.

Resolving Unqualified Object Names

Before  explains a SQL statement, it resolves any unqualified tables, views, or aliases and replaces synonyms with
the fully qualified name of the table or view on which the synonym is defined. Because of this explicit qualification of
unqualified references, you can direct the explain output to any explain table by specifying the secondary AUTHID.

The following table describes the logic that is used to resolve unqualified object names for plans and packages:

Conditions Qualifier Used
Explained statements are from a plan or a package.
SQL Qualifier Override on the SQL Qualifiers panel is marked Y
(Yes).

SQL qualifier ID
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Explained statements are from a plan.
Source and target Db2 SSIDs are the same.
SQL Qualifier Override on the SQL Qualifiers panel is marked N
(No).

The QUALIFIER or OWNER column of the plan SYSPLAN entry

Explained statements are from a plan.
Source and target Db2 SSIDs are different.
Same-named plan is bound on the target Db2 SSID.
SQL Qualifier Override on the SQL Qualifiers panel is marked N
(No).

The QUALIFIER or OWNER column of the plans that are bound
on the target Db2 subsystem

Explained statements are from a package.
Source and target Db2 SSIDs are the same.
SQL Qualifier Override on the SQL Qualifiers panel is marked N
(No).

The QUALIFIER column of the package SYSPACKAGE entry

Explained statements are from a package.
Source and target Db2 SSIDs are different.
A package with the same collection ID and package ID is bound
on the target Db2 subsystems.
SQL Qualifier Override on the SQL Qualifiers panel is marked N
(No).

The QUALIFIER column of the package that is bound on the
target Db2 subsystem

The following table descries the logic that is used to resolve unqualified object names for all other SQL sources:

Conditions Qualifier Used
All other cases (qualifier undetermined)
Free-form SQL, File, PRF, QMF, and DBRM library input

SQL qualifier ID

Explain SQL Using Quick Explain
As a DBA, you want to perform an on demand explain of your SQL sources to identify and analyze the sources quickly.
The following examples describe some of the situations where an on demand explain can be helpful:

• Analyzing a new package before moving it into production
• Determining whether the new optimizer causes adverse access path changes for the existing SQL sources when

migrating to a new release of Db2
• Analyzing an access path that changed due to other system changes

The groups of SQL that you want to explain can contain the following types of SQL sources:

• Catalog
• Noncatalog
• Catalog and noncatalog

This user scenario describes how to configure and execute on demand explains using the Quick Explain Facility.
Optionally begin by configuring the historical database so you can save a historical version of the source that you used for
the explain. Store a number of versions of explain data under a single hversion definition for any number of SQL sources.
The versioning system is similar to that of GDGs (that is, 0 is the latest version).

Next, optionally configure your reusable explain profile, which contains your explain options. This profile specifies where to
save the explain data and whether to issue a current or future explain. Explain profiles can also contain filters that let you
limit your report data. Identify the SQL sources that you want to explain and execute the explain.

You can define and execute your quick explain in regular mode or expert mode.

Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels and supports fewer SQL sources. Expert mode provides
more flexibility for customizing explains and supports many types of SQL sources.
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Completing the tasks that are described in this user scenario helps you quickly identify and analyze problems with one or
more SQL sources.

NOTE

• This user scenario is not intended to document all of the explain options and scenarios. However, the
instructions that are provided are typical of the steps that you complete when performing a quick explain.

• Depending on your needs, you do not have to perform all of the tasks that this user scenario describes. For
example, if you already have profiles at your site, or do not use profiles, you can skip that task.

• The field descriptions are provided in the online help (F1).

Before You Begin

• (Required) Verify that you have the security authorization that is required to perform an EXPLAIN PLAN or EXPLAIN
PACKAGE.

• (Recommended) Define an @DEFAULT rule set for explain processing.
• (Recommended) Define your explain tables and indexes and execute a RUNSTATS against them.

Steps in this Use Case

The following illustration shows a DBA how to configure and execute on demand explains using the Quick Explain Facility:
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Figure 1: How to Explain SQL Using Quick Explain Diagram

The following procedures describe how to configure and execute on demand explains:

1. (Optional) Configure the historical database.
2. (Optional) Configure the explain options.
3. Define and execute a quick explain.
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(Optional) Configure the Historical Database

Configuring the historical database lets you save a historical version of the source that you used for the explain. Configure
the historical database by creating an auto hversion definition. Creating the auto hversion definition designates a name
that is associated with the SQL sources used in your explain.

NOTE

Optionally, select a Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition while creating or updating an explain profile or
while defining a Quick Explain or Explain Strategy. Broadcom-defined auto hversion definitions are provided for
current and future explain, and for comparing an access path against a baseline.

Alternatively, if you use a Broadcom-defined explain profile, the relevant Broadcom-defined auto hversion
definition is automatically associated to the profile.

Using a Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition simplifies the process of saving explain output for future
analysis.

If you use an explain profile to configure the explain options, link your explain profile to your auto hversion definition. If you
do not use an explain profile, specify your auto hversion definition when defining the explain options in your quick explain.
When you execute an explain, the SQL sources are saved to the specified auto hversion definition name in the historical
database.

Follow these steps to configure the historical database:

1. Select Auto Hversion Maintenance from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Create an auto hversion definition:

a. Enter C in the line command field and provide values in the Hversion, Description, and SO fields. Press Enter.
b. Complete the fields on the Auto Hversion Creation/Update panel and press Enter.

Your updates are processed.
c. Press F3.

Your auto hversion definition is saved.

(Optional) Configure the Explain Options

Configure your explain options by creating an explain profile or select a Broadcom-defined profile when defining your
quick explain. The explain profiles specify the reports that you want generated and the auto hversion definition that
controls where a version of the explained SQL sources is stored. Also, you can specify options that limit the data that
each report provides. Explain profiles ease the complexity of navigating the explain options. You can create one or more
common profiles and can make them accessible to multiple users. You can create multiple profiles easily, each configured
for a different type of analysis.

You can use an explain profile even if you do not configure the historical database. The explain profile options that you
select vary according to the needs at your site. Obtain detailed descriptions of each option by pressing F1 on the PPA
Explain Options panel.

NOTE
The following explain options apply only to the catalog SQL sources: Plan Explain Option, Package Copy, and
Explain Type (CURRENT). Non-Catalog Isolation applies only to the noncatalog SQL sources.

Follow these steps to create the explain options:

1. Select Explain Profile Maintenance from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Enter C in the line command field and provide values for the Name and Description and SO (share option) fields.

Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Options panel appears.

3. Create your Explain profile.
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– To save a historical version of your explain source, specify U (Update) in the Database Options field.
– To explain a noncatalog SQL source, such as a DBRMLIB, SQL, File, and so on, specify a value in the Update SQL

Qualifiers field.
– To generate enhanced explain reports, specify U (Update) in the Reports field.
Press Enter.
The flow of resulting panels varies, depending on the options that you selected. For example, if you are explaining on
a noncatalog SQL source, you would specify those options before specifying your report options. The following steps
assume that you elected to update the database options and generate enhanced explain reports.

4. Update the historical database options and press Enter.
The PPA Explain Report Options field appears.

5. Specify Y in the fields for the reports that you want to generate when you execute the explain. Press Enter. The
following reports are typically recommended:
– Summary
– Access
– Dependency
– SQLRULE
– PHYSRULE
– PREDRULE
The PPA Explain Options panel reappears. The Database Options field has changed to Y, indicating that this profile
stores the explain data in the historical database.

6. (Optional) Enter SAVE on the command line to save the current Explain options as defaults, and press Enter.
Plan Analyzer saves the options as defaults to the ISPF profile of the user. A confirmation message appears.

7. Press Enter.
The profile is saved. The PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel reappears.

Define and Execute a Quick Explain

Identify the SQL sources that you want to explain by defining your quick explain. Depending on the settings in your explain
profile, the results are also saved to the hversion specified in your explain profile.

You can create define and execute your explain in regular mode or expert mode.

Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels and supports fewer SQL sources. Expert mode provides
more flexibility for customizing explains and supports many types of SQL sources.

Define and Execute a Quick Explain in Regular Mode

Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels and supports the following types of SQL sources:

• Plans
• Collection IDs
• Collection ID/package combinations

Quick Explain supports a range of options, not all of which are covered here. The following procedure describes how to
perform a quick explain that contains multiple SQL sources and uses an explain profile to apply the explain options.

1. Set the explain mode:
a. Select the Profile option from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
b. Select the PPA Profile Variables option.
c. Select the appropriate value in the Expert Mode default field and press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

2. Select Quick Explain from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
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3. Specify the criteria for the SQL sources that you want to explain, according to the instructions provided on the panel.
Press Enter.

NOTE

Select an explain profile unique to your site or a Broadcom-defined explain profile by placing a question
mark in the Profile field. For help with selecting a Broadcom-defined explain profile, leave the Profile field
blank to generate the PPA Broadcom-Defined Explain Profile Selection panel. The related Broadcom-defined
auto hversion definition is automatically associated to the Broadcom-defined explain profile.

The panels that appear vary based on the criteria that were specified in the Selection List, Change Options, and Profile
fields.

4. Address each panel that relates to the criteria that you specified in Step 3. Press F3 to save and exit each panel and
move to the next one.
When you have addressed each panel that is related to your specified selection criteria, the PPA Batch Processor
Card Display appears.

5. Execute the explain by completing Step 6 or Step 7.
6. Execute the explain in online mode:

a. Enter O in the Mode field. Press Enter.
b. Submit the job.

The explain executes and displays the explain output.
7. Execute the explain in batch mode:

a. Enter a B in the Mode field and press Enter.
The Batch Specification panel appears.

b. Complete the ISPF Library or Other Partitioned Or Sequential Data Set fields, specify the Data Set Options, and
press Enter.
The batch input is accepted.

c. Press F3 until the Plan Analyzer Main Menu appears.
d. Specify MODE O on the command line and press Enter.
e. Specify option 3 and press Enter.

The Batch Processor Interface panel appears.

NOTE
For more information about the Batch Processor, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2
documentation at Use the Batch Processor.

f. Specify B for the Execution Mode and provide values for the other fields and press Enter.

NOTE
Verify that the DATASET NAME and MEMBER match the data set information that you specified on the
Batch Specification panel.

The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
g. Save the job to a data set by specifying D in the DESTINATION field. Define the other batch execution parameters,

and press Enter.
The job is saved to the specified data set and can be scheduled as needed.

h. (Optional) Submit the job:
a. Specify J in the DESTINATION field, complete the other fields, and press Enter.

After the submitted job completes, the explain data is saved automatically to the auto hversion definition that is
specified in your explain profile.

b. Press F3 to exit the Batch Processor panels and review the results of the submitted job.
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Define and Execute a Quick Explain in Expert Mode

Expert mode provides more flexibility for customizing an explain. In addition to the SQL sources supported in regular
mode, expert mode supports the following SQL sources:

• SQL statements
• DBRM library input
• File input
• PRF and QMF queries
• Plan/package EQF queries

This procedure illustrates how to explain noncatalog SQL (a free form SQL statement and a DBRM member from a
DBRMLIB source) and catalog SQL (packages). In this example, the explain options are set by specifying an explain
profile. However, you can optionally define explain options for each SQL source. If defined, these options override the
explain profile or global explain options.

NOTE
This procedure focuses on adding SQL sources and performing the explain. However, you can also copy, edit,
or delete SQL source entries from the PPA Quick Explain Data Editor panel. For more information about the line
commands that are used to perform these tasks, see the online help (F1).

With some minor procedural changes, you can explain any of the supported SQL types using the steps that this procedure
describes.

1. Set the explain mode:
a. Select the Profile option from the Plan Analyzer Main Menu.
b. Select the PPA Profile Variables option.
c. Select the appropriate value in the Expert Mode default field and press Enter.

Your changes are saved.
2. Select Quick Explain from the Plan Analyzer main menu.

The PPA Quick Explain Data Editor panel appears.
3. Add the catalog and noncatalog SQL source entries.

NOTE
You can select any of the source entries, except free form SQL, from a selection list. This process is
illustrated in steps A and B.

a. Add a package from a selection list. Complete the fields on the panel. Before pressing Enter, verify the following:
• CK is specified in the Type field.
• A Target SSID and Rule set are specified.

If left blank, the values that are contained in the corresponding fields on the Explain Options panel are used.
• The Options (OP) field is blank.

The OP field lets you define a set of explain options for each SQL source. If defined, these options override the
explain profile or global explain options.

• A source SSID is specified.
• Selection criteria is provided in the PLAN/COLLID field, and optionally in the Package field.
• A location is specified for packages.
• A profile is specified in the Profile field.

NOTE

Select an explain profile unique to your site or a Broadcom-defined explain profile by placing a question
mark  in the Profile field. For help with selecting a Broadcom-defined explain profile, leave the Profile field
blank to generate the PPA Broadcom-Defined Explain Profile Selection panel. The related Broadcom-
defined auto hversion definition is automatically associated to the Broadcom-defined explain profile.
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The Catalog Data panel appears.
b. Select the objects that you want to explain and press Enter. Repeat this step until all of the objects are selected,

and press F3.
The PPA Quick Explain Data Editor panel appears

c. Add a free form SQL statement. Complete the fields on the panel. Before pressing Enter, verify that the following
fields are complete:
• S is specified in the Type field.
• A Target SSID and Rule set are specified.

If left blank, the values that are contained in the corresponding fields on the Explain Options panel are used.
• A profile is specified in the Profile field.
• The Options (OP) field is blank.
The SQL Editor appears.

d. Write your SQL statement or copy a statement from another location and press F3.
The PPA Quick Explain Data Editor panel appears.

e. Add a DBRM source entry. Complete the fields on the panel. Before pressing Enter, verify that the following fields
are complete:
• D is specified in the Type field.
• A Target SSID and Rule set are specified.

If left blank, the values that are contained in the corresponding fields on the Explain Options panel are used.
• A value is provided in the Target Rule Set field.
• A profile is specified in the Profile field.
• The Options (OP) field is blank.
The Plan Analyzer Explain DBRM Source panel appears.

f. Complete the fields on the panel, specify Y in the Member Selection List, and press Enter.
The Plan Analyzer Member Selection list appears.

g. Select the DBRM members and press Enter.
The PPA Explain - DBRMLIB Source panel appears.

h. Complete the fields on the panel and press Enter.
The PPA Quick Explain Data Editor panel appears.

i. Continue adding the SQL sources until you have listed all of the sources that you want to explain.
4. Press F3.

The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.
5. Execute the explain by completing Step 5 or Step 6.

a. Execute the explain in online mode:
b. Enter O in the Mode field. Press Enter.
c. Submit the job.
The explain executes and displays the explain output.

6. Execute the explain in batch mode:
a. Enter a B in the Mode field and press Enter.

The Batch Specification panel appears.
b. Complete the ISPF Library or Other Partitioned Or Sequential Data Set fields, specify the Data Set Options, and

press Enter.
The batch input is accepted.

c. Press F3 until the Plan Analyzer Main Menu appears.
d. Specify MODE O on the command line and press Enter.
e. Specify option 3 and press Enter.

The Batch Processor Interface panel appears.
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NOTE

For more information about the Batch Processor, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2
documentation at Use the Batch Processor.

f. Specify B for the Execution Mode and provide values for the other fields and press Enter.

NOTE
Verify that the DATASET NAME and MEMBER match the data set information that you specified on the
Batch Specification panel.

The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
g. Save the job to a data set by specifying D in the DESTINATION field. Define the other batch execution parameters,

and press Enter.
The job is saved to the specified data set and can be scheduled as needed.

h. (Optional) Submit the job:
a. Specify J in the DESTINATION field, complete the other fields, and press Enter.

After the submitted job completes, the explain data is saved automatically to the auto hversion definition that is
specified in your explain profile.

b. Press F3 to exit the Batch Processor panels and review the results of the submitted job.

Explain SQL Using Explain Strategy Services
As a database administrator (DBA), you want to create and execute a reusable explain strategy. A strategy lets you
explain several groups of related SQL regularly and can save the explain data for future analysis.

Each time an explain is executed against a strategy, the results are saved as a version of that strategy. Depending on the
settings in your explain options, the SQL sources and explain data can be saved to the hversion. You can explain SQL
groups containing SQL sources that are catalog, noncatalog, or both.

NOTE

• This user scenario is not intended to document all explain options and scenarios. However, these instructions
are typical of the steps that you complete when using an explain strategy. For more information about using
Explain Strategy Services to perform complex SQL analysis, see the following user scenarios:
– Identify Access Path and SQL Cost Changes
– Implement a Statement-Level Optimization Hint

• Depending on your needs, you do not have to perform all tasks in this user scenario. For example, if you
already have profiles at your site, or you do not use profiles, skip that task.

Before You Begin

• (Required) Verify that you have the security authorization to perform an EXPLAIN PLAN.
• (Recommended) Define an @DEFAULT rule set for explain processing.
• (Recommended) Define your explain tables and indexes and execute a RUNSTATS against them.

Steps in this Use Case

The following illustration shows how to configure and execute an explain strategy:
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The following procedure describes how to configure and execute an explain strategy:

1. (Optional) Configure the historical database.
2. (Optional) Configure the explain options.
3. Identify the SQL sources.
4. Explain the SQL sources.

(Optional) Configure the Historical Database

Configuring the historical database lets you save a historical version of the source that you used for the explain. You can
store multiple versions of explain data under a single hversion definition for any number of SQL sources. The versioning
system is similar to that of generation data groups (GDGs), in which 0 is the latest version.

Configure the historical database by creating an auto hversion definition. Creating the auto hversion definition associates
a namewith the SQL sources that are used in your explain.

NOTE

Optionally, select a Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition while creating or updating an explain profile or
while defining a quick explain or explain strategy. Broadcom-defined auto hversion definitions are provided for
current and future explain, and for comparing an access path against a baseline.

Alternately, if you use a Broadcom-defined explain profile, the relevant Broadcom-defined auto hversion
definition is associated to the profile automatically.

Using a Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition simplifies the process of saving explain output for future
analysis.

If you use an explain profile to configure the explain options, link your explain profile to your auto hversion definition. If
you do not use an explain profile, specify your auto hversion definition when defining the explain options in your explain
strategy. When you execute an explain, the SQL sources are saved to the specified auto hversion definition name in the
historical database.
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Follow these steps to configure the historical database:

1. Select Auto Hversion Maintenance from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Create an auto hversion definition:

a. Type C in the line command field and provide values in the Hversion, Description, and SO fields. Press Enter.
b. Complete the fields on the Auto Hversion Creation/Update panel and press Enter.

Your updates are processed.
c. Press F3.

Your auto hversion definition is saved.

(Optional) Configure the Explain Options

Configure your explain options by creating an explain profile or select a Broadcom-defined profile when defining your
quick explain. The explain profiles specify the reports to generate and the auto hversion definition to use. The auto
hversion definition controls where a version of the explained SQL sources is stored. Also, you can specify options that
limit the data that each report provides. Explain profiles ease the complexity of navigating the explain options. You can
create one or more common profiles, each configured for a different type of analysis, and can make them accessible to
multiple users.

You can use an explain profile even if you do not configure the historical database. The explain profile options that you
select vary according to the needs at your site. Obtain detailed descriptions of each option by pressing F1 on the PPA
Explain Options panel.

NOTE
The following explain options apply only to the catalog SQL sources: Package Copy and Explain Type
(CURRENT). Non-Catalog Isolation applies only to the noncatalog SQL sources.

Follow these steps to configure the explain options:

1. Select Explain Profile Maintenance from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Type C in the line command field and provide values for the Name and Description and SO (share option) fields. Press

Enter.
The PPA Explain Options panel appears.

3. Create your explain profile.
To save a historical version of your explain source, type U (Update) in the Database Options field.
– To explain a noncatalog SQL source, such as a DBRMLIB, SQL, or file, specify a value in the Update SQL

Qualifiers field.
– To generate enhanced explain reports, type U (Update) in the Reports field.
Press Enter.
The flow of resulting panels varies, depending on the options that you selected. For example, if you are explaining a
noncatalog SQL source, specify those options before specifying your report options. The following steps assume that
you elected to update the database options and generate enhanced explain reports.

4. Update the historical database options and press Enter.
The PPA Explain Report Options field appears.

5. Type Y in the fields for the reports to generate when you execute the explain. Press Enter. The following reports are
typically recommended:
– Summary
– Access
– Dependency
– SQLRULE
– PHYSRULE
– PREDRULE
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The PPA Explain Options panel reappears. The Database Options field has changed to Y, indicating that this profile
stores the explain data in the historical database.

6. (Optional) Type SAVE on the command line and press Enter.
Plan Analyzer saves the options as defaults to the ISPF profile of the user. A confirmation message appears.

7. Press Enter.
The profile is saved. The PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel reappears.

Identify the SQL Sources to Explain

Identify the SQL sources to explain by defining your explain strategy. An explain strategy is a reusable strategy that
contains one or more SQL sources that you want to explain. Each time an explain is executed against a strategy, the
results of the explain are saved as a version of that strategy. Depending on the settings in your explain profile, the results
are also saved to the hversion specified in your explain profile.

You can create your strategy in regular mode or expert mode.

Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels and supports fewer SQL sources. Expert mode provides
more flexibility for customizing explains and supports many types of SQL sources.

Define an Explain Strategy in Regular Mode

Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels and supports the following types of SQL sources:

• Plans
• Collection IDs
• Collection ID/package combinations

Follow these steps to define a strategy in regular mode:

1. Set the explain mode:
a. Select the Profile option from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
b. Select the PPA Profile Variables option.
c. Select the appropriate value in the Expert Mode default field and press Enter.

Your changes are saved.
2. Select Explain Strategy Services from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
3. Type C in the line command field and provide values for the Strategy/Version, Description, and SO fields. Press Enter.

The PPA Explain Strategy - Regular Mode panel appears.
4. Complete all header fields, including Profile.

Select an explain profile that is unique to your site or a Broadcom-defined explain profile by placing a question mark in
the Profile field. For help with selecting a Broadcom-defined profile, leave the Profile field blank to generate the
PPA Broadcom-Defined Explain Profile Selection panel. The related Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition is
automatically associated to the Broadcom-defined explain profile. If you update the Change Options, do not include
a value in the Profile field. If you include a value in the Profile field and you also specify Change Options, the Profile
overrides the Change Options. The PPA Explain Catalog Data panel appears.
Specify the criteria for the SQL sources that you want to explain, according to the instructions provided on the panel.
Press Enter.
The panels that appear vary based on the criteria that were specified in the Selection List and Change Options fields.

5. Update each panel that relates to the criteria that you specified in Step 4, using the instructions on each panel. Press
F3 to save and exit each panel and move to the next one. When you have addressed each panel, one of the following
panels appears:
– If you selected one SQL source, the PPA Explain Strategy - Regular Mode panel appears.
– If you selected multiple SQL sources, the PPA Explain Strategy Source List panel appears.

6. Press F3.
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The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears.

Define an Explain Strategy in Expert Mode

Expert mode provides more flexibility for customizing an explain. In addition to the SQL sources supported in regular
mode, expert mode supports the following SQL sources:

• SQL statements
• DBRM library input
• File input
• PRF and QMF queries

This procedure illustrates how to define an explain strategy with noncatalog SQL (a free-form SQL statement and a DBRM
member from a DBRMLIB source) and catalog SQL (packages). In this example, the explain options are set by specifying
an explain profile. However, you can optionally define explain options for each SQL source. If these options are defined,
they override the explain profile or global explain options.

This procedure focuses on adding SQL sources to an explain strategy. However, you can also update, browse, list,
or delete strategies or strategy versions from the Explain Strategy Services panel. You can browse the explain input
statements of any strategy version, or browse reports that were saved during explain processing. For more information
about the line commands that are used to perform these tasks, see the online help (F1).

With some minor procedural changes, you can create an explain strategy that contains any of the supported SQL types
using the following steps.

1. Set the explain mode:
a. Select the Profile option from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
b. Select the PPA Profile Variables option.
c. Select the appropriate value in the Expert Mode default field and press Enter.

Your changes are saved.
2. Select Explain Strategy Services from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
3. Type C in the line command field and provide values for the Strategy/Version, Description, and SO fields. Press Enter.

The PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel appears.
4. Complete the header fields, including the Profile field. Select an explain profile that is unique to your site or a

Broadcom-defined explain profile by placing a question mark in the Profile field. For help with selecting a Broadcom-
defined profile, leave the Profile field blank to generate the PPA Broadcom-Defined Explain Profile Selection
panel. The related Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition is associated to the Broadcom-defined explain
profile automatically.

5. Add the catalog and noncatalog SQL source entries. You can select any of the source entries, except free-form SQL,
from a selection list. This process is illustrated in Steps 5a and 5b.
a. Add a package from a selection list. Complete the fields on the panel:

• Type CK in the Type field.
• Specify a target SSID and rule set. If these fields are left blank, the values in the corresponding fields on the

Explain Options panel are used.
• Leave the Options (Change Options) (OP) field blank.

If you include a value in the Profile field and you also specify Change Options, the Profile overrides the Change
Options.

• Specify a source SSID.
• Provide selection criteria in the PLAN/COLLID field, and optionally in the Package field. Location is also

required for packages.
• Specify a profile in the Profile field.
Press Enter.
The Catalog Data panel appears.
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b. Select the objects that you want to explain and press Enter. Repeat this step until all the objects are selected, and
press F3.
The PPA Quick Explain Data Editor panel appears.

c. Add a free-form SQL statement. Complete the fields on the panel:
• Type S in the Type field.
• Specify a target SSID and rule set. If these fields are left blank, the values in the corresponding fields on the

Explain Options panel are used.
• Leave the Options (OP) field blank.
• Specify a profile in the Profile field.
Press Enter.
The SQL Editor appears.

d. Write your SQL statement or copy a statement from another location and press Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy Services Data Editor panel appears.

e. Add a DBRM source entry. Complete the fields on the panel:
• Type D in the Type field.
• Specify a target SSID and rule set. If these fields are left blank, the values in the corresponding fields on the

Explain Options panel are used.
• Leave the Options (OP) field blank.
• Specify a profile in the Profile field.
Press Enter.
The Plan Analyzer Explain DBRM Source panel appears.

f. Complete the fields on the panel, type Y in the Member Selection List, and press Enter.
The Plan Analyzer Member Selection list appears.

g. Select the DBRM members and press Enter.
The PPA Explain - DBRMLIB Source panel appears.

h. Complete the fields on the panel and press Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy Services Data Editor panel appears.

i. Continue adding the SQL sources until you have listed all sources that you want to explain.
6. Press F3.

Your explain strategy is saved.

Explain the SQL Sources

You can perform explains in online mode or batch mode. Batch mode lets you write the input to a data set where the JCL
can be saved, edited, and repeatedly executed. Your strategy options, including the auto hversions and profile options,
are saved in this JCL. Reusing this JCL ensures that explains are performed consistently.

1. Access Explain Strategy Services from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type E in the line command field next to your explain strategy and press Enter.
3. Complete the Version Information fields.

If necessary, specify an explain profile in the Profile field. Select an explain profile that is unique to your site or a
Broadcom-defined explain profile by placing a question mark in the Profile field. For help with selecting a Broadcom-
defined profile, leave the Profile field blank to generate the PPA Broadcom-Defined Explain Profile Selection panel.
The related Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition is automatically associated to the Broadcom-defined explain
profile.
Press Enter.
A message confirms that the strategy is using the explain options that were specified in the selected explain profile.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

4. Execute the explain by completing Step 5 or Step 6.
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5. Execute the explain in online mode:
a. Type O in the Mode field. Press Enter.
b. Submit the job.

The explain executes. The explain data is saved automatically to the hversion definition that is specified in your
explain profile.

6. Execute the explain in batch mode:
a. Type B in the Mode field and press Enter.

The Batch Specification panel appears.
b. Complete the ISPF Library or Other Partitioned Or Sequential Data Set fields. Specify the Data Set Options. Press

Enter.
The batch input is accepted.

c. Press F3 until the Plan Analyzer Main Menu appears.
d. Type MODE O on the command line and press Enter.
e. Select option 3 and press Enter.

The Batch Processor Interface panel appears.
f. Type B for the Execution Mode and provide values for the other fields. Verify that the DATASET NAME and

MEMBER match the data set information that you specified on the Batch Specification panel. Press Enter.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

g. Save the job to a data set by typing D in the DESTINATION field. Define the other batch execution parameters, and
press Enter.
The job is saved to the specified data set and can be scheduled as needed.

h. (Optional) Submit the job:
a. Type J in the DESTINATION field, complete the other fields, and press Enter.

The job executes. The explain data is saved to the auto hversion definition that is specified in your explain
profile.

b. Press F3 to exit the Batch Processor panels and review the results of the submitted job.

Offload Static SQL to the Accelerator
As a Database Administrator, you want to offload static SQL to the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS. The
accelerator helps improve performance by rapidly building result sets for accelerated queries. When you use the explain
process, you can verify that queries meeting acceleration conditions can be offloaded to the accelerator.

NOTE

• Depending on your needs, you do not have to perform all tasks in this user scenario. For example, if you
already have explain profiles at your site, or do not use explain profiles, skip that task.

• To compare access paths and SQL costs before and after enabling the accelerator, set up a baseline, enable
the accelerator, and complete the comparison process.

Before You Begin

• Verify that you have the correct security authorizations—EXPLAIN PLAN and DB2 Profile Services Facility.
• (Recommended) Define an @DEFAULT rule set for explain processing.
• (Recommended) Define your explain tables and indexes and execute a RUNSTATS against them.
• If you plan to use a Db2 profile, install the Db2 profile tables. For more information about these tables, see the IBM

documentation.
• Install and configure the v4 or higher IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS.
• Create the following accelerator database objects by configuring and running job DSNTIJAS in the SDSNSAMP library:
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– SYSACCEL.SYSACCELERATORS
– SYSACCEL.SYSACCELERATEDTABLES
– SYSACCEL.SYSACCELERATEDPACKAGES

• Set the following DSNZPARM parameters:
– Set the ACCEL parameter to COMMAND or AUTO.
– Set the QUERY_ACCELERATION parameter to ENABLE or ENABLE with FAILBACK. For more information about

QUERY_ACCELERATION, see the IBM documentation.
• Enable your objects for query acceleration. If you are licensed for RC/Query, use it to enable the objects. Alternately,

see the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS documentation.

Steps in this Use Case

The following illustration shows how to incorporate the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS when explaining static
SQL:
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The following procedure explains the steps for incorporating the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS when explaining
static SQL:

1. (Optional) Create and start a DB2 ACCEL profile.
2. Enable the packages for acceleration.
3. (Optional) Configure the historical database.
4. (Optional) Configure the explain profile options.
5. Identify the SQL sources to explain.
6. Explain the SQL sources.

(Optional) Create and Start a Db2 ACCEL Profile

A Db2 ACCEL profile verifies that SQL statements meeting table cardinality, result size, and total cost thresholds execute
on the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS.

NOTE
Create an ACCEL profile only when you are concerned with these thresholds.

You can obtain a Profile Services status report for each profile from within the DB2 Profile Services option. If a problem
occurs when you start an enabled profile, the status report can help diagnose the cause. For example, the report can
show that a profile with a status of acceptable with warnings contains several rejected attributes. The report also provides
the reasons that the attributes were rejected.

If a profile is started, the Access Path report identifies the profile ID that was applied to the explain statement. This
information is provided in the Access Path report formats.

Follow these steps to create and start the profile:

1. Select the DB2 Profile Services option on the Plan Analyzer Main Menu, and press Enter.
The PPA DB2 Profile Services panel appears.

2. Complete the following steps to create an ACCEL profile:
a. Type C (Create) in the CMD field.
b. Type ACCEL in the FUNCTION field and type Y in the EP (Enabled) field. Optionally, specify values for PROFILE

ID and REMARKS. If PROFILE ID is left blank, the product generates a PROFILE ID when the profile is saved.
c. Press Enter.

The PPA DB2 Profile Services Create panel appears.
d. Specify values in the TABLE CARDINALITY, RESULT SIZE, and TOTAL COST fields on this panel and press F3

(End).
Your profile is saved. If the QUERY_ACCELERATION DSNZPARM is set to ELIGIBLE or ALL, the PPA
Profile Requirements Report appears. This report describes the steps that are required to change the
QUERY_ACCELERATION setting so that you can use the ACCEL profile. Otherwise, you return to the PPA DB2
Profile Services panel.

3. Enable the ACCEL profile:
a. Verify that all other ACCEL and MODELING profiles are disabled. Only one of them can be enabled at a time.
b. Issue the following command:

STARTPROF

All enabled profiles that are not already running are started. The Profile Services Status Report indicates which of the
started profiles were accepted, accepted with warnings, or rejected.

4. Press F3 (End).
The PPA DB2 Profile Services panel reappears. DB2 applies the started profile during the explain.
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Enable the Packages for Acceleration

Enable your packages for acceleration by rebinding them with QUERYACCEL=ENABLE or QUERYACCEL=ELIGIBLE.

1. Select the Plan/Package Utilities option from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Complete the Collid and Package fields and press Enter.

The Package Utilities panel appears with a list of packages that match your search criteria.
3. Use the RO line command to select packages to enable for acceleration on the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/

OS.
The Options panel appears for each selected package.

4. Type ENABLE or ELIGIBLE for the QUERYACCEL parameter and verify that the EXPLAIN parameter is set to YES.
(EXPLAIN must be YES for all packages that are part of a current explain.) Specify values for the other parameters as
required and press Enter.

5. Press PF3 (End) to go back to the Batch Processor Card Display panel.
6. Press Enter to process the rebind.

Your packages are now prepared for a current explain.

(Optional) Configure the Historical Database

Configuring the historical database lets you save a historical version of the source that you used for the explain. Configure
the historical database by creating an auto hversion definition. This definition designates a name that is associated with
the SQL sources that are used in your explain.

NOTE

Optionally select a Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition while creating or updating an explain profile or
while defining a quick explain or explain strategy. Broadcom-defined auto hversion definitions are provided for
current and future explains, and for comparing an access path against a baseline.

Alternately, if you use a Broadcom-defined explain profile, the relevant Broadcom-defined auto hversion
definition is associated with the profile automatically.

Using a Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition simplifies the process of saving explain output for future
analysis.

If you use an explain profile to configure the explain options, link your explain profile to your auto hversion definition. If
you do not use an explain profile, specify your auto hversion definition when defining the explain options in your explain
strategy. When the explain executes, the SQL sources are saved to the specified auto hversion definition name in the
historical database.

Follow these steps to configure the historical database:

1. Select Auto Hversion Maintenance from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Create an auto hversion definition:

a. Type C in the CMD field and provide values in the Hversion, Description, and SO fields. Press Enter.
b. Complete the fields on the Auto Hversion Creation/Update panel. Specify C (Current) for the Explain Type. Press

Enter.
Your updates are processed.

c. Press F3.
Your auto hversion definition is saved. You can link this definition to your explain profile now, or specify it when
selecting your explain strategy options.

(Optional) Configure the Explain Profile Options

Configure your explain options by creating an explain profile or select a Broadcom-defined profile when you define your
explain strategy. This profile specifies which reports to generate and the auto hversion definition that is associated with the
stored explained SQL sources. Also, you can specify options that limit the data that each report provides. Explain profiles
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ease the complexity of navigating the explain options. You can create multiple profiles for different analysis types and then
make them accessible to multiple users. Simply specify the profile before executing your explain.

You can use an explain profile even if you do not configure the historical database. The explain profile options that you
select vary according to the needs at your site. Obtain detailed descriptions of each option by pressing F1 on the PPA
Explain Options panel.

Follow these steps to configure the explain profile options:

1. Select Explain Profile Maintenance from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Type C in the CMD field and provide values for the Name and Description and SO (share option) fields. Press Enter.

The PPA Explain Options panel appears.
3. Create your Explain profile.

– To save a historical version of your explain source to an auto hversion definition, type U (Update) in the Database
Options field.

– To generate enhanced explain reports, type U (Update) in the Reports field.
Press Enter.
The flow of resulting panels varies, depending on the options that you selected. The following steps assume that you
elected to update the database options and generate enhanced explain reports.

4. Update the historical database options. In the Automatic Historic Versioning field, specify your auto hversion definition
name. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Report Options panel appears.

5. Type Y next to the reports to generate when you execute the explain and press Enter. The following reports are
typically recommended:
– Summary
– Access
The PPA Explain Options panel reappears. The Database Options field has changed to Y, indicating that this profile
stores the explain data in the historical database.

6. (Optional) Type SAVE on the command line to save the current Explain options as defaults, and press Enter.
The options are saved as defaults to the ISPF profile of the user. A confirmation message appears.

7. Press Enter.
The profile is saved. The PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel reappears.

Identify the SQL Sources to Explain

Identify the SQL sources to explain by defining your explain strategy. An explain strategy is a reusable strategy that
contains one or more SQL sources to explain. Each time an explain is executed against a strategy, the explain results are
saved as a version of that strategy. If an hversion is specified in your explain profile or your explain strategy, the results
are also saved to the specified historical version in the historical database.

You can create your strategy in regular mode or expert mode. Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels
and supports fewer SQL sources. Expert mode provides more flexibility for customizing explains and supports many types
of SQL sources.

This procedure focuses on adding SQL sources to an explain strategy. However, you can also update, browse, list, or
delete strategies from the EXPLAIN Strategy Services panel. You can browse the explain input statements of any strategy
version, or browse reports that were saved during explain processing. For more information about the line commands that
are used to perform these tasks, see the online help (F1).

Define an Explain Strategy in Regular Mode

Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels and supports the following types of SQL sources:
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• Plans
• Collection IDs
• Collection ID/package combinations

Follow these steps to define the strategy in regular mode:

1. Set the explain mode:
a. Select the Profile option from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
b. Select the PPA Profile Variables option.
c. Select the appropriate value in the Expert Mode default field and press Enter.

Your changes are saved.
2. Select EXPLAIN Strategy Services from the  Plan Analyzer main menu.
3. Type C in the CMD field and provide values for the Strategy/Version, Description, and SO fields. Press Enter.

The PPA Explain Strategy - Regular Mode panel appears.
4. Complete the following steps:

a. Specify the criteria for the SQL sources that you want to explain, according to the instructions provided on the
panel.

b. Specify the name of your explain profile in the Profile field. Select an explain profile that is unique to your site
or a Broadcom-defined explain profile by placing a question mark in the Profile field. For help with selecting a
Broadcom-defined profile, leave the Profile field blank to generate the PPA Broadcom-Defined Explain Profile
Selection panel. If you update the Change Options, do not include a value in the Profile field. If you update the
Explain Options by specifying Y in the Change Options field, do not include a value in the Profile field. If you
include a value in the Profile field and you also specify explain options, the profile settings override the explain
option settings.

Press Enter.
The panels that appear vary based on the criteria that were specified in the Selection List and Change Options fields.

5. Update each panel that relates to the criteria that you specified in Step 4, using the instructions on each panel. Press
F3 to save and exit each panel and move to the next one. When you have addressed each panel, one of the following
panels appears:
– If you selected one SQL source, the PPA Explain Strategy - Regular Mode panel appears.
– If you selected multiple SQL sources, the PPA Explain Strategy Source List panel appears.

6. Press F3.
Your new strategy appears in a list on the PPA EXPLAIN Strategy Services panel.

Define an Explain Strategy in Expert Mode

Expert mode provides more flexibility for customizing an explain. In addition to the SQL sources supported in regular
mode, expert mode supports the following SQL sources:

• SQL statements
• DBRM library input
• File input
• PRF and QMF queries

This procedure illustrates how to define an explain strategy that contains catalog SQL (packages). In this example, the
explain options are set by specifying an explain profile. However, you can optionally define explain options for each SQL
source. If these options are defined, they override the explain profile or global explain options.

1. Set the explain mode:
a. Select the Profile option from the  Plan Analyzer main menu.
b. Select the PPA Profile Variables option.
c. Select the appropriate value in the Expert Mode default field and press Enter.

Your changes are saved.
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2. Select EXPLAIN Strategy Services from the  Plan Analyzer main menu.
3. Type C in the CMD field and provide values for the Strategy/Version, Description, and SO fields. Press Enter.

The PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel appears.
4. If you are using an Explain Profile, specify its name in the Profile field. Select an explain profile that is unique to your

site or a Broadcom-defined explain profile by placing a question mark in the Profile field. For help with selecting
a Broadcom-defined profile, leave the Profile field blank to generate the PPA Broadcom-Defined Explain Profile
Selection panel.

5. Add the catalog SQL source entries.
a. Add a package from a selection list by completing the following fields:

• Specify CK in the TY field.
• Specify a target SSID and rule set.

If this field is left blank, the values in the corresponding fields on the Explain Options panel are used.
• Leave the OP (Change Options) field blank.

If you include a value in the Profile field and you also specify explain options, the profile value overrides the
explain options.

• Specify a source SSID.
• Provide selection criteria in the PLAN/COLLID field, and optionally in the PACKAGE field. LOCATION is also

required for packages.
Press Enter.
The PPA Explain-Package Catalog Data panel appears.

b. Select the objects to explain and press Enter. Repeat this step until all the objects are selected, and press F3.
The PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel appears.

c. Press F3.
Your explain strategy is saved.

Explain the SQL Sources

You can perform explains in online mode or batch mode. Batch mode lets you write the input to a data set where the JCL
can be saved, edited, and repeatedly executed. The options in your strategy, including your auto hversions and profile
options, are saved in this JCL. Reusing this JCL ensures that explains are performed consistently.

1. Access EXPLAIN Strategy Services from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type E in the CMD field next to your explain strategy and press Enter.

The PPA Explain Strategy-Version Info panel appears.
3. Complete the Version Information fields and press Enter.

If an explain profile is not specified in the Profile field on the PPA Explain Strategy-Version Info panel, the PPA Explain
Strategy-Explain Options panel appears next. Complete the fields on the PPA Explain Strategy-Explain Options panel
and press Enter.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

4. Execute the explain by completing Step 5 or Step 6.
5. Execute the explain in online mode:

a. Verify that the Mode field contains an O.
b. Press Enter to submit the job.

The explain executes. The Access Path report confirms that the queries were accelerated by
displaying ACCQRYTB in the Access field. If you are using an ACCEL profile, the Access Path report in the explain
output identifies the ACCEL profile ID that was applied to the explain statement.
If you specified an auto hversion definition in your explain, the explain data is saved automatically to that hversion
definition.

6. Execute the explain in batch mode:
a. Type B in the Mode field and press Enter.

The Batch Specification panel appears.
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b. Complete the ISPF Library or Other Partitioned Or Sequential Data Set fields. Specify the Data Set Options. Press
Enter.
The batch input is accepted.

c. Press F3 until the Plan Analyzer Main Menu appears.
d. Type MODE O on the command line and press Enter.

The CA-Online Specification panel appears.
e. Select option 3 and press Enter.

The Batch Processor Interface panel appears.
f. Type B for the Execution Mode and provide values for the other fields. Verify that the DATA SET NAME and

MEMBER match the information that you specified on the Batch Specification panel. Press Enter.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

g. Save the job to a data set by typing D in the DESTINATION field. Define the other batch execution parameters and
press Enter.
The job is saved to the specified data set and can be scheduled as needed.

h. (Optional) Submit the job:
a. Type J in the DESTINATION field, complete the other fields, and press Enter.

After the job completes, the explain data is saved to the auto hversion definition in your explain profile.
b. Press F3 to exit the Batch Processor panels and review the results of the submitted job.

The Access Path report confirms that the queries were accelerated by displaying ACCQRYTB in the Access
field. If you are using an ACCEL profile, the Access Path report in the explain output identifies the ACCEL
profile ID that was applied to the explain statement.
If you specified an auto hversion definition in your explain, the explain data is saved automatically to that
hversion definition.

Capture Access Path Information for Temporary Objects
You can capture access path information for SQL that references temporary application-defined objects. For example, you
can explain the SQL that uses declare global temporary tables. Doing so requires that the table is created in the same
process that executes the explain. You can also execute other statement types, including INSERT to populate the table
and CREATE INDEX to mimic the temporary application-defined objects.

A future explain lets you explain this SQL in your runtime environment and obtain the access path information.

Consider the following items before following this procedure:

• This feature requires Resource Recovery Services Attachment Facility (RRSAF) authorization.
• SQL that references temporary objects executes only under the authority of the user logon ID. This SQL cannot be

executed when Plan Analyzer is running under an elevated authority as allowed by the primary authorization ID.
• If you want to explain SQL while using the primary authorization ID, more external security permissions are required.

For more information about enabling RRSAF and external security permissions, see RRSAF Authorization.
• In the explain options, the COMMIT/ROLLBACK value that you specify in the PLAN_TABLE Option field also applies to

the executed SQL that is referenced in the DDL side deck.

Follow these steps to capture the access path information:

1. Address the security requirements:
– Verify that your user logon ID is authorized to execute the SQL that is specified in the DDLFILE explain card. The

SQL statement types are limited to the statements that EXECUTE IMMEDIATE supports.
– Verify that your user logon ID has the security authorization to perform an EXPLAIN PLAN.

2. Prepare a DDL side deck in SPUFI format that contains the SQL statements to execute during the future
explain, separated by semicolons.
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NOTE
If any SQL statements in the DDL side deck encounter a negative SQLCODE during execution, the explain
process terminates.

3. Create the future explain input using Quick Explain or Explain Strategy Services. 
4. Manually add the DDLFILE control card to the explain input. DDLFILE specifies the file that contains the DDL side

deck for the temporary objects. This SQL executes immediately before the explain.
5. Execute the explain.
6. Review the access path report, which is contained in the explain results.

Explain SQL Using PPA CLIST Explain
PPA CLIST Explain lets you pass a SQL statement from an ISPF session to Plan Analyzer so that you can explain it.

To explain SQL with PPA CLIST Explain, use the JCL in hlq.CDBACLS0(PPA).

You can add the following options to the PPA command. Abbreviations are shown in uppercase.  For information about
primary commands, see the online help (F1).

PPA MAIN
Displays the main menu.

PPA EXPLain
Inserts a short access path report for the selected SQL statements into your edit session. Type E in front of a SQL
statement to select it. Then type PPA EXPL in the command line and press Enter. The report appears at the top
of the current panel.

PPA EXPLOPTS
Works the same as PPA EXPLAIN but also lets users specify the following explain options before generating the
report:

• SSID
• SQL Qualifier
• Plan Table Option
• Path Schemas
• Primary Authid
• Parallelism Degree
• Secondary Authid
• Isolation

PPA QE
Accesses the quick explain option. Type E in front of a SQL statement to select it. Then type PPA QE in the
command line and press Enter. The Quick Explain Data Editor panel appears. From this panel, you can perform a
quick explain of your SQL statements.

You might need to set other optional variables to process the PPA command. The host-language variable specifies the
host language for the SQL statements that you are processing. If both of the following conditions are true, you must
specify the host-language variable in your PPA command:

• If the lowest level qualifier in the library name containing your program does not represent the program language.
• If your Plan Analyzer profile does not specify the correct host language for the current program.

You can specify the following host language values:
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• ASM
• C
• COB
• PLI
• SPF

For example, enter PPA QE COB to process a quick explain for SQL that has a host language of COBOL.

Procedures for Quick Explain and Explain Strategy Services
This article describes various procedures for quick explains and explain strategies.

Manage Selection Lists

In expert mode, you can queue multiple catalog source entries for a single explain. The selections that you make on
Catalog Data and Source panel types are stored in queues.

You can use line and primary commands to manage your selections:

• To switch from the Catalog Data panel to the selection queue, type S or SHRINK on the command line and press
Enter. The selected objects appear on the corresponding Data Queue panel.

• To remove objects from the selection queue:
a. Access the Data Queue panel.
b. Remove the S next to the SQL source.

Press Enter.
The object is removed from the queue.

Specify Historical Database Options

Use the Historical Database Options panel to specify how to handle any existing versions of your Explain version and to
name the new version.

Choose only one hversion management method to manage historic versions. The following table indicates when
the methods are available:

Hversion Management
Method

Quick Explain Expert
Mode

Quick Explain Regular
Mode

Explain Strategy
Services Expert Mode

Explain Strategy
Services Regular Mode

Save data as a strategy N N Y Y

Automatic hversioning Y Y Y Y

Manual hversioning Y Y Y Y

To save historic data as a strategy:

1. Enter the following values on the Historical Database Options panel:
– Save Historic Data as a Strategy ‒ Y
– Automatic Historic Versioning ‒ Leave blank
– Update CURRENT HVersion ‒ N
– Create New HVersion ‒ N

2. Press F3 (End).
Your selections are saved and you continue to the appropriate panel.

To use automatic hversioning:

1. Enter the following values on the Historical Database Options panel:
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– Save Historic Data as a Strategy ‒ N (if this field appears)
– Automatic Historic Versioning ‒ Perform one of the following actions:

• Type a question mark (?) and press Enter to display the Auto HVersion Selection List panel, then type S next to
the auto hversion profile to use.

• Enter the name of the auto hversion profile to use.
– Update CURRENT HVersion ‒ N
– Create New HVersion ‒ N

2. Press F3 (End).
Your selections are saved and you continue to the appropriate panel.

To use manual hversioning:

1. Enter the following values on the Historical Database Options panel:
– Save Historic Data as a Strategy ‒ N
– Automatic Historic Versioning ‒ Leave blank (if this field appears)

2. Perform one of the following actions:
– Type Y in the Update CURRENT HVersion field.

The hversion that is named CURRENT is updated.
– Type Y in the Create New HVersion fields. Then complete the New HVersion Name, Create New HVersion Before

or After Explain, and Replace New HVersion If Exists field.
A new hversion is created using your specified name.

3. Press F3 (End).
Your selections are saved and you continue to the appropriate panel.

Specify SQL Qualifiers

Use the SQL Qualifiers panel to specify preferences for qualifying unqualified tables and views.

To specify SQL qualifiers, complete the fields on the SQL Qualifiers panel and press F3 (End).

Your selections are saved and you continue to the appropriate panel.

Specify Report Options

The report options let you select the reports to generate during explain processing. You can also specify format and report
output settings.

To specify the report options, complete the fields on the PPA Explain Reports panel and press Enter.

Your changes are saved. The panel that is relevant to your selected options appears.

This product adheres to the following guidelines when generating and displaying enhanced explain reports:

• For Summary Reports, comprehensive information is displayed for all SQL statements that are selected for the explain.
• For Statement Level Reports, the selected reports are generated for each SQL statement that is explained.
• For Group Level Reports, comprehensive information is displayed for all SQL statements per SQL source. These

reports are generated once per SQL source.

Reports generate and are displayed in the following order:

• Summary Reports: Summary, Cost
• Statement Level Reports: Access, Predicate, Dependency, SQLRULE, PHYSRULE, PREDRULE, Performance, IX

Probe Stats
• Group Level Reports: PLANRULE, Referential Integrity, Statistics, Tree, Compare Versions Cost Compare, Compare

Explain Versions, Compare History
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Specify Statistics Report Options

To specify statistics report options, complete the fields on the Statistics Reports screen. (For lists and explanations of the
valid values for each field, see the online help.

Press Enter.

Your changes are saved and you continue to the Reports panel.

Specify Compare Options

The compare options apply to the Compare Explain Version report, the Compare Versions Cost Compare report, and the
Compare History function. The compare options define the compare inclusion options, specific comparison options, report
formatting options, and the historical version to compare. If you do not specify any compare options, the default settings
are used.

To specify the compare options, complete the fields on the Compare Versions Report Options panel and press Enter.

Your changes are saved and you continue to the Reports panel.

Specify Compare Cost Options

The compare cost options define the level of report detail that is shown. These options apply to the Compare Versions
Cost Compare report. You can specify actual or percentage values, or both, to filter the compared cost difference based
on increase or decrease. You can specify these values for package milliseconds, service units, and total cost. If you do
not specify any compare cost options, the default explode and filter settings are used.

To specify the compare cost options, complete the fields on the Compare Versions Cost Report Options panel and press
Enter. (For field explanations and valid values for each field, see the online help.)

Your changes are saved and you continue to the Reports panel.

Change Catalog Statistics

On the Explain Options panel, specify whether to change or ignore catalog statistics for the explain. To change the catalog
statistics, access the Statistics Manager Strategy Services panel.

Specify Access Path Filters

The Access Path Filters panel lets you select SQL statements based on access methods. For example, you can choose
to explain only those statements that contain LOCKS, tablespace scans, or non-matching index scans. You can also
customize a query configuration using element conjunctions and search elements. After you define a query configuration,
only those statements that match your specifications are explained and reported.

To specify access path filters, specify the element conjunction to use in the Joining Multiples field, type S next to the
selected access method and press F3 (End).

The access path filter settings are saved and you return to the Explain Options panel.

Specify Search Conditions

When you do not select any syntax elements, all statements containing the selected statement type are explained.
For example, if you select the statement, type INSERT, and select no syntax elements, all INSERT statements for the
specified plan or package are explained.

When you select multiple syntax elements, Plan Analyzer searches for the selected elements according to the selected
element conjunction. For example, if you select the AND conjunction, Plan Analyzer searches for SQL statements
containing all selected syntax elements. If you select OR, Plan Analyzer searches for SQL statements containing one of
the selected syntax elements.
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Several syntax elements can be grouped under one element heading. You can select the element heading to search for
all the items included under it, or select individual syntax elements.

1. Type S next to the statement types to search in the Choose Statement Types on the Search Conditions panel.
2. Specify the element conjunction to use in the Joining Multiples field.
3. Type S next to the syntax elements to select and press F3 (End).

The changes are saved and you continue to the appropriate panel.
4. Press F3 (End).

The search condition settings are saved and you return to the Explain Options panel.

Specify Search Filter Options

The Search Filters option lets you select SQL statements that contain the specified character strings. This option lets you
reference column or table names.

Separate the strings with commas. For example, if you enter SALARY, PAYROLL, Plan Analyzer searches for all character
strings containing SALARY or PAYROLL. You can also find objects or lists.

Consider the following items when you specify search filter options:
Embedded spaces

‒ Qualified objects, such as CREATOR.TABLE, are stored with blanks surrounding the period. Plan Analyzer
recognizes all spaces and lets you use spaces for search criteria. For example, type xxxxxx. MYTABLE .
MYCOL1 to search all columns that are named MYCOL1 within table MYTABLE created by xxxxxx. Notice that a
single space is entered on either side of the period ( . ).

Embedded commas
‒ You can search for strings that contain commas. Use double quotation marks around the characters that you
want recognized as one string, as shown in the following example:
Filters ===> "ORDER BY COL1 , COL2 , COL3",xxxxxx                              

        ===>

In this example, ORDER BY COL1 , COL2 , COL3 is recognized as one string and xxxxxx is recognized as
another string. Without the double quotation marks, these items would be recognized as four strings.
Notice the space after COL1 and its comma, and after COL2 and its comma. Because the SQL text is stored in
a format that could differ from the original SQL text, include blanks around commas to match the Plan Analyzer
internal format.
Do not include a space before the first double quotation mark when you want the items to be searched as one
string. The following example includes a space between the comma and the first double quotation mark. Because
of the space, the ORDER BY string would include the quotation marks within the search.
FILTERS ===> xxxxxx, "ORDER BY COL1 , COL2 , COL3"                             

        ===>

Embedded quotation marks
‒ To include strings that contain double quotation marks, include a non-quote, such as a space, before the
first double quotation mark. For example, say you created a table that is named "PLAN" (including the double
quotation marks). To search for the table, insert a space before the first double quotation mark as shown in the
following example:
Filters ===> xxxxxx, "PLAN"                                                  

        ===>

To specify search filter options, enter the character strings in the entry fields on the Filters panel and press F3 (End).

Your changes are saved and you continue to the appropriate panel.
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Use Enhanced Explain to Improve Program Development
You can improve the development of your application programs by creating batch jobs that include enhanced explain
processing.  For example, you can create a batch job that precompiles, explains, assembles, and link edits a source
member. Insert a step to invoke enhanced explain after the precompilation step. Edit the enhanced explain input to
modify the explain options and add or delete SQL sources. Include expert system rules, assign a severity code to each
rule, and specify that any rule violations terminate the job before the source member is compiled and linked. The highest
severity code that is issued is the return code for the job.

The batch job can save the input as a strategy and the results as a strategy version.

Example: Develop Programs in Batch
The following sample JCL precompiles, explains, assembles, and link edits a source member. Enhanced
explain processing is invoked after the precompilation step. If the precompile step creates a DBRM
that violates the rules in the enhanced explain step, the program is not compiled or linked.
EDIT ---- USER1.TEST.PDS(SAMP1) -       ---------------------- COLUMNS 001 072 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR  

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

000100 //xxxxxx   JOB (0625,PPA),'ASM-EXPL-LINK',CLASS=A,                      

000200 //            MSGCLASS=X,REGION=4096K                                   

000300 //*                                                                     

000400 //********************************************************************  

000500 //***   PRE-COMPILE STEP                                           ***  

000600 //********************************************************************  

000700 //PC      EXEC PGM=DSNHPC,PARM='HOST(ASM) LEVEL(0100)'                  

000800 //STEPLIB   DD DSN=DSN.V220.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                            

000900 //SYSCIN    DD DSN=&&DSNHOUT,DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,                

001000 //             SPACE=(800,(500,500))                                    

001100 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=PPA.WRK0102.MACLIB,DISP=SHR                          

001200 //          DD DSN=PPA.RELxxxx.MACLIB,DISP=SHR                          

001300 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                                 

001400 //SYSTERM   DD SYSOUT=*                                                 

001500 //SYSUT1    DD SPACE=(800,(500,500),,,ROUND),UNIT=SYSDA                 

001600 //SYSIN     DD DSN=PPA.WRK0102.ASM(PPA#NNNN),DISP=SHR                   

001700 //DBRMLIB   DD DSN=PPA.WRK0102.DBRMLIB(PPA#NNNN),DISP=OLD               

001800 //********************************************************************  

001900 //***   PLAN ANALYZER ENHANCED EXPLAIN                             ***  

002000 //********************************************************************  

002100 //EXPLAIN  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,REGION=4M,PARM='EP=BPLBCTL'                

002200 //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.R920415.CDBALOAD                     

002300 //PTILIB   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.R920415.CDBALOAD                    

002400 //PTIPARM  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.R920415.CDBAPARM                     

002600 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

002700 //UTPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

002800 //SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))                            

002900 //SYSREC   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))                            

003000 //SORTOUT  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))                            

003100 //BPIOPT   DD   *                                                       

003200 .CONTROL BPID(QUICK.EXPLAIN-PPA#NNNN) LOGID(PTI2) UNIT(SYSDA)           

003300 .LIST    SYSOUT(*)                                                      

003400 .OPTION  NOERRORS                                                       

003500 .RESTART OVERRIDE                                                       

003600 .CONNECT PTI2                                                           
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003700 /*                                                                      

 

The following part of the JCL sample contains the same information that is generated when batch mode
is used in a quick explain. You can modify the input within this section to add or remove information. The
TARGET card refers to the QARULES rule set, which has a small subset of rules that cannot be violated.
In this example, a return code of 08 is issued whenever any of the rules within rule set PTI2.QARULES are
violated. The SRCDBRML card contains the DBRM that was created during precompilation. The conditional
parameter, COND, prevents the assemble and link steps from occurring when the return codes from the
precompile and enhanced explain steps are greater than 4.
EDIT ---- USER1.TEST.PDS(SAMP1) -       ---------------------- COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

003900 //BPIIPT   DD   *                                                      

004000 .CALL EXPLAIN                                                          

004100 .DATA                                                                  

004200    RULESSID = (PTI2)                                                   

004300    ACM      = (N)                                                      

004400    PLANTAB  = (ROLLBACK)                                                                    

                         

004600    TARGET   = (PTI2,(QARULES))                                         

004700    REPORT   = (SUMMARY,COST,ACCESS,SQLRULES)                           

004800    SRCDBRML = (high-level.CDBADBRM(PPA#NNNN),)                         

004900 .ENDDATA                                                               

005000 /*                                                                     

005100 //******************************************************************** 

005200 //***   ASSEMBLE STEP                                              *** 

005300 //******************************************************************** 

005400 //ASM     EXEC PGM=IEV90,PARM='OBJECT,NODECK',COND=(4,LT)              

005500 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=PPA.WRK0102.MACLIB,DISP=SHR                         

005600 //          DD DSN=PPA.RELxxxx.MACLIB,DISP=SHR                         

005700 //          DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR                                

005800 //          DD DSN=DSN.V230.DSNMACS,DISP=SHR                           

005900 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                                

006000 //SYSTERM   DD SYSOUT=*                                                

006100 //SYSUT1    DD DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,5))               

006200 //SYSLIN    DD DSN=PPA.WRK0102.OBJLIB(PPA#NNNN),DISP=OLD               

006300 //SYSIN     DD DSN=&&DSNHOUT,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)                         

006400 //******************************************************************** 

006500 //***   LINK STEP                                                  *** 

006600 //******************************************************************** 

006700 //LKED    EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(XREF,LET,LIST),REGION=1M,COND=(4,LT)     

006800 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=PPA.WRK0102.OBJLIB,DISP=SHR                         

006900 //          DD DSN=PPA.RELxxxx.OBJLIB,DISP=SHR                         

007000 //ISPF      DD DSN=ISP.V3R2M0.ISPLOAD,DISP=SHR                         

007100 //SYSLMOD   DD DSN=PPA.WRK0102.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR                        

007200 //SYSUT1    DD DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(150,120))          

007300 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                                

007400 //SYSLIN    DD DSN=PPA.WRK0102.LMOD(PPL@TARG),DISP=SHR                 

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************** 

 

Example: Move a Plan from Test to Production
The following sample JCL determines how a plan from the test subsystem (TEST) performs on the production
subsystem (PROD). An enhanced explain is executed using strategy PRODMOVE. If any of the rules in
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the user-defined rule set (QARULES) are violated, the plan is not bound on the production subsystem. The
strategy version starts with V00001 and gets incremented and saved to a new version each time the explain
is executed. If the strategy name does not initially exist, the strategy is created and saved with the explain
parameters.
****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

000100 //USER1AX  JOB (0625,PPA),'PPA EXPLAIN-BIND',CLASS=A,                   

000200 //            MSGCLASS=X,REGION=4096K                                   

000300 //*                                                                     

000400 //********************************************************************  

000500 //***    PLAN ANALYZER ENHANCED EXPLAIN                            ***  

000600 //********************************************************************  

000700 //EXPLAIN  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,REGION=4M,PARM='EP=BPLBCTL'                

000800 //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.R920415.CDBALOAD                    

000900 //PTILIB   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.R920415.CDBALOAD                    

001000 //PTIPARM  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.R920415.CDBAPARM                     

001200 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

001300 //UTPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

001400 //SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))                            

001500 //SYSREC   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))                            

001600 //SORTOUT  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))                            

001700 //BPIOPT   DD   *                                                       

001800 .CONTROL BPID(STRATEGY.EXPLAIN-PPAM0102) LOGID(PTI2) UNIT(SYSDA)        

001900 .LIST    SYSOUT(*)                                                      

002000 .OPTION  NOERRORS                                                       

002100 .RESTART OVERRIDE                                                       

002200 .CONNECT PTI2                                                           

002300 /*                                                                      

002400 //BPIIPT   DD   *                                                       

002500 .CALL EXPLAIN                                                           

002600 .DATA                                                                   

002700    RULESSID = (PROD)                                                    

002800    ACM      = (N)    

002900    STRATEGY = (PTI2,PRODMOVE,USERxx,@AUTO)                                                 

  

003000    PLANTAB  = (ROLLBACK)                                                                    

                      

003200    TARGET   = (PROD,(QARULES))                                          

003300    REPORT   = (SUMMARY,COST,ACCESS,SQLRULES)                            

003400    SRCCAT   = (TEST,LOCAL,PPAM0102,,)                                   

003500 .ENDDATA                                                                

003600 /*                                                                      

003700 //********************************************************************  

003800 //***   BIND STEP                                                  ***  

003900 //********************************************************************  

004000 //RCUTIL   EXEC PGM=IKNNNN01,DYNAMNBR=20,COND=(4,LT)                    

004100 //STEPLIB  DD DSN=DSN.V220.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                             

004200 //DBRMLIB  DD DSN=PPA.WRK0102.DBRMLIB,DISP=SHR                          

004300 //         DD DSN=PPA.RELxxxx.DBRMLIB,DISP=SHR                          

004400 //SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

004500 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

004600 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

004700 //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

004800 //REPORT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                  
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004900 //SYSTSIN  DD DSN=PPA.WRK0102.PLAN.PROD(PPAM0102),DISP=SHR              

****** *************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************  

Tune Performance With Optimization Hints
Optimization hints provide a way to tune performance by influencing or overriding the access path that the Db2 optimizer
uses for a particular query. You can indicate what access path the optimizer should use by referencing PLAN_TABLE
information as input. This feature is helpful in situations where, for example, a specific response time must be maintained.

The PLAN_TABLE rows that describe a desirable access path contain an identifier (the hint ID) in the OPTHINT column.
When OPTHINT is set to the the desired hint ID and the plan or package is rebound, the OPTHINT value triggers the
optimizer to read the access path information in the corresponding PLAN_TABLE row.

After a hint has been used successfully, the HINT_USED column in PLAN_TABLE is updated with that hint ID. If no
optimization hint was specified (the Optimization Hint field is blank by default), Db2 uses normal optimization.

Optimization hints are supported in Explain Strategy Services and in the BIND and REBIND utilities. The options panels in
the corresponding product sections contain an Optimization Hint field for you to specify the hint ID.

More information:

• Implement a PLAN_TABLE Optimization Hint
• Create and Maintain Statement-Level Optimization Hints
• Implement a Statement-Level Optimization Hint

Edit an Explain Request in Expert Mode
This article describes how to edit explain requests when you are using expert mode. You can perform these edits using
the data editor. The term data editor describes the tools and options that you can use to edit the explain request. Both
Quick Explain and Explain Strategy Services use data editor panels.

Autobuild and Catalog Groupings

Autobuild and catalog are two concepts that help you define and group the SQL that you want to explain. Autobuild and
catalog are valid for the following SQL sources:

• Plan
• Package
• DB2 object
• QMF query
• PRF query

Autobuild

When you use the autobuild type, Plan Analyzer explains the plan, package, object, or query name that you entered on
the data editor panel. When selection criteria includes multiple plans, packages, objects, or queries, everything that the
selection criteria encompasses is explained. Your entries are not verified until explain processing begins.

Autobuild is useful in the following situations:

• You want to specify the SQL sources for your explain exactly and you do not want the product to
verify the source names before explain processing time.

• SQL sources are grouped logically by name. For example, if your payroll plans begin with the letters PY, use autobuild
to include all plans that begin with PY. Because the plan list is built at explain time, recently created plans that you are
not aware of are also included.
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Catalog

When you use the catalog type, you can specify a name or selection criteria. The appropriate catalog data panel displays,
showing a list of SQL sources that meet your specified name or selection criteria. Select the objects that you want
explained from this list. Plan Analyzer verifies the objects in the Db2 catalog and provides the SQL source listing, even
when you enter a specific name.

Catalog selection is useful in the following situations:

• You are not certain of the name of the plan, package, object, or query and you want to select from a list.
• You want the product to verify the name of a plan, package, object, or query.

Your entries on the data editor panel determine the beginning level for the SQL listing on the catalog data panel. The
listing is generated according to the Db2 hierarchy:

• For plans, plan is the highest level. The hierarchy begins list generation with the highest level (plan) and ends with the
lowest level (statement number). According to the hierarchy:
– A value in Plan generates only a plan listing.
– A value in Pkg generates a plan, collection, and package listing.
– A value in STMT generates a plan, collection, package, and SQL statement listing.

• For packages, collection is the highest level. The hierarchy begins list generation with the highest level (collection) and
ends with the lowest level (statement number). According to the hierarchy:
– A value in Plan/Collid generates only a collection listing.
– A value in Pkg generates a collection and package listing.
– A value in STMT generates a collection, package, and SQL statement listing.

• A lower level cannot bypass a higher level. For example, you cannot leave Pkg blank and then
enter an asterisk (*) in STMT. If you do, an error message is issued.

Use QMF Query with Prompt

When you use a QMF query as a source, you can choose to be prompted for QMF variable values. If you enter Y in
Prompt on the QMF Source panel, you are prompted for QMF variable values. If you enter N, the QMF variables are
changed to host variables.

Prompting for QMF variables occurs when the following conditions are met:

• Prompt Y (Yes) is specified in the query.
• The query subtype is SQL.
• The query object level is equal to or greater than 2.
• The query is not restricted.

When these conditions are met, Plan Analyzer issues a QMF CONVERT command and it specifies your Prompt value
from the QMF Source panel.

In all other cases, Plan Analyzer retrieves the SQL directory from the QMF table, locates the QMF variables, and changes
&VAR to :VAR. (For information about the IBM CONVERT QMF command, see the IBM Db2 reference guides.)

Follow these steps to use a QMF query with prompt:

1. Execute your explain in the normal manner.
2. When the Batch Processor panel appears, review the batch input, edit it if necessary, and press Enter.

The Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears, followed by the IBM QMF CONVERT Command Prompt - Values of
Variables panel:
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                CONVERT Command Prompt - Values of Variables                 |

|                                                                             |

| Your CONVERT command converts a query with variables that need values.      |
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| Fill in a value for each variable named below:                              |

|                                                              1_ to 10 of 10 |

| &QTY               3                                                        |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| F1=Help  F3=End  F7=Backward  F8=Forward                                    |

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Please give a value for each variable name.                                    

3. Enter the variable value that is appropriate for your explain in the &QTY field. For this example, use a value of 3.
4. Press Enter.

The Batch Processor AUDIT Message File appears, followed by the enhanced explain reports that you requested.

Select Multiple Members

When you use file, PRF exported query, QMF exported query, and DBRMLIB source types, you can select more than one
member at a time for explains. The method for selecting multiple members depends on your use of Member Selection List
and Member on the source panels. See the following table:

If the Member field is... ... and the Member Selection List field is
marked...

then...

Populated with a complete member name. Y or N The specified member is selected for the
explain.

Populated with member name selection
criteria.

Y A selection list that corresponds to the
member selection criteria appears. You can
select multiple members from this list.

Populated with member name selection
criteria.

N All members matching the selection criteria
in Member for the Explain are selected.

(blank) Y A full selection list appears. You can select
multiple members from this list.

(blank) N All members of the specified data set for
the explain are selected.

Enhanced Explain Report Descriptions
Enhanced explain reports include information about the chosen access path and the factors that led to that choice. These
factors include Db2 catalog statistics and physical object configurations. These reports are generated as a result of
performing a Quick Explain or executing an Explain Strategy.

Summary Report
The Summary report provides a quick overview of the results of the Enhanced Explain process. Review this report to
verify which SQL was processed and whether it was explained successfully. This report lists all SQL statement numbers,
SQL statement types, and SQL return codes from the EXPLAIN. This information lets you track the SQL statements that
have been explained and their associated SQL codes. One Summary report is generated for all the SQL of a source.

The following example illustrates the fields for an explained plan.

NOTE
The Summary report fields appear for all SQL source types, but not all fields apply to all SQL source types.
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PPA      --------- Plan Analyzer Enhanced Explain ------------- Page  2        

DATE YY/MM/DD                   Summary Report                       TIME HH:MM

                                                            EXPLAIN   PAGE     

 COLLECTION         PACKAGE   PACK VERSION   STMT NUM  TYPE SQLCODE   NUMBER   

 ------------------ -------- -------------- ---------- ---- -------   ------   

 TESTNEWV9 ........,VXNEWEXM, .............,        21,SEL ,  +0           3   

 TESTNEWV9 ........,VXNEWEXM, .............,        34,SEL ,  +0           4   

 TESTNEWV9 ........,VXNEWEXM, .............,        47,SEL ,  +0           5   

 TESTNEWV9 ........,VXNEWEXM, .............,        67,SEL ,  +0           6   

 TESTNEWV9 ........,VXNEWEXM, .............,        73,SEL ,  +0           7   

 TESTNEWV9 ........,VXNEWEXM, .............,        79,SEL ,  +0           8   

 TESTNEWV9 ........,VXNEWEXM, .............,        88,SEL ,  +0           9   

 TESTNEWV9 ........,VXNEWEXM, .............,       109,MRG ,  +0          10   

 TESTNEWV9 ........,VXNEWEXM, .............,       126,MRG ,  +0          11   

 TESTNEWV9 ........,VXNEWEXM, .............,       140,SEL ,  +0          12   

  Target DB2 SSID: DBXX                  The Most Severe SQLCODE: +0           

  Source DB2 SSID: DBXX                  Total Number of Selects: 8            

       Collection:                                       Updates: 0            

       Package   : VXNEWEXM                              Inserts: 0            

       Stmt      :                                       Deletes: 0            

                 :                                       Merges : 2            

       Version   :                                                             

The Summary Report panel contains the following fields:

COLLID
Identifies the name of the collection for Autobuild (A, AK, AO, AQ, AP) and Catalog (C, CK, CO, CQ, CP) source
types. This field appears blank for S (SQL), F (File), P (PRF), Q (QMF), and D (DBRMLIB) SQL source types.

PACKAGE
Identifies the packaged associated with the collection. This field appears blank for S (SQL). For DBRMLIB
sources, this column is labeled DBRM, and for F (File), P (PRF), Q (QMF) the column is labeled MEMBER.

PACK VERSION
(For packages only) Displays the first 18 bytes of the version identifier of the package when a version is specified
at precompilation time. For DBRMLIB, F (File), P (PRF), Q (QMF) sources, this column is labeled DATASET
NAME.

STMT NUM
Displays the information to identify SQL statements being explained. Statement numbers are listed in ascending
order within each package that was explained. If the SQL being explained comes from a Db2 catalog as part of
a plan or package, these numbers are the actual statement numbers that are assigned by the Db2 precompiler.
Otherwise, ascending numbers are assigned based on the order that the SQL is processed.

TYPE
Displays the type of SQL statement that has been explained. The types of SQL statements that are eligible for the
explain process are SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and MERGE statements.

EXPLAIN SQLCODE
Shows the actual SQL code that is returned from the explain process. If the SQL code is non-zero, there could
be a problem with the SQL syntax, the definition of the underlying objects, or the specified Primary AUTH or
Secondary AUTH options. This field helps ensure that Primary AUTH or Secondary AUTH is set to the proper
authorization ID and that the SQL Qualifier is set to qualify any non-catalog SQL.
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PAGE NUMBER
Displays one of the following values:

• The page number on which the SQL statement is located in the Statement Explain Detail report.
• -N/A- if Suppress Reports was turned on and no sqlrule, physrule, or predrule was violated.

Target Db2 SSID
Specifies the Db2 subsystem where the SQL is explained.

The Most Severe SQLCODE
Displays the most severe SQL code encountered. Review this field first to determine whether any of the explained
SQL resulted in a non-zero SQL code.

Total Number of
List of how many SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and MERGE statements were explained for this SQL
source.

Source Db2 SSID
Db2 subsystem where the SQL source resides.

Stmt
Indicates the number of the SQL statement that was analyzed. The precompiler assigns the number for A
(Autobuild), AK (Autobuild Package), AO (Autobuild Object), AQ (Autobuild Query), C (Catalog), CK (Catalog
Package), CO (Catalog Object), and CQ (Catalog Query) SQL source types. For all other SQL source types, Plan
Analyzer assigns the statement number.

Plan/Package
Contains the name of the explained plan and package. This field is specific to plan summaries.

NOTE
Although the Plan and Package fields appear for S (SQL), F (File), P (PRF), Q (QMF), and D
(DBRMLIB) SQL source types, no plan or package is named.

Collection/ Package
Displays the name of the explained collection and package for AK (Autobuild Package) and CK (Catalog
Package) SQL source types. This field is specific to package summaries.

Version
Lists the version identifier for the package, when a version is specified during precompilation. Appears for AK
(Autobuild Package) or CK (Catalog Package) SQL source types.

Access Report
The Access report is available in a long or short format. This report tells you how Db2 retrieves the data from the
accessed tables, and estimates how expensive it is to execute the SQL. Think of this report as a conversational version
of the program that Db2 executes to satisfy a given SQL statement. You can determine the JOIN methods used, the locks
held, the sorts performed, and whether the appropriate indexes are being used to retrieve the data.

The following Access report shows detailed information for a query that uses multiple index processing (MIX) with six
indexes to satisfy a single SQL statement:

Access Path Analysis:                                                          

The estimated SQL cost computed at explain time is roughly 140 milliseconds or 

3762 service units and the relative cost calculated in Total Cost (CPU and I/O   

Utilization) is +.23650 E+05.                                                  

This Access Path consists of 1 Query Block.                                    

                 Query Block 1 has 1 Plan Step.                                

+----Query Block:   1                                                          
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|                                                                              

|    This Query Block consists of 1 Plan Step.                                 

|                                                                              

|    +---Plan Step:   1                                                        

|    |                                                                         

|    |   The table B0625SD.MXBASE is the only table accessed to                

|    |   satisfy this query. The data from this table will be accessed via     

|    |   a Multiple Index scan. A composite list of Row IDs (RIDs), which      

|    |   will allow DB2 to access a more specific group of data pages, will    

|    |   be constructed by building lists of qualify RIDs from more than one   

|    |   index. These individual RID lists will be UNIONed/INTERSECTed         

|    |   based upon whether the involved predicates are ORed/ANDed together.   

|    |   Listed below are the involved indexes with details on how they will   

|    |   be accessed and how the resultant RID lists will be combined.         

|    |                                                                         

|    |   B0625SD.MXINDEX2                                                      

|    |      INTERSECT                                                          

|    |   B0625SD.MXINDEX1...................Composite RID list A               

|    |                                                                         

|    |   B0625SD.MXINDEX3                                                      

|    |      INTERSECT                                                          

|    |   B0625SD.MXINDEX4...................Composite RID list B               

|    |                                                                         

|    |   Composite RID list B                                                  

|    |      UNION                                                              

|    |   Composite RID list A...............Composite RID list C               

|    |                                                                         

|    |   B0625SD.MXINDEX5                                                      

|    |      INTERSECT                                                          

|    |   B0625SD.MXINDEX6...................Composite RID list D               

|    |                                                                         

|    |   Composite RID list D                                                  

|    |      UNION                                                              

|    |   Composite RID list C...............Composite RID list E               

|    |                                                                         

|    |                                                                         

|    |   Composite RID list E will be sorted into ascending order based upon   

|    |   row ID, and this list will then be used to access the necessary       

|    |   data pages.                                                           

|    |                                                                         

|    |   This table's tablespace will be locked in INTENT SHARE MODE.          

|    |   This process may read data in the table or tablespace, but not        

|    |   change it. Other application processes may both read and change       

|    |   the data.                                                             

|    |                                                                         

|    +---Plan Step:   1 END.                                                   

|                                                                              

+--- Query Block:   1 END.                                                     

The following list describes the fields of the Access report:
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Access Summary
Summarizes the cost of the SQL and displays the number of query blocks and plan steps within each block
required to execute the SQL. The estimated CPU processor cost in milliseconds, service units, and relative cost
(CPU processor cost plus I/O utilization) displays before the access path query blocks and steps.

Query Block
Contains plan steps and begins with Query Block: n and ends with Query Block: n END, where n represents
the query block number. Each subquery within an SQL statement requires a query block. The query block of a
subquery can consist of one or more plan steps.

Plan Step
Presents, in complete paragraphs, the Db2 EXPLAIN output that Plan Analyzer translates. The Plan Step area
consists of the space between the Plan Step: n to Plan Step: n END, where n is the plan step number.
The text within each Plan Step tells you exactly how Db2 is going to access the data for the corresponding table.
The description names tables and the method that is used to access the data. If an index is going to be used to
access the data, the description also names the index and the type of index access.

Short Access Report (New Format)
The short Access report condenses the Query Blocks and Plan Steps into a basic report. Like the long Access report, the
short format shows how Db2 retrieves data from the accessed tables and estimates the cost of executing the SQL.

The following example illustrates what is reported on for a single step in a query block for the short Access report in its
uncondensed format:

ACCESS PATH ANALYSIS:                                                

                                                                     

COST: (MS) 112              (SU) 4480             (TC) +.36595 E+03 

                                                                     

PQBKNO: 0        PPLNNO: 0     QBLKNO: 1     PLANNO: 2     MXOPSQ: 0   

ACCESS: IXDATA   TSLOCK: IS    PREFET:       QBLKTY: SEL   TBTYPE: TABLE 

METHOD: NESTED LOOP JOIN       JOINTY: INNER MERGJC:                    

TB#2  : PDDJC.HASH_TABLE_V10                                            

CORRNM: B                                                               

INDEX : PDDJC.I_HASH_INDEX_V10                                          

MCOLS : 1                                                               

SORTS NEW        UNIQUE: N     JOIN  : N     ORDRBY: N     GRPBY: N     

SORTS COMPOSITE  UNIQUE: N     JOIN  : N     ORDRBY: N     GRPBY: N     

PLLMOD: QUERY CP ACDEGR: 10    ACPGRP: 1     SRTNPG:                    

                 JNDEGR: 10    JNPGRP: 1     SRTCPG:                    

GRPMBR:          PGERNG:       COLFNE:       WHNOPT:       PRIACC:      

HINTUS:                                                                 

OPHINT:                                                                 

ENCODE: EBCDIC   SCCSID: 500   MCCSID: N/A   DCCSID: N/A   CTEREF: 0   

STOKEN:                                                                 

MERGC : N        MERGN : N                                              

To keep the report in an easy to read format, line suppression eliminates lines in the steps that do not contain information.
The cost detail line always appears as the first line of the report. The first two lines of the access path are always
displayed in each step and the remaining lines are optional.

The following criteria determines whether lines 3 through 17 are suppressed:
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• Line 3 -- Method = 0 and Join Type is blank.
• Line 4 -- Table blank.
• Line 5 -- CorrNm blank.
• Line 6 -- Index blank.
• Line 7 -- Line 6 is suppressed.
• Line 8 -- Sorts New Unique, Join, Ordrby, and Grpby, all fields set to N.
• Line 9 -- Sorts Composite Unique, Join, Ordrby, and Grpby, all fields set to N.
• Line 10 -- PllMod, AcDegr, AcPgrp, and SrtnPg, all fields must be blank.
• Line 11 -- JnDegr, JnPgrp, and SrtcPg, all fields must be blank.
• Line 12 -- GrpMbr , PgeRng, ColFnE, WhnOpt and PriAcc, all fields must be blank.
• Line 13 -- HintUs blank.
• Line 14 -- Ophint blank.
• Line 15 -- ENCODE, SCCSID, MCCSID, DCCSID, and CTEREF, all fields must be blank.
• Line 16 -- STOKEN blank.
• Line 17 -- MERGC, MERGN, all fields are either N or Blank.

Generally, the short Access report describes how the first table is accessed and how it is joined with another table, as
illustrated in the following example:

ACCESS PATH ANALYSIS:                                                      

COST: (MS) 112              (SU) 4480             (TC) +.36595 E+03       

PQBKNO: 0        PPLNNO: 0     QBLKNO: 1     PLANNO: 1     MXOPSQ: 0      

ACCESS: IXDATA   TSLOCK: IS    PREFET: L     QBLKTY: SEL   TBTYPE: TABLE 

TB#1  : PDDJC.HASH_TABLE_V10                                              

CORRNM: A                                                                 

INDEX : PDDJC.I_HASH_INDEX_V10                                            

MCOLS : 1                                                                 

PLLMOD: QUERY CP ACDEGR: 10    ACPGRP: 1     SRTNPG:                      

ENCODE: EBCDIC   SCCSID: 500   MCCSID: N/A   DCCSID: N/A   CTEREF: 0      

PQBKNO: 0        PPLNNO: 0     QBLKNO: 1     PLANNO: 2     MXOPSQ: 0      

ACCESS: IXDATA   TSLOCK: IS    PREFET:       QBLKTY: SEL   TBTYPE: TABLE 

METHOD: NESTED LOOP JOIN       JOINTY: INNER MERGJC:                      

TB#2  : PDDJC.HASH_TABLE_V10                                              

CORRNM: B                                                                 

INDEX : PDDJC.I_HASH_INDEX_V10                                            

MCOLS : 1                                                                 

PLLMOD: QUERY CP ACDEGR: 10    ACPGRP: 1     SRTNPG:                      

                 JNDEGR: 10    JNPGRP: 1     SRTCPG:                      

ENCODE: EBCDIC   SCCSID: 500   MCCSID: N/A   DCCSID: N/A   CTEREF: 0

The following describes the fields on the new format of the short Access report:

Cost (ms)
Indicates the estimated CPU processor cost in milliseconds. This cost value is obtained at explain time from
column PROCMS in table DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.
Cost (su)
Indicates the estimated CPU processor cost in service units. This cost value is obtained at explain time from
column PROCSU in table DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.
Cost (tc)
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Indicates the estimated CPU processor cost plus I/O utilization in total cost and categorized as relative cost.
Relative cost is the total cost value that Db2 returns in the fourth fullword of the SQLERRD field of the SQL
Communications Area (SQLCA) during an explain.

PROFILEID
Indicates whether an activated Db2 profile was used when performing the explain.

PqbkNo (Parent Query Block Number)
Indicates the QBLOCKNO of the parent query block. The following values are valid:

• Any numeric
• N/A

QblkNo (Query Block Number)
Specifies a number that identifies separate blocks (or sections) of the statement being explained. QblkNo starts at
1 and is incremented for each subquery or UNION encountered in the statement.

PlanNo (Plan Number)
Specifies a number identifying the order in which the steps were executed within the Query block number.

MxOpSq (Multiple Index Operation Sequence)
Indicates the sequence of the steps in a multiple index operation.

TBType (Table Type)
Indicates the type of new table. The following values are valid:
TBFUNC

-- Table function.
TEMPTB

-- Temporary intermediate result table (not materialized).
TABLE

-- Table.
WKFILE

-- Work file.
(Blank)

-- Not applicable
CTXPR

-- Common Table Expression.
MQT

-- Materialized Query Table.
RCTBXP

-- Recursive Common Table Expression.
BUFSEL

-- Buffers for SELECT from Stmt type (Insert, Update, Merge, or Delete)
SUBQRY

-- Correlated or Noncorrelated Subquery
IN-MEM

-- The new table is generated from an IN-LIST predicate. If the IN-LIST predicate is selected as the
matching predicate, it is accessed as an in-memory table.

Access
Indicates the type of access used to process the SQL statement in the current step. Possible access types are:
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ACCQRYTB
Indicates that access occurs through Accelerated Query Table Access. This access occurs when the
Db2 optimizer determines that the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS can better optimize the query
block. Data that is processed on the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS eliminates disk I/O and can
significantly improve query performance.

IXONLY
Indicates that only the index is accessed. The Index Only scan can be nonmatching or matching based on
the matched columns field (MC) as follows:
Nonmatching Index Only Scan (MC=0)

Retrieves data from index pages by scanning through the leaf pages of the index. This scan is
used when all retrieved columns are in the index, but there are not indexable predicates on the
highest-level columns of the index. Access is not made to the data pages.

Matching Index Only Scan (MC=1 or higher)
Retrieves data from index pages by traversing the index tree structure. This scan is used when
all retrieved columns are in the index, and there are indexable predicates on the highest-level
columns of the index. Access is not made to the data pages.

IXDATA
Indicates that the index is accessed, and data that is not in the index must be retrieved to process this
step. The Index and Data scan can be nonmatching or matching based on the matched columns field
(MC) as follows:
Nonmatching Index and Data Scan (MC=0)

Selects data pages for access by traversing the leaf pages of the index. This scan is used when
indexable predicates are specified involving one or more index columns (but not including the
highest-level index columns).
The scan is also used when multiple tables reside in a single tablespace (allowing Db2 to isolate
only the pages of the tablespace that contain the desired table). The index tree structure is not
used. Data pages must be accessed because the retrieved data is not contained solely in the
index pages.

Matching Index and Data Scan (MC=1 or higher)
Selects data pages for access by traversing the index tree structure. This scan is used when the
highest-level index columns are specified in indexable predicates. Data pages must be accessed
because the data that is retrieved is not contained solely in the index pages.

TS SCN
Indicates that a tablespace scan accesses data by performing a sequential scan of the data pages. An
index is not used to get to the data.

1ST IX
Indicates that the first index created for the table or a CURSOR is used to process this step.

IX(IN)
Indicates that an index accesses the table when the predicate contains the IN keyword.

FET IX
Indicates that a fetch index scan accesses the table. This scan searches for the highest or lowest value
of an indexed column (using the MIN or MAX function). Db2 accesses the first index leaf page to get the
minimum value of the referenced column.

MLT IX
Indicates multiple indexes are involved with an intersection or union between the indexes. In a multiple
index scan, Db2 does the following:
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• Scans each index
• Produces a list of candidates from each scan
• Finds the intersection or union of the multiple indexes before accessing any rows in the table

This scan is used when there are indexable predicates on columns from more than one index, with these
predicates being ANDed or ORed together.

MLT IXSC
Represents each index scan in a multiple index.

MX ISECT
Indicates that an Intersection ties together multiple indexes.

MX UNION
Indicates that a Union ties together multiple indexes.

MX HASH
Indicates access through multiple index hash overflow. A hashing technique transforms the key into
a physical location of the row. Tthe matching row can be retrieved by using single page access,
dramatically reducing CPU time.

UDFWFILE
Indicates a work file scan the result of a materialized user-defined table function.

INSWSEL
Indicates access by buffers for insert within a select scan.

XMLIXSCN
Indicates an XML index scan by using an index to return an XML DOCID list. The index can be an
intersection or union of multiple XML DOCID lists to return a final XML DOCID list.

DX ISECT
Indicates an Intersection of multiple XML DOCID lists to return the final XML DOCID list.

DX UNION
Indicates a union of multiple XML DOCID lists to return the final XML DOCID list.

DIRECTRW
Indicates direct row access using a row change timestamp column scan.

DYNIXSCN
Indicates a dynamic pair wise join index scan. Db2 matches each dimension to a fact table independently
based on a single-column index for each dimension table of the star schema. The RID lists from each join
to the fact table index are intersected in pairs. The first pair of RID lists is intersected. The result of that
intersection is paired with the next RID list, and so on, until all viable dimension filtering are intersected.
The Pair-wise join requires a separate fact table index for each filtering dimension.

HASH IX
Indicates that access occurs through a Hash Overflow Index Scan. A hashing technique transforms the key into
a physical location of the row. The matching row can be retrieved by using single page access, dramatically
reducing CPU time.

INLISTDT
Indicates that access occurs through IN-List Direct Table Access. This access involves an IN-list predicate
selected as a matching predicate index scan and accessed as an in-memory table.

RNGLSTSC
Indicates that access occurs through a Range-list Index Scan. This scan involves the simplification process by
which "OR" predicates can be mapped to a single index. A single index scan consumes fewer RID list resources
and reduces CPU overhead compared to multiple index scans.
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LCK (Tablespace Lock Mode)
Indicates the type of lock used on the tablespace containing the table that is being accessed. The following values
are valid:
IS

(Intent Share) -- Lock owner can only read the data.
IX

(Intent Exclusive) -- Lock owner and others can read and change the data.
S

(Share) -- Lock owner and others can read the data. Others cannot change the data.
U

(Update) -- Lock owner can read and change the data. Concurrent application processes can acquire S
(Share) locks and read the data.

X
(Exclusive) -- Lock owner can read and change the data. Others cannot change the data.

SIX
(Share with Intent Exclusive) -- Lock owner can read and change data in a table or tablespace.

N
-- No lock (occurs when the isolation level at bind time is Uncommitted Read (UR)).
If the isolation level cannot be determined at bind time, the isolation level at runtime for the NS, NIS, NSS,
and SS tablespace lock mode values determines the lock mode.

NS
-- Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR, no
lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is Cursor Stability (CS) or Repeatable Read (RR),
an S lock is acquired.

NIS
-- Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR, no
lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is CS or RR, an IS lock is acquired.

NSS
-- Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR, no
lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is CS, an IS lock is acquired. When the isolation
level at execution is RR, an S lock is acquired.

SS
-- Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR or
CS, an IS lock is acquired.

PF (Prefetch)
Indicates whether data pages were read in advance through prefetch. The following values are valid:
D

Indicates a dynamic prefetch.
L

Indicates a prefetch through page list.
S

Indicates a sequential prefetch.
(blank)

Indicates that no prefetch was done (or not applicable).
QblkTy (Qblock type)

Type of SQL operation performed for each query block. The following values are valid:
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SEL
-- Select

INS
-- Insert

UPD
-- Update

DEL
-- Delete

SELU
-- Select with For Update of

DELC
-- Delete where current of cursor

UPDC
-- Update where current of cursor

CORS
-- Correlated Subquery

NCOS
-- Noncorrelated Subquery

TABX
-- Table expression

UNON
-- Union

UALL
-- Union All

TRG
-- Complex Trigger When Clause

MERG
-- Merge

INTS
-- Intersect

INTSA
-- Intersect all

EXCP
-- Except

EXCPA
-- Except all

UNION
-- Union

Method (Method)
Indicates the access method. Possible access methods are:
NESTED LOOP JOIN

-- The composite table is scanned to find matching rows in the new table.
MERGE SCAN JOIN

-- Both the composite and new tables are scanned to find matching rows.
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RESULT TABLE SORTED
-- Additional Sorts are performed on the composite table before it is available to the application.

HYBRID JOIN
-- The composite table is scanned according to the join-column rows of the new table.

(blank)
-- First outer table accessed, continuation of previous table accessed, or not used.

JoinTy (Join Type)
Indicates the type of join. The following values are valid:
FULL

-- Full outer join
LEFT

-- Left outer join (right outer join is converted to left outer join)
STAR

-- Star join
INNER

-- Inner join
PAIRW

-- Pair-wise join
(blank)

-- No join
MergJC (Merge Join columns)

Indicates the number of columns joined during a MERGE SCAN JOIN.
TB# (Table Number and CREATOR.TABLE)

Table Number (TABNO)
Indicates the sequence of the table in the FROM clause. Helps distinguish different references to the
same table when joining a table to itself.

CREATOR.TABLE
Specifies the creator, name of the table, temporary table, or materialized view accessed in this step.

CorrNm (Correlation Name)
Specifies the correlation name of the table or view.

Index (CREATOR.INDEX)
Specifies the creator and name of the index used in this step. For access type DYNIXSCN, DSNPJW(MxOpSq) is
the starting pair-wise join leg in MxOpSq.

MCols (Matched columns)
Specifies the number of columns in the index used to process the SQL statement in the current step. The
following values are valid:
IX ONLY

0 (Non-Matching Index Only)
-- Only the index is accessed by using the lowest level of the index entries to satisfy the search
conditions.

1 or higher (Matching Index Only)
-- Only the index is accessed using the complete index to satisfy the search conditions.
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IX/DATA
0 (Non-Matching Index/Data)

-- The index is accessed using the lowest level of the index entries to satisfy the search
conditions. Data not in the index must be retrieved to process this step.

1 or higher (Matching Index/Data)
-- The index is accessed using the complete index tree to satisfy the search conditions. Data not
in the index must be retrieved to process this step.

SORTS NEW (Sorts for new table)
Specifies the number of columns in the index used to process the SQL statement in the current step. The
following values are valid:
Unique

-- Remove Duplicates. Used to remove duplicate rows. (Y/N)
Join

-- Merge Scan Join. Used when the METHOD report column is MERGE SCAN JOIN. (Y/N)
Ordrby

-- Order By Clause. Used when the ORDER BY clause is included in the SQL statement. (Y/N)
Grpby

-- Group By Clause. Used when a GROUP BY clause is included in the SQL statement. (Y/N)
SORTS COMPOSITE (Sorts composite table)

Indicates one or more sorts are performed on the composite table before it is accessed. The following values are
valid:
Unique

-- Remove Duplicates. Used to remove duplicate rows. (Y/N)
Join

-- Merge Scan Join. Used when the METHOD report column is MERGE SCAN JOIN. (Y/N)
Ordrby

-- Order By Clause. Used when the ORDER BY clause is included in the SQL statement. (Y/N)
Grpby

-- Group By Clause. Used when a GROUP BY clause is included in the SQL statement. (Y/N)
Pllmod (Parallelism mode)

Indicates the type of parallelism used at bind. The following values are valid:
QUERY IO

-- Query I/O parallelism
QUERY CP

-- Query CP parallelism
SYSPLEX

-- Sysplex query parallelism
blank

-- No parallelism
AD (ACCESS_DEGREE)

Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams activated by a query. The access degree is determined at bind time,
so the actual number of parallel I/O streams used at execution could differ. The following values are valid:
numeric_value

Indicates the number of activated streams.
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0
Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the access degree cannot be determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the access is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing

AG (ACCESS_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the ID of the parallel group (used when accessing a new table). The access pgroup is determined at bind
time, so the ID number used at execution could differ. The following values are valid:
numeric_value

Indicates the parallel I/O access pgroup ID number.
0

Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the access pgroup ID number cannot be
determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the access is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

SN (SORTN_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the parallel group identifier used when doing a parallel sort of the new table. The following values are
valid:
numeric_value

Displays the SORTN_PGROUP_ID number.
0

Indicates that parallel sort processing is activated, but the SORTN_PGROUP_ID number cannot be
determined at bind time.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel sort processing is inhibited, or the sort is not eligible for
parallel sort processing.

JD (JOIN_DEGREE)
Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams that are used when joining the composite table and the new table.
The join degree is determined at bind time, so the actual number of parallel I/O streams that are used at execution
could differ. The following values are valid:
numeric_value

Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams.
0

Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the join degree cannot be determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the join is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

JG (JOIN_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the ID of the parallel group. This ID is used when joining the composite table with the new table. The join
pgroup is determined at bind time, so the ID number that is used at execution could differ. The following values
are valid:
numeric_value

Displays the parallel I/O join pgroup ID number.
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0
Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the join pgroup ID number cannot be determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the join is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

SC (SORTC_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the parallel group identifier used when doing a parallel sort of the composite table. The following values
are valid:
numeric_value

Displays the SORTC_PGROUP_ID number.
0

Indicates that parallel sort processing is activated, but the SORTC_PGROUP_ID number cannot be
determined at bind time.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel sort processing is inhibited, or the sort is not eligible for
parallel sort processing.

GrpMbr (Group Member)
Indicates the member name of the Db2 that executed the explain.

PgeRng (Page range)
Indicates whether the access path qualifies for page range. The following values are valid:
(blank)

-- The table does not qualify for page range paneling or is not partitioned. This value is the default.
Y

-- The table qualifies for page range paneling.
ColFnE (Column Function Evaluation)

Indicates when an SQL column function is evaluated. Displayed only when COLUMN_FN_EVAL column is in
PLAN_TABLE. The following values are valid:
R

-- At data retrieval.
S

-- At sort time.
(blank)

-- At data manipulation or unknown.
WO (When optimize)

Indicates when the access path was determined. The following values are valid:
B

Indicates that the access path was determined at bind time, using default filter factor for host variables or
parameter markers. If bind option REOPT(VARS) is specified, reoptimization with input variables takes
place at runtime.

R
Indicates that the access path was determined at runtime and that bind option REOPT(VARS) was
specified.

(blank)
Indicates that the access path was determined at bind time, using default filter factor for host variables
and parameter markers.
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DA (PRIMARY ACCESSTYPE)
Displays a value regarding direct row access. The following values are valid:
D

Indicates that Db2 attempts to use direct row access at runtime; if the attempt fails, Db2 uses the access
type described in the ACCESS field.

T
Indicates that the work file (materialized base table or result file) is accessed through sparse index
access.

NOTE
If the field is blank, Db2 does not attempt direct row access.

HintUs (Hint used)
Contains the identifier (value of Ophint) when Db2 uses an optimization hint.

Ophint (Optimization hint)
A string identifying the step as an optimization hint. Db2 uses the step as input during access path selection.

ENCODE
Indicates encoding scheme of the table. The following values are valid.
A

-- ASCII
E

-- EBCDIC
U

-- Unicode
M

-- Multiple CCSID
SCCSID (TABLE_SCCSID)

Indicates the SBCS CCSID value of the table. If column TABLE_ENCODE is M, the value is 0.
MCCSID (TABLE_MCCSID)

Indicates the mixed CCSID value of the table. If column TABLE_ENCODE is M, the value is 0.
DCCSID (TABLE_DCCSID)

Indicates the DBCS CCSID value of the table. If column TABLE_ENCODE is M, the value is 0.
CTEREF

Indicates that if the referenced table is a common table expression, the value is the top-level query block number.
STOKEN (STMTTOKEN)

Indicates a user-specified statement token.
PPLNNo

Indicates the plan number in the parent query block where a correlated subquery is invoked. For noncorrelated
subqueries, indicates the plan number in the parent query block that represents the work file for the subquery.

MERGC
Indicates whether the composite table is consolidated before the join. The following values are valid:

• Y
• N
• Blank (not applicable)

MERGN
Describes the type of table access. The following values are valid:
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Y
Consolidates the table before the join.

N
Does not consolidate the table before the join.

D
Uses a merge operation for access through a data partitioned secondary index.

U
Does not use a merge operation for access through a data partitioned secondary index.

Blank
Indicates that the field does not apply.

DIRECT
Specifies whether a forward or backward index scan was used for index access. If an index scan did not occur,
this field remains blank.

EXPRSN
Identifies the type of implicit query transformation contained in the query. This field applies only to statements that
reference archive or temporal tables. Otherwise, this field is blank. The following values are valid:
A

-- SYSIBMADM.GET_ARCHIVE built-in global variable
B

-- CURRENT TEMPORAL BUSINESS_TIME special register
S

-- CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register
SB

-- CURRENT TEMPORAL SYSTEM_TIME special register and CURRENT TEMPORAL
BUSINESS_TIME special register

REMARKS
Indicates whether the optimization hint was successfully applied when the APREUSE(WARN) bind option is used
with EXPLAIN(YES).

Short Access Report (Old Format)
The short Access report condenses the Query Blocks and Plan Steps into a basic report. Like the long Access report, the
short format shows how Db2 retrieves data from the accessed tables and estimates the cost of executing the SQL.

NOTE
The old format of the short Access report does not display any of the new columns present in the PLAN_TABLE
since Db2 V6. To see the new column information, use the new format of the short Access report.

This report describes how the first table is accessed, how it is joined with another table, and whether the result table
requires a sort.

The old format of the short Access report must be enabled. Follow these steps to enable the old format:

1. Create a profile setting to use the old format of this report:
a. Enter P in the command line of the Plan Analyzer Main Menu.

The Profile Menu appears.
b. Change the Use New Report Layouts setting to N.

The settings now indicate to use the old report layouts.
c. Press the END key until the Main Menu reappears.
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NOTE
You can also make this profile change when customizing the PPA parmlib member. For more information,
see the implementation documentation.

2. Display the Reports panel.
The Reports panel appears.

3. Enter S next to the Access report option.
The setting is applied. The product generates the short format of the Access report.

To read the short Access report, read the first column from top to bottom. You can read the information from left to right to
find the specifics about the access used for a table.

The following example illustrates the layout of the old format of the short Access report:

BPA.AUDT ------------- AUDIT Message File ------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ==> CSR

------------------------------------------------------------- USER ID: USERxx

ACCESS PATH ANALYSIS:                                        

COST: (MS) 1669             (SU) 66753            (TC) +.64542 E+05   

                                --SORTS--       C       P P     T          

                    TB DATA   M NEW  COMP     P F AAJJSSA G W D B          

TABLE/INDEX NAME    NO ACCESS C UJOG UJOG LCK F E DGDGCNR R O A T QBLKTYP  

------------------- -- ------ - ---- ---- --- - - ------- - - - - -------  

SYSTABLES            1 IXONLY 0            IS S   21    C       T SELECT   

 DSNDTX01                                                                  

  JOINED VIA NESTED                                                        

  LOOP JOIN WITH                                                           

SYSTABAUTH           2 IXDATA 2            IS     2121  C       T SELECT   

 DSNATX04                                                                  

  AND THE RESULT                                                           

  TABLE IS SORTED                       G                 

In this example, the report involves three tables: SYSTABLES, SYSTABAUTH, and the result table. These names appear
under Table/Index Name. Between the table names, the report displays index name information and information about
how the tables are joined.

SYSTABLES is the first table accessed and is joined with SYSTABAUTH by way of a nested loop. The result table
requires a sort. To the right of the table names, the report shows details about the access methods.

The following fields are available on the old format of the short Access report:

Cost (ms)
Indicates the estimated CPU processor cost in milliseconds. This cost value is obtained at explain time from
column PROCMS in table DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.
Cost (su)
Indicates the estimated CPU processor cost in service units. This cost value is obtained at explain time from
column PROCSU in table DSN_STATEMNT_TABLE.
Cost (tc)
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Indicates the estimated CPU processor cost plus I/O utilization in total cost and categorized as relative cost.
Relative cost is the total cost value that Db2 returns in the fourth fullword of the SQLERRD field of the SQL
Communications Area (SQLCA) during an explain.

PROFILEID
Indicates whether an activated Db2 profile was used when performing the explain.

Table/Index Name
Displays the name of the table. The report displays the first table in the SQL statement accessed at the beginning
of the report. Slightly indented under the table name is the index name used in this step. Below the index name is
information about the method used to access the table. Possible access methods are as follows:

• NESTED LOOP JOIN -- The composite table is scanned to find matching rows in the new table.
• MERGE SCAN JOIN -- The composite and new tables are scanned in the order of the join columns, and

matching rows are joined.
• ADDITIONAL SORTS -- Further sorts are performed on the composite table and needed by ORDER BY,

GROUP BY, SELECT DISTINCT, UNION, INTERSECT, EXCEPT, a quantified predicate, or an IN predicate.
• HYBRID JOIN -- The composite table is scanned according to the join-column rows of the new table.

TBNO (TABNO)
Displays the sequence of the table in the FROM clause. This information helps distinguish different references to
the same table when joining a table to itself.

Data Access
Displays the type of access that is used to process the SQL statement in the current step:
AQRYTB

Indicates that access occurs through Accelerated Query Table Access. This access occurs when the
Db2 optimizer determines that the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS can better optimize the query
block. Data that is processed on the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS eliminates disk I/O and can
significantly improve query performance.

IXONLY
Indicates that only the index is accessed. The Index Only scan can be nonmatching or matching based on
the matched columns field (MC) as follows:
Nonmatching Index Only Scan (MC=0)

Retrieves data from index pages by scanning through the leaf pages of the index. This scan is
used when all retrieved columns are in the index, but there are not indexable predicates on the
highest-level columns of the index. Access is not made to the data pages.

Matching Index Only Scan (MC=1 or higher)
Retrieves data from index pages by traversing the index tree structure. This scan is used when
all retrieved columns are in the index, and there are indexable predicates on the highest-level
columns of the index. Access is not made to the data pages.

IXDATA
Indicates that the index is accessed, and data that is not in the index must be retrieved to process this
step. The Index and Data scan can be nonmatching or matching based on the matched columns field
(MC) as follows:
Nonmatching Index and Data Scan (MC=0)

Selects data pages for access by traversing the leaf pages of the index. This scan is used when
indexable predicates are specified involving one or more index columns (but not including the
highest-level index columns).
The scan is also used when multiple tables reside in a single tablespace (allowing Db2 to isolate
only the pages of the tablespace that contain the desired table). The index tree structure is not
used. Data pages must be accessed because the retrieved data is not contained solely in the
index pages.
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Matching Index and Data Scan (MC=1 or higher)
Selects data pages for access by traversing the index tree structure. This scan is used when the
highest-level index columns are specified in indexable predicates. Data pages must be accessed
because the data that is retrieved is not contained solely in the index pages.

TS SCN
Indicates that a tablespace scan accesses data by performing a sequential scan of the data pages. An
index is not used to get to the data.

1ST IX
Indicates that the first index created for the table or a CURSOR is used to process this step.

IX(IN)
Indicates that an index accesses the table when the predicate contains the IN keyword.

FET IX
Indicates that a fetch index scan accesses the table. This scan searches for the highest or lowest value
of an indexed column (using the MIN or MAX function). Db2 accesses the first index leaf page to get the
minimum value of the referenced column.

MLT IX
Indicates multiple indexes are involved with an intersection or union between the indexes. In a multiple
index scan, Db2 does the following:

• Scans each index
• Produces a list of candidates from each scan
• Finds the intersection or union of the multiple indexes before accessing any rows in the table

This scan is used when there are indexable predicates on columns from more than one index, with these
predicates being ANDed or ORed together.

UDFWFL
Indicates a work file scan the result of a materialized user-defined table function.

INSSEL
Indicates access by buffers for insert within a select scan.

XML IX
Indicates an XML index scan by using an index to return an XML DOCID list. The index can be an
intersection or union of multiple XML DOCID lists to return a final XML DOCID list. The description in the
INDEX NAME column indicates an intersection or union between the multiple XML DOCID lists to return
the final XML DOCID list.

DIR RW
Indicates direct row access using a row change timestamp column scan.

DYN IX
Indicates a dynamic pair wise join index scan. Db2 matches each dimension to a fact table independently
based on a single-column index for each dimension table of the star schema. The RID lists from each join
to the fact table index are intersected in pairs. The first pair of RID lists is intersected. The result of that
intersection is paired with the next RID list, and so on, until all viable dimension filtering are intersected.
The Pair-wise join requires a separate fact table index for each filtering dimension.

HASHIX
Indicates that access occurs through a Hash Overflow Index Scan. A hashing technique transforms the key into
a physical location of the row. The matching row can be retrieved by using single page access, dramatically
reducing CPU time.

INLSTD
Indicates that access occurs through IN-List Direct Table Access. This access involves an IN-list predicate
selected as a matching predicate index scan and accessed as an in-memory table.
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RNGLST
Indicates that access occurs through a Range-list Index Scan. This scan involves the simplification process by
which "OR" predicates can be mapped to a single index. A single index scan consumes fewer RID list resources
and reduces CPU overhead compared to multiple index scans.

MC (Matched Columns)
Displays the number of index keys used in an index scan:

• (IX ONLY) For an index only scan, possible values are as follows:
– 0 (Non-Matching Index Only) -- Only the index is accessed, using the lowest level of the index entries to

satisfy the search conditions.
– 1 or higher (Matching Index Only) -- Only the index is accessed, using the complete index to satisfy the

search conditions.
• (IX/DATA) For an index and data scan, possible values are as follows:

– 0 (Non-Matching Index/Data) -- The index is accessed, using the lowest level of the index entries to satisfy
the search conditions. Data that is not in the index must be retrieved to process this step.

– 1 or higher (Matching Index/Data) -- The index is accessed, using the complete index tree to satisfy the
search conditions. Data that is not in the index must be retrieved to process this step.

NEW UJOG (Sorts For New Table)
One or more SORTs are performed on the new table before it is accessed. Possible values are as follows:

• U -- Remove Duplicates. Used to remove duplicate rows.
• J -- Merge Scan Join. Used when the METHOD report column is MERGE SCAN JOIN.
• O -- Order By Clause. Used when the ORDER BY clause is included in the SQL statement.
• G -- Group By Clause. Used when a GROUP BY clause is included in the SQL statement.

COMP UJOG (Sorts Composite Table)
One or more sorts are performed on the composite table before it is accessed. Possible values are as follows:

• U -- Remove Duplicates. Used to remove duplicate rows.
• J -- Merge Scan Join. Used when the METHOD report column is MERGE SCAN JOIN.
• O -- Order By Clause. Used when the ORDER BY clause is included in the SQL statement.
• G -- Group By Clause. Used when a GROUP BY clause is included in the SQL statement.

LCK (Tablespace Lock Mode)
Indicates the type of lock used on the tablespace containing the table that is being accessed. The following values
are valid:

• IS (Intent Share) -- Lock owner can only read the data.
• IX (Intent Exclusive) -- Lock owner and others can read and change the data.
• S (Share) -- Lock owner and others can read the data. Others cannot change the data.
• U (Update) -- Lock owner can read and change the data. Concurrent application processes can acquire S

(Share) locks and read the data.
• X (Exclusive) -- Lock owner can read and change the data. Others cannot change the data.
• SIX (Share with Intent Exclusive) -- Lock owner can read and change data in a table or tablespace.
• N -- No lock (occurs when the isolation level at bind time is Uncommitted Read (UR)).
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If the isolation level cannot be determined at bind time, the isolation level at runtime for the NS, NIS, NSS, and
SS tablespace lock mode values determines the lock mode.

• NS -- Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR, no
lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is Cursor Stability (CS) or Repeatable Read (RR), an S
lock is acquired.

• NIS -- Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR, no
lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is CS or RR, an IS lock is acquired.

• NSS -- Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR, no
lock is acquired. When the isolation level at execution is CS, an IS lock is acquired. When the isolation level at
execution is RR, an S lock is acquired.

• SS -- Lock level depends on the isolation level at execution. When the isolation level at execution is UR or CS,
an IS lock is acquired.

PF (Prefetch)
Indicates whether data pages were read in advance through prefetch. The following values are valid:
D

Indicates a dynamic prefetch.
L

Indicates a prefetch through page list.
S

Indicates a sequential prefetch.
(blank)

Indicates that no prefetch was done (or not applicable).
CFE (Column Function Evaluation)

Indicates when an SQL column function is evaluated:
R

Indicates that the function is evaluated while the data is read from the table or index.
S

Indicates that the function is evaluated while performing a sort to satisfy a GROUP BY clause.
(blank)

Indicates that the function is evaluated after data retrieval and after any sorts.
AD (ACCESS_DEGREE)

Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams activated by a query. The access degree is determined at bind time,
so the actual number of parallel I/O streams used at execution could differ.
numeric_value

Indicates the parallel I/O access degree (meaning the number of activated streams).
0

Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the access degree cannot be determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the access is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

AG (ACCESS_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the ID of the parallel group (used when accessing a new table). The access pgroup is determined at bind
time, so the ID number used at execution could differ.
numeric_value

Indicates the parallel I/O access pgroup ID number.
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0
Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the access pgroup ID number cannot be
determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the access is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

JD (JOIN_DEGREE)
Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams that are used when joining the composite table and the new table.
The join degree is determined at bind time, so the actual number of parallel I/O streams that are used at execution
could differ.
numeric_value

Indicates the number of parallel I/O streams.
0

Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the join degree cannot be determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the join is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

JG (JOIN_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the ID of the parallel group. This ID is used when joining the composite table with the new table. The join
pgroup is determined at bind time, so the ID number that is used at execution could differ.
numeric_value

Displays the parallel I/O join pgroup ID number.
0

Indicates that parallel I/O processing is activated, but the join pgroup ID number cannot be determined.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel I/O processing is inhibited, or the join is not eligible for
parallel I/O processing.

SC (SORTC_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the parallel group identifier used when doing a parallel sort of the composite table:
numeric_value

Displays the SORTC_PGROUP_ID number.
0

Indicates that parallel sort processing is activated, but the SORTC_PGROUP_ID number cannot be
determined at bind time.

NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel sort processing is inhibited, or the sort is not eligible for
parallel sort processing.

SN (SORTN_PGROUP_ID)
Displays the parallel group identifier used when doing a parallel sort of the new table:
numeric_value

Displays the SORTN_PGROUP_ID number.
0

Indicates that parallel sort processing is activated, but the SORTN_PGROUP_ID number cannot be
determined at bind time.
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NOTE
If the field is blank or is not displayed, parallel sort processing is inhibited, or the sort is not eligible for
parallel sort processing.

PAR (Parallelism mode)
Indicates the type of parallelism used at bind time:
I

Indicates query I/O parallelism.
C

Indicates query CP parallelism.
X

Indicates sysplex query parallelism.
NULL

Indicates no parallelism.
PGR (Page range)

Indicates whether the access path qualifies for page range screening:
(blank)

Indicates that the table does not qualify for page range screening (or that the table is not partitioned). This
value is the default.

Y
Indicates that the table qualifies for page range screening.

WO (When optimize)
Indicates when the access path was determined:
B

Indicates that the access path was determined at bind time, using default filter factor for host variables or
parameter markers. If bind option REOPT(VARS) is specified, reoptimization with input variables takes
place at runtime.

R
Indicates that the access path was determined at runtime and that bind option REOPT(VARS) was
specified.

(blank)
Indicates that the access path was determined at bind time, using default filter factor for host variables
and parameter markers.

DA (PRIMARY ACCESSTYPE)
Displays a value regarding direct row access:
D

Indicates that Db2 attempts to use direct row access at runtime; if the attempt fails, Db2 uses the access
type described in the ACCESS field.

T
Indicates that the work file (materialized base table or result file) is accessed through sparse index
access.

NOTE
If the field is blank, Db2 does not attempt direct row access.

TBT (Table Type)
Indicates the type of new table:
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• B -- Buffers for SELECT from Stmt type (Insert, Update, Merge, or Delete).
• C -- Common Table Expression.
• F -- Table function.
• I -- Table generated from an IN-LIST predicate.

If the IN-LIST predicate is selected as the matching predicate, it is accessed as an in-memory table.
• M -- Materialized Query Table.
• Q -- Temporary intermediate result table (not materialized).
• R -- Recursive Common Table Expression.
• S -- Correlated or Non-Correlated Subquery.
• T -- Table.
• W -- Work file.
• (Blank) -- Not applicable.

QBLKTYP (Qblock Type)
Indicates the type of SQL operation performed for each query block:

• Select -- Select
• Insert -- Insert
• Update -- Update
• Delete -- Delete
• SELUPD -- Select with For Update of
• DELCUR -- Delete where current of cursor
• UPDCUR -- Update where current of cursor
• CORSUB -- Correlated Subquery
• NCOSUB -- Noncorrelated Subquery
• TABLEX -- Table expression
• TRUNCA -- Truncate
• TRIGGR -- Complex Trigger When Clause
• UNION -- Union
• UNIONAL -- Union All
• MERGE -- Merge
• INTERS -- Intersect
• INTERA -- Intersect all
• EXCEPT -- Except
• EXCPTA -- Except all

Compare Explain Versions Report
The following list describes the main sections of the Compare Explain Versions report. All report fields are for display only.
The actual report content varies based on the options that you select for your report.

Options Summary
Summarizes the options that are used to create the report. These options are specified on the Compare Explain
Report Options panel.

Access Path Analysis
Displays the short Access Path report including a cost comparison for the SQL that is being compared. The report
options control the display of new, old, or both Access Path reports.
Some report fields can contain a blank value. For those fields, this report displays a question mark (?) to indicate
when a field value changed from a non-blank value to a blank value.
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SQL Statement
Displays the text of the SQL statement that is being compared.

Compare Explain Version Summary
Summarizes the different aspects of the comparison.

The following example shows the Compare Explain Versions report:

PPA           --------- PLAN ANALYZER ENHANCED EXPLAIN ------------- PAGE  1 

DATE YY/MM/DD            COMPARE EXPLAIN VERSIONS               TIME 10:45

Old: HVersion:                        New: HVersion:                           

                               Options Summary                                 

        The report includes:                                                   

            Changed and unchanged SQL                                          

            Changed and unchanged Access Path                                  

            For paired and unpaired statements                                 

       The version comparison:                                                 

            Ignores differences of creator for tables and indexes              

            Compares Host Variables                                            

            Compares Cost (ms) exceeding 01% Incr                              

            Compares Cost (su) exceeding 01% Incr                              

            Compares Cost (tc) exceeding 00% Incr/Decr                         

        The statement format shows:                                            

            SQL and Access Path                                                

            Old and New SQL versions                                           

            Old and New Access Path versions                                   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

              ---------    Compare Explain Versions    ------------- Page  2   

DATE MM/DD/YY                                                        TIME 16:52

Old: Source:                          New: Source:                             

      EXPL TYPE:  BIND                      EXPL TYPE:  FUTURE

      Collection: SAMPLE2                   Collection: SAMPLE2  

      Package:    SAMPLE21                  Package:    SAMPLE21        

      Version:                              Version:                  

      Copyid:     CURRENT                   Copyid:     PREVIOUS                      

      Statement:  1         (1)             Statement:  1         (1)          

Old Access Path Analysis:                                                      

 Cost: (ms) 164              (su) 4408             (tc) +.69575 E+05           

 PQbkNo: 0        QblkNo: 1     PlanNo: 1     MxOpSq: 0     TBTyp: TABLE       
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 Access: TS SCN   TSLock: IS    Prefet: S     QblkTy: SEL   TabNo: 1           

 Table : SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS                                                     

 CorrNm: A                                                                     

New Access Path Analysis:                                                      

 Cost: (ms) 1                (su) 2                (tc) +.22844 E+02           

 Diff: (ms) 99% Decr         (su) 100% Decr        (tc) 100% Decr              

 PQbkNo: 0        QblkNo: 1     PlanNo: 1     MxOpSq: 0     TBTyp: TABLE       

 Access: IXDATA   TSLock: IS    Prefet: ?     QblkTy: SEL   TabNo: 1           

 Table : SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS                                                     

 CorrNm: A                                                                     

 Index : SYSIBM.DSNDCX01                                                       

 MCols : 3                                                                     

Old SQL Statement:                                                             

 DECLARE CSR1 CURSOR WITH HOLD FOR                                             

 SELECT  NAME                                                                  

    FROM SYSCOLUMNS A                                                          

   WHERE COLCARDF < 0                                                          

New SQL Statement:                                                             

 DECLARE CSR1 CURSOR WITH HOLD FOR                                             

 SELECT  NAME                                                                  

    FROM SYSCOLUMNS A                                                          

   WHERE COLCARDF < 0 AND NAME = 'COLUMN1' AND TBNAME = 'TEST_COMPARE_TABLE'   

         AND TBCREATOR = 'XXXXO09'

              ---------    Compare Explain Versions    ------------- Page  3   

DATE MM/DD/YY                                                        TIME 16:52

                      Compare Explain Version Summary                          

 Old: HVersion:                        New: HVersion:                          

      # Stmts:    4                         # Stmts:    4                      

      # Deleted:  0                         # Inserted: 0                      

            4  Paired statements                                               

            0  Statements had no SQL text change                               

            0  Access Paths changed with no SQL text change                    

            4  Statements had SQL text change                                  

            4  Access Paths changed with SQL text changes                      

            3  Statements with Cost (ms) change exceeding 01% Incr             

            3  Statements with Cost (su) change exceeding 01% Incr             

            4  Statements with Cost (tc) change exceeding 00% Incr/Decr        
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            4  Statements included in the report                               

            0  Statements suppressed from the report due to report options     

 

Compare Versions Cost Compare Report
The Compare Versions Cost Compare report helps you detect and analyze packages with degraded or improved
performance. This report is arranged and indented in a hierarchy by hversion, level, group (collection), object (package),
and statement. The object and statement levels display the following items:

• Access path change indicators
• SQL text change indicators
• SQL cost

The SQL cost is provided in New, Old, and SQL cost difference format for Milliseconds, Service Units, and Total Cost.

The Compare Versions Cost Compare report has the following layout:

PPA           --------- PLAN ANALYZER ENHANCED EXPLAIN ------------- PAGE     2

DATE MM/DD/YY           COMPARE VERSIONS COST COMPARE                TIME 03:00

 COMPARE VERSIONS COST FILTERS APPLIED:

    EXPLODE  : SQL STATEMENT LEVEL        MILLISECONDS  ( -70    AND  50%   )

    FILTER   : SHOW ALL                   SERVICE UNITS ( -2900  OR   -75%  )

                                          TOTAL COST    ( 20%    AND  1000  )

 COMPARE VERSIONS COST RESULTS:

    NEW      : 5          OLD           : 5          MATCHED%   : 100%

    IMPROVED : 5          DEGRADED      : 0          UNCHANGED  : 0

 NEW

 HVERSION/LEVEL              STAN MILLISECOND   SERVICE UNIT  TOTAL COST

 GROUP/OBJECT/STMT      TYPE TCCR DIFF/NEW/OLD  DIFF/NEW/OLD  DIFF/NEW/OLD

 ---------------------- ---- ---- ------------- ------------- -------------

  BELRAND                (CO)                                               

    RANDPACK             (PK)   A           -94%         -100%         -100%

                                               5            13  12.6948     

                                              83         2,915   1.3080 KILO

                21            P A           -91%         -100%         -100%

                                               1             1 +.29386  E-01

                                              11           379  20.9740     

                27            P             -98%         -100%         -100%

                                               1             5   4.3518     

                                              37         1,321 578.3081     

                35            P             -75%         -100%         -100%

                                               1             1   2.0268     

                                               4           139 208.0406     

                42            P             -97%         -100%          -99%

                                               1             5   4.2597     

                                              27           947 292.7449     

                50            P             -75%         -100%         -100%

                                               1             1   2.0268     

                                               4           129 207.9618     
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The report contains the following fields:

COMPARE VERSIONS COST FILTERS APPLIED
Explode

Indicates the level of objects that the report displays. The following values are valid:
SQL statement level

Displays all collections, packages, and SQL statements.
Package Level

Displays all packages and their associated collections.
Filter

Identifies the filter that was applied at the object level (package). The filter restricts the Compare Versions
Cost Compare report data:
Show All

Shows all packages.
Show Improved

Shows packages where SQL cost has decreased for all three cost differences (MS, SU, TC),
improving SQL cost performance.

Show Degraded
Shows packages where SQL cost has increased for all three cost differences (MS, SU, TC),
degrading SQL cost performance.

Show Unchanged
Shows packages where SQL cost has remained the same for all three cost differences (MS, SU,
TC).

Show Needs Review
Shows packages that indicate "Needs Review." Milliseconds, Service Units, and Total Cost for the
package show Improvement or Unchanged. At least one SQL statement within the package has a
degraded cost for Milliseconds, Service Units, or Total Cost.

Show Access Changed
Shows packages that contain one or more SQL statements with an access path change.

Milliseconds
Shows the filter that was used to compare the cost difference between new package Milliseconds and old
package Milliseconds. This comparison is based on one of the following changes:

• Increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis
• Increase/decrease and a combination of actual values and/or percentages

Service Units
Shows the filter that was used to compare the cost difference between new package Service Units and
old package Service Units. This comparison is based on one of the following changes:

• Increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis
• Increase/decrease and a combination of actual values and/or percentages

Total Cost
Shows the filter that was used to compare the cost difference between new package Total Cost and old
package Total Cost. This comparison is based on one of the following changes:

• Increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis
• Increase/decrease and a combination of actual values and/or percentages
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COMPARE VERSIONS COST RESULTS
New

Represents the number of New version SQL statements participating in the comparison.
Old

Represents the number of Old version SQL statements participating in the comparison.
Matched%

Measures how effective the Compare function was in matching SQL statements. The number is
represented as a percentage. This percentage is calculated by dividing the number of New version SQL
statements that are paired with Old version SQL statements by the total number of New version SQL
statements.

Improved
Represents the number of SQL statements where all three cost differences (Milliseconds, Service Units,
and Total Cost) have decreased.

Degraded
Represents the number of SQL statements where all three cost differences (Milliseconds, Service Units,
and Total Cost) have increased.

Unchanged
Represents the total number of SQL statements not included in the Improved and Degraded SQL
statement counts. The formula is as follows:
Unchanged = Total - (Improved plus Degraded)

HVERSION
Is the first level of the hierarchy. The hversion name appears in the first column of the report line. For a manual
hversion, the hversion name appears in LEVEL and a generic name *MANUAL is displayed here.
TYPE

Indicates the type of hversion:
Stra

Indicates strategy hversion.
Man

Indicates manual hversion.
Auto

Indicates automatic hversion.
The fields ST, TC, AC, NR, Millisecond, Service Unit, and Total Cost are all blank.

LEVEL
Displays the level name. This value appears in the first column of the report line. The level name for Strategy
Hversion is the strategy version, Manual Hversion is the hversion name; and Auto Hversion is the auto hversion
level.
The fields TYPE, ST, TC, AC, NR, Millisecond, Service Unit, and Total Cost are all blank.

GROUP
Displays the group name. This value and appears in the first column of the report line.

TYPE
Indicates the group type:
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• (CO) Collection
• (DB) DBRMLIB
• (FI) File
• (SQ) SQL
• (P) PRF Query
• (Q) Exported QMF Query
• (QQ) QMF Query
• (PQ) PRF QUERY

The fields ST, TC, AC, NR, Millisecond, Service Unit, and Total Cost are all blank.
OBJECT

Displays the object name in the first column of the first report line. A total of three report lines are displayed for
each object.
TYPE

Indicates the type of object:

• (PK) Package
• (V) Package version

ST
Is blank.

TC
Indicates whether the object had any SQL text changes during the compare:
T

Indicates text change.
Blank

Indicates no text change.
AC

Indicates whether the object had any access path changes during the compare:
A

Indicates access path change.
Blank

Indicates no access path change.
NR

Indicates whether any SQL statements within the object had a cost performance difference that degraded
for Millisecond, Service Unit, or Total cost, even though at the Object level the object has an overall
improvement or it is unchanged:
*

Indicates that the SQL statements should be reviewed.
Blank

Indicates that no review is needed.
The Millisecond, Service Unit, and Total Cost fields are displayed over three report lines:

• The first line displays the Compare Cost Difference (New - Old) for each cost field.
• The second line displays the New Version Cost for each cost field.
• The third line displays the Old Version Cost for each cost field.
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The Compare Cost Difference is represented as an actual cost difference or a percentage-based cost difference,
depending on the value in the associated compare cost filter difference. If the compare cost filter difference has
not been specified, the actual cost difference is used by default.
Millisecond

Displays the Compare Cost Difference or the New/Old estimated processor cost of the SQL statement in
milliseconds.

Service Unit
Displays the Compare Cost Difference or the New/Old estimated processor cost of the SQL statement in
service units.

Total Cost
Displays the Compare Cost Difference or the New/Old overall estimated cost of the SQL statement.

STMT
Displays the statement number in the fifth level of the hierarchy. The statement number appears in the first
column of the first report line. Three report lines are displayed at the statement number level.
TYPE

Is blank.
ST

Indicates the comparison status between New and Old versions at the statement level:
P

Indicates paired statements.
N

Indicates new version SQL statement.
O

Indicates old version SQL statement.
TC

Indicates whether the SQL text changed during the compare:
T

Indicates text change.
Blank

Indicates no text change.
AC

Indicates whether the access path changed during the compare:
A

Indicates access path change.
Blank

Indicates no access path change.
NR

Indicates whether the SQL statement had a cost performance difference that degraded for Millisecond,
Service Unit, or Total cost, even though, at the Object level, the object has an overall improvement or it is
unchanged:
*

Indicates that a review is needed.
Blank

Indicates that no review is needed.
The Millisecond, Service Unit, and Total Cost fields are displayed over three report lines:
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• The first line displays the Compare Cost Difference (New - Old) for each cost field.
• The second line displays the New Version Cost for each cost field.
• The third line displays the Old Version Cost for each cost field.

The Compare Cost Difference is represented as an actual cost difference or a percentage-based cost difference,
depending on the value in the associated compare cost filter difference. If the compare cost filter difference has
not been specified, the actual cost difference is used by default.
Millisecond

Displays the Compare Cost Difference or the New/Old estimated processor cost of the SQL statement in
milliseconds.

Service Unit
Displays the Compare Cost Difference or the New/Old estimated processor cost of the SQL statement in
service units.

Total Cost
Displays the Compare Cost Difference or the New/Old overall estimated cost of the SQL statement.

Compare Summary Report
The Compare Summary report identifies statement access paths with performance degradation, and access paths with
improved performance that can benefit from a rebind.

You can filter the report by various compare categories (Degraded, Improved, Changed, Unchanged, Non-Paired, or
Error). You can use line commands to perform a deeper analysis on individual statements. For example, you can view
the Compare Explain Versions report to see the access path differences. You can also access other Plan Analyzer bind
utilities and package reports. To see the available line commands, specify a question mark (?) in a line command field.

The following example shows a Compare Summary report:

PPPESCV ------- PPA Explain Strategy Compare Summary ------- YYYY/MM/DD 11:16

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                             LINE 1 OF 13  >  

Select 1 or more Categories:                                                   

S Degraded: 2             S Improved : 11            _ Non-Paired: 0          

_ Changed : 61            _ Unchanged: 10            _ Error     : 2          

--------------------------------------------------------------------- USERID 

                                   TA                                          

Cmd  C Stmt  Group        Object   CC MS Diff       SU Diff       TC Diff      

____ I 1372  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESDM  A            -4          -158 -.10865  E+03

____ I 2378  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESDM  A            -1           -39 -.41289  E+02

____ I 2390  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESDM  A            -4          -157 -.10865  E+03

____ I 2466  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESDM  A            -1           -40 -.40802  E+02

____ I 445   PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESES  A            -4          -158 -.10865  E+03

____ I 629   PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESES  A            -4          -157 -.10865  E+03

____ I 1079  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESM   A            -4          -157 -.10870  E+03

____ I 1777  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESM   A            -1           -39 -.41289  E+02

____ D 1783  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESM   A            81         2,998 +.30542  E+02

____ I 1789  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESM   A            -4          -157 -.10865  E+03

____ I 1826  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESM   A            -1           -37 -.41114  E+02

____ D 1831  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESM   A           275        10,190 +.10627  E+03

____ I 1836  PPAMP200_TE> PPA$ESM   A            -3          -142 -.10773  E+03

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Press ENTER to process                            Press END (PF3/15) to quit   
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For more information about accessing and analyzing this report, see Analyze the Compare Summary Results.

Cost Report
The Cost report displays the relative cost of the SQL statement that Db2 returns during the EXPLAIN. Relative cost is the
Total Cost value that Db2 returns in the fourth fullword of the SQLERRD field of the SQL Communications Area (SQLCA).
Db2 provides this value as an estimated cost of both CPU and I/O factors.

The Cost report displays the SQL identifiers and their associated cost factors, listed in decreasing cost order. The most
expensive SQL is listed first, which helps identify the SQL to concentrate on optimizing for maximum savings.

NOTE
The Cost report is not available when a Current type Enhanced Explain is requested. Use the Future type
Enhanced Explain to have this report generated.

The following example shows a cost report for plan PLANx and its included collection, PLANx_COLL.

PPA          --------- Plan Analyzer Enhanced Explain ------------- Page     4

                                 Cost Report                         Time 12:59

Relative Cost of CPU and I/O utilization. Most expensive SQL listed first.    

                                                            RELATIVE COST PAGE 

 COLLECTION         PACKAGE   PACK VERSION   STMT NUM TYPE (desc order) NUMBER

 ------------------ -------- ---------------- ------- ---- ------------ ------

 PLANx ............,PPA$SRSR, ...............,    1626,SEL  +0.1188 E+06     16

 PLANx ............,PPA$SRSS, ...............,    1224,SEL  +0.8565 E+05      5

 PLANx ............,PPA$SRST, ...............,    1288,SEL  +0.8565 E+05     15

 PLANx ............,PPA$SRSU, ...............,    1351,SEL  +0.8565 E+05     14

 PLANx ............,PPA$ODSR, ...............,    1397,SEL  +0.1255 E+05      7

 PLANx ............,PPA$SRSR, ...............,    1602,SEL  +0.1255 E+05      6

 PLANx ............,PPA$SRSR, ...............,    1618,SEL  +0.7630 E+04     23

 PLANx ............,PPA$SRSR, ...............,    1576,SEL  +0.6444 E+04     12

 PLANx ............,PPA$ODSR, ...............,    1381,SEL  +0.5673 E+04     10

 PLANx .......    .,PPA$SRSR, ...............,    1610,SEL  +0.5626 E+04     24

 PLANx_COLL      ..,PPA$QEDI, ...............,    1160,SEL  +0.1355 E+04     28

 PLANx_COLL ..  .. ,PPA$QEDH, ...............,    1384,SEL  +0.5699 E+02     18

 PLANx_COLL .......,PPA$QEDH, ...............,    1410,SEL  +0.5699 E+02     19

 PLANx_COLL .......,PPA$QEDH, ...............,    1435,SEL  +0.5699 E+02     25

 PLANx_COLL .......,PPA$QEDH, ...............,    1459,SEL  +0.5699 E+02     27

 PLANx_COLL .......,PPA$QEDH, ...............,    1482,SEL  +0.5699 E+02     29

 PLANx_COLL .......,PPA$QEDH, ...............,    1358,SEL  +0.3450 E+02     17

 

The following list describes the fields of the Cost report. All fields are for display only.

COLLECTION
Identifies the name of the  collection. This field appears blank for the following SQL source types:

• S -- SQL
• F -- File
• P -- PRF
• Q -- QMF
• D -- DBRMLIB
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PACKAGE
Identifies the package that is associated with the plan or collection. This field appears blank for S (SQL), with
member name for F (File),P (PRF), Q (QMF), and with DBRM for DBRMLIB source types. For DBRMLIB sources,
this column is labeled DBRM, and for F (File),P (PRF), Q (QMF) the column is labeled MEMBER.

PACK VERSION
(For packages only) Displays the first 18 bytes of the version identifier of the package when a version is specified
at precompilation time. For DBRMLIB, F (File), P (PRF), and Q (QMF) sources, this column is labeled DATASET
NAME.

STMT NUM
Displays the information to identify SQL statements being explained. Statement numbers are listed in descending
cost order.

TYPE
Indicates the type of SQL. The following values are valid:

• SEL -- SELECT
• UPD -- UPDATE
• DEL -- DELETE
• MRG -- MERGE

NOTE
INSERT statements are not displayed because they do not have a Total Cost value.

RELATIVE COST
Indicates the actual Total Cost value that Db2 has returned. This value is the relative cost estimate for
the execution of the SQL statement. Db2 returns this cost estimate as a short floating-point number. Plan
Analyzer displays this estimate as a floating-point number in normalized scientific notation. For example, +0.3450
E+02 represents the number +0.3450 multiplied by 10 to the second power, or 34.50.
Use the Cost report to determine the relative expense of the SQL statements in the list. Doing so lets you
concentrate your performance efforts on the most expensive SQL.
The value that Db2 returns for Total Cost depends on the CPU being used and current catalog statistics.
Therefore, do not compare Total Cost values from one model CPU to another of a different type.
When comparing cost estimate values, concentrate on changes of magnitude. Review the value of the exponent
to determine these changes. For example, +0.3450 E+02 is not significantly different from +0.5699 E+02, but it is
significantly different from +0.1188 E+06.

Predicate Report
The Predicate report queries the explain data. A predicate is a portion of a WHERE clause that describes an attribute of
data to be processed. Examples include C1=10, C2 BETWEEN 20 AND 30, and C4 LIKE 'P%'. Db2 uses predicates to
select rows of data through an index or by a scan.

Data that appears in the Predicate report is collected from the DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and DSN_FILTER_TABLE
explain tables. This report is provided in long or short formats. The short format contains only the SQL statements that are
nonindexable or Stage II.

NOTE
For more information about the fields in this report, see the column descriptions for the DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE
and DSN_FILTER_TABLE explain table. These descriptions are provided in the IBM Db2 for z/OS Managing
Performance documentation.

This report addresses the following questions:
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• Who created the predicate (ORIGIN)?
• Where is the predicate is located in the SQL (CLAUSE)?
• Why was the predicate created (ADDED_PRED)? This question is addressed when Db2 created the predicate.
• Is the predicate INDEXABLE? The indexable predicates can select data through an index, which can help reduce the

query overhead costs when the index is defined.
• What STAGE is the predicate?
• What is the estimated maximum number of rows that Db2 returns after the predicate is applied (FILTER FACTOR)?

The predicate text follows this information. KEYFIELD and SEARCHARG column information is also provided.

NOTE

• In this report, (DM)/(RDS) represents SEARCHARG. Values for STAGE and PUSHDOWN are obtained from
the DSN_FILTER_TABLE, and can contain a value of N/A.

• In contrast to the enhanced explain predicate analysis, the PRED command (used in Plan Analyzer) and
the SQLEASE PRED command (used in SQL-Ease) analyzes only the SQL statement and the Db2 catalog
data. The explain data is not referenced. The Predicate report analyzes the Db2 catalog data and the
SQL statement. The report displays the predicates in an SQL statement, indicates whether the predicate
is indexable and sargable (Stage I). This report also estimates the number of rows that Db2 returns after
applying the predicates.

The first report line displays the values that were obtained from ORIGIN, CLAUSE, and ADDED_PRED in sentence
format. The predicate text follows in report lines 2 through n. The report lines following the predicate text include the fields
that are documented in the explain tables, with the exception of INDEX:

INDEX
Indicates whether the predicate is indexable. You can use indexable predicates to use an index on a table. Doing
so can help improve performance and can help reduce the query overhead costs when the index is defined. The
following values are valid:
Yes

Indicates that the predicate is indexable.
No

Indicates that the predicate is nonindexable.
N/A

Indicates that the indexability cannot be determined.

NOTE
In this report, (DM)/(RDS) represents SEARCHARG. Values for STAGE and PUSHDOWN are obtained from
the DSN_FILTER_TABLE, and can contain a value of N/A.  For more information about the fields in this report,
see the column descriptions for the DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and DSN_FILTER_TABLE explain table. These
descriptions are provided in the IBM Db2 for z/OS Managing Performance documentation.

Dependency Report
The Dependency report displays all object dependency information for an SQL statement. If a referenced object is an
alias or view, the dependency chain is followed to the base table. For synonyms, the actual table name is substituted. All
indexes and referenced columns are also identified.

Use this report to see all the actual objects that an SQL statement references. The SQL statement in your application
could be a simple SELECT from one table name. However, that name could be the name of a view, and that view could
join multiple tables and views itself. This report traces that chain to provide you with a complete listing of all the objects
underlying your SQL statement.

You can generate the Dependency report in a long or short format.
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Each object or group of objects is indented, and each object is listed on an individual row. Long objects can span more
than one row.

NOTE
The object statistics are now reported only in the Statistics report.

The following example shows the Dependency report in long format:

 SQL DEPENDENCY ANALYSIS:                                                       

 TABLESPACE                                 L  NACTIVE    PTN  SGSZ  PGSZ       

  TABLE/ALIAS/VIEW/SYNM          R          EV CARD       NPAGES     PCTPG PCTRC

   ROW PERMISSION                           E                                   

   INDEX                         C          U  1ST/FULL   NLEAF/DRF  NLVL  CLUST

    TRIGGER                                    TIME       EVENT      GRAN       

    COLUMN                       R          NP COLCARD    LENGTH     COLNO COLSQ

     DISTINCT-TYPE                                                              

     COLUMN MASK                            E                                   

     IDENTITY                      TYPE        CACHE                 CYCLE ORDER

 ------------------------------- - -------- -- ---------- ---------- ----- -----

 DCV7VWDB.DCV7VWTS                 UTS PBG  R  21780      0    32    4         

  PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_JAN          * TABLE    E  6592       1101       5     0    

   SECXXX.PERM_ROLE_RESTRICTION    ROWPERM  Y                                   

   SECXXX.SYS_DEFAULT_ROW_PERMISSION__DC_EMPLOYEE_JAN                           

                                   ROWPERM  Y                                   

   ** TABLE COLUMNS **                                                         

    EMP_NO                       * CHAR        30         9                     

    EMP_ROWID                    * ROWID       30         17                    

    EMP_RESUME                     CLOB     N  30         4                     

    EMP_401K                     * INTEGER     25         4                     

     PDXXX.SEQC2MA4NQSQ26Z         IDENTCOL    20                    NO    NO   

    EMP_SALARY                     DECIMAL     25         11,2                  

     SECXXX.MASK_SALARY_ROLE_RESTRICTION                                      

                                   COLMASK  Y                                   

    EMP_UDTDEC                     DISTINCT N  25         9,2                   

     PDXXX.MIX_UDTDEC              DECIMAL                                      

    PDXXX.TRIG1                    TRIGGER     AFTER      UPDATE     STMT       

   PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_IXJAN         NPSI     P  30         33         2     81   

   (PRIMARY)                                   10000                            

    EMP_NO                         ASC                               1     1

The short Dependency report includes all the information that the long Dependency report displays except the trigger and
column information, as shown in the following example:

SQL DEPENDENCY ANALYSIS:                                                       

 TABLESPACE                                 L  NACTIVE    PTN  SGSZ  PGSZ       

  TABLE/ALIAS/VIEW/SYNM          R          EV CARD       NPAGES     PCTPG PCTRC

   ROW PERMISSION                           E                                   

   INDEX                (# COLS) C TYPE     U  1ST/FULL   NLEAF/DRF  NLVL  CLUST

 ------------------------------- - -------- -- ---------- ---------- ----- -----

 DCV7VWDB.DCV7VWTS                 UTS PBG  R  21780      0    32    4              

  PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_JAN          * TABLE    E  6592       1101       5     0     

   SECXXX.PERM_ROLE_RESTRICTION    ROWPERM  Y                                   

   SECXXX.SYS_DEFAULT_ROW_PERMISSION__DC_EMPLOYEE_JAN                          
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                                   ROWPERM  Y                                   

   PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_IXJAN         NPSI     P  30         33         2     81    

   (PRIMARY)                                   10000                            

The column # COLS displays the number of index columns in the index or number of key-targets for expression, spatial,
or XML index. The number of index columns appears in parentheses in the same row as the type of index column value.

TABLESPACE
The first hierarchy level in the Dependency report is the tablespace information. In the example, DCV7VWDB.DCV7VWTS
represents a tablespace that the selected SQL statement references. DCV7VWDB represents the database where the
tablespace resides. The following list describes the statistics and fields that are associated with the tablespace.

TYPE
Displays the object type:

• Segment
• Simple
• Parttn (partitioned)
• UTS PBG (universal tablespace, partition-by-growth)
• UTS PBR (universal tablespace, partition-by-range)

L
Displays the locksize of the tablespace:

• A -- Any
• L -- Large Object (LOB)
• P -- Page
• R -- Row
• S -- Tablespace
• T -- Table

NACTIVE
Displays the number of active pages in the tablespace. N/A indicates statistics not gathered.

PTN
Displays the number of partitions in the tablespace.

SGSZ
Displays the number of pages in each segment of a tablespace.

PGSZE
Displays the size of pages in tablespace in kilobytes.

TABLE/ALIAS/VIEW/SYNM
The second hierarchy level in the Dependency report is the table/alias/view information. This level is slightly indented
under the tablespace. The following list describes the reporting fields for table/alias/view/synm:

R
Indicates whether an SQL statement references the object. The following values are valid:
*

References the object.
blank

Does not reference the object.
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TYPE
Indicates what type of object is listed in this row. The following types are valid:

• Table
• TB Func (Table function)
• TB Expr (Table Expression)
• MQT (Materialized Query Table)
• DGTT (Declare Global Temporary Table)
• Global (Global table)
• Alias
• View
• Synonym
• History (History Table)
• Clone-1 or Clone-2 (clone table with a current instance value of 1 or 2)
• Table-1 or Table-2 (base table that has a clone relationship and has a current instance value of 1 or 2)

The instance value of the clone is the opposite of the instance value of its base table. This difference occurs
because the value indicates which table (base table or its clone) has underlying data that the SQL statement
manipulates. For example, when the clone instance is 2 (Clone-2), the base table instance is 1 (Table-1).

E
Indicates the encoding scheme for tables and views. The following values are valid:

• E (EBCDIC)
• A (ASCII)
• M (Multiple CCSID set)
• U (Unicode)

V
Indicates whether volatile tables exist. The valid value is Y (Yes), Uses index access whenever possible.

CARD
Indicates the total number of rows in the table. The valid value is N/A, which indicates that no statistics were
gathered for the view or alias.
If RUNSTATS is not run, optimizer uses 10,000 rows.

NPAGES
Indicates the total number of pages on which the table rows appear. The valid value is N/A, which indicates that
statistics were not gathered for the view, alias, or created temporary table.

PCTPG
Indicates the percentage of total tablespace pages that contain rows of the table. The following values are valid:
Segment

Indicates that the percentage is of the total pages in the set of segments that are assigned to the table.
N/A

Indicates that no statistics were gathered for the view, alias, or created temporary table.
PCTRC

Indicates the percentage of rows that are compressed within the total number of active rows in the table. The
following values are valid:
Any

Indicates the percentage of rows that are compressed.
N/A

Indicates that the row describes a view, alias, or created temporary table, or that the exact number of
compressed rows is not available.
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The percent rows compressed column can be updated in the following ways:

• The Enhanced Explain Update Catalog Statistics function, which uses Statistics Manager to perform the
update.

• The SQL-Ease Update Catalog Statistics.

ROW PERMISSION
The third hierarchy level of the Dependency report is the row permission information. This level is indented under the
table/alias/view/synonym. In the example, SECXXX.PERM_ROLE_RESTRICTION represents a row permission that the
SQL statement references.

Row permissions appear in the Dependency report only when row access control is activated on the table upon which the
objects depend.

The following fields are reported on for row permission:

TYPE
Specifies an object type of ROWPERM.

E
Indicates whether the row permission is enabled. Valid values are Y or N.

INDEX
The fourth hierarchy level of the Dependency report is the index information. This level is indented under the table/alias/
view/synonym. In the example, PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_IXJAN represents an index that the SQL statement references.

The index type is displayed as a value in parentheses under the index. Indexes can have a type of NON-UNIQUE,
UNIQUE, PRIMARY, CLUSTERING, PADDED, COMPRESSED, or a combination of these keywords.

The following list describes the index fields:

C
Displays a “C” when the index is in clustered order.

TYPE
Displays the type of object in the row. The following values are valid:

• Type-2
• DPSI (Data Partitioning Secondary Index)
• NPSI (Non-Partitioned Secondary Index)
• PPI (Partitioned Partitioning Index)
• IX EXPR (Index Expression)
• Spatial
• XML IX (XML Index)
• DOCID IX (XML Document ID Index)
• HASH IX (Hash Index)

U
Indicates whether the index is unique. The following values are valid:
D

Indicates that the index is not unique (duplicates are allowed).
U

Indicates that the index is unique.
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P
Indicates that the primary index is unique.

C
Indicates that an index is used to enforce unique constraint.

N
Indicates that the index is unique when defined with UNIQUE WHERE NOT NULL.

R
Indicates that the index is unique when used to enforce the uniqueness of the nonprimary parent key.

G
Indicates that the index is unique when used to enforce the uniqueness of ROWID GENERATED BY
DEFAULT.

X
Indicates that the index is unique. A column can identify or locate XML values that are associated with a
row. This index enforces the uniqueness of the values in that column.

1ST/FULL
Displays one of the following values:
1STKEYCARDF

Contains the number of distinct values of the first key column (appears on the first line).
FULLKEYCARDF

Contains the number of distinct values of the key (appears on the second line).
N/A

Indicates that RUNSTATS is not run.
NLEAF/DRF (DATAREPEATFACTORF)

Displays one of the following values:
NLEAF

Indicates the number of active leaf pages in the index (appears on the first line).
DRF

Indicates the number of anticipated data pages that are touched following an index key order (appears on
the second line).

N/A
Indicates that RUNSTATS is not run.

NLVL
Displays the number of levels in the index tree. N/A indicates that RUNSTATS is not run.

CLUST
Displays the percentage of rows that are in clustering order. N/A indicates that RUNSTATS is not run.

TRIGGER
The fifth hierarchy level of the Dependency report is the trigger information. This level is indented under the index. In the
example, PDXXX.TRIG1 represents a trigger that the SQL statement references.

The following list describes the TRIGGER fields:

TYPE
Displays an object type of TRIGGER.
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TIME
Indicates whether triggered actions are applied to the base table before or after the event that activated the
trigger.

EVENT
Indicates the operation that activates the trigger. Valid values are INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE.

GRAN
Indicates whether the trigger is activated at the statement or row level.

COLUMN
The sixth hierarchy level of the Dependency report is the column information. This level is indented under the
index. In the example, the columns EMP_NO, EMP_ROWID, EMP_RESUME, EMP_401K, EMP_SALARY, and
EMP_UDTDEC that are displayed under the table PDXXX.EMPLOYEE_JAN represent data columns that the SQL
statement references. For indexes, the index key column or index key expression is displayed. Index key expressions
that are longer than 128 characters are truncated. In the example, the column EMP_NO is displayed under the index
PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_IXJAN.

The following list describes the column fields:

R
Displays an asterisk (*) to represent whether the SQL statement references the column. In the example, the SQL
statement references the EMP_NO, EMP_ROWID, and EMP_401K columns.

TYPE
Indicates the column type for data columns. In the example, the columns under the table
PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_JAN are data columns. The columns under the index PDXXX.DC_EMPLOYEE_IXJAN
are index columns.
Column types are as follows:
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• INTEGER -- Fullword binary
• SMALLINT -- Halfword binary
• FLOAT -- Floating-point
• CHAR -- Fixed-length character string
• VARCHAR -- Varying length character string
• LONGVAR -- Varying length character string
• DECIMAL -- Decimal
• GRAPHIC -- Fixed-length graphic string
• VARG -- Varying length graphic string
• LONGVARG -- Varying length graphic string
• DATE -- Date
• TIME -- Time
• TIMESTAMP -- Timestamp
• ROWID -- ROW ID data type
• BLOB -- Binary large object
• CLOB -- Character large object
• DBCLOB -- Double-byte character large object
• DISTINCT -- Distinct data type
• TIMESTZ -- Timestamp with time zone
• XML -- XML data type
• BIGINT -- Big integer
• BINARY -- Fixed-length binary string
• VARBIN -- Varying-length binary string
• DECFLOAT -- Decimal floating-point

N
Indicates whether the column contains nulls. The following values are valid:

• N -- Nulls
• blank

P
(Statistics Format) Indicates whether keys within the index are padded for varying length fields. The following
values are valid:

• Blank -- Indicates that VARCHAR column statistics are padded or statistics have not been collected yet.
• N -- Indicates that VARCHAR column statistics are not padded.

COLCARD
Displays the number of distinct values in the columns. For nonindexed columns, the value is estimated.

LENGTH
Displays the length attribute of the column or the precision and scale of a decimal column. This field displays the
external column length for DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP.

TYPE
(Index columns only) Indicates index column order. The following values are valid:

• Asc -- Ascending
• Desc -- Descending
• Random
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COLNO
(Index columns only) Indicates the numerical position of the column in the row. For index expression, if the
expression is not a single column, the field is blank.

COLSQ
(Index columns only) Indicates the numerical position of the column in the key. For index expression, the numeric
position of the expression (key-target) in the key.

DISTINCT-TYPE
The seventh hierarchy level of the Dependency report contains the distinct-type information. This level is indented
under the column. In the example, the distinct type column MIX_UDTDEC appears under the corresponding column
EMP_UDTDEC. Schema PDXXX precedes MIX_UDTDEC.

The following field is reported on for distinct-type:

TYPE
Displays the distinct-type base level column type.

COLUMN MASK
The eighth hierarchy level of the Dependency report contains the column mask information. This level is indented under
the column. In the example, the column mask MASK_SALARY_ROLE_RESTRICTION appears under the corresponding
column EMP_SALARY. Schema SEXCCC precedes MASK_SALARY_ROLE_RESTRICTION.

Column masks appear in the Dependency Report only when column access control is activated on the table upon which
the objects depend.

The following fields are reported on for column masks:

TYPE
Specifies an object type of COLMASK.

E
Indicates whether the column mask is active. Valid values are Y or N.

IDENTITY
The ninth hierarchy level of the Dependency report is the identity column information. This level is indented under the
column. In the example, the identity column SEQC2MA4NQSQ26Z displayed under corresponding column EMP_401K.
Schema PDXXX precedes SEQC2MA4NQSQ26Z.

The following list describes the identity column fields:

TYPE
Displays the object type of IDENTCOL.

CACHE
Displays the number of sequence values to preallocate in memory for faster access. A zero cache indicates that
no preallocation exists.

CYCLE
Indicates whether cycling occurs when a boundary is reached.

ORDER
Indicates whether the identity values must be generated in sequence.
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Index Probe Statistics Report
Db2 uses index probing to obtain more accurate filter factor estimates for matching predicates when conditions prevent
the Db2 optimizer from obtaining an accurate estimate. Improved filter factor estimates can help stabilize the access path.

The Index Probe Statistics report lets you assess how index probing influenced the access path that the Db2 optimizer
selected during SQL execution. For example, you can determine which runtime statistics the Db2 optimizer applied to the
query. This report is generated only for future explains.

The Index Probe Statistics Report consists of two subreports. The first subreport focuses on column distribution statistics.
This report is generated only when statistics are present in the DSN_COLDIST_TABLE explain table. The second
subreport focuses on key target distribution statistics. This report is generated only when statistics are present in the
DSN_KEYTGTDIST_TABLE explain table. Each report is generated on a per statement basis.

NOTE

For more information about how Db2 uses index probing, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS Performance Topics guide.

The following example shows the Index Probe Statistics Report:

INDEX PROBE STATISTICS:                                                       

 TABLE                                    TBACARDF     TBANACTIVEF  TBANPAGEF 

  COLDIST                        TYPE     NUMCOLS      CARDF        FREQF     

 ------------------------------- -------- ------------ ------------ ----------

 USER012.INDEXPROBE              TABLE    32,769       326          326       

  QUERYNO                        RTTCARD                                      

  QUERYNO                        RTPCARD                                      

   PART#  : 1                    PCAPNRWF 32,768       PCAPNPGF     325       

   PART#  : 2                    PCAPNRWF 1            PCAPNPGF     1         

  QUERYNO                        RTCCARD               25                     

  QUERYNO                        HISTGRAM 1            287,922      12%

   COLNAME: COL3                                                       

   QTILENO: 1                                                          

   LOWVAL : ....                                                       

            8000                                                       

            0004                                                       

   HIGHVAL: ....                                                       

            8000                                                       

            0004                                                       

 INDEX                                    IDXFULKF     IDXLEAFF     IDXNLVLF  

  KEYTGTDIST                     TYPE                                         

------------------------------- -------- ------------ ------------ ----------

 USER001.IXPROB41                INDEX    25           5,125        3         

  QUERYNO                        RTINDEX                                      

 USER001.IXPROB42                INDEX    25           5,975        3         

  QUERYNO                        RTINDEX                                      

 

The Table section of the column distribution statistics subreport contains a schema, tablename, and real-time table
cardinality statistics, if they were gathered. Statistics are reported by type, within separate indented blocks. Block contents
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vary by statistics type. This report displays statistics that are based on a single column (ColName) or a set of columns
(ColNo).

This report provides information about the following statistics:

• RTTCard -- Real-Time Table Cardinality statistics
• RTPCard -- Real-Time Partition Cardinality statistics
• RTCCard -- Real-Time Column Cardinality statistics (unique index only)
• Histgram -- Histogram statistics
• FreqVal -- Frequent Value statistics
• CGCard -- Cardinality statistics

The following column values are displayed for RTTCard statistics, only at the table level and only when valid statistics are
gathered:

TBACardF
Indicates the total number of table rows.

TBANactiveF
Indicates the number of active pages in the tablespace.

TBANPageF
Indicates the number of pages that the table uses.

The partition number displays when RTPCard statistics are present. The following RTPCard-related fields display when
valid statistics are gathered:

PCAPNRWF
Indicates the number of partition rows.

PCAPNPGF
Indicates the number of pages that the partition uses.

The following list describes the columns that apply to RTCCard, Histgram, FreqVal, and CGCard statistics:

NumCols
Indicates the number of columns that are associated with the RTCCard, Histgram, FreqVal, and CGCard
statistics. A value appears only when statistics are gathered.

CardF
Contains a value that varies according to the statistics type:
CGCard

Indicates the number distinct values for the column group. A value appears only when statistics are
gathered.

Histgram
Indicates the number of distinct column group values in a quantile.

RTCCard
Contains a value that is related to a real-time statistics column value that the COLVALUE column
determines. A value appears only when statistics are gathered.

FreQF
Indicates the percentage of table rows that have the reported column value.

NOTE
Histgram statistics display in characters and hex characters when valid statistics are gathered. Information that
is provided includes the ordinary quantile sequence number in the whole consecutive value range, and high and
low quantile bounds.
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The Index section of the key target distribution statistics subreport contains one row per index. Index schema, name, and
real-time index (RTIndex) statistics are provided, if they are gathered. Statistics are reported by type, within separate
indented blocks. Block contents vary by statistics type.

The following column values are displayed only at the index level and only when statistics are gathered:

IdxFulKF:
Indicates the number of distinct key values. This column is populated for RTIndex statistics.

IdxLeafF:
Indicates the number of active leaf pages in the indexspace. This column is populated for RTTCard statistics.

IdxNLvlF:
Indicates the number of indexspace levels. This column is populated for RTTCard statistics.

Referential Integrity Report
The Referential Integrity report is available for both Quick Explain and Explain Strategy Services. This report offers a
visual reference of defined referential relationships. The Referential Integrity report displays at the end of each explain
source type listing within the Enhanced Explain display.

A sample report appears in the following example:

PPA           --------- PLAN ANALYZER ENHANCED EXPLAIN ------------- PAGE   1  

DATE MM/DD/YY                    R.I. REPORT                         TIME 17:41

TABLE / RELNAME                                        RI  DELETERULE GROUPNAME

DSN8810.EMP                                                                    

  DSN8810.DEPT                                                                 

   RDE                                                 S   SET NULL            

    DSN8810.DEPT                                                               

     RDD                                               S   CASCADE             

    DSN8810.EMP                                                                

     RED                                               S   SET NULL            

    DSN8810.PROJ                                                               

     DEPTNO                                            S   RESTRICT            

The following list describes the fields on the Referential Integrity report:

TABLE/RELNAME
Indicates the name of the table for which the report analyzes the referential integrity relationships. Indentation
levels under the main table name indicate the parent-child relationships.

RI
Specifies the type of referential integrity. The following values are valid:
I

Specifies Informational System-defined referential integrity.
S

Specifies System-defined referential integrity.
U

Specifies User-defined referential integrity.
Deleterule

Indicates the rule that is used for deletions from this table. Deletion options are as follows:
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Set Null
Sets foreign keys of dependent rows to NULL.

Cascade
Deletes foreign keys of dependent rows.

Restrict
Restricts delete when dependent rows exist.

No Action
Indicates that action is not taken.

Groupname
Specifies the group name that is used for user-defined referential integrity that is established through RI Manager.
This field is not used for Db2 referential integrity relationships.

NOTE
The Plan Analyzer Expert System Rules facility (Physical rules section) also contains rules that address
referential integrity.

Tree Report
The Tree report displays each object the SQL statement references in a diagram format. Each object or group of objects
is indented and each object is listed on an individual row.

If a referenced object is an alias, a synonym, or Child table in a Parent-Children relationship, the dependency chain is
followed to the base table. All indexes and referenced columns are also identified.

A sample report follows:

 Tree Diagram of Physical Objects.

 DATABASE (DSNDB06)                                                           

I                                                                            

+--- TABLESPACE UTS PBG (DSNDB06.SYSTSTSP)    32 SEGMENTS     1 PARTITIONS   

     I                                                                       

     +--- TABLE (SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE)                                       

          I                                                                  

          +--- PRIMARY KEYCOL (DBNAME)                                       

          +--- PRIMARY KEYCOL (NAME)                                         

          I                                                                  

          +--- CHILD TABLE (SYSIBM.SYSLOBSTATS) SYSTEM/DSNDS@LN/CASCADE      

          I    I                                                             

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (DBNAME)                                  

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (NAME)                                    

          I                                                                  

          +--- CHILD TABLE (SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART) SYSTEM/DSNDS@DP/CASCADE     

          I    I                                                             

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (DBNAME)                                  

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (TSNAME)                                  

          I                                                                  

          +--- CHILD TABLE (SYSIBM.SYSTABLES) SYSTEM/DSNDS@DT/CASCADE        

          I    I                                                             

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (DBNAME)                                  

          I    +--- FOREIGN KEYCOL (TSNAME)                                  

          I                                                                  

          +--- INDEX NPSI (SYSIBM.DSNDSX01)                                  

               I    PRIMARY,CLUSTERING                                       
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               I                                                             

               +--- IXCOL (DBNAME)                                           

               +--- IXCOL (NAME)

Instead of displaying a tree diagram for each SQL statement, the tree report displays only after the detail reports for an
SQL source. All the objects that the SQL source references are accumulated and reported once. You can explain your
Db2 plans and then see structural details of the databases, tablespaces, tables, and indexes that the explained source
SQL references.

This report also diagrams all referential integrity relationships, showing the child tables with relationship types, names, and
delete rules affected by the SQL you are performing against a given parent table. Primary and foreign key columns are
diagrammed also.

The following list describes the fields on the Tree Report:

DATABASE
Represents a database name (in parentheses) that the selected SQL statement references.

TABLESPACE
Represents a tablespace name (in parentheses) that the selected SQL statement references. Tablespace type,
number of segments, and partitions are also listed. TABLESPACE is slightly indented under DATABASE. The
following values are valid:

• Simple
• Segment
• Parttn (Partitioned)
• UTS PBG (Universal tablespace, partition by growth)
• UTS PBG (Universal tablespace, partition by range)

TABLE
Represents a table type and table name (in parentheses) that the selected SQL statement references. TABLE is
slightly indented under TABLESPACE. The following values are valid:

• TABLE
• TABLE GLOBAL (Global Temporary)
• TABLE MQT (Materialized Query)
• TABLE CLONE
• TABLE HISTORY

NOTE
The active characteristic for TABLE or TABLE CLONE indicates the current base object.

ALIAS
Represents the alias name (in parentheses) for the table that the selected SQL statement references. ALIAS is
slightly indented under TABLE.

SYNONYMS
Represents the synonym name (in parentheses) for the table that the selected SQL statement references.
SYNONYMS is slightly indented under TABLE.

CHILD TABLE
Represents the child table (in parentheses) for the table that the selected SQL statement references. CHILD
TABLE is slightly indented under TABLE. Referential integrity type, name of the constraint, and type of delete rule
for the referential constraint are listed. Valid values for referential integrity type are as follows:

• INFO (Informational System-defined)
• SYSTEM (System-defined)
• USER (User-defined)
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Valid values for delete rule type are as follows:

• CASCADE
• RESTRICT
• SET NULL
• NO ACTION

INDEX
Indicates the index type and index name (in parentheses), and the number of index partitions for a partitioned
index. INDEX is slightly indented under TABLE, ALIAS, or SYNONYM. The following values are valid:

• Type-2
• DPSI (Data Partitioning Secondary Index)
• NPSI (Nonpartitioned Secondary Index)
• PPI (Partitioned Partitioning Index)
• EXPR (Index Expression)
• Spatial
• XML (XML Index)
• DOCID (XML Document ID Index)
• HASH (Hash Index)

The second indented index line indicates the characteristics of the Index. Index characteristics can be NON-
UNIQUE, UNIQUE, PRIMARY, CLUSTERING, PADDED, or COMPRESSED, or a combination of these keywords.

PRIMARY KEYCOL
Represents the primary key column name (in parentheses) and references the table. PRIMARY KEYCOL is
slightly indented under TABLE.

FOREIGN KEYCOL
Represents the foreign key column name (in parentheses) and refers to the child table. FOREIGN KEYCOL is
slightly indented under CHILD TABLE.

IXCOL
Represents an index column name (in parentheses). IXCOL is slightly indented under INDEX.

Statistics Report
The Statistics report displays all pertinent Db2 catalog statistics in an easy-to-read hierarchical format for all Db2 objects
that the SQL statements reference.

Statistics Report (New Format)
The Statistics report displays all pertinent Db2 catalog statistics in an easy-to-read hierarchical format for all Db2 objects
that the SQL statements reference. This report lets you review the statistics that were active, perhaps due to a catalog
update, when the EXPLAIN was performed. The report shows statistics used by the optimizer to determine access path
and space tuning-related statistics. A database administrator can use these reports during the tuning process to determine
things such as when to reorganize the tablespace.

You can access the Statistics report by displaying the Reports panel and entering U next to the Statistics report option.
You can request the short format or long format Statistics report by entering the STAT line command for an SQL statement
within the following facilities:
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• Quick Explain
• Explain Strategy Services
• Query Explain Database
• Compare Explain Versions
• Object Reporting
• Statement Reporting
• Identify Problem SQL

The report includes the following sections:

TABLESPACE

The tablespace statistics report shows tablespace-level statistics used by Db2 for costing of non-segmented tablespaces.
Db2 uses the report field Nactive during access path determination.

The report heading displays the word TABLESPACE followed by the database name and tablespace name. The report
fields are as follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the tablespace statistics (SYSTABLESPACE) were updated.

Pgsize
Indicates the size of pages in the tablespace (in kilobytes).

Nactive
Indicates the number of active pages in the tablespace. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Dssize
Indicates the maximum size of a data set (in kilobytes).

TABLEPART

The table partition statistics report shows statistics for space utilization. Db2 does not use the statistics in this report for
access path determination.

The report heading displays the word TABLEPART followed by the partition number. The report fields are as follows:

Partno
Indicates the partition number. If the field contains 0, the tablespace is not partitioned.

Statstime
Indicates the last time the table partition statistics (SYSTABLEPART) were updated.

Nearindref
Indicates the number of rows that have been relocated near their original page. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Farindref
Indicates the number of rows that have been relocated far from their original page.If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Pagesave
Indicates the percentage of pages saved in the tablespace or partition as a result of defining the tablespace with
COMPRESS YES or other compression routines. The value is 0 if no savings result from using data compression,
or if statistics have not been gathered. The value can be negative, if data compression causes an increase in the
number of pages in the data set.

Percactive
Indicates the percentage of space occupied by rows of data from active tables. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.
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Percdrop
Indicates the percentage of space occupied by rows of dropped tables. If no valid statistics have been gathered,
N/A appears.

Card
Indicates the cardinality (number of rows) in the tablespace or partition. If no valid statistics have been gathered,
N/A appears.

Extents
Indicates the number of data set extents. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Dsnum
Indicates the number of data sets. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Pqty
(For user-managed data sets) Indicates that the value is the primary space allocation (in units of 4-KB storage
blocks).

Secqty
(For user-managed data sets) Indicates that the value is the secondary space allocation (in units of 4-KB storage
blocks).

Space
Indicates the number of kilobytes of DASD allocated to the indexspace partition. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

TABLE

The table statistics report shows table-level statistics used by Db2 throughout the query costing process. Db2 uses the
report fields Card, Npages, and Pctrowcomp during access path determination.

The report heading displays the word TABLE followed by the object table schema and name. The report fields are as
follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the table statistics (SYSTABLES) were updated.

Card
Indicates the total number of rows in the table. If statistics are not gathered, or if the row describes a view, alias,
or created temporary table, the value N/A appears.

Npages
Indicates the number of pages used by the table. If statistics are not gathered, or if the row describes a view,
alias, or created temporary table, the value N/A appears.

Pctrowcomp
Indicates the percentage of rows compressed within the total number of active rows in the table. If statistics are
not gathered, or if the row describes a view, alias, or created temporary table, the value N/A appears.

Avgrowlen
Indicates the average length of rows for the tables in the tablespace. If the tablespace is compressed, the value is
the compressed row length. If the tablespace is not compressed, the value is the uncompressed row length. If no
valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Pctpages
Indicates the percentage of active tablespace pages that contain rows of the table. If statistics are not gathered, or
if the row describes a view, alias, or created temporary table, the value N/A appears.

Space
Indicates the number of kilobytes of DASD allocated to the index. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A
appears.
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INDEX

The index statistics report shows table-level index statistics used by Db2 for index costing. Db2 uses the report fields
Clustering, Clustrato, 1stkeycard, Fullkycard, Nleaf, Nlevels, and Datarfact during access path determination.

The report heading displays the word INDEX followed by the object index schema and name. The report fields are as
follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the index statistics (SYSINDEXES) were updated.

Clustrato
Indicates the percentage of rows in clustering order. If statistics have not been gathered, the value is 0. If the
statistics are from a Node-id or XML index, N/A appears.

1stkeycard
Identifies the number of distinct values for the first key column. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A
appears.

Fullkycard
Identifies the number of distinct values of the key. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Clusterng
Indicates whether CLUSTER was specified for the index.

Nleaf
Identifies the number of active leaf pages in the index. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Nlvl
Indicates the number of levels in the index tree. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Datarfact (Datarepeatfactorf)
Indicates the number of times that data pages are repeatedly scanned after the index key is ordered. This statistic
is collected only when the STATCLUS subsystem parameter is set to ENHANCED. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Space
Indicates the number of kilobytes of DASD allocated to the index. If the index was defined with DEFINE NO, N/A
appears.

INDEXPART

The index partition statistics report shows index partition statistics used by Db2 for indexspace use and index
organization. Db2 does not use these statistics during access path determination.

The report heading displays the word INDEXPART followed by the partition number. The report fields are as follows:

Partno
Indicates the partition number. A value of 0 indicates that the index is not partitioned.

Statstime
Indicates the last time the index partition statistics (SYSINDEXPART) were updated.

Faroffpos
Indicates the number of referenced rows that are far from optimal position because of an insert into a full page. If
no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Nearoffpos
Indicates the number of referenced rows that are near (but not at) optimal position because of an insert into a full
page. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Leafdist
Indicates 100 times the average number of leaf pages between successive active leaf pages of the index.
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Leaffar
Indicates the number of leaf pages located physically far away from previous leaf pages for successive active leaf
pages accessed in an index scan. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Leafnear
Indicates the number of leaf pages physically near previous leaf pages for successive active leaf pages. If no valid
statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Pqty
(For user-managed data sets) Indicates that the value is the primary space allocation (in units of 4-KB storage
blocks).

Secqty
(For user-managed data sets) Indicates that the value is the secondary space allocation (in units of 4-KB storage
blocks).

Space
Indicates the number of kilobytes of DASD allocated to the index space partition. If the index was defined with
DEFINE NO, N/A appears.

Card
Indicates the number of keys in the index that refer to data rows or LOBs. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Extents
Indicates number of data set extents. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Dsnum
Indicates the number of data sets. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

KEYTARGET

This report shows table-level frequency, histogram, and multi-column cardinality statistics for column-expression index
keys used by Db2 in filter factor estimation algorithms for matched expressions. Db2 uses the report fields Card,
High2key, Low2key, and Statsfmt during access path determination.

The report heading displays the report name KEYTARGET followed by the derived text from an index expression or XML
pattern. The report fields are as follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the key target statistics (SYSKEYTARGETS) were updated.

Nulls
Indicates whether the key target contains null values. Valid values are YES or NO.

Keyseq
Indicates the numeric position of the key target in the index.

Coltype
Indicates the type of the key target. For key target type DISTINCT, the value is the actual masked key target type.

Length
Indicates the length attribute of the key target. For key target type DECIMAL, the generated value has the
following format:
length, scale

For key-target type ROWID, the value is the maximum length.
Card

Indicates an estimated number of distinct values for the key target. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A
appears.
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Statsfmt
Indicates whether varying-length key target data is padded. Valid values are YES or NO.

High2key
Indicates the second highest key value. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character format. If no
valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Low2key
Indicates the second lowest key value. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character format. If no
valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

KEYTGTDIST

The key target distribution statistics report shows table-level frequency, histogram, and multi-column cardinality statistics
for column-expression index keys used by Db2 in filter factor estimation algorithms for matched expressions. Db2 uses
the report fields Type, Card, Frequencyf, Keycols, Keygrpky#, Keyvalue, Quantile#, Highvalue, and Lowvalue during
access path determination.

The report heading displays the report name KEYTGTDIST followed by the derived text from an index expression or XML
pattern. The report fields are as follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the key target distribution statistics (SYSKEYTGTDIST) were updated.

Keyseq
Indicates the numeric position of the key target in the index.

Type
Indicates the type of gathered statistics. Valid values are as follows:

• Cardinality
• Freqval (frequent value)
• Npad freqva (non-padded frequent value)
• Histogram

Card
Indicates one of the following:

• (For statistics type cardinality) Indicates the number of distinct values for the key group.
• (For statistics type histogram) indicates the number of distinct values for the key group in a quantile.

If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

FrequencyF
Indicates one of the following:

• (For statistics type frequent value or non-padded frequent value) Indicates the percentage of index entries with
a frequently occurring value (keyvalue).

• (For statistics type histogram) Indicates percentage of index entries that falls in the range of the quantile.

If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Numkeys
Indicates the number of keys associated with the statistics.

Keygrpky#
Displays information regarding keys associated with the statistics. If the field is blank, a single key is associated
with the statistics. If a set of key column numbers is associated with the statistics, a string of numbers, separated
by spaces, appears.
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Keyvalue
Displays the statistical data of a frequently occurring value. This report field is shown in the report only if statistic
type frequent value or non-padded frequent value is present. The statistical data is shown in character and hex
character format. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Quantile#
Displays the ordinary sequence number of a quantile in the whole consecutive value range, from low to high.
This report field is shown in the report only if statistic type histogram is present. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Highvalue
Indicates the higher bound for the quantile. This report field is shown in the report only if statistic type histogram is
present. The statistical data is shown in both character and hex character format. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Lowvalue
Indicates the lower bound for the quantile. This report field is shown in the report only if statistic type histogram is
present. The statistical data is shown in both character and hex character format. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

COLUMN

The column statistics report shows table-level column statistics used by Db2 to estimate predicate filter factors. Db2 uses
the report fields Colcard, High2key, and Low2key during access path determination.

The report heading displays the report name COLUMN followed by the object column name. Report fields are as follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the column statistics (SYSCOLUMN) were updated.

Nulls
Indicates whether the column contains null values. Valid values are YES or NO.

Colcard
Identifies an estimated number of distinct values in the column. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A
appears.

Coltype
Indicates the type of column. For column type DISTINCT, the value is the actual masked column type.

Length
Indicates the length attribute of the column. For column type DECIMAL, the generated value has the following
format:
length, scale

For column types CLOB, BLOB, DBCLOB, or ROWID, the value is the maximum length.
Distinct

Indicates the schema and name of the distinct column type. This field is shown in the report only if column
type distinct is present.

High2key
Indicates the second highest value of the column. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character
format. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Low2key
Indicates the second lowest value of the column. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character
format. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.
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COLDIST

The column distribution statistics report shows table-level frequency, histogram, and multi-column cardinality statistics
used by Db2 to estimate predicate filter factors. Db2 uses the report fields Type, Card, Frequencyf, Numcols, Colgrpcol#,
Colvalue, Quantile#, Highvalue, and Lowvalue during access path determination.

The report heading displays the report name COLDIST followed by the object column name. Report fields are as follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the column distribution statistics (SYSCOLDIST) were updated.

Type
Identifies the type of statistics gathered. The following values are valid:

• Cardinality
• Freqval (frequent value)
• Npad freqva (non-padded frequent value)
• Histogram

Card
Indicates one of the following:

• (For statistics type cardinality) Indicates the number of distinct values for the column group.
• (For statistics type histogram) Indicates the number of distinct values for the column group in a quantile.

If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

FrequencyF
Indicates one of the following:

• (For statistics type frequent value or non-padded frequent value) Indicates the percentage of rows in the table
with a frequently occurring value (colvalue).

• (For statistics type histogram) Indicates percentage of table rows that falls in the quantile whose range is
limited by [LOWVALUE, HIGHVALUE].

If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Numcols
Indicates the number of columns associated with the statistics.

Colgrpcol#
Displays information regarding columns associated with the statistics. If the field is blank, a single column is
associated with the statistics. If a set of column numbers is associated with the statistics, a string of numbers
appears, with the numbers separated by spaces.

Colvalue
Displays the data of a frequently occurring value. This field is shown in the report only if statistic type frequent
value or non-padded frequent value is present. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character
format. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Quantile#
Indicates the ordinary sequence number of a quantile in the whole consecutive value range, from low to high.
This field is shown in the report only if statistic type histogram is present. If no valid statistics have been gathered,
N/A appears.

Highvalue
Indicates the higher bound for the quantile. This report field is shown in the report only if statistic type histogram is
present. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character format. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.
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Lowvalue
Indicates the lower bound for the quantile. This report field is shown in the report only if statistic type histogram is
present. The statistical data is shown in character and hex character format. If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

LOBSTATS

The LOB statistics report shows LOB tablespace statistics, auxiliary table statistics, and auxiliary index statistics. Db2
does not use the statistics in this report for access path determination.

The report heading displays the report name LOBSTATS. The report fields are as follows:

Statstime
Indicates the last time the LOB statistics (SYSLOBSTATS) were updated.

Aux TS
Indicates the auxiliary database and tablespace name for a LOB.

Avgsize
Indicates the average size of a LOB in a LOB tablespace (defined as bytes). If no valid statistics have been
gathered, N/A appears.

Freespace
Indicates the available space in a LOB tablespace (defined as kilobytes). If no valid statistics have been gathered,
N/A appears.

Orgratio
Indicates the percentage of organization in a LOB tablespace. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A
appears.

Aux TB
Indicates the auxiliary schema and table name for a LOB.

Card
Indicates the total number of LOBs in an auxiliary table. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Space
Indicates the kilobytes of DASD storage allocated to an auxiliary table. If no valid statistics have been gathered,
N/A appears.

Aux IX
Indicates the auxiliary schema and index name for a LOB.

Nlevels
Indicates the number of levels in an index tree. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Pagesize
Indicates the size (in kilobytes) for leaf pages in an index. If no valid statistics have been gathered, N/A appears.

Space
Indicates the kilobytes of DASD storage allocated to an auxiliary index. If the auxiliary index was defined with
DEFINE NO, N/A appears.

Statistics Report (Old Format)
The Statistics report (old format) displays all pertinent Db2 catalog statistics in an easy-to-read format for all Db2 objects
that the SQL statements reference. This report lets you review the statistics that were active, perhaps due to a catalog
update, when the explain was performed. The report shows statistics used by the optimizer to determine access path and
space tuning-related statistics. A database administrator can use these reports during the tuning process to determine
things such as when to reorganize the tablespace.
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NOTE
The old format of the Statistics report does not display any of the new statistics columns present in the Db2
catalog since Db2 V6. To see the new column information, use the new format of the Statistics report.

You can access the Statistics report by displaying the Reports panel and entering U next to the Statistics report option.
You can also request the Statistics report by entering the STAT line command for an SQL statement within the following
facilities:

• Quick Explain
• Explain Strategy Services
• Query Explain Database
• Compare Explain Versions
• Object Reporting
• Statement Reporting
• Identify Problem SQL

The following describes the fields on the Statistics report (old format):

Section I
Shows the statistics that Db2 should use during the actual BIND process. This is the process that also occurs at
EXPLAIN time. These statistics tell Db2 where the data is and how it is configured. Db2 uses this information to
determine the optimal access path to the data.

Section II
Provides statistics that are of use to a DBA during the tuning process. By watching these numbers, a DBA can
be notified of things such as when to run a reorganization of the tablespace. These statistics are not used by Db2
during the BIND process and are informational only.

Rule Reports
When you use the Quick Explain or Explain Strategy options, you can use the Expert System Rules to analyze the SQL.
During EXPLAIN processing, the SQL statements and underlying objects are analyzed in comparison to the selected rules
of the rule set. Violated rules appear on the selected Enhanced Explain rule report with a recommendation for fixing the
problem. This section describes these reports:

For example, the PROD rule set contains a rule specifying that a table cannot have over 20 pages unless it uses an
index. When you use Enhanced Explain, you specify the PROD rule set and select the Physical Rule report. The SQL
statements and underlying objects are analyzed according to the PROD rule set. If a table has 30 pages and no index, the
report displays the violated rule and a way to correct the violation.

All rules that see an object, such as a table, display only once. For example, if a table contains 50 columns and the
rule specifies a maximum of 30 columns per table, the first statement that references that table triggers the rule. Any
subsequent statements that reference the table do not trigger the rule. This rule is suppressed until the next SQL source
(SRCxxxx card in the Enhanced Explain input) is processed.

When a rule is first issued, the long version displays so that you have access to all the text for the rule and
recommendation. When that same rule is issued later, the short form of the rule displays. This short form contains the
variable information specific to that occurrence. In addition, the short form includes the page number where the long
form of the rule was first encountered. If necessary, you can use the page number to locate the full text of the rule and
recommendation.

Four types of rule reports are provided:

SQLRULE
Displays the SQL rules that were used to flag potential problems located in your SQL. Recommendations on how
to improve your SQL are also provided.
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PHYSRULE
Displays the rules that were used to flag potential problems with the objects that the SQL operates on.
Recommendations on how to improve your physical object configurations are also provided. For example,
physical design rules can help identify indexes with an excessive leaf distribution.

PLANRULE
Displays the rules that were used to flag potential problems with your plans or packages and offers
recommendations. This report applies only to the SQL obtained from the Db2 system catalog. From the data
editor panels, this means that the Type must be set to Autobuild (A, AK) or Catalog (C, CK).

PREDRULE
Displays predicate rules that were used to flag potential problems that are located in your SQL. For example, this
report can help you identify poorly coded predicates that do not take advantage of an existing index.

Long Rule Report

You can generate the rule reports in a long or short format. This section describes the long format of the rule reports.

The rule reports share the same report layout. For this reason, only one of the rule reports is shown in the following
example:

 SQL Design Rule: 0059    ---------------------------------------------------

  This SQL statement contains the following search condition:

  LMODULE = :LMOD_NAME AND CALLTYPE = 'S'

  This search condition is of the form "predicate1 AND predicate2", where both

  predicates are indexable, and as a result may be eligible for Multiple Index

  processing.

  RECOMMENDATION: 0108         

  Consider creating indexes on the columns in these predicates to allow DB2 to

  use indexes for the predicate evaluation. DB2 will build eligible row ID

  (RID) lists using an index for each predicate and then UNION/INTERSECT these

  RID lists together to build a composite RID list. This composite RID list

  will be sorted into ascending row ID order and will be used to access the

  necessary data pages.

 

Short Rule Report

The short form of the rule reports always references the long form of the rule reports. The short form shows only symbolic
parameters and rule and recommendation numbers. Use the symbolic parameters to fill in the text of the long form of the
rule to see how the rule affects your SQL.

The short rule reports share the same report format. For this reason, only one of the rule reports is shown in the following
example. In the example, the top portion illustrates the long form of a rule report and the bottom portion illustrates the
short form.

SQL Design Rule: 0071 -------------------------------- Severity Code = 0       

 This SQL uses the MAX column function on the column "COL3" of the table       

 "USERxx .TSTPART1".                                                           

 RECOMMENDATION: 0076                                                          
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 Place an descending index on this column to allow DB2 to obtain the maximum   

 value via a Fetch Index scan. A Fetch Index scan will just read the first    

 page of the index to obtain the maximum value for this column.               

SQL Design Rule: 0071         SC: 0          Recommendation: 0076   Page:    36

 Value for COLUMN     is: COL2                                                 

 Value for TABLE      is: USERxx .TSTPART1

 

Rules Displaying Once

Six SQL rules display only once when the condition that triggered the SQL rule is encountered. Rule processing lets you
exercise greater control over rule display. The following rules are displayed only once within the SQLRULE report:

0010
A table has indexes that are defined on it, yet no indexes are accessed. SQL rule 0010 does not display in the
SQLRULE report for a table when an index is accessed.

0016
SQL rule 0016 does not display in the SQLRULE report when no sorting for the clauses is performed or when the
columns in the clause are in more than one table.

0017
SQL rule 0017 does not display in the SQLRULE report when no sorting for the clauses is performed or when the
columns in the clause are in more than one table.

0018
SELECT DISTINCT clauses reference columns not belonging to a clustering index. SQL rule 0018 does not
display in the SQLRULE report when no sorting for the clauses is performed or when the columns are from more
than one table.

0059
SQL statements contain one or more search conditions (“predicate1 AND predicate2”) that are indexable. SQL
rule 0059 does not display in the SQLRULE report when an index is accessed.

0060
SQL statements contain one or more search conditions (“predicate1 OR predicate2”) that are indexable. SQL rule
0060 does not display in the SQLRULE report when an index is accessed.

Enhanced Explain Return Codes
The enhanced explain return code that is passed to the Batch Processor is the highest of the following codes:

• The highest severity codes set through the Expert System Rules reports
• The highest enhanced explain exceptions return code
• The highest Compare Explain Versions report return code

These return codes also set the Batch Processor return code that is returned to the job step. Optionally, you can execute
another job step conditionally.

Return Codes for Enhanced Explain Exceptions

You can specify the return codes for three types of enhanced explain exceptions. You define these user-defined return
codes in the PPA parmlib member at installation. You can set the value to any number from 0 to 4,095. The default
parmlib setting is 0.These return codes give you immediate feedback on your explain processing. The enhanced explain
exception return codes are described as follows:
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EXPLRC1
Indicates that there are no SQL statements for enhanced explain to process.

EXPLRC2
Indicates the following conditions:

• For future explains, SQL errors occurred during the explain or a special SQL code (@007) was returned.
• For current explains, a special SQL code (@003 - @006) was returned.
• For either a current or future explain, an SQL error occurred at connection time while executing a SET

CURRENT SQLID = 'secondary authorization ID' command.

EXPLRC3
Indicates that general errors occurred during enhanced explain processing.

Return Codes for Compare Explain Versions Report

You can specify three return codes for Compare Explain Versions reports. You define these return codes in the PPA
parmlib member at installation. You can set the value to any number from 0 to 4,095. The default parmlib setting is
0.These return codes give you immediate feedback on your version comparisons. The Compare Explain Versions report
return codes are described as follows:
CEVRC1

Indicates that access path differences were detected in the compared versions.
CEVRC2

Indicates that SQL or host variable differences were detected in the compared versions.
CEVRC3

Indicates that SQL cost differences were detected in the compared versions.
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Using
This section describes how to use the different product components to perform tasks related to using historical data,
plan and package management, optimization hints, Db2 profiles, batch reporting, statistics, and stored procedures.
For example, this section describes how to compare access paths, perform a BIND or REBIND, manage virtual index
definitions, and implement statement-level optimization hints for static SQL.

Best Practices: Optimize Performance
This article contains performance recommendations to consider when using the Plan Analyzer Enhanced Explain facility.

Avoid the Db2 System Catalog

The Enhanced Explain facility uses information in the Db2 system catalog to perform an analysis. Using this catalog can
cause many performance problems, especially in large Db2 environments.

As an alternative, try using Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM), which avoids the Db2 system catalog for all functions
except future explains. Future explains use the native dynamic EXPLAIN command, which accesses the system catalog
tables. For more information about ACM, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Create Explain Tables and Indexes Before Executing an Explain

Complete the following tasks to improve explain performance:

• Create the explain tables and associated indexes before you execute a CURRENT or FUTURE explain. Creating these
objects before the explain eliminates the overhead of building the object when the explain occurs. Creating indexes
ahead of time also eliminates performance problems that can occur when a user without index creation authority
executes a future explain.

• Perform an IBM RUNSTATS against the explain tables and indexes to help Plan Analyzer obtain the best access path.

Create More Indexes on Db2 Catalog Tables

Creating more indexes on the SYSFIELDS Db2 catalog tables can improve performance in the following product areas:

• Quick Explain
• Explain Strategy Services
• Plan Reporting
• Statement Reporting
• Plan/Package Utilities

For information about creating the optional catalog indexes, see the product configuration instructions in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

NOTE

The performance impact can vary based on your product usage. We do not guarantee any performance
improvement as a result of index creation. If these indexes do not improve performance, consider removing
them.

After you create the indexes, execute RUNSTATS against them. Then, rebind the Plan Analyzer plan and packages to use
the new access paths.
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Limit Analysis Requests

Some enhanced explain reports and options access the SYSFIELDS, SYSVIEWS, and SYSRELS tables. (Other catalog
tables are accessed, but these tables have indexes that the product analysis uses and they do not consume much
resources.) Limiting the analysis that these reports or options perform can improve performance and can reduce the
amount of required resources. For example, the SQLRULE report (short or long)-Rule 0062 accesses SYSFIELDS. For
the SQLRULE and PHYSRULE reports, omit the report, or select the report but deactivate the listed rules in the rule set.

Specifying Process Views = Y in the Global Explain Options results in accessing SYSVIEWS. Although SYSVIEWS
has a defined index, all underlying objects for the view are retrieved from the catalog, which affects explain report
performance. When Process Views = N is specified, references to views are not processed as they typically would be.
This processing change can cause an incomplete analysis (for example, when the predicates in the view are analyzed).

SYSRELS also has a defined index. SYSRELS affects the explain report performance because all underlying referential
objects are retrieved from the catalog. The following reports and options access SYSRELS:

• TREE report
• Referential Integrity report
• Physical Rules report (short or long)–Rules 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, and 1061

Maintain Objects

Use the following procedure to maintain the Plan Analyzer objects:

1. Use the Explain Strategy Services and the Statistics Manager to delete old explain strategies and statistics strategies.
2. Reorganize the following tablespaces:

– Explain strategy tablespaces (PTITSPA1, PTITSPA3, and PTITSPA4)
– Historical database tablespaces (PTITSANA, PTITSANB, PTITSPAB, and PTITSPA8)
– Statistics strategy tablespaces (PTITSPSF, PTITSPSD, and PTITSPSE)

3. (Optional) Create image copies of the tablespaces. For more information about the Plan Analyzer tablespaces, see
Plan Analyzer Objects (login required).

Use Compare History and Compare Summary to Compare Versions

To compare explain versions, use the Compare History function instead of the Compare Explain Versions facility. The
Compare History function mirrors Compare Explain Versions but it does not generate a report. Eliminating the report
reduces the explain report output and the execution time of the explain strategy.

To view the comparison results, use the Compare Summary report. This report is accessible through the product panels,
thus avoiding the need to examine each Compare Explain Versions report that is generated in the explain output.

Use Filters to Target SQL for Analysis

Using filters to target SQL for analysis reduces the amount of SQL that is analyzed. The Enhanced Explain facility
provides four filters to help you target the most relevant SQL for an enhanced explain:

• Cost filters (with the COST report) filter out any SQL that does not exceed the cost that you establish. The enhanced
explain analyzes the statements that exceed this filter.

• Search conditions target SQL statements with specific SQL syntax. This syntax can include SQL statements with
nonindexable and nonsargable (non-Stage 1) predicates, with subqueries, and with column or scalar functions. Use
AND and OR together to form complex conditions. The enhanced explain analyzes only those SQL statements that
meet the conditions.

• Search filters search for a specific character string, such as a table or column name. The enhanced explain analyzes
only those SQL statements that contain the specified strings.

• Access path filters limit the explained SQL to statements that match certain access methods. For example, you can
explain only those statements that contain LOCKS, tablespace scans, or nonmatching indexes.
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Submit a Batch Reporting Job
You can generate Plan Analyzer reports by submitting a batch job. The Batch Reporting facility creates a job stream with
the necessary JCL commands and control information.

NOTE
Do not confuse the Batch Reporting facility with the Batch Processor. Batch Reporting is a facility for generating
Plan Analyzer reports in batch. The Batch Processor is a product for processing data sets that contain SQL and
special Batch Processor commands.

The default model JCL member for batch reporting is unloaded into a product library at installation time. The JCL member
name is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM(PPA), in the RPTMODEL parameter. You can change the default member to
comply with your site standards.

Batch reporting uses the Execution Libraries parameters from your global profile to locate the load libraries. The load
libraries generate the STEPLIB cards that are required during the batch execution. You can change your profile settings
by selecting the Profile option from the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Nearly all product reports are available through batch reporting. You can generate them at off-peak times by sending the
report job stream to the held queue for later execution. You can also create customized reports through the Extended
Query Facility (EQF).

You can access the Batch Reporting facility by entering the BATCH primary command from the following menus and
reports:

• Plan Reporting
• Package Reporting
• Object Reporting
• Statement Reporting
• Query Reporting
• Identify Problem SQL
• Query Explain Database
• Compare Explain Versions
• Identify Problem Plan/Package(s)

Submit the Job

This section explains how to submit a batch reporting job.

1. Complete the header fields on any Catalog Reporting, Identify Problem SQL, or Query Explain Database menu or
report.

2. Type BATCH on the command line and press Enter.
3. Provide values in the Option, JOBCARD, and SYSOUT fields. Optionally provide a value in the Action field. Press

Enter.
Depending on your Option value, one of the following actions occurs:

• If you typed E, the SQL Editor panel appears with the report job stream to use for execution. Modify the job stream
as needed. Press F3 (End) to return to the Job Submission panel. The entire job stream appears in the report
input section.

• If you typed S, the report job stream is immediately submitted to JES.
• If you typed D, the Batch Dataset Selection panel appears. Specify the name of the Batch Processor (PBP) data

set.

Press Enter.
The batch reporting job is written to the specified data set. The Job Submission panel reappears.
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NOTE
The last line of the printed report might indicate that the report is incomplete. This message occurs when the
print line size of the report is greater than 132. This message can also occur when the report contains columns
that are typically excluded during online processing, such as QON qualifier fields.

Batch Reporting Return Codes

The Plan Analyzer Batch Reporting facility issues the following codes to indicate the status of a batch reporting job:

4
Indicates that the batch job executed successfully, but with warnings.

8
Indicates that significant errors occurred.

12
Indicates that major errors occurred.

16
Indicates a severe error.

68
Indicates a GETMAIN error.

98
Indicates a Batch Processor error (Return code >= 8) for action BIND/REBIND/FREE.

99
Indicates a SQL error.

NOTE
Return codes for the Compare Explain Versions reports can be defined in the PPA parmlib member at
installation.

Perform an On-Demand Rebind Compare Analysis
A rebind compare analysis shows the cost benefit of rebinding a package. When you perform an on-demand analysis,
Plan Analyzer executes a current explain and a future explain against the selected catalog package. The explain results
are then compared, and the Rebind Compare Analysis report is generated. This report shows only the SQL statements
with a changed access path.

In the following video, a DBA uses rebind compare analysis to determine whether a virtual index definition affects a
problematic SQL statement:

Before you perform the analysis, verify that you are authorized to create an explain table. You also need authorization
to execute an explain on a plan or package. We also recommend that you create the explain tables and indexes
before performing the analysis.

To perform an on-demand rebind compare analysis, issue the RCA line command. You can issue this command from
within most catalog reports where a package line exists and from the following product facilities:

• Query Explain Database
• Compare Explain Versions
• Identify Problem SQL
• Identify Problem Packages
• Source Database Maintenance
• Plan/Package Utilities
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Consider the following items when you use the RCA command:

• Historical explain data is not considered when the RCA command is issued from within the following functions:
– Query Explain Database
– Compare Explain Versions
– Identify Problem SQL

• The following reports contain package lines, but they do not support on-demand rebind compare analysis:
– Package User Authorization
– Package Plan Inclusion
– Plan Packlist

Historical Data
The historical database contains all explains that you have executed and saved. The historical database also includes
the SQL sources that were created in Plan Analyzer. In the historical database, each SQL source always has SQL text
and explain data. The hversions in the historical database also have relationship ties to the Explain Strategy Compare
History table, which stores the results of explain version comparisons.

Manage Source Entries Stored in the Historical Database
You can manage the SQL source entries in your historical database by using the Source Database Maintenance facility.

View a List of SQL Sources

You can display a list of the SQL sources in your historical database. The header fields let you filter which sources are
shown.

1. Select Administrative Functions from the Plan Analyzer main menu. Press Enter.
2. Select the Source Database Maintenance option and press Enter.
3. Specify filtering criteria in the appropriate header fields.

A list of SQL sources appears, based on your filtering criteria.

Save SQL Sources

You can save hversions of one or more SQL sources. This procedure is valid only for manual hversions.

1. Generate a list of SQL sources. See the previous steps for instructions.
2. Type SAVE next to all SQL sources to save. Press Enter.

The Source Database Save panel appears.
3. Enter data in the following fields:

– New HVersion—Enter the name for the hversion you are saving.
– Replace—Type Y to overwrite an existing hversion with the name you specified in New HVersion.
Press Enter.
One of the following actions occurs:
– If you save one SQL source, the Source Database Maintenance panel reappears with the new historical version

shown as a database entry.
– If you save multiple SQL sources, the hversion of the first source is saved and the Source Database Save panel

reappears for the next SQL source.
4. Repeat Step 3 for all remaining selected SQL sources.

After you save the last selected SQL source, the Source Database Maintenance panel reappears with the new
historical versions shown as database entries.
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Delete SQL Sources

You can delete the hversions of one or more SQL sources. This procedure is valid for all hversion types. When you delete
hversions, any records in the Explain Strategy Compare History table that are tied to the hversion are also deleted.

1. Generate a list of SQL sources. See the previous steps for instructions.
2. Type DEL next to the SQL sources to delete. Press Enter.
3. If the Database Delete Confirmation panel appears, press Enter. This panel appears when you delete a SQL source at

the group level (not at the object or statement level).
One of the following actions occurs:
– If you delete one SQL source, the source is deleted. The Source Database Maintenance panel reappears with an

updated selection list.
– If you delete multiple SQL sources, the source is deleted. The Database Delete Confirmation panel displays for the

next SQL source you selected.
4. Repeat Step 3 for all remaining selected SQL sources.

After you delete the last selected SQL source, the Source Database Maintenance panel reappears with an updated
selection list.

Generate Query Explain Database Reports
Query Explain Database reports query the historical source database and retrieve information about explained SQL
sources. Every time a SQL source is explained, Plan Analyzer can write version information to the historical database. A
historical version includes enhanced explain reports (when applicable), input statements, and statistics about the explain.
The version output is also stored in the historical database.

Use the Query Explain Database reports to analyze the SQL activity in your environment. For example, you can identify
frequently used access methods, the most costly SQL statements, frequently used statement types, and the objects that
are referenced.

You can filter the resulting reports by a combination of access changes, rule violations, text, or cost changes to limit
the report output. Filtering is useful in troubleshooting or maintenance scenarios where reviewing lengthy reports is
undesirable.

The Query Explain Database facility can generate the following reports:

Explain Summary
Displays the access methods that were used and helps you identify what other factors affect performance.

Cost Summary
Analyzes the relative, average, and maximum costs that are incurred when you execute the SQL.

Statement Type Summary
Summarizes the number of SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and MERGE statements that the SQL uses.

Object Summary
Identifies the number of tables and indexes that an SQL statement references.

Information Summary
Summarizes the object information.

NOTE

You can use line commands from any Query Explain Database report to perform an on-demand compare
analysis, invoke product utilities, invoke functions, and generate reports. The line command that you choose
must be appropriate for the object.

You can also use the Batch Reporting facility to generate any of these summary reports in batch mode.
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Generate the Report

Use these instructions to generate a Query Explain Database report.

1. Access the Query Explain Database option from the Plan Analyzer Main Menu.
2. Specify a report type in the Report field.
3. Complete the appropriate header fields to select your SQL sources. The following guidelines apply to the header

fields:
– You can limit the SQL source lists to the following items:

• Collection IDs and packages
• Other explained SQL sources, such as exported PRF or QMF queries
You cannot mix these source types in a single SQL source list.

– The header fields control the initial hierarchical level that is displayed in the report:
• To display SQL information at the group level (the highest level), enter criteria in the Collid field.
• To display the information at the object level, enter criteria in the Collid and Package fields.
• To display the information at the statement level (the lowest level), enter criteria in the Collid, Package, and

STMTNO fields.
– If you specify a statement number in STMTNO, a fully exploded hierarchical view appears. To view the statement

text, type X next to the statement number and press Enter.
Press Enter.
The report is generated and displayed.

4. (Optional) Explode and reset the report display to view the information at various levels.
5. (Optional) Generate another Query Explain Database report, using the same SQL sources, by changing the Report

value and pressing Enter.
6. (Optional) Generate another Query Explain Database report, using different SQL sources, by changing the source

criteria and pressing Enter.

Explode the Report Display

You can explode the report information globally or by report line to show more detail. Exploding a report globally expands
the report to include group, object, and statement information for all SQL sources that match the header criteria. Exploding
a report line expands the selected line by one level of detail. When you explode a line at the group level, the object level
appears. When you explode a line at the object level, the statement level appears. When you explode a statement line,
the statement text displays on the Explain Database SQL List panel.

To explode a report globally, type EXPLODE in the command line and press Enter. The report updates to show the group,
object, and statement information for all SQL sources that match the header criteria.

To explode selected report lines, type X next to the groups, objects, or statements and press Enter. The report updates to
show more information for the selected lines.

Reset the Report Display

You can reset or collapse the report information globally or by report line to show less detail. Resetting a report globally
collapses the report display to the highest level that is allowed by the selection criteria in the header fields. Resetting a
report by line collapses the selected line by one level of detail.

To reset a report globally, type RESET in the command line and press Enter. The report collapses to the highest level that
is allowed by the selection criteria in the header fields.

To reset selected report lines, type RES next to the groups, objects, or statements and press Enter. The selected lines
collapse by one level.
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View the Database Information Display

You can view database information about objects and statements.

1. If the report does not already show the object or statement level, explode the hierarchical display.
2. Type INFO next to any object or statement and press Enter.

The database information display is generated.
3. When you are done viewing the display, press F3 (End).

You return to the previous report view.

Regenerate an Enhanced Explain Report
You can regenerate enhanced explain reports from the information in the historical database without exiting the Query
Explain Database facility.

1. Generate a Query Explain Database report.
2. On the QED report panel, type EXPLRPT at the prompt and press Enter.

The Historic Database Reporting panel appears.
A list of the available enhanced explain reports appears.

3. Select the reports to generate, indicating long or short form where necessary, and press Enter.
The Historic Database Reporting Options panel appears. These options are the same as the enhanced explain
options.

4. Verify or update the fields as necessary and press Enter.
5. Run and review the reports.

NOTE
The Batch Processor input that this feature generates for some reports uses SRCHDRS cards, which rely
on a dynamic identification key. These cards are intended for immediate use. Problems can arise if the job is
held and the key becomes invalid.

6. Press F3 when you have finished reviewing the Enhanced Explain reports.
The QED report panel reappears.

Query Explain Database Report Descriptions
You can query the historical database with the Query Explain Database facility to retrieve information about an explained
strategy.

The Query Explain Database presents the information within five reports:

For example, you can review the following information:

• Access methods that your SQL uses (Explain Summary report)
• Most costly SQL statements (Cost Summary report)
• Most frequently used statement types (Statement Summary report)
• Objects that are referenced within the explained SQL (Object Summary report)
• Summary of object information (Information Summary report)

The header fields on the Query Explain Database Menu identify the SQL source to run your query against. These fields
also control the level of detail that is displayed in your reports. Field descriptions for each display and report can be
obtained from the product by pressing F1 (online help).

Explain Summary Report

The Explain Summary report helps you to determine the access paths Db2 would use when the explained SQL is
executed. Access paths are analyzed for each SQL statement to provide a detailed synopsis. For example, when large
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tables are involved, you might not want any tablespace scans used. You can determine whether any SQL would cause a
tablespace scan by using the Explain Summary report.

The Explain Summary report also indicates which data retrieval methods (such as LOCKs, SCANs, and JOINs) are used
as a result of the access path. For example, you could discover that tablespace scans are used most the time. You could
also discover a merge scan join, which degrades performance because of the necessary sorting. As a remedy, you could
create more indexes to help increase the response time and reduce the CPU consumption.

The Explain Summary report can also help you identify performance patterns:

• By determining the access and retrieval methods that are used regularly, you can pinpoint the threshold rules to
establish. You can also determine which SQL and physical configuration rules to apply to help facilitate maximum
performance.

• After determining the guidelines you want to enforce, you can customize the rule sets within the Update Expert
System Rules database. For example, you can customize a rule threshold to indicate that an index should be created
whenever a specific number of data pages is used.

You can use the customized rule set during further enhanced explain processing. Plan Analyzer warns you of any
potential performance problems and also displays the violated rules.

The following example shows an exploded Explain Summary report:

         ---------- PPA QED Explain Summary  --------- YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM        

COMMAND ===>                                         SCROLL ===> CSR          

                                                   LINE N OF NNNN >           

Report   ==> ES                 HVersion  ==>          COSTFILT ==> N         

DBOPTS   ==> ALL                DBRANGE   ==> 099      FILTER   ==> N                            

Collid   ==>                    Package   ==>          STMTNO   ==>                       

Name     ==>                    Creator   ==>          Type     ==>            

---------------------------------------------------------------------- UserXXXX

Location ===> LOCAL              DB2 SSID  ===> SSID     Version ===> VERSXX  

     

     HVERSION/LEVEL              PARTC        MGSCN NSTLP HYBRD TBLSP IX-ON   

CMD  GROUP/OBJECT/STMT      Type DCVCC  SORTS JOINS JOINS JOINS SCANS SCANS   

____ UserXXXX TESTRSUMR     Stra                                              

____   V00012                                                                 

____     PPAM115X_PPA       (CO)          35     -     7     -    40    54    

____       PPA$DEL          (PK)           -     -     -     -     2     5    

____                  257          R       -     -     -     -     1     -    

____                  625          R       -     -     -     -     -     1    

____                  633          R       -     -     -     -     -     1    

____                  649          R       -     -     -     -     -     1  

Cost Summary Report

The Cost Summary report analyzes the relative, average, and maximum costs of executing your SQL. Relative cost is the
Total Cost value that Db2 returns. This value is an estimated cost of both CPU and I/O factors.

Use the Cost Summary report when you want to apply the 80-20 rule: 20 percent of the SQL uses 80 percent of the
resources. Therefore, your goal is to address the 20 percent problem SQL to maximize the gain in optimization.

The following example shows an exploded Cost Summary report:

         ---------- PPA QED Cost Summary  --------- YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM

COMMAND ===>                                         SCROLL ===> CSR  

                                                   LINE N OF NNNN >   

Report   ==> CS                 HVersion  ==>          COSTFILT ==> N
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DBOPTS   ==> ALL                DBRANGE   ==> 099      FILTER   ==> N

Collid   ==>                    Package   ==>          STMTNO   ==>               

Name     ==>                    Creator   ==>          Type     ==>   

---------------------------------------------------------------------- UserXXXX

Location ===> LOCAL              DB2 SSID  ===> SSID     Version ===> VERSXX

        

     HVERSION/LEVEL              PARTC Millisecond     Service Unit    Total Cost

CMD  GROUP/OBJECT/STMT      Type DCVCC Cost            Cost            Cost   

____ UserXXXX TESTCOS       Stra                                              

____   V00012                                                                 

____     PPAM115X_PPA       (CO)      +.12045 E+06  +.72127 E+03  +.84771 E+05

____       PPA$DEL          (PK)      +.12599 E+03  +.17999 E+02  +.36458 E+02

____                  257             +.32892 E+01  +.24233 E+02  +.78349 E+02

____                  625             +.33551 E+02  +.32848 E+01  +.32849 E+01

____                  633             +.36458 E+02  +.47508 E+02  +.16545 E+03

____                  641             +.23515 E+02  +.38639 E+02  +.38676 E+02

____                  649             +.12390 E+02  +.34522 E+03  +.13347 E+04

Statement Summary Report

The Statement Summary report summarizes the number of SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and MERGE
statements that the SQL uses.

The following example shows an exploded Statement Summary report:

REL      -----------   PPA QED Statement Summary  ----------- YYYY/MM/DD 10:53

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

                                                              LINE 1 OF 18  >  

Report   ===> SS                 HVersion  ===>          CostFI ==> N          

DBOPTS   ===> ALL                DBRANGE   ===> 001      FILTER ==> N          

Collid   ===>                    Package   ===>           STMTNO ==>                       

Name     ===> TMPMAT01           Creator   ===>          Type   ==> F          

----------------------------------------------------------------- USERID      

Location ===> LOCAL              DB2 SSID  ===> SSID     Version ===> VERSXX           

     HVERSION/LEVEL              PARTC SELECTS UPDATES INSERTS DELETES MERGES

CMD  GROUP/OBJECT/STMT      Type DCVCC ------- ------- ------- ------- -------

____ USER001  TMPMAT01      Stra                                              

____   V00017                                                                 

____     TMPMAT01           (FI)            36       5       3       5       3

____       PPA.WRK.XSOURCE>                 16       2       1       2       1

____       PPA.WRK.XSOURCE>                  4       1       1       1       1

____                    1                    1       -       -       -       -

____                    2                    1       -       -       -       -

____                    3                    1       -       -       -       -

Object Summary Report

The Object Summary report shows you the total number of tables and indexes that are referenced at the report level you
request. Use the header fields and the X line command to control the display.

The following example shows an exploded Object Summary report:

         ----------   PPA QED Object Summary   --------- YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM

COMMAND ===>                                         SCROLL ===> CSR           
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                                                   LINE N OF NNNN >            

Report   ==> OS                 HVersion  ==>          COSTFILT ==> N          

DBOPTS   ==> ALL                DBRANGE   ==> 099      FILTER   ==> N          

Collid   ==>                    Package   ==>          STMTNO   ==>                        

Name     ==>                    Creator   ==>          Type     ==>            

---------------------------------------------------------------------- UserXXXX

Location ===> LOCAL              DB2 SSID  ===> SSID     Version ===> VERSXX   

        

     HVERSION/LEVEL              PARTC TABLES  INDEXES                         

CMD  GROUP/OBJECT/STMT      Type DCVCC ------- -------                         

____ UserXXXX  TESTOBJ      Stra                                               

____   V00012                                                                  

____     PPAM115X_PPA       (CO)          39      37                           

____       PPA$DEL          (PK)           5       4                           

____                  257          R       1       -                           

____                  625          R       1       1                           

____                  633          R       1       1                           

____                  641          R       1       1                           

____                  649          R       1       1  

Information Summary Report

This report summarizes object information. This report also identifies the SQL statements whose text or access path has
changed and the SQL statements that are causing one or more rule violations.

Identify Problem SQL by Querying the Historical Database
You can identify problem SQL by querying the historical database. The Identify Problem SQL facility retrieves historical
information about an SQL source that has been explained. The historical database contains information about enhanced
explain reports (when applicable), input statements, and explain statistics.

The Identify Problem SQL facility sifts through thousands of SQL statements to identify SQL statements that match your
search elements. Results are provided in the Identify Problem SQL report or the Identify Rule Problems report. After the
problematic SQL is identified, you can regenerate enhanced explain reports from the historical database. These reports
help you analyze and resolve problems with the identified SQL statements.

For example, you can identify SQL statements that use tablespace scans. You can then regenerate the Access
Path, Predicate, Rules, and Object Dependency enhanced explain reports for those statements. Your findings could
indicate a need to create more indexes to improve response time and reduce CPU consumption.

You can also identify SQL that triggered specific expert system rules and regenerate the Physical Rules report or other
enhanced explain reports. These reports can identify areas where you can improve SQL performance and physical object
configurations. You can also perform an on-demand rebind compare analysis wherever a package line exists.

This process describes how to search the explain output in the historical database to identify problematic SQL statements.

1. Select Identify Problem SQL from the main menu and press Enter.
The Identify Problem SQL panel appears.

2. Specify your filter criteria:
a. Enter your filter criteria in the header fields.
b. Optionally, type Y in the FILTER field and press Enter to display the Filter Report Options panel, update the values,

and press Enter to return to the previous panel.
Press Enter.
A list of search elements appears for your selected report.
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3. Type S next to the elements to search for. To combine multiple elements, specify AND or OR.
4. Generate the report by completing one of the following steps:

– To generate the report online, press Enter.
– To generate the report in batch, type BATCH in the command line and press Enter. Then type S in the Option field

and press Enter.
The selected report appears with a list of SQL sources that match your criteria.

5. View the report:
– Selection criteria columns are highlighted in the report. The selected columns are the leftmost columns of the report

and are frozen and remain as the leftmost columns even after scrolling. Use the MELT and UNFREEZE commands
to restore the frozen columns to their usual positions.

– Hide nonselected columns on the Identify Problem SQL report using the SELECTS primary command. When
the SELECTS command is toggled on, selected columns are not frozen. Use the SHOW command to display the
hidden columns. When you issue the SHOW command, your selected columns are no longer frozen in the leftmost
position.

6. (Optional) Generate enhanced explain reports for the SQL statements in the report:
a. Issue the EXPLRPT primary command.

The Historic Database Reporting panel appears, showing the enhanced explain reports that are available.
b. Select the reports to generate, indicating long or short form where necessary, and press Enter.

The Historic Database Reporting Options panel appears, showing the enhanced explain options.
c. Verify or update the fields, and press Enter.
d. Run and review the reports.

NOTE
The Batch Processor input that this feature generates for some reports uses SRCHDRS cards, which rely
on a dynamic identification key. These cards are intended for immediate use. Problems can arise if the
job is held and the key becomes invalid.

7. Press F3 (End) when you are finished reviewing the Enhanced Explain reports.
You are returned to the Identify Problem SQL or Identify Rule Problems report panel.

8. (Optional) Invoke more utilities, functions, or reports by using other line or primary commands. Generate reports
that can help you analyze problematic SQL at the group, object, and statement level. To see descriptions of these
commands, type a question mark (?) in the line or primary command area and press Enter.

Identify and Compare SQL Source Versions
The Compare Explain Versions facility compares SQL source versions. You can compare historical versions of the
following SQL source types:

• Plan
• Package
• File
• SQL contained in a strategy
• DBRMLIB
• Exported PRF query
• Exported QMF query
• PRF query
• QMF query
• SQL

The SQL sources must have been explained before they can be compared.

The Compare Explain Versions facility generates the following reports:
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Compare Explain Versions report
Highlights access path changes and SQL cost changes, with cost increase or decrease (using the short access
path report) and the SQL text. This information helps you detect and analyze access path changes. The SQL cost
comparison indicates whether a REBIND would degrade or improve performance.

Compare Versions Cost Compare report
Provides a hierarchical comparison, indented by collection (group), package (object), and statement level. The
package and statement levels appear access path change indicators, SQL text change indicators, and SQL cost.
The SQL cost is displayed in New, Old, and SQL cost difference format for cost categories Milliseconds, Service
Units, and Total Cost.
The report helps you detect and analyze packages with degraded or improved performance. You can issue line
commands like REBIND to address the problem immediately.

The compare process begins by matching similar statements. These matched statements are referred to as paired
statements. After the statements have been paired, the appropriate report is generated.

A statement from one selected version that does not match a similar statement in the other version is an unpaired
statement. Plan Analyzer cannot compare unpaired statements but it can report on them. These unpaired statements can
be caused by major changes to the SQL text or by statement additions or deletions. The reports can show these unpaired
statements when you use reporting options.

The reporting options let you select the information to display in these reports. You can save the selected report options to
your ISPF profile. These options are set up automatically the next time you generate the Compare Explain Versions report
and can be selected for use for the Compare Versions Cost Compare report.

NOTE
You can use line commands to invoke the product utility functions, on-demand rebind compare analysis, or
reports from the Compare Explain Versions panel. The line command that you choose must be appropriate for
the object. To determine the valid commands for a particular line, use the online help.

You can also generate the Compare Explain Versions report or the Compare Versions Cost Compare report in batch.

Follow these steps to identify and compare SQL source versions:

1. Select Compare EXPLAIN Versions on the Plan Analyzer Main Menu.
The Compare Versions Summary panel appears.

2. Complete the header fields and press Enter.
3. Select two versions from the list for comparison:

a. Type CEVN next to a version to make it a new source in a generated comparison report.
b. Type CEVO next to a version to make it an old source in a generated comparison report.
Press Enter.
The Compare Versions Select panel appears.

4. (Optional) Change reporting options for the Compare Explain Versions report:
a. Type Y in the Report options field and press Enter.

The Compare Versions Report Options panel appears. The options on this panel control the content of the
Compare Versions output.

b. Change fields as needed for the options and press Enter.
You return to the Compare Versions Select panel.

5. (Optional and applicable only to the Cost Versions Cost Compare report). Perform the following steps:
a. Type Y in the Compare Cost Options field.

The Compare Cost Options panel appears. The options on this panel control the content of the Compare Versions
Cost Compare report.

b. Complete the Milliseconds, Service Units, and Total Cost fields to apply cost difference filters at the package level.
Press Enter.

6. Select the objects for comparison by performing one of the following steps:
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– Type S next to a single object (in either the OLD or NEW column) to select a single display line for comparison.
– Type C next to an object in each column (to select a pair of objects of the same type).
Press Enter.

NOTE
Line commands are driven against only the NEW object column, except line commands X and ACC, which
can display both old and new. For more information about these commands, see the online help.

The Compare Explain Versions Display panel or the Compare Versions Cost Compare panel appears, according to
your requested report type. If the Compare Versions Cost Compare panel appears, you can explode information at
various levels to change the level of detail.

Explode the Compare Cost Report Hierarchy
You can explode the compare cost report to view more details. The Explode header field in Compare Versions Cost
Compare controls the initial hierarchical level at which reports appear. The Compare Cost report shows the hierarchical
relationship of hversions, groups, objects, and statements by the relative positions of the item names.

You can explode report information globally or by selected report lines. When you explode a selected report line, you
expand the line information to one more level of detail:

• When you explode the group level, the resulting display is the object level.
• When you explode the object level, the resulting display is the statement level.
• When you explode the statement level, the resulting display is the SQL statement text.

Follow these steps to explode the report:

1. Perform one of the following actions:
– Explode the report globally by typing P (Group level), D (Object level), or S (Statement level) in the Explode header

field.
The report refreshes to show the requested level of detail for all SQL sources.

– Explode one or more report lines by typing X next to a group, object, or statement.
The report refreshes to show more detail for the selected lines.

2. (Optional) Collapse the report to show less detail by performing one of the following actions:
– Collapse the report globally by typing P (Group level), D (Object level), or S (Statement level) in the Explode header

field.
The report collapses to the highest level that is allowed by the selection criteria in the header fields.

– Collapse selected report lines by typing X next to the group or object.
The selected lines collapse by one level.

Request a Comparison During Explain Strategy Processing
You can request a comparison during explain processing by requesting the Compare Explain Versions report as one of
your explain reports.

1. Create an explain.
2. Type Y or U in the Reports field on the Explain Options panel as part of the explain setup.

The Explain Strategy Reports panel appears.
3. Type Y in the Compare field.

You return to the Explain Options panel.
4. Continue strategy processing as usual.

The Compare Explain Versions report is generated with any other requested reports.
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Identify Access Path and SQL Cost Changes (Novice)
This use case uses predefined auto hversions and explain profiles to identify access path and SQL cost changes.

You can identify access path changes and changes in SQL costs, such as milliseconds, service units, and total costs.
Identifying these changes is important because they can result in costly, poorly performing SQL. These changes can
occur in several situations, such as:

• Migrating to a new Db2 version
• Changing Db2 objects, such as adding or dropping an index
• Changing SQL, such as adding predicates or changing the ORDER BY/GROUP BY values

This scenario describes how to perform compare processing using Broadcom-defined explain profiles and Broadcom-
defined auto hversion definitions. The generated reports identify changes in access paths and SQL costs.

Review this video to see how one Database Administrator uses compare processing to confirm that a new index has a
positive impact on an access path before rebinding the packages:

A current explain shows the access path that is currently in use. A future explain shows how binding or rebinding a plan or
package would change the access path, without actually performing the rebind. Comparing the data from these explains
identifies the projected access path and SQL cost changes. You can use this information to assess potential problems and
take the appropriate action. For example, you could decide to proceed with your proposed changes. Alternately, you could
use other Plan Analyzer utilities and reports to study the comparison results in more depth before deciding what to do.

NOTE

If you prefer to create and use customized auto hversion definitions and explain profiles, review this user
scenario.

Before You Begin

Before you proceed with this scenario, review these prerequisites:

• Verify that you have the security authorizations to EXPLAIN PLAN and to BIND or REBIND a plan or package.
• (Recommended) Review the descriptions of current and future explains.
• (Recommended) Review the information about using Broadcom-defined explain profiles.
• (Recommended) Review the information about using Plan Analyzer profiles.

Steps in this Use Case

The following illustration shows how to configure Plan Analyzer for compare processing, explain SQL sources, and identify
the access path and SQL cost changes:
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Identifying access path changes and SQL cost changes consists of the following steps:

1. Prepare plans and packages.
2. Identify the SQL sources to explain.
3. Explain the SQL sources.
4. Compare the access paths.

Prepare Plans and Packages (Novice)
Verify that your packages were bound with EXPLAIN (YES) before running the current explain.

Prepare your plans and packages before you request the current explain. This preparation consists of identifying any
packages in the strategy to be explained that were bound with EXPLAIN (NO) and rebinding them with EXPLAIN (YES).

If you do not rebind the EXPLAIN (NO) packages with EXPLAIN (YES), the current explain will not include the SQL costs
for those packages. Only the access path information will be included. Using EXPLAIN (NO) packages also limits the
explain data that can be provided in the historical reports, the SQL Design Rules report, and the Compare Explain
Versions report.

Prepare Individual Packages

Use this procedure when you know the package names.

1. Select IP (Identify Problem Plan/Packages) from the main menu.
2. Enter selection criteria for the packages, type S (Select) for "Are bound with EXPLAIN(NO)", and press Enter.
3. Type R next to the packages to rebind. For the purposes of this scenario we are rebinding the packages. Typically

you would use B to bind packages that have changed since the last time they were bound and use R to rebind the
unchanged packages.
Press Enter.
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The Batch Processor Card Display appears, showing the input for the package rebind.
4. Type EDIT in the command line and press Enter.

The batch input appears in an edit session.
5. Issue a CHANGE ALL command to replace EXPLAIN (NO) with EXPLAIN (YES). Press Enter.

Your changes are saved.
6. Press F3 (End).

You return to the Batch Processor Card Display.
7. Press Enter.

The rebind is processed. The plans with packages are now rebound with EXPLAIN (YES).
8. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Prepare Plans with Package Lists

Use this procedure when you know the plan names.

1. Select P (Plan) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Specify PP (Plan Packlist) and enter selection criteria for the plans. Press Enter.

The PPA Plan Packlist panel appears, showing the plans with package lists that match your selection criteria.
3. Issue the REBINDPACK command. For the purposes of this scenario we are rebinding the packages. Typically

you would use BINDPACK to bind packages that have changed since the last time they were bound and
use REBINDPACK to rebind the unchanged packages.
The Batch Processor Card Display appears with the batch input for the selected plans or packages.

4. Type EDIT in the command line and press Enter.
The batch input appears in an edit session.

5. Issue a CHANGE ALL command to replace EXPLAIN (NO) with EXPLAIN (YES). Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Batch Processor Display Card panel.

7. Press Enter.
The rebind is processed. The plans with package lists are now rebound with EXPLAIN (YES).

Identify the SQL Sources to Explain (Novice)
Identify the SQL sources to explain by creating an explain strategy.

Identify the SQL sources to explain by creating an explain strategy, COMPPATH. An explain strategy is a
reusable strategy that specifies the SQL sources to explain. Each time the strategy is used, the explain
results are saved as a version of that strategy. Because we are using the Broadcom-defined @CMPAFTR and
@CMPBASE explain profiles in this scenario, the results are also saved to the Broadcom-defined @CMPBASE and
@CMPAFTR auto hversion definitions.

You can create your strategy in regular mode or expert mode. Regular mode uses fewer steps and panels and supports
the following SQL sources:

• Plans
• Collection IDs
• Collection ID/package combinations

Expert mode provides more flexibility for customizing an explain. Expert mode supports the same SQL sources as regular
mode plus the following SQL sources:
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• SQL statements
• DBRM library input
• File input
• PRF and QMF queries

Instructions for both modes are provided here.

Review Your Profile Settings

Before you create an explain strategy, review the following profile settings.

1. Select PF (Profile) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Select PPA Profile Variables.
3. Complete the following fields:

– Specify N (Regular) or Y (Expert) in the Expert Mode default field to indicate which mode you will use to create the
explain strategy.

– Specify L (Latest version) in the Package version(s) default field. We want to explain only the latest package
version.

– Specify N (None) in the Package versioning method field. This setting requires an exact match between the
compared package versions and is therefore useful for seeing object changes and statistics changes that can affect
performance.

– Specify Y (Suppress) in the Suppress Expl Prof Select panel field. We do not want to specify a profile in the
strategy; we want to specify it when we execute the strategy.

Press Enter.
Your changes are saved. You are now ready to create your explain strategy.

Create an Explain Strategy in Regular Mode

Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels and supports the following SQL sources:

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values for the STRATEGY/VERSION (COMPPATH),

DESCRIPTION, and SO (share options) fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy - Regular Mode panel appears.

3. Complete all header fields. Blank out the Profile field. (You specify the profile when you run the strategy.) Specify the
criteria for the plans or packages that you want to explain. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Catalog Data panel appears.

4. Type S (Select) next to the objects to explain and press Enter.
5. Press F3 (End) two times.

The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears. Your explain strategy, COMPPATH, is saved.
6. Press F3 (End).

You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu. You are now ready to explain the SQL sources.

Define an Explain Strategy in Expert Mode

Creating a strategy in expert mode supports more customization and more SQL sources.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values for the STRATEGY/VERSION (COMPPATH),

DESCRIPTION, and SO fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel appears.
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3. Complete the header fields and blank out the Profile field. (You specify the profile when you run the strategy.) Type C
(Create) on the create line and specify values in the other fields on this line to define a SQL source for your explain.
Press Enter.
The source appears on the PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel.

4. Repeat Step 4 to define more SQL sources as needed.
5. Press F3 (End).

The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears. Your explain strategy is saved.
6. Press F3 (End) again.

You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu. You are now ready to explain the SQL sources.

Explain the SQL Sources (Novice)
You are now ready to explain your SQL sources.

You are now ready to explain your SQL sources by executing a current explain on your COMPPATH explain strategy. This
explain uses the options in the Broadcom-defined explain profile @CMPBASE and saves the output to the Broadcom-
defined @CMPBASE auto hversion. The output includes your current access paths and SQL costs.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type E (Explain) next to the COMPPATH strategy and press Enter.
3. Specify @CMPBASE in the Profile field. Complete the Version Info fields. Specify N in the Update Explain Options

field. (You are using the preset explain options in this profile.) Press Enter.
A message confirms that the strategy is using the explain options in the @CMPBASE explain profile.

4. Press Enter again.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

5. Type O (ONLINE) in the Mode field. Press Enter. For the purposes of this scenario, we are executing the explain in
online mode. You could also execute the explain in batch mode to save the JCL to a data set for later reuse.
The explain executes. The explain data is saved to the @CMPBASE auto hversion, as specified in your
@CMPBASE explain profile.

6. (Optional) Verify that the explain captured the access path and SQL cost information:
a. Select QD (Query Explain Database) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
b. Type ES (Explain Summary) in the Report field, type @CMPBASE in the Hversion field, and enter selection criteria

in the other header fields. Press Enter.
The Explain Summary report appears. Level +0 indicates that the baseline data exists.

c. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Compare the Access Paths (Novice)
Compare the access paths by running a future explain on the same strategy.

Now you can compare your access paths and SQL costs by running a future explain on your COMPPATH explain
strategy again. A future explain shows how binding or rebinding a plan or package would change your access paths
without actually performing the rebind.

This explain uses the options in the Broadcom-defined explain profile @CMPAFTR and saves the output to the
Broadcom-defined @CMPAFTR auto hversion.

The explain output includes the Compare Explain Versions and Compare Versions Cost Compare reports:

Compare Explain Versions Report
Shows the compared SQL text, short access path report, and the SQL cost increase or decrease. The report also
summarizes the matched statements.
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Compare Versions Cost Compare Report
Compares the costs (milliseconds, service units, and total cost) of the SQL sources. The report helps you detect
and analyze packages with performance degradation or improvement.

Follow these steps to compare the access paths:

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type E (Explain) next to the COMPPATH strategy and press Enter.
3. Specify the Broadcom-defined explain profile @CMPAFTR in the Profile field, complete the Version Information fields,

specify N in the Update Explain Options field, and press Enter.
A message confirms that the strategy is using the explain options in the AFTER profile.

4. Press Enter again.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display panel appears.

5. Type O in the Mode field and press Enter. For the purposes of this scenario, we are executing the explain in online
mode. You could also execute the explain in batch mode to save the JCL to a data set for later reuse.
The explain executes. The results are saved to the @CMPAFTR auto hversion, as specified in the @CMPAFTR
explain profile.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Explain Strategy Services panel. You are now ready to view your results.

Identify Access Path and SQL Cost Changes (Expert)
This use case uses customized auto hversions and explains profiles to identify access path and SQL cost changes.

You can identify changes to access paths and SQL costs, such as milliseconds, service units, and total costs. Identifying
these changes is important because they can result in costly, poorly performing SQL. These changes can occur in several
situations, such as:

• Migrating to a new Db2 version
• Changing Db2 objects, such as adding or dropping an index
• Changing SQL, such as adding predicates or changing the ORDER BY/GROUP BY values

This scenario describes how to configure Plan Analyzer to perform compare processing and how to generate reports that
identify changes in access paths and SQL costs. Many filtering options are provided so that you can limit your report data.
For example, you can limit your results to report only on packages where the SQL costs increased by three percent.

A current explain shows the access path that is in use. A future explain shows how binding or rebinding a plan or package
would change your access paths, without actually performing the rebind. A comparison of the data from these explains
identifies the projected access path and SQL cost changes. You can use this information to assess potential problems and
take the appropriate action. For example, you could decide to proceed with your proposed changes. Alternately, you could
use other Plan Analyzer utilities and reports to study the comparison results in more depth before deciding what to do.

NOTE

• The names that are used here for auto hversion definitions, explain profiles, and the explain strategy are
provided for demonstration purposes. You can use these names or you can select other names that are
appropriate for your site.

• If you prefer to use Broadcom-defined auto hversion definitions and explain profiles, review this user
scenario.

Before You Begin

Before you proceed with this scenario, review these prerequisites:
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• Verify that you have the security authorizations to EXPLAIN PLAN and to BIND or REBIND a plan or package.
• (Recommended) Review the descriptions of current and future explains.
• (Recommended) Review the information about using Plan Analyzer profiles.

Steps in this Use Case

The following illustration shows how to configure Plan Analyzer for compare processing, explain SQL sources, and identify
the access path and SQL cost changes:

Identifying access path changes and SQL cost changes consists of the following steps:

1. Configure the historical database.
2. Configure the explain options.
3. Prepare plans and packages.
4. Identify the SQL sources to explain.
5. Explain the SQL sources.
6. Compare the access paths.
7. Analyze the Compare Summary results.

Configure the Historical Database (Expert)
Create auto hversion definitions in your historical database so that you can save the explain data.

Configure the historical database by creating auto hversion definitions to save your explain data. These definitions
associate a name with the explain data. You can store multiple versions of explain data under a single hversion definition.
When a new or updated plan or package is explained, the hversion is updated with the latest explain data. The latest
version is 0, like in Generation Data Groups (GDGs).

Your auto hversion definitions are linked to your explain profiles. Your explain profiles are linked to your explain strategies.
When you execute an explain strategy, the output is saved to the hversion that is specified in your explain profile. This
output includes input statements, enhanced explain reports (when applicable), and explain statistics.
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For this scenario, create two auto hversion definitions, COMPBASE and COMPAFT. COMPBASE stores the explain
output from the current explain. COMPAFT stores the explain output from the future explain.

1. Select AH (Auto Hversion Maintenance) from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Create the COMPBASE auto hversion definition:

a. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values in the HVERSION (COMPBASE), DESCRIPTION,
and SO (share option) fields. Press Enter.

b. Complete the fields on the Auto Hversion Creation/Update panel, verify that the Explain Type is set to C (Current),
and press Enter.
Your updates are processed.

c. Press F3.
Your COMPBASE auto hversion definition is saved. You return to the PPA Auto HVersion Maintenance panel.

3. Create the COMPAFT auto hversion definition:
a. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values in the HVERSION (COMPAFT), DESCRIPTION,

and SO (share option) fields. Press Enter.
b. Complete the fields on the Auto Hversion Creation/Update panel, verify that the Explain Type is set to F (Future),

and press Enter.
Your updates are processed.

c. Press F3.
Your COMPAFT auto hversion definition is saved. You return to the PPA Auto HVersion Maintenance panel.

4. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Configure the Explain Options (Expert)
Configure your explain options by creating an explain profile.

Configure your explain options by creating an explain profile. An explain profile specifies whether to issue a current
or future explain, what reports to generate, and what data filters to apply. The explain profile also specifies the
auto hversion definition to use. The auto hversion controls where the explain data is stored.

For this scenario, create two profiles, BASELINE and AFTER. Your BASELINE profile contains the explain options to use
for a current explain. A current explain uses the access path that is currently in use. The resulting explain data provides
the baseline data to use for the access path comparison.

Your AFTER profile contains the explain options to use for a future explain. A future explain shows how binding or
rebinding a plan or package would affect the access path without actually rebinding them.

Follow these steps to create the explain profile:

1. Select EP (Explain Profile Maintenance) from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Type C  (Create) in the first line command field and provide values for the NAME (BASELINE), DESCRIPTION, and

SO (share option) fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Options panel appears.

3. Create a profile for your current explain:
– Specify U (Update) in the Database Options field.
– Specify your user ID in the Primary AUTHID and Secondary AUTHID fields.
– If you are explaining a non-catalog SQL source, such as a DBRMLIB, SQL, or file, specify a value in

the Update SQL Qualifiers field.
– Specify R (Rollback) in the PLAN_TABLE Option field.
– Specify the subsystem that contains your explain strategy in the Target SSID field.
– Specify U (Update) in the Reports field.
– Optionally specify other values.
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Press Enter.
The PPA Historical Database Options panel appears.

4. Update the historical database options:
– Specify N in the Save Historic Data as a Strategy, Update CURRENT Hversion, and Create New Hversion fields.
– Specify your auto hversion definition name (COMPBASE) in the Automatic Historic Versioning field.
Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Report Options field appears.

5. Specify Y in the Summary report field. (The Summary report shows the explained statements and the SQLCODE. A
plus value indicates that the statement was explained successfully.) Specify N for the other report types. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Options panel reappears. The Database Options field has changed to Y, indicating that this profile
stores the explain data in the historical database.

6. Press Enter.
The profile is saved. The PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel reappears.

7. Create a profile for your future explain by repeating Steps 1 through 6 with the following changes:
– In Step 1, on the PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel, specify AFTER as the profile name.
– In Step 4, on the PPA Historical Database - Options panel, specify COMPAFT in the Automatic

Historic Versioning field.
– In Step 5, on the PPA Explain Report Options panel, specify B in the Compare field and specify Y in the Compare

Options and Compare Cost Options fields.
Press Enter.
The PPA Compare Versions Report Options panel appears.

8. Specify the following compare options:
– Specify E (Either changed) in the Change Level field.
– Specify P (Paired) in the Paired stmts field.
– Specify Y in the Suppress Reports field. (If no access path or SQL changes are found, no changes are provided).
– Specify COMPBASE in the Old Hversion field. This value tells Plan Analyzer to use the explain data in this auto

hversion definition when performing comparison processing.
Press Enter.
The PPA Compare Versions Cost Report Options panel appears.

9. Provide values for the Explode and Filter fields. Optionally specify values for the Cost Difference Filters fields. Press
Enter three times.
Your profile is saved. The PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel reappears.

10. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Prepare Plans and Packages (Expert)
Verify that your packages were bound with EXPLAIN (YES) before running the current explain.

Prepare your plans and packages before you request the current explain. This preparation consists of identifying any
packages in the strategy to be explained that were bound with EXPLAIN (NO) and rebinding them with EXPLAIN (YES).

If you do not rebind the EXPLAIN (NO) packages with EXPLAIN (YES), the current explain will not include the SQL costs
for those packages. Only the access path information will be included. Using EXPLAIN (NO) packages also limits the
explain data that can be provided in the historical reports, the SQL Design Rules report, and the Compare Explain
Versions report.

Prepare Individual Packages

Use this procedure when you know the package names.

1. Select IP (Identify Problem Plan/Packages) from the main menu.
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2. Enter selection criteria for the packages, type S (Select) for "Are bound with EXPLAIN(NO)", and press Enter.
3. Type R next to the packages to rebind. For the purposes of this scenario we are rebinding the packages. Typically

you would use B to bind packages that have changed since the last time they were bound and use R to rebind the
unchanged packages.
Press Enter.
The Batch Processor Card Display appears, showing the input for the package rebind.

4. Type EDIT in the command line and press Enter.
The batch input appears in an edit session.

5. Issue a CHANGE ALL command to replace EXPLAIN (NO) with EXPLAIN (YES). Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Batch Processor Card Display.

7. Press Enter.
The rebind is processed. The plans with packages are now rebound with EXPLAIN (YES).

8. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Prepare Plans with Package Lists

Use this procedure when you know the plan names.

1. Select P (Plan) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Specify PP (Plan Packlist) and enter selection criteria for the plans. Press Enter.

The PPA Plan Packlist panel appears, showing the plans with package lists that match your selection criteria.
3. Issue the REBINDPACK command. For the purposes of this scenario we are rebinding the packages. Typically

you would use BINDPACK to bind packages that have changed since the last time they were bound and
use REBINDPACK to rebind the unchanged packages.
The Batch Processor Card Display appears with the batch input for the selected plans or packages.

4. Type EDIT in the command line and press Enter.
The batch input appears in an edit session.

5. Issue a CHANGE ALL command to replace EXPLAIN (NO) with EXPLAIN (YES). Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Batch Processor Display Card panel.

7. Press Enter.
The rebind is processed. The plans with package lists are now rebound with EXPLAIN (YES).

Identify the SQL Sources to Explain (Expert)
Identify the SQL sources to explain by defining your explain strategy.

Identify the SQL sources to explain by creating an explain strategy, COMPPATH. An explain strategy is a reusable
strategy that specifies the SQL sources to explain. Each time the strategy is used, the explain results are saved as a
version of that strategy. If your explain profile specifies an hversion, the results are also saved to the hversion.

You can create your strategy in regular mode or expert mode. Regular mode uses fewer steps and panels and supports
the following SQL sources:

• Plans
• Collection IDs
• Collection ID/package combinations
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Expert mode provides more flexibility for customizing an explain. Expert mode supports the same SQL sources as regular
mode plus the following SQL sources:

• SQL statements
• DBRM library input
• File input
• PRF and QMF queries

Instructions for both modes are provided here.

Review Your Profile Settings

Before you create an explain strategy, review the following profile settings.

1. Select PF (Profile) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Select PPA Profile Variables.
3. Complete the following fields:

– Specify N (Regular) or Y (Expert) in the Expert Mode default field to indicate which mode you will use to create the
explain strategy.

– Specify L (Latest version) in the Package version(s) default field. We want to explain only the latest package
version.

– Specify N (None) in the Package versioning method field. This setting requires an exact match between the
compared package versions and is therefore useful for seeing object changes and statistics changes that can affect
performance.

– Specify Y (Suppress) in the Suppress Expl Prof Select panel field. We do not want to specify a profile in the
strategy; we want to specify it when we execute the strategy.

Press Enter.
Your changes are saved. You are now ready to create your explain strategy.

Create an Explain Strategy in Regular Mode

Creating an explain strategy in regular mode requires fewer steps and panels and supports fewer SQL sources.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values for the STRATEGY/VERSION (COMPPATH),

DESCRIPTION, and SO fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy - Regular Mode panel appears.

3. Complete all header fields. Blank out the Profile field. (You specify the profile when you run the strategy.) Specify the
criteria for the plans or packages that you want to explain. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Catalog Data panel appears.

4. Type S (Select) next to the packages to explain and press Enter.
5. Press F3 (End) two times.

The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears. Your explain strategy, COMPPATH, is defined. You are now ready
to explain the SQL sources.

Create an Explain Strategy in Expert Mode

Creating a strategy in expert mode supports more customization and more SQL sources.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values for the STRATEGY/VERSION (COMPPATH),

DESCRIPTION, and SO fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel appears.
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3. Complete the header fields and blank out the Profile field. (You specify the profile when you run the strategy.) Type C
(Create) on the create line and specify values in the other fields on this line to define a SQL source for your explain.
Press Enter.
The source appears on the PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel.

4. Repeat Step 4 to define more SQL sources as needed.
5. Press F3 (End).

The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears. Your explain strategy is saved.
6. Press F3 (End) again.

You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu. You are now ready to explain the SQL sources.

Explain the SQL Sources (Expert)
You are now ready to explain your SQL sources.

You are now ready to explain your SQL sources by executing a current explain on your COMPPATH explain strategy. This
explain uses the options in your BASELINE explain profile and saves the output to your COMPBASE auto hversion. The
output includes your current access paths and SQL costs.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type E (Explain) next to the COMPPATH strategy and press Enter.
3. Specify BASELINE in the Profile field. Complete the Version Information fields. Specify N in the Update Explain

Options field. (You have already set your explain options.) Press Enter.
A message confirms that the strategy is using the explain options in the BASELINE profile.

4. Press Enter again.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

5. Type O (ONLINE) in the Mode field and press Enter. For the purposes of this scenario, we are executing the explain in
online mode. You could also execute the explain in batch mode to save the JCL to a data set for later reuse.
The explain executes. The explain data is saved to the COMPBASE auto hversion, as specified in your BASELINE
explain profile.

6. Press F3 until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.
7. (Optional) Verify that the explain captured the access path and SQL cost information:

a. Select QD (Query Explain Database) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
b. Type ES (Explain Summary) in the Report field, type COMPBASE in the Hversion field, and enter selection criteria

in the other header fields. Press Enter.
The Explain Summary report appears. Level +0 indicates that the baseline data exists.

c. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Compare the Access Paths (Expert)
Compare the access paths by running a future explain on the same strategy.

Now you can compare your access paths and SQL costs by running a future explain on your COMPPATH explain
strategy. A future explain shows how binding or rebinding a plan or package would change your access paths without
actually performing the rebind.

The explain output includes the Compare Explain Versions and Compare Versions Cost Compare reports:
Compare Explain Versions Report

Shows the compared SQL text, short access path report, and the SQL cost increase or decrease. The report also
summarizes the matched statements.

Compare Versions Cost Compare Report
Compares the costs (milliseconds, service units, and total cost) of the SQL sources. The report helps you detect
and analyze packages with performance degradation or improvement.
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Follow these steps to compare the access paths:

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type E (Explain) next to the COMPPATH strategy and press Enter.
3. Specify AFTER in the Profile field, complete the Version Information fields, specify N in the Update Explain Options

field, and press Enter.
A message confirms that the strategy is using the explain options in the AFTER profile.

4. Press Enter again.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

5. Type O (ONLINE) in the Mode field and press Enter. For the purposes of this scenario, we are executing the explain in
online mode. You could also execute the explain in batch mode to save the JCL to a data set for later reuse.
The explain executes. The results are saved to the COMPAFT auto hversion, as specified in your AFTER explain
profile.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Explain Strategy Services panel. You are now ready to view your results.

Analyze the Compare Summary Results (Expert)

Use the Compare Summary report to identify the worst-performing SQL statements and the SQL statements with
significant performance improvements that can benefit from a rebind.

You can filter the report by various compare categories (Degraded, Improved, Changed, Unchanged, Non-Paired, or
Error). You can use line commands to perform a deeper analysis on individual statements. For example, you can view
the Compare Explain Versions report to see the access path differences. You can also access other Plan Analyzer bind
utilities and package reports.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Find strategy COMPPATH and type S next to strategy version V00002. This strategy version executed your future

explain with the compare function selected. This version should show a Y in the CH (Compare History) column. Press
Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy Compare Summary panel appears.

3. Specify S next to one or more compare categories and press Enter.
The compare summary statements appear.

4. Scroll to the right (F11) to view the cost metric fields. These fields show old and new costs for milliseconds, service
units, and total cost, along with the object source type and the package version.

5. Type S next to a statement and press Enter.
The Compare Explain Versions report appears, showing the old and new access paths when access path changes
exist. The access path changes are highlighted to identify the changes.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the compare summary statements.

7. (Optional) Use other line commands like DEP(Object Dependency analysis), PRED(Predicate analysis), and STAT
(Statistics analysis) to perform further analysis. To see the available line commands, specify a question mark (?) in a
line command field.

Identify Access Path and SQL Cost Changes (Compare with Auto HVersion)
This use case uses compare history records and auto hversions to identify access path and SQL cost changes.

You can identify changes to access paths and to SQL costs (such as milliseconds, service units, and total costs).
Identifying these changes is important because they can result in costly, poorly performing SQL. These changes can
occur in several situations, such as:
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• Migrating to a new Db2 version
• Changing Db2 objects, such as adding or dropping an index
• Changing SQL, such as adding predicates or changing the ORDER BY/GROUP BY values

This scenario describes how to collect compare history records and then use the Compare Summary facility in your
explain strategies to analyze the changes in access paths and SQL costs. As part of this process, you create auto
hversion definitions to save your explain data and run a current explain and a future explain. You then compare the results
from those explains.

A current explain shows the access path that is currently in use. A future explain shows how binding or rebinding a plan or
package would change the access path, without actually performing the rebind. Comparing the data from these explains
identifies the projected access path and SQL cost changes. You can use this information to assess potential problems and
take the appropriate action. For example, you could decide to proceed with your proposed changes. Alternately, you could
use other Plan Analyzer utilities and reports to study the comparison results in more depth before deciding what to do.

NOTE

The names that are used here for auto hversion definitions, explain profiles, and the explain strategy are
provided for demonstration purposes. You can use these names or you can select other names that are
appropriate for your site.

Before You Begin

Before you proceed with this scenario, review these prerequisites:

• Verify that you have the security authorizations to EXPLAIN PLAN and to BIND or REBIND a plan or package.
• (Recommended) Review the descriptions of current and future explains.
• (Recommended) Review the information about using explain profiles.

Steps in this Use Case

The following illustration shows how to configure Plan Analyzer to collect compare history records, explain SQL sources,
and generate a Compare Summary report:
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Identifying access path changes and SQL cost changes consists of the following steps:

1. Configure the historical database.
2. Configure the explain options.
3. Prepare plans and packages.
4. Identify the SQL sources to explain.
5. Explain the SQL sources.
6. Compare the access paths.
7. Analyze the Compare Summary results.

Configure the Historical Database (Compare with Auto HVersion)
Configure the historical database by creating auto hversion definitions to save your explain data. These definitions
associate a name with the explain data. You can store multiple versions of explain data under a single hversion definition.
When a new or updated plan or package is explained, the hversion is updated with the latest explain data. The latest
version is 0, like in Generation Data Groups (GDGs).

Your auto hversion definitions are linked to your explain profiles. Your explain profiles are linked to your explain strategies.
When you execute an explain strategy, the output is saved to the hversion that is specified in your explain profile. This
output includes input statements, enhanced explain reports (when applicable), and explain statistics.

For this scenario, create two auto hversion definitions: COMPBASE and COMPHAFT. COMPBASE stores the explain
output from the current explain. COMPHAFT stores the explain output from the future explain.

1. Select AH (Auto Hversion Maintenance) from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Create the COMPBASE auto hversion definition:

a. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values in the HVERSION (COMPBASE), DESCRIPTION,
and SO (share option) fields. Press Enter.

b. Complete the fields on the Auto Hversion Creation/Update panel, set the Explain Type to C (Current), and press
Enter.
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Your updates are processed.
c. Press F3 (End).

Your COMPBASE auto hversion definition is saved. You return to the PPA Auto HVersion Maintenance panel.
3. Create the COMPHAFT auto hversion definition:

a. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values in the HVERSION (COMPHAFT), DESCRIPTION,
and SO fields. Press Enter.

b. Complete the fields on the Auto Hversion Creation/Update panel, set the Explain Type to F (Future), and press
Enter.
Your updates are processed.

c. Press F3 (End).
Your COMPHAFT auto hversion definition is saved. You return to the PPA Auto HVersion Maintenance panel.

4. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Configure the Explain Options (Compare with Auto HVersion)
Configure your explain options by creating an explain profile. An explain profile specifies whether to execute a current or
future explain, what reports to generate, and what data filters to apply. The explain profile also specifies the auto hversion
definition to use. The auto hversion controls where the explain data is stored.

For this scenario, create two profiles: BASELINE and CMPHIST. Your BASELINE profile contains the explain options
to use for a current explain. A current explain uses the access path that is currently in use. The resulting explain data
provides the baseline to use for the access path and SQL cost comparison.

Your CMPHIST profile contains the explain options to use for a future explain. A future explain shows how binding or
rebinding a plan or package would affect the access path without actually rebinding them. For this scenario, our profile
also specifies the Compare History option. This option compares the results of your current explain and your future
explain and stores the comparison results in the Explain Strategy Compare History table.

Follow these steps to create the explain profiles:

1. Select EP (Explain Profile Maintenance) from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Type C (Create) in the first line command field and provide values for the NAME (BASELINE), DESCRIPTION, and

SO (share option) fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Options panel appears.

3. Create a profile for your current explain:
– Specify U (Update) in the Database Options field.
– Specify your user ID in the Primary AUTHID and Secondary AUTHID fields.
– If you are explaining a non-catalog SQL source, such as a DBRMLIB, SQL, or file, specify a value in the Update

SQL Qualifiers field.
– Specify the subsystem that contains your explain strategy in the Rule Set SSID field.
– Specify R (Rollback) in the PLAN_TABLE Option field.
– Specify the subsystem that contains your explain strategy in the Target SSID field.
– Specify U (Update) in the Reports field.
– Optionally specify other values.
Press Enter.
The PPA Historical Database - Options panel appears.

4. Update the historical database options:
– Specify N In the Save Historic Data as a Strategy, Update CURRENT HVersion, and Create New HVersion fields.
– Specify your auto hversion definition name (COMPBASE) in the Automatic Historic Versioning field.
Press Enter.
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The PPA Explain Reports panel appears.
5. Specify Y in the Summary field. (The Summary report shows the explained statements and the SQLCODE. A plus

value indicates that the statement was explained successfully.) Specify N for the other report types. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Options panel reappears. The Database Options field has changed to Y, indicating that this profile
stores the explain data in the historical database.

6. Press Enter.
The profile is saved. The PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel reappears.

7. Create a profile for your future explain by repeating Steps 1 through 6 with the following changes:
– In Step 1, on the PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel, specify CMPHIST as the profile name.
– In Step 4, on the PPA Historical Database - Options panel, specify COMPHAFT in the Automatic Historic Versioning

field.
– In Step 5, on the PPA Explain Reports panel, specify Y in the Summary field and specify N for the other report

types. Specify H (Compare History) in the Compare field and specify Y in the Compare Options field.
Press Enter.
The PPA Compare Versions Report Options panel appears.

8. Specify the following compare options:
– Specify E (Either changed) in the Change Level field.
– Specify P (Paired) in the Paired stmts field.
– Specify COMPBASE in the Old Hversion field. This value tells Plan Analyzer to use the explain data in this auto

hversion definition when performing comparison processing.
Press Enter three times.
Your profile is saved. The PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel reappears.

9. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Prepare Plans and Packages (Compare with Auto HVersion)
Prepare your plans and packages before you perform the current explain. This preparation consists of identifying any
packages in the strategy to be explained that were bound with EXPLAIN (NO) and rebinding them with EXPLAIN (YES).

The current explain does not include SQL costs for packages that are bound with EXPLAIN (NO). Only the access path
information is included. Using EXPLAIN (NO) packages also limits the explain data that can be provided in the historical
reports and the SQL Design Rules report.

Prepare Individual Packages

Use this procedure when you know the package names.

1. Select IP (Identify Problem Plan/Packages) from the main menu.
2. Enter selection criteria for the packages, type S (Select) for "Are bound with EXPLAIN(NO)", and press Enter.
3. Type R next to the packages to rebind. For this scenario, we are rebinding the packages. Typically you would use B to

bind packages that have changed since the last time they were bound and use R to rebind the unchanged packages.
Press Enter.
The Batch Processor Card Display appears, showing the input for the package rebind.

4. Type EDIT in the command line and press Enter.
The batch input appears in an edit session.

5. Issue a CHANGE ALL command to replace EXPLAIN (NO) with EXPLAIN (YES). Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Batch Processor Card Display.
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7. Press Enter.
The rebind is processed. The plans with packages are now rebound with EXPLAIN (YES).

8. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Prepare Plans with Package Lists

Use this procedure when you know the plan names.

1. Select P (Plan) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Specify PP (Plan Packlist) and enter selection criteria for the plans. Press Enter.

The PPA Plan Packlist panel appears, showing the plans with package lists that match your selection criteria.
3. Issue the REBINDPACK command. For this scenario, we are rebinding the packages. Typically you would use

BINDPACK to bind packages that have changed since the last time they were bound and use REBINDPACK to rebind
the unchanged packages.
The Batch Processor Card Display appears with the batch input for the selected plans or packages.

4. Type EDIT in the command line and press Enter.
The batch input appears in an edit session.

5. Issue a CHANGE ALL command to replace EXPLAIN (NO) with EXPLAIN (YES). Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Batch Processor Display Card panel.

7. Press Enter.
The rebind is processed. The plans with package lists are now rebound with EXPLAIN (YES).

Identify the SQL Sources to Explain (Compare with Auto HVersion)
Identify the SQL sources to explain by creating an explain strategy, CMPSTRAT. An explain strategy is a reusable strategy
that specifies the SQL sources to explain. Each time the strategy is used, the explain results are saved as a version of
that strategy. If your explain profile specifies an hversion, the results are also saved to the hversion.

You can create your strategy in regular mode or expert mode. Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels
and supports the following SQL sources:

• Plans
• Collection IDs
• Collection ID/package combinations

Expert mode provides more flexibility for customizing an explain. Expert mode supports the same SQL sources as regular
mode plus the following SQL sources:

• SQL statements
• DBRM library input
• File input
• PRF and QMF queries

Instructions for both modes are provided here.

Review Your Profile Settings

Before you create an explain strategy, review the following profile settings.

1. Select PF (Profile) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Select PPA Profile Variables.
3. Complete the following fields:
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– Specify N (Regular) or Y (Expert) in the Expert Mode default field to select your mode for creating the explain
strategy.

– Specify L (Latest version) in the Package version(s) default field. We want to explain only the latest package
version.

– Specify N (None) in the Package versioning method field. This setting requires an exact match between the
compared package versions and is therefore useful for seeing object changes and statistics changes that can affect
performance.

– Specify Y (Suppress) in the Suppress Expl Prof Select panel field. We do not want to specify a profile in the
strategy; we want to specify it when we execute the strategy.

Press Enter.
Your changes are saved. You are now ready to create your explain strategy.

Create an Explain Strategy in Regular Mode

Creating an explain strategy in regular mode requires fewer steps and panels and supports fewer SQL sources.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values for the STRATEGY/VERSION (CMPSTRAT),

DESCRIPTION, and SO fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy - Regular Mode panel appears.

3. Complete all header fields. Blank out the Profile field. (You specify the profile when you run the strategy.) Specify the
criteria for the plans or packages that you want to explain. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Catalog Data panel appears.

4. Type S (Select) next to the packages to explain and press Enter.
5. Press F3 (End) two times.

The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears. Your explain strategy, CMPSTRAT, is saved.
6. Press F3 (End).

You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu. You are now ready to explain the SQL sources.

Create an Explain Strategy in Expert Mode

Creating a strategy in expert mode supports more customization and more SQL sources.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values for the STRATEGY/VERSION (CMPSTRAT),

DESCRIPTION, and SO fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel appears.

3. Complete the header fields and blank out the Profile field. (You specify the profile when you run the strategy.) Type C
(Create) on the create line and specify values in the other fields on this line to define a SQL source for your explain.
Press Enter.
The source appears on the PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel.

4. Repeat Step 4 to define more SQL sources as needed.
5. Press F3 (End).

The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears. Your explain strategy, CMPSTRAT, is saved.
6. Press F3 (End) again.

You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu. You are now ready to explain the SQL sources.
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Explain the SQL Sources (Compare with Auto HVersion)
You are now ready to explain your SQL sources by executing a current explain on your CMPSTRAT explain strategy. This
explain uses the options in your BASELINE explain profile and saves the output to your COMPBASE auto hversion. The
output includes your current access paths and SQL costs.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type E (Explain) next to the CMPSTRAT strategy and press Enter.
3. Specify BASELINE in the Profile field. Complete the Version Information fields. Specify N in the Update Explain

Options field. (You have already set your explain options.) Press Enter.
A message confirms that the strategy is using the explain options in the BASELINE profile.

4. Press Enter again.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

5. Type O (ONLINE) in the Mode field and press Enter. For this scenario, we are executing the explain in online mode.
You could also execute the explain in batch mode to save the JCL to a data set for later reuse.
The explain executes. The explain data is saved to the COMPBASE auto hversion, as specified in your BASELINE
explain profile.

6. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.
7. (Optional) Verify that the explain captured the access path and SQL cost information:

a. Select QD (Query Explain Database) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
b. Type ES (Explain Summary) in the Report field, type COMPBASE in the Hversion field, and enter selection criteria

in the other header fields. Press Enter.
The Explain Summary report appears. Level +0 indicates that the baseline data exists.

c. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Compare the Access Paths (Compare with Auto HVersion)
Now you can compare your access paths and SQL costs by running a future explain on your CMPSTRAT explain strategy.
A future explain shows how binding or rebinding a plan or package would change your access paths without actually
performing the rebind.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type E (Explain) next to the CMPSTRAT strategy and press Enter.
3. Specify CMPHIST in the Profile field, complete the Version Information fields, specify N in the Update Explain Options

field, and press Enter.
A message confirms that the strategy is using the explain options in the CMPHIST profile.

4. Press Enter again.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

5. Type O (ONLINE) in the Mode field and press Enter. For this scenario, we are executing the explain in online mode.
You could also execute the explain in batch mode to save the JCL to a data set for later reuse.
The explain executes. The explain data is saved to the COMPHAFT auto hversion, as specified in your CMPHIST
explain profile.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Explain Strategy Services panel. You are now ready to view your compare summary.

Analyze the Compare Summary Results (Compare with Auto HVersion)
Use the Compare Summary report to identify the worst-performing SQL statements and the SQL statements with
significant performance improvements that can benefit from a rebind.
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You can filter the report by various compare categories (Degraded, Improved, Changed, Unchanged, Non-Paired, or
Error). You can use line commands to perform a deeper analysis on individual statements. For example, you can view
the Compare Explain Versions report to see the access path differences. You can also access other Plan Analyzer bind
utilities and package reports.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Find strategy CMPSTRAT and type S next to strategy version V00002. This strategy version executed your future

explain with the compare function selected. This version should show a Y in the CH (Compare History) column. Press
Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy Compare Summary panel appears.

3. Specify S next to one or more compare categories and press Enter.
The compare summary statements appear.

4. Scroll right (F11) to view the cost metric fields. These fields show old and new costs for milliseconds, service units, and
total cost, along with the object source type and package version.

5. Type S next to a statement and press Enter to display the Compare Explain Versions report. This report shows the
old and new access paths when access path changes exist. The access path changes are highlighted to identify the
changes.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the compare summary statements.

7. (Optional) Use other line commands like DEP (Object Dependency analysis), PRED (Predicate analysis), and STAT
(Statistics analysis) to perform further analysis. To see the available line commands, specify a question mark (?) in a
line command field.

Identify Access Path and SQL Cost Changes (Compare with Strategy HVersion)
This use case uses compare history records and strategy hversions to identify access path and SQL cost changes.

You can identify changes to access paths and to SQL costs (such as milliseconds, service units, and total costs).
Identifying these changes is important because they can result in costly, poorly performing SQL. These changes can
occur in several situations, such as:

• Migrating to a new Db2 version
• Changing Db2 objects, such as adding or dropping an index
• Changing SQL, such as adding predicates or changing the ORDER BY/GROUP BY values

This scenario describes how to collect compare history records and then use the Compare Summary facility to analyze
the changes in access paths and SQL costs. As part of this process, you save your explain data as a historical strategy
version, run a current explain, and run a future explain. You then compare the results from those explains.

A current explain shows the access path that is in use. A future explain shows how binding or rebinding a plan or package
would change the access path, without actually performing the rebind. Comparing the data from these explains identifies
the projected access path and SQL cost changes. You can use this information to assess potential problems and take
the appropriate action. For example, you could decide to proceed with your proposed changes. Alternately, you could use
other Plan Analyzer utilities and reports to study the comparison results in more depth before you decide what to do.

NOTE

The names that are used here for explain profiles and the explain strategy are provided for demonstration
purposes. You can use these names or you can select other names that are appropriate for your site.

Before You Begin

Before you proceed with this scenario, review these prerequisites:
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• Verify that you have the security authorizations to EXPLAIN PLAN and to BIND or REBIND a plan or package.
• (Recommended) Review the descriptions of current and future explains.
• (Recommended) Review the information about using explain profiles.

Steps in this Use Case

The following illustration shows how to collect compare history records, explain SQL sources, and generate a Compare
Summary report to identify changes to the access paths and SQL costs:

Identifying access path changes and SQL cost changes consists of the following steps:

1. Configure the explain options.
2. Prepare the plans and packages.
3. Identify the SQL sources to explain.
4. Explain the SQL sources.
5. Compare the access paths.
6. Analyze the Compare Summary results.

Configure the Explain Options (Compare with Strategy HVersion)
Create an explain profile to perform a future explain.

Configure your explain options by creating an explain profile. An explain profile specifies whether to execute a current or
future explain, what reports to generate, and what data filters to apply. The explain profile also lets you save the explain
results to the historical database as a strategy hversion. The hversion ties the explain data to the strategy version name.

For this scenario, create an explain profile that is named CMPSHIST with the explain options to use for a future explain.
The COMPSHIST profile is used twice in this scenario. The first time this profile is used, the explain type is overridden to
perform a current explain. A current explain uses the access path that was selected when the package was last bound.

This profile is then used a second time to perform a future explain. A future explain shows how binding or rebinding a plan
or package would affect the access path without actually rebinding them.

Your profile also specifies the Compare History option. This option compares the results of your current explain and your
future explain and stores the comparison results in the Explain Strategy Compare History table.
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Follow these steps to configure the explain options:

1. Select EP (Explain Profile Maintenance) from the Plan Analyzer main menu and press Enter.
2. Type C (Create) in the first line command field and provide values for the NAME (CMPSHIST), DESCRIPTION, and

SO (share option) fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Options panel appears.

3. Create a profile for your future explain:
– Specify U (Update) in the Database Options field.
– Specify your user ID in the Primary AUTHID and Secondary AUTHID fields.
– If you are explaining a non-catalog SQL source, such as a DBRMLIB, SQL, or file, specify a value in the Update

SQL Qualifiers field.
– Specify the Db2 subsystem that contains your explain strategy in the Rule Set SSID field.
– Specify R (Rollback) in the PLAN_TABLE Option field.
– Specify the Db2 subsystem that contains your explain strategy in the Target SSID field.
– Specify U (Update) in the Reports field.
– Optionally specify other values.
Press Enter.
The PPA Historical Database - Options panel appears.

4. Update the historical database options:
– Specify Y In the Save Historic Data as a Strategy field. This value saves your explain results as a strategy hversion

in the historical database.
– Delete any value in the Automatic Historic Versioning field.
– Specify N in the Update CURRENT HVersion and Create New HVersion fields.
Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Reports panel appears.

5. Specify Y in the Summary field. (The Summary report shows the explained statements and the SQLCODE. A plus
value indicates that the statement was explained successfully.) Specify N for the other report types. Specify H
(Compare History) in the Compare field and specify Y in the Compare Options field. Press Enter.
The PPA Compare Versions Report Options panel appears.

6. Specify the following compare options:
– Specify E (Either changed) in the Change Level field.
– Specify P (Paired) in the Paired stmts field.
– Delete any values in the Old Hversion and Level fields.
Press Enter two times.
The PPA Explain Options panel reappears. The Database Options field has changed to Y, indicating that this profile
stores the explain data in the historical database.

7. Press Enter.
The profile is saved. The PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel reappears.

8. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Prepare Plans and Packages (Compare with Strategy HVersion)
Rebind any EXPLAIN (NO) packages with EXPLAIN (YES).

Prepare your plans and packages before you perform the current explain. This preparation consists of identifying any
packages in the strategy to be explained that were bound with EXPLAIN (NO) and rebinding them with EXPLAIN (YES).
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The current explain does not include SQL costs for packages that are bound with EXPLAIN (NO). Only the access path
information is included. Using EXPLAIN (NO) packages also limits the explain data that can be provided in the historical
reports and the SQL Design Rules report.

Prepare Individual Packages

Use this procedure when you know the package names.

1. Select IP (Identify Problem Plan/Packages) from the main menu.
2. Enter selection criteria for the packages, type S (Select) for "Are bound with EXPLAIN(NO)", and press Enter.
3. Type R next to the packages to rebind. For this scenario, we are rebinding the packages. Typically you would use B to

bind packages that have changed since the last time they were bound and use R to rebind the unchanged packages.
Press Enter.
The Batch Processor Card Display appears, showing the input for the package rebind.

4. Type EDIT in the command line and press Enter.
The batch input appears in an edit session.

5. Issue a CHANGE ALL command to replace EXPLAIN (NO) with EXPLAIN (YES). Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Batch Processor Card Display.

7. Press Enter.
The rebind is processed. The plans with packages are now rebound with EXPLAIN (YES).

8. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Prepare Plans with Package Lists

Use this procedure when you know the plan names.

1. Select P (Plan) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Specify PP (Plan Packlist) and enter selection criteria for the plans. Press Enter.

The PPA Plan Packlist panel appears, showing the plans with package lists that match your selection criteria.
3. Issue the REBINDPACK command. For this scenario, we are rebinding the packages. Typically you would use

BINDPACK to bind packages that have changed since the last time they were bound and use REBINDPACK to rebind
the unchanged packages.
The Batch Processor Card Display appears with the batch input for the selected plans or packages.

4. Type EDIT in the command line and press Enter.
The batch input appears in an edit session.

5. Issue a CHANGE ALL command to replace EXPLAIN (NO) with EXPLAIN (YES). Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Batch Processor Display Card panel.

7. Press Enter.
The rebind is processed. The plans with package lists are now rebound with EXPLAIN (YES).

Identify the SQL Sources to Explain (Compare with Strategy HVersion)
Create an explain strategy that specifies the SQL sources to explain.

Identify the SQL sources to explain by creating an explain strategy, CMPSTRAT. An explain strategy is a reusable strategy
that specifies the SQL sources to explain. Each time the strategy is used, the explain results are saved as a version of
that strategy. If your explain profile specifies an hversion, the results are also saved to the hversion.
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You can create your strategy in regular mode or expert mode. Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels
and supports the following SQL sources:

• Plans
• Collection IDs
• Collection ID/package combinations

Expert mode provides more flexibility for customizing an explain. Expert mode supports the same SQL sources as regular
mode plus the following SQL sources:

• SQL statements
• DBRM library input
• File input
• PRF and QMF queries

Instructions for both modes are provided here.

Review Your Profile Settings

Before you create an explain strategy, review the following profile settings.

1. Select PF (Profile) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Select PPA Profile Variables.
3. Complete the following fields:

– Specify N (Regular) or Y (Expert) in the Expert Mode default field to select your mode for creating the explain
strategy.

– Specify L (Latest version) in the Package version(s) default field. We want to explain only the latest package
version.

– Specify N (None) in the Package versioning method field. This setting requires an exact match between the
compared package versions and is therefore useful for seeing object changes and statistics changes that can affect
performance.

– Specify Y (Suppress) in the Suppress Expl Prof Select panel field. We do not want to specify a profile in the
strategy; we want to specify it when we execute the strategy.

Press Enter.
Your changes are saved. You are now ready to create your explain strategy.

Create an Explain Strategy in Regular Mode

Creating an explain strategy in regular mode requires fewer steps and panels and supports fewer SQL sources.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values for the STRATEGY/VERSION (CMPSTRAT),

DESCRIPTION, and SO fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy - Regular Mode panel appears.

3. Complete all header fields. Blank out the Profile field. (You specify the profile when you run the strategy.) Specify the
criteria for the plans or packages that you want to explain. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Catalog Data panel appears.

4. Type S (Select) next to the packages to explain and press Enter.
5. Press F3 (End) two times.

The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears. Your explain strategy, CMPSTRAT, is saved.
6. Press F3 (End).

You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu. You are now ready to explain the SQL sources.
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Create an Explain Strategy in Expert Mode

Creating a strategy in expert mode supports more customization and more SQL sources.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type C (Create) in the first line command field. Provide values for the STRATEGY/VERSION (CMPSTRAT),

DESCRIPTION, and SO fields. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel appears.

3. Complete the header fields and blank out the Profile field. (You specify the profile when you run the strategy.) Type C
(Create) on the create line and specify values in the other fields on this line to define a SQL source for your explain.
Press Enter.
The source appears on the PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel.

4. Repeat Step 4 to define more SQL sources as needed.
5. Press F3 (End).

The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears. Your explain strategy, CMPSTRAT, is saved.
6. Press F3 (End) again.

You return to the Plan Analyzer main menu. You are now ready to explain the SQL sources.

Explain the SQL Sources (Compare with Strategy HVersion)
Explain your selected SQL sources.

You are now ready to explain your SQL sources by executing a current explain on your CMPSTRAT explain strategy. This
explain uses the options in your CMPSHIST explain profile and overrides the explain type to perform a current explain.
This explain also saves the output to your CMPSTRAT version and strategy hversion. The output includes your current
access paths and SQL costs.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type E (Explain) next to the CMPSTRAT strategy and press Enter.
3. Specify CMPSHIST in the Profile field. Complete the Version Information fields. Specify Y in the Update Explain

Options field. Press Enter twice.
The PPA Explain Strategy - Explain Options Display appears.

4. Type C (Current) in the Explain Type field. A current explain uses the access path that was selected when the package
was last bound.
Press Enter.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

5. Type O (ONLINE) in the Mode field and press Enter. For this scenario, we are executing the explain in online mode.
You could also execute the explain in batch mode to save the JCL to a data set for later reuse.
The explain executes. The explain data is saved as strategy hversion V00001.

6. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.
7. (Optional) Verify that the explain captured the access path and SQL cost information:

a. Select QD (Query Explain Database) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
b. Type ES (Explain Summary) in the Report field, type ALL in the DBOPTS field, type CMPSTRAT in the Name

field, and type ST in the Type field. Enter selection criteria in the other header fields except for Collid and Package.
Press Enter.
The Explain Summary report appears. V00001 indicates that the explain data exists.

c. Press F3 (End) until you return to the Plan Analyzer main menu.

Compare the Access Paths (Compare with Strategy HVersion)
Run a future explain for comparison against your current explain.
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Now you can compare your access paths and SQL costs by running a future explain on your CMPSTRAT explain strategy.
A future explain shows how binding or rebinding a plan or package would change your access paths without actually
performing the rebind.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Type E (Explain) next to the CMPSTRAT strategy and press Enter.
3. Specify CMPSHIST in the Profile field, complete the Version Information fields, and specify Y in the Update Explain

Options field. Press Enter.
A message confirms that the strategy is using the explain options in the CMPSHIST profile.

4. Press Enter twice.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

5. Type U next to the Reports field and press Enter.
6. Type Y next to the Compare Options field and press Enter.
7. Specify V00001 in the Level field to compare this future explain against strategy hversion V00001. You can also

specify a question mark (?) in the Level field to select the strategy hversion from a list.
Press Enter until the PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

8. Type O (ONLINE) in the Mode field and press Enter. For this scenario, we are executing the explain in online mode.
You could also execute the explain in batch mode to save the JCL to a data set for later reuse.
The explain executes. The explain data is saved to the strategy hversion, V00002.

9. Press F3 (End).
You return to the Explain Strategy Services panel. You are now ready to view your compare summary.

Analyze the Compare Summary Results (Compare with Strategy HVersion)
Analyze your compare summary results.

Use the Compare Summary report to identify the worst-performing SQL statements and the SQL statements with
significant performance improvements that can benefit from a rebind.

You can filter the report by various compare categories (Degraded, Improved, Changed, Unchanged, Non-Paired, or
Error). You can use line commands to perform a deeper analysis on individual statements. For example, you can view
the Compare Explain Versions report to see the access path differences. You can also access other Plan Analyzer bind
utilities and package reports.

1. Select ES (Explain Strategy Services) from the Plan Analyzer main menu.
2. Find strategy CMPSTRAT and type S next to strategy version V00002. This strategy version executed your future

explain with the compare function selected. This version should show a Y in the CH (Compare History) column. Press
Enter.
The PPA Explain Strategy Compare Summary panel appears.

3. Specify S next to one or more compare categories and press Enter.
The compare summary statements appear.

4. Scroll right (F11) to view the cost metric fields. These fields show old and new costs for milliseconds, service units, and
total cost, along with the object source type and package version.

5. Type S next to a statement and press Enter to display the Compare Explain Versions report. This report shows the
old and new access paths when access path changes exist. The access path changes are highlighted to identify the
changes.

6. Press F3 (End).
You return to the compare summary statements.

7. (Optional) Use other line commands like DEP (Object Dependency analysis), PRED (Predicate analysis), and STAT
(Statistics analysis) to perform further analysis. To see the available line commands, specify a question mark (?) in a
line command field.
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Plans and Packages
This section discusses managing your plans and packages by issuing bind, rebind, and free commands. You can issue
these commands from any plan or package listing while online, in batch, or immediate batch mode. You can also search
your plans and packages for nine different problem conditions.

Manage Plan and Package Performance
This article discusses how a database administrator can use Plan Analyzer to manage your plan and package
performance.

Managing plan and package performance includes assessing the status of your plans and packages and using the BIND,
REBIND, and FREE commands efficiently. The Plan/Packages Utilities option lets you perform the following tasks:

• Execute BIND, REBIND, and FREE commands against one or more plans and packages.
You can issue these commands from any plan or package listing while online, in batch, or in immediate batch mode. To
access reports from a package or plan list, or from within a report, use subreport line commands.

• Issue an on-demand rebind compare analysis against a package.
• Deploy a native stored procedure or non-inline SQL scalar function package from the current system to another

system.
NOTE
The BIND PACKAGE DEPLOY options line command (DPLY) can be used only in Db2 12 or lower. The
DEPLOY bind option is deprecated in Db2 13. To deploy native SQL stored procedure packages and SQL
scalar function packages in a newer environment, issue the same CREATE or ALTER statements separately
in each Db2 environment.

• Copy one or more packages from the current system to another system, or from the current collection ID to another
collection ID.

• See whether a package is valid, and determine whether a plan or package has locked a portion of a table. You can
also see when resources are acquired and released. Use this information when you are modifying plan and package
parameters to improve performance.

• Verify when a plan or package was last bound. This information helps you resolve errors that can occur when
timestamps are out of sync.

• Determine whether a package was bound with the EXPLAIN (YES) option. If this option was used, you can access an
explain report to view performance and optimization data about the package. If the package was bound with EXPLAIN
(NO), the explain report can use the Db2 catalog directory to report on the performance and optimization data within
the PLAN_TABLE. However, no cost metrics are available.

Follow these steps to manage your plan and package performance:

1. Select Plan/Package Utilities from the Plan Analyzer Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Complete the following fields:

• For packages, complete the Collid and Package fields and press Enter.
The Package Utilities panel appears with a list of packages that match your search criteria.

• For plans, complete the Plan and Creator fields and press Enter.
The Plan Utilities panel appears with a list of plans that match your search criteria.

3. Complete one of the following tasks:

• Bind, rebind, or free all listed packages or plans using primary commands.
You cannot bind basic and advanced trigger, native stored procedure, SQL scalar function, and REST service
packages. These package types are ignored when a bind is issued on a package list.

• Bind, rebind, or free, and optionally specify bind, rebind, or free options for one or more plans or packages using
line commands.
For REST service packages, you can modify a subset of the rebind options for DBRM packages through the RO
line command.
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For native stored procedure, non-inline SQL scalar function, and advanced trigger packages, you can modify
a limited set of rebind options through the RO line command. These options are related primarily to plan
management and explains. To modify more rebind options for these packages, use the ROA line command.
If you specify options, the Options panel appears for each selected plan or package. Update the parameters and
press Enter.

• You cannot specify bind package options (the BO line command) for basic or advanced trigger, native stored
procedure, non-inline SQL scalar function, or REST service packages.

• When you type primary and line commands on the Package Utilities List panel, primary commands are
processed before line commands.

• When line commands are processed, subreport commands take precedence over utility line commands.
• Subreport commands are processed individually, in the order that is listed on the package list.
• Utility line commands are processed collectively. As a result, the batch input for all selected packages appears

on the Batch Processor Card Display.

The Batch Processor Card Display appears.
4. Review the generated input and specify whether to process it online or in batch.
5. Press Enter to accept the batch input.

The specified commands are executed. Only plans or packages without errors are processed.
6. If errors occur during processing, correct them:

1. Return to the Options panel in Step 3.
2. Correct the parameters for the plans and packages that caused the errors. Use the SKIP command to skip the

Options panels for the ones that did not cause errors.
3. Type PROCESS and press Enter.

You return to the Batch Processor Card Display.
4. Review the generated input and indicate whether to process the input online or in batch.
5. Execute the batch input again or save the batch input to a data set.

Create and Manage a Db2 Native REST Service
You can create a REST service natively through the BIND SERVICE command, instead of accessing the application layer
to create a REST API through the REST call interface.

You can also use the Plan/Package Utilities menu option to manage the REST service performance in the following ways:

• REBIND or FREE one or more REST packages. You can issue these commands from any package listing while online,
in batch, or in immediate batch mode. To access reports from a package list, or from within a report, use subreport line
commands.

• COPY packages individually or collectively from the current system to another system, or from the current collection ID
to another collection ID.

• Issue an on-demand rebind compare analysis against a package.
• See whether a package is valid, and determine whether a package has locked a portion of a table. You can also see

when resources are acquired and released. Use this information when modifying package parameters to potentially
improve performance.

• Verify when a package was last bound. This information helps resolve errors that can occur when your timestamps are
out of sync.

• Determine whether a package was bound with the EXPLAIN (YES) option. If this option was used, you can access an
explain report to view performance and optimization data about the package. If the package was bound with EXPLAIN
(NO), the explain report can use the Db2 catalog directory to report on the performance and optimization data within
the PLAN_TABLE. However, no cost metrics are available.
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To create a native REST service:

1. Select Plan/Package Utilities from the product Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Type ADDREST in the command line and press Enter. This command can be specified from any Plan Analyzer

panel. When you specify this command here, you can see the new REST package in the catalog after the bind has
completed.
The PPA BIND SERVICE Options panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:

• Fill in the collection, name, version, owner, and qualifier. The service collection and name are required.
• Fill in the RESTSQLDS field, which indicates the data set where the REST SQL text is located. If RESTSQLDS is a

PDS library, also fill in the PDSMEM field.
• Assign values to the remaining bind options. The initial displayed values on this panel are the default values for

each bind option.

Press F3.
The Batch Process Card Display appears.

4. Review the generated input and specify whether to process it online or in batch. Then press Enter to accept the batch
input.
The specified command is executed.

5. Verify that the new REST package has been created. On the Plan/Package Utilities panel, specify the collection and
name that were used to create the package in the Collid and Package fields. Press Enter.
A Package Utilities List report is generated. This report shows the new REST package.

Identify Problem Plans and Packages
The Identify Problem Plans/Packages facility lets you search your plans and packages for nine different problem
conditions. Use this feature to find plans and packages with the following problems:

• Use Repeatable Read for isolation level
• Use Uncommitted Read for isolation level
• Do not specify an isolation level (packages only)
• Defer Validity Checking until run time
• Are Invalid (require BIND/REBIND)
• Are Inoperative (require explicit BIND/REBIND)
• Are bound with EXPLAIN(NO)
• Are bound with DEGREE(ONE)
• Are bound with DEGREE(ANY)

You can also perform the following tasks for any plans or packages that appear on the Problem Plan or Problem Package
List:

• Determine the BIND DATE/TIME. The list shows when a plan or package was last bound. This information helps when
you receive SQL error code -818 indicating that your timestamps are not in sync. As a solution, verify when the plan or
package was last bound and rebind it from the Problem Plan List or Problem Package List.

• Access other reports. You can gather more information about a plan or package by using any of the Plan Reporting or
Package Reporting reports. All processing can be done directly from the report.

• Perform a BIND, REBIND, or FREE. The list displays the plans and packages that can cause performance problems.
You can correct the plans and packages by executing a BIND, REBIND, or FREE directly from the Problem Plan List or
Problem Package List panel. A BIND or REBIND can correct an invalid or inoperative plan/package.

• Change the current VALIDATE and ISOLATION values of a plan or package when you select a BIND or REBIND.
These commands generate batch input that you can edit to correct the VALIDATE and ISOLATION fields.
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You can generate the Identify Problem Plan/Packages reports online or in batch. If you generate a report online, you can
enter line commands to analyze the data further. For example, you can issue the RCA line command against a package to
perform an on-demand rebind compare analysis.

To generate a report online:

1. Select Identify Problem Plan/Packages from the Plan Analyzer Main Menu.
2. Complete the appropriate fields:

– For plans, complete the Name and Creator fields.
– For packages, complete the Collid and Package fields.
– Type S next to at least one problem in the list.
Press Enter.
The Problem Plan List or Problem Package List appears with the plans or packages that meet your criteria.

3. Enter a subreport, utility, or special line command next to the appropriate plan or package. Press Enter.
The requested function executes or a panel representing that requested function appears.

To generate a report in batch:

1. Select Identify Problem Plan/Packages from the Main Menu.
2. Complete the appropriate fields:

– For plans, complete the Name and Creator fields.
– For packages, complete the Collid and Package fields.
– Type S next to at least one problem in the list.

3. Type BATCH in the command line and press Enter
The Batch Reporting Job Submission panel appears.

4. Type S in the Option field and press Enter.
The Problem Plans/Packages Menu reappears. A message indicates that the job has been submitted to JES.

Problem Conditions
Plan Analyzer identifies the following problem conditions, which are displayed on the Problem Plan List or Package Plan
List panels.

  

Repeatable Read (Plans or Packages)

If the ISOLATION level is set to Repeatable Read, any page locks are released at the next commit point. As a
result, pages are locked for a long time, demand the use of frequent commit points, and cause unacceptable overhead.
We recommend avoiding the Repeatable Read level to help prevent unnecessary overhead.

Uncommitted Read

If the ISOLATION level is set to Uncommitted Read, the application acquires no page or row locks and can run
concurrently with most other operations. However, this isolation setting enables the application to read data that was
changed by another operation but not yet committed. Avoid the Uncommitted Read level to prevent the possibility of
reading uncommitted data when the application data must be concise and accurate.

A UR isolation level applies only to read-only SQL operations: SELECT, SELECT INTO, or FETCH from a read-only result
table. If the result table is not read-only, then Db2 defaults to Cursor Stability isolation.

Cursor Stability

Cursor Stability is an alternative to Repeatable Read and Uncommitted Read. Cursor Stability locks an accessed page
and unlocks the page when you access a different page. Setting the ISOLATION level to Cursor Stability grants maximum
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concurrency. However, when you re-access a page where a different application process has changed the data, the
program uses the changed data to generate information.

No Isolation Level (Packages Only)

In addition to Repeatable Read and CS Cursor Stability, the isolation level for a package can be blank. When the level is
blank, the package inherits the isolation level of the plan. For example, suppose that plan PLAN01 has an RR isolation
level and package PACK01 has a blank isolation level. If PACK01 is included in the package list of PLAN01 and PLAN01
is bound, PACK01 inherits the RR isolation level of PLAN01. As noted previously, an RR level might cause problems;
verify which packages do not have a specified isolation level.

VALIDATE(RUN) (Plans or Packages)

Validity checking helps verify that any references to objects are correct syntactically, the objects exist, and EXECUTE
authorization exists for the binder of the plan or package.

When you use VALIDATE(RUN), validity checking occurs at BIND time and again at run time for SQL that was not valid
at BIND time, which can result in catalog contention and performance degradation. Avoid VALIDATE(RUN) as much
as possible. As an alternative, use VALIDATE(BIND). Full validity checking is performed at BIND time with this option.
However, you might resort to VALIDATE(RUN) when the plan references an object that does not yet exist.

The VALIDATE value on the Problem Plan List or Problem Package List panel tells you whether the plan or package was
bound with VALIDATE(BIND) or VALIDATE(RUN).

Invalid or Inoperative (Plans or Packages)

A plan or package is invalidated when access paths have changed or when objects that the plan or package depend on
are dropped. You can determine whether the plan or package is invalid by referring to the VALID field on the Problem Plan
List or Problem Package List panel.

Any invalid plan or package must be bound or rebound. Db2 automatically performs a BIND or REBIND on the plan
or package when the invalid plan or package is executed. You can also perform the BIND or REBIND directly from the
Problem Plan List or Problem Package List panel.

An inoperative plan or package cannot be allocated until an explicit BIND or REBIND is executed. A plan or package
is marked inoperative when its automatic REBIND fails. If the OPERATIVE field on the Problem Plan List or Problem
Package List panel contains a NO, an explicit REBIND is necessary.

EXPLAIN(NO) (Plans or Packages)

When you request a BIND against a package, you can specify a value for the EXPLAIN parameter. This parameter
determines whether explain information must be generated (YES or NO).

When you specify EXPLAIN(YES), the explain information tells you about SQL statement execution within the package.
The explain information is inserted into your PLAN_TABLE. When you specify EXPLAIN(YES), you incur minimal
overhead processing. You achieve no great performance gains by specifying EXPLAIN(NO).

If you specify EXPLAIN(NO), no explain information populates the PLAN_TABLE. Most shops require the generation
of explain information for a plan or package before moving the plan or package from a test subsystem to a production
subsystem.

 Plan Analyzer lists the packages that are bound with EXPLAIN(NO). This information helps you quickly locate packages
that need rebinding. Listing packages with EXPLAIN(NO) also helps locate packages that are missing enhanced explain
reports following a Current Explain. To generate enhanced explain reports, Current Explains require that the packages
have been bound as EXPLAIN(YES).
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Degree 1 or Degree Any

The current DEGREE of parallelism for a plan or package is displayed on the Problem Plan List or Package List panel.
If the DEGREE of parallelism is set to ONE, then execution of the application static SQL queries is prohibited from using
parallelism. The application does not incur the extra storage overhead that parallelism requires. However, the application
might miss an opportunity for a performance improvement.

If the DEGREE of parallelism is set to ANY and the optimizer determines that parallelism might improve performance,
execution of the application static SQL queries can use parallelism. The SQL query can take advantage of one or all
parallelism types: Query I/O parallelism, CPU parallelism, or SYSPLEX (data sharing members) parallelism. 

A scan of a large partitioned tablespace can have the greatest performance improvements where both query I/O and CPU
operations are carried out in parallel.

The disadvantage is the application might not use parallelism and incurs the extra storage overhead that is associated
with parallelism. The following examples describe several instances where SQL queries do not qualify for parallelism:

• SQL queries that qualify for direct row access
• EXISTS within a WHERE predicate
• Materialized views or materialized nested table expressions at reference time. 

Use the access path that BIND EXPLAIN(YES) generates as a guideline to determine whether the plan or package could
take advantage of parallelism.

NOTE

The following information applies to EXPLAIN(NO) (Plans or Packages), Degree 1, and Degree Any.

When packages bound with EXPLAIN (NO) are encountered during current explain processing, Plan Analyzer
executes an EXPLAIN PACKAGE statement to retrieve the access path information from the Db2 directory
for these packages. As a result, you can obtain access path information for all of the explained packages,
without first rebinding them with EXPLAIN (YES). When the EXPLAIN PACKAGE statement is executed, the
HINT_USED field in the SQL Statement Detail Report contains a value of "EXPLAIN PACKAGE:". This value
confirms that access path information is provided for packages bound with EXPLAIN (NO).

Only the PLAN_TABLE data is accessed, so only a subset of explain information is provided. For example, the
access path report does not contain cost information.

Limited explain data is also provided in the historical reports and the SQL Design Rules report and Compare
Explain Versions report.

Monitor Plans, Packages, Objects, Statements, and Queries
You can monitor plans, packages, objects, statements, and queries by generating reports. This section describes how to
generate these reports online. You can also generate these reports in batch.

Generate a Plan, Package, Object, or Query Report
Easily generate reports to monitor your plans, DBRMs, packages, objects, SQL statements, and queries. These options
are linked, allowing you to generate reports for the same or different object types from within the current report. In
addition, you can issue BIND, REBIND, or FREE commands from within many of the reports. You can also use the RCA
line command in most reports to perform an on-demand rebind compare analysis wherever a package line exists.

NOTE

The following reports contain package lines but do not support on demand rebind compare analysis: Package
User Authorization, Package Plan Inclusion, and Plan Packlist.
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All reports support distributed data facility (DDF) locations. Change the location and Db2 SSID from any report panel,
easily navigating across multiple Db2 subsystems. Extend the WHERE clause on any of the SQL statements by using the
Extended Query Facility (EQF).

NOTE

Plan Analyzer does not support default EQF queries that automatically execute when a particular function or
report is accessed.

The following list summarizes each reporting option:

Plan
Information regarding plan validity, portions of a table that is locked by a plan, and the acquisition and release of
resources is provided. Other reports list the SQL statements within a plan. You can also obtain BIND or REBIND
parameters from when a plan was last bound. A report that shows the plan privileges for authorized users of the
application plans is also available. When you have a license for RC/Secure, you can access that product from this
report and can grant or revoke user authorizations.

Package
This option provides multiple reports that you can use to assess your packages. Information that is provided
includes basic or detailed information regarding plan validity, portions of a table locked by a package, and the
acquisition and release of resources. Other reports list the SQL statements within a package or display all of the
packages in a plan. You can also display the BIND or REBIND parameters from when a package was last bound.
A dependency report shows the Db2 objects that the package references. A report that shows the privileges
for authorized users of the packages is also available. Finally, a package explain report provides detailed Db2
performance and optimization information for the SQL statements within a package.

Object
This option helps you determine whether an object change is worthwhile by displaying the dependents and SQL
statements of an object. You can determine which collections and packages are affected when an object changes.
Use this information to decide how to approach the invalidated packages. For example, create an index, add a
column, or perform a REBIND on the package.
Unlike the plan and package reporting services, the object reporting service generates reports about
dependencies on objects, rather than about objects themselves.
Object reports are available in summary or detail formats. The summary format does not include information for
STMTNO or SQL STATEMENTS.

Query
Use this option for requesting catalog-based reports about data that is contained in the access path repository.
The access path repository is a group of Db2 catalog tables that contain data about queries that are defined
as statement-level optimization hints. Statement-level optimization hints help influence the access path that
the Db2 optimizer selects for processing SQL statements. Statement-level optimization hints are created in the
DSN_USERQuery_TABLE. The contents of this table are bound using the BINDQRYOPT command and then
added to the access path repository.
Identify the status, validity, and parameters of your statement-level optimization hints using Query Reporting.
Optionally free queries from within the Query reports. Free the queries from the access path repository to remove
invalid hints, address performance degradation, or capitalize on Db2 optimizer improvements. You can also free
queries when the contents of the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE are bound inadvertently.

WARNING
Db2 allows a FREE QUERY against only a local location. Changing the location value from the local
default causes the FREE QUERY to fail.

Generate the reports using the Plan, Package, Object, or Query reporting facilities.

1. From the main menu, select the Plan, Package, Object, or Query reporting option and press Enter.
The Reports Menu displays for the option you selected.

2. Specify an option and report and complete the following header fields for each reporting option:
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NOTE
Use any of the standard wildcard characters -- asterisk (*), percent sign (%), and underscore (_) in the
header fields, unless otherwise noted.

Plan
Specify selection criteria for the names and creator IDs.

Package
Specify selection criteria for collection IDs and package names.

Object
Specify selection criteria in the header fields for the referenced and referencing objects.

Query
Specify selection criteria for filter, collection, package, Queryid, and WHERE. The collection, package, and filter
fields support wildcards.

NOTE
WHERE is not supported for the Query Explain Report.

Press Enter.
NOTE
If you requested a Package Explain report, another header field, Creator, displays. Specify the name of the
PLAN_TABLE used to store the explain output and press Enter.

The report matching the specified selection criteria displays.
3. (Optional) Update the Report field, Option field, or both to navigate to a different report.

NOTE
When you switch to Statement reporting from another reporting service, the values in Name and Creator (or
the Collection and Package fields) become the values in the Plan/Collid and Package fields, respectively.

4. (Optional) Use the line and primary commands to navigate to other reports, issue a BIND, REBIND, or FREE, or
access other product functionality.

NOTE
Valid commands vary, depending on the report type. To verify the valid commands for each report, review the
online help.

Plan Reports

Plan reports display information regarding Db2 application plans. Application plans are the bound application programs
(DBRMs) that access Db2 data and define the relationship between the program and the Db2 data.

The following plan reports are provided:

BIND Parameter
Lets you see what parameters were used when the plan was bound, including all DBRMs and their associated
libraries.

Plan Detail
Lists detailed information about each plan.

Plan List
Provides a list of the application plans and displays basic information about each plan.

Plan Packlist
Lets you view the entries within the package list for each plan.

Plan REBIND Parameters
Lists the parameters for rebinding a selected plan.
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Plan SQL Statement
Lists the SQL statement text that is contained within a plan.

Plan User Authorization
Displays the plan privileges for the authorized users of a plan.

Package Reports

The following package reports are provided to help simplify package maintenance and monitoring. The package reports
let you easily retrieve information about packages and the plans, SQL statements, authorization levels, and dependent
objects associated with them.

Report Option Description
Package BIND Parameters Report BR Lets you see the parameters used when the

package was bound.
Package Dependency Report DP Lists all the Db2 objects that are referenced

by a package.
Package Detail Report D Lists detailed information about a package.
Package Explain Report E Provides detailed Db2 performance

and optimization information about the
statements within a package.

Package List Report L Lists the packages available from the
specified subsystem and location.

Package Plan Inclusion Report PI Displays all the application plans that use a
package.

Package REBIND Parameters Report RR Lists the parameters to be used when you
REBIND a selected package.

Package SQL Statement Report ST Lists the SQL statement text contained
within a package.

Package User Authorization Report UA Displays the package privileges for all the
authorized users of a package.

Generate a Statement Report
You can generate a Statement report to view all SQL within the plans and packages of your subsystem that meet
your query. You can configure your query by statement type, element conjunction, and syntax element. You can also
narrow the search to one or more statement types (SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and MERGE) and LOCKS.

An element is a factor that contributes to the main component. For Statement reporting, a syntax element is a part of the
SQL statement (main component). The selection of syntax elements is optional. The syntax elements are miscellaneous
commands and clauses, subqueries, LOCK statements, predicates, column functions, and scalar functions. When
you select syntax elements, you limit the search to the SQL statements that contain the specified syntax elements.
For example, you can search for all the SELECT statements that contain an ORDER BY clause. In this example, the
statement type is the SELECT and the syntax element is the ORDER BY clause. Use an element conjunction (AND or
OR) to determine how the selected syntax elements are combined. The conjunction applies only when you select two or
more syntax elements.

The following list describes some of the information that you can obtain through a Statement report:

SELECT *
Searches for any SQL statements containing SELECT *.
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DDF locations
Locates all occurrences of a location when your distributed data configuration is changed.

n-ways and subqueries
Finds n-way JOINs, correlated subqueries, and noncorrelated subqueries that could cause severe performance
degradation.

Math
Searches for math being performed in SQL statements. You can use this information to identify calculations that
can move to the application program to improve performance.

Nonsargable (Stage II) and nonindexable
Locates nonsargable (Stage II) and nonindexable syntax elements to find WHERE conditions that could be
restructured to improve performance.

Explain reports
Identifies a specific problem occurring within an SQL statement. For example, you can display any LOCKS
statements.

Generate the Report
This section explains how to generate a statement report.

1. Select Statement from the main menu and press Enter.
The PPA Statement Reporting Menu appears.

2. Complete the following tasks:
a. Provide values in the header fields. You can use any of the standard wildcard characters -- asterisk (*), percent

sign (%), and underscore (_) in the header fields, unless otherwise noted.
b. Select one or more statement types.
c. Combine multiple search elements by specifying AND or OR.
d. Type S next to the search elements to include in the report and press Enter.

The report appears with a list of SQL sources that match your criteria.
3. (Optional) Update the Report field, Option field, or both to navigate to a different report.

NOTE
When you switch from Statement to another report, the Plan/Collid and Package values become the values
in the Name and Creator fields (or the Collection and Package fields), respectively.

4. (Optional) Use the line and primary commands to navigate to other reports, analyze the SQL statements, issue a
BIND, REBIND, or FREE command, or access other product functionality.

Syntax Elements

You can select one or more syntax elements to limit the search for SQL statements. When you do not select any syntax
elements, Plan Analyzer searches for all statements that contain the selected statement type.

If you select two or more syntax elements, the product searches for the selected elements according to the element
conjunction that you specify (AND or OR). Consider these examples:

• Select the syntax elements UNIONs and ORDER BY clause with the conjunction AND. The product searches for the
SQL statements that contain both UNIONs and ORDER BY clauses.

• Select the same syntax elements, but this time with the OR conjunction. The product searches for the SQL statements
that contain UNIONs or ORDER BY clauses.

You can group several syntax elements under one element heading. You can select the element heading to search for all
the items that are included under it. See the following example:

 _ JOINs

 _  INNER Joins
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 _  OUTER Joins

The indented items are grouped under the element heading JOINs. If you type S next to JOINs, Plan Analyzer searches
for SQL statements with INNER and OUTER joins. If you type S next to INNER Joins, the product searches for only those
statements with INNER joins.

To view the available syntax elements, use the F7 (Up) and F8 (Down) keys to scroll the Statement Reporting Menu.

Control the Report Hierarchy in Object and Statement Reports
You can control the report hierarchy in object and statement reports. The information and procedures in this section apply
only to the object and statement reporting services.

Determine the Initial Hierarchical Level

You can expand and collapse the SQL statement display in an object dependency report or statement report using the
EXPLODE primary command or X line command. The explode commands toggle between expanded and collapsed
displays, unlike the corresponding commands in the Query Explain Database, Compare Explain Versions, Source
Database Maintenance, and Identify Problem SQL facilities.

Your Plan Analyzer profile determines the initial state of an object dependency or statement report. When the value for
Explode SQL ON/OFF in your profile is set to Y, the report initially appears in the expanded state. When the value for this
field is set to N, the report initially appears in the truncated state. The default for this field is N.

The explode commands determine how SQL statements are presented in a dependency or statement report. An SQL
statement can appear in an expanded (EXPLODE ON) state or a collapsed (EXPLODE OFF) state. In an expanded state,
SQL statements are displayed in full. In a truncated state, only a portion of each SQL statement is displayed.

Hierarchical Display

The object dependency and statement reports show the hierarchical relationships among various database objects.

The following hierarchical fields appear on every object dependency report:

Referenced object name
Displays the referenced objects of the type for which you generated this dependency report. The following object
types are valid:

• Database
• Tablespace
• Table
• Index
• View
• Synonym
• Alias
• Column
• MQT
• Column mask
• Row permission

Collection
Lists the collections that match the header criteria and that reference the object name in the referenced object
column.
In the hierarchy display, collections are shown immediately following the referenced object.
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Package
Lists the packages that match the header criteria. These names are referenced by the collection name in the
Collection field and reference the object name in the referenced object column.
In the hierarchy display, packages are shown immediately following the collections.

Stmt
Displays the number of the SQL statement that references the object in the referenced object column.

SQL statements
Displays the text of the SQL statement that references the object in the referenced object column. In the hierarchy
display, SQL statements are shown immediately following the packages.

The following hierarchical fields appear on every statement report:

PLAN
Lists the plans matching the criteria in the header fields and containing SQL statements with your selected syntax
elements. This description applies to reports that display packages only or display plans and packages.
When the value for Scope is B, the Plan column is included on the statement report.

COLLID
Lists the collections matching the criteria in the header fields and containing SQL statements with your selected
syntax elements. This description applies for reports that display packages only or display plans and packages.

PACKAGE
Lists the packages matching the header criteria and containing SQL statements with your selected syntax
elements. This field is indented and immediately follows the collection name. This description applies to reports
that display packages only or display plans and packages.

STMTNO
Displays the number of the SQL statement containing your selected syntax elements. In the hierarchy display,
SQL statements appear indented and immediately following the packages.

SQL STATEMENTS
Displays the text of the SQL statement containing your selected syntax elements.

Object Dependency Report Examples

The following example shows how SQL statements initially appear in an object dependency report when the default
profile value of EXPLODE OFF is used. Notice that the SQL statements are truncated so that only a portion of each SQL
statement appears:

PPPORL    --------- Tablespace Dependency     (DET)  --------- YYYY/MM/DD 16:02

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                            LINE 1 OF 211  >  

Option   ===> O                  Report   ===> TS                              

Object   ===> PTITSP%            Creator  ===> *         Where ===> N         

Collid   ===> PPAMP190_PPA       Package  ===> *         Type  ===> D          

----------------------------------------------------------------- USEROA9      

Location ===> LOCAL              DB2 SSID ===> SSID    Version ===> VVVVV    

                                                                               

CMD  TABLESPACE         COLLECTION         PACKAGE  STMTNO     SQL STATEMENTS  

                                                                               

____ PTITSPAA                                                                  

____ PTITSPAB                                                                  

____ PTITSPAB                                                                  

____     Collection --> PPAMP190_PPA  

____                                       PPA$C150 VERSION--> CAD190_YYYY-11->

____                                                       935 INSERT          
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____                                       PPA$DEL  VERSION--> CAD190_YYYY-11->

____                                                       780 UPDATE  PTI.PTP>

____                                       PPA$INFO VERSION--> CAD190_YYYY-11->

____                                                      1364 DECLARE STMT_CU>

____                                       PPA$QEDA VERSION--> CAD190_YYYY-11->

Valid CMDS: PACKAGE, BIND, SQL COMMANDS, AND X, QE                            

Press ENTER to process selections             Press END (PF3/15) to quit report

The following example shows the same object dependency report in an exploded state. Notice that all SQL statements are
displayed in full:

PPPORL    --------- Tablespace Dependency     (DET)  --------- YYYY/MM/DD 16:00

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                           LINE 1 OF 1640  >  

Option   ===> O                  Report   ===> TS                              

Object   ===> PTITSP%            Creator  ===> *         Where ===> N         

Collid   ===> PPAMP190_PPA       Package  ===> *         Type  ===> D          

----------------------------------------------------------------- USEROA9      

Location ===> LOCAL              DB2 SSID ===> SSID    Version ===> VVVVV      

                                                                               

CMD  TABLESPACE         COLLECTION         PACKAGE  STMTNO     SQL STATEMENTS  

                                                                               

____ PTITSPAA                                                                  

____ PTITSPAB                                                                  

____ PTITSPAB                                                                  

____     Collection --> PPAMP190_PPA                                           

____                                       PPA$C150 VERSION--> CAD190_YYYY-11->

____                                                       935 INSERT          

____                                                              INTO PTI.PTP>

____                                                                   , STMT_>

____                                                                   , EXPL_>

____                                                                   QBLOCKN>

____                                                                   TABNO ,>

Valid CMDS: PACKAGE, BIND, SQL COMMANDS, AND X, QE                            

Press ENTER to process selections             Press END (PF3/15) to quit report                               

Statement Report Examples

The following example shows how SQL statements initially appear in a statement report when the default profile value
of EXPLODE OFF is used. Notice that the SQL statements are truncated so that only a portion of each SQL statement
appears:

PPPSRL    -----------     PPA SQL Statement Report ----------- YYYY/MM/DD 16:06

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                            LINE 1 OF 296  >  

Option    ===> ST                 Report   ===>          Scope ===> B          

Plan/                                                                          

Collid    ===> SQL%               Package  ===> *        Where ===> N          

----------------------------------------------------------------- USEROA9      

Location  ===> LOCAL              DB2 SSID ===> SSID   Version ===> VVVV      

                                                                               

CMD  PLAN     COLLID             PACKAGE  STMTNO     SQL STATEMENTS

 ____ SQLRULES                                                                  

____          DSN_DEFAULT_COLLI>                                               
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____                             SQLR0001                                      

____                                              18 DECLARE R1001 CURSOR WITH>

____                             SQLR0003                                      

____                                              18 DECLARE R0004CSR CURSOR F>

____                             SQLR0004                                      

____                                              18 DECLARE R0004CSR CURSOR F>

____                             SQLR0005                                      

____                                              15 DECLARE R005 CURSOR FOR   

____                             SQLR0006                                      

Valid CMDS: PLAN, PACKAGE, BIND, SQL COMMANDS, AND X, QE                      

Press ENTER to process                            Press END (PF3/15) to quit   

The following example shows the same statement report in an exploded state. Notice that all SQL statements are
displayed in full:

PPPSRL    -----------     PPA SQL Statement Report ----------- YYYY/MM/DD 16:09

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR 

                                                           LINE 1 OF 1675  >  

Option    ===> ST                 Report   ===>          Scope ===> B          

Plan/                                                                          

Collid    ===> SQL%               Package  ===> *        Where ===> N          

----------------------------------------------------------------- USEROA9      

Location  ===> LOCAL              DB2 SSID ===> SSID   Version ===> VVVVV      

                                                                               

CMD  PLAN     COLLID             PACKAGE  STMTNO     SQL STATEMENTS            

                                                                               

____ SQLRULES                                                                  

____          DSN_DEFAULT_COLLI>                                               

____                             SQLR0001                                      

____                                              18 DECLARE R1001 CURSOR WITH>

____                                                 SELECT  COL1              

____                                                    FROM PDDJC.TSTSIMP1    

____                                                   WHERE COL5 = CURRENT DA>

____                                                   UNION                   

____                                                 SELECT  COL1              

____                                                    FROM TSTSIMP2_1        

____                                                   WHERE COL1 LIKE 'A%'    

Valid CMDS: PLAN, PACKAGE, BIND, SQL COMMANDS, AND X, QE                      

Press ENTER to process                            Press END (PF3/15) to quit   

Optimization Hints
Optimization hints influence the access path that the Db2 optimizer selects. For example, sometimes migrating to a new
Db2 optimizer release results in degraded access paths. Optimization hints provide a way to restore the access path that
existed before the migration.

You can create statement-level optimization hints or PLAN_TABLE optimization hints. Each hint type influences the Db2
optimizer, but when more than one hint type applies to the same SQL statement, PLAN_TABLE hints take precedence.

Statement-level optimization hints use statement text matching to apply hints to all instances of a statement systemwide
or against a package. These hints avoid the problems that PLAN_TABLE hints can pose, because PLAN_TABLE hints
rely on QUERYNOs that can change over time.

PLAN_TABLE hints use an access path for an SQL statement that was issued by a specific authorization ID.
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Create and Maintain Statement-Level Optimization Hints
You can create statement-level optimization hints to control SQL statement costs.

As a Database Administrator (DBA), you are responsible for monitoring SQL statement costs. Creating statement-level
optimization hints is one method you can use to control these costs. These hints help influence the access path that the
Db2 optimizer selects for processing SQL statements.

Statement-level optimization hints use statement text matching to apply hints to all instances of a statement systemwide
or against a package. These hints avoid the problems that PLAN_TABLE hints can pose, because PLAN_TABLE hints
rely on QUERYNOs that can change over time.

Statement-level optimization hints are created in the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE. The contents of this table are bound
using the BINDQRYOPT command and then added to the access path repository.

Statement-level optimization hints are categorized as runtime hints or access path hints. Runtime hints let you specify
subsystem and bind parameter settings for all instances of a particular SQL statement. These hints must have a unique
QUERYNO and are defined only in the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE. Access path hints are based on an access path that
is defined in the PLAN_TABLE. Access path hints must use a QUERYNO that matches an entry in the PLAN_TABLE
and correlates to the row being added to the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE. Multiple PLAN_TABLE entries can use the
QUERYNO that matches the access path hint. In these cases, Db2 uses the QUERYNO with the most recent timestamp,
based on the TIMESTAMP column in the PLAN_TABLE.

NOTE
This user scenario applies to Db2 10 NFM or higher.

The Optimization Hints facility helps you quickly create these access path or runtime hints that are based on the following
types of SQL queries:
Catalog package SQL

Creates hints that are based on static SQL statements from the catalog table SYSPACKSTMT.
Dynamic cache SQL

Creates hints that are captured from the dynamic statement cache and are stored in the explain table
DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE_TABLE.

Non-catalog SQL
Creates hints that are based on a new SQL query or SQL text that is copied from a data set or cut and pasted
from another source.

The hint is created and bound into the access path repository. The value of the QUERYID column in the
DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE is updated to correspond with the hint QUERYID assigned in the access path repository.

Free queries from the access path repository to reclaim disk space or to capitalize on Db2 optimizer improvements. You
can also free queries when the contents of the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE are bound inadvertently.

Before You Begin

• Verify that you have one of the following user authorizations: SQLADM, SYSADM, System DBADM, SYSOPR, or
SYSCTRL.For catalog package SQL, verify that BIND PACKAGE EXPLAIN (YES) has been executed and that Db2
EXPLAIN output has been generated for explain table user.PLAN_TABLE.

• For dynamic cache SQL, verify that a Db2 EXPLAIN STMTCACHE statement has been executed
and that Db2 EXPLAIN output has been generated for explain tables user.PLAN_TABLE and
user.DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE_TABLE.

• For non-catalog SQL, verify that a Db2 EXPLAIN PLAN statement has been executed and that Db2 EXPLAIN output
has been generated for explain table user.PLAN_TABLE.
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Steps in this Use Case

The following illustration shows how to create and maintain statement-level optimization hints:

Figure 2: How to Create and Maintain Statement-Level Optimization Hints

Creating statement-level optimization hints consists of the following steps:

1. Create a DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE.
2. Create a statement-level optimization hint.
3. (Optional) Free queries from the access path repository.

Create a DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE
Create a DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE that identifies the statements matching your hint criteria.

Create a DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE for your statement-level optimization hints. This table identifies the statements
that match the access path selection, bind options, or subsystem parameters that you specify in your hint. The SCOPE,
COLLECTION, PACKAGE, and VERSION fields in this table determine the scope of the hint.

Although input tables can be shared, we recommend creating a DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE for each user.

1. Select Create Explain/Input Tables on the Main Menu and press Enter.
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2. Complete the User and Database fields, select DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE, and optionally specify
a tablespace name.
If you specify a tablespace name, you can create tables for only one user ID at a time. To create tables for multiple
users at once, leave the tablespace name blank. Db2 creates the separate tables implicitly.
Press Enter.
The PPA User List panel appears.

3. (Optional) If you have RC/Query installed, use line or primary commands to access reports and verify user
authorizations.
Press F3. The PPA User List panel reappears.

4. Type S next to the user ID you want to create a table for. Press Enter.
5. Type S in the command line and press Enter.

The Selected User Queue panel appears. User IDs are held here until you are ready to process them.
6. Press F3 (End).

The queue is processed. The Batch Processor Card Display appears, showing the batch input to create the tables.
7. (Optional) Type EDIT in the command line to access the SQL Editor and change the batch input. Press F3 (End) to

return to the Batch Processor Card Display.
8. Specify the processing mode for the batch input in the Mode field and press Enter.

Depending on the processing mode, one of the following actions occurs:
– Online processing—The Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears. The batch input executes immediately. The

Audit Message File appears when processing is complete.
– Batch processing—Batch input is written to the Batch Processor data set that you specified. To create the table,

execute the batch input.
– Immediate batch processing—The Batch Processor Immediate Batch panel appears. Write the batch input to a data

set immediately, submit the input, or edit the input.
The tables are created.

9. Press F3 (End) twice.
The Main Menu appears.

Create a Statement-Level Optimization Hint

You can create statement-level optimization hints that are based on the following SQL query sources:

• Catalog package SQL query
• Dynamic cache SQL query
• Non-catalog SQL query

Create a Statement-Level Optimization Hint Based on a Catalog Package SQL Query

These steps create a statement-level optimization hint that is based on static SQL statements in catalog
table SYSPACKSTMT.STATEMENT. Hints that are created using this option take effect when the package containing the
statements is rebound.

1. Select Optimization Hints on the Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Type X next to DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE and press Enter.

The Statement-level Hints Creation panel appears.
3. Complete the following steps:

a. Type C (Create) in the CMD field.
b. Type CK (Catalog package) in the TY (TYPE) field.
c. Specify HINT and SCOPE values. The HINT and SCOPE values dictate whether you are required to specify values

for the QUERYNO, COLLID, and PACKAGE fields. Optionally specify SCHEMA and VERSION values. Press
Enter.
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RUNTIME hints require the specification of a unique QUERYNO. ACCPATH hints must be tied to an access path in
the PLAN_TABLE. You can use line command PTH to invoke the Plan Table Hint facility and then update a specific
access path to accommodate your ACCPATH hint.

One of the following panels appears:
– For a RUNTIME hint, the Stmt-level Hints-Catalog Package SQL panel appears with the SYSIBM.SYSPACKSTMT

contents that match your criteria.
– For an ACCPATH hint, the Stmt-Level Hint - Plan Table QUERYNO Sel panel appears. Select a QUERYNO and

press Enter.
The Stmt-level Hints - Catalog Package SQL panel appears with the SYSIBM.SYSPACKSTMT contents that match
your criteria.

4. Type S next to the SQL statement text to save for your hint and press Enter.
The Statement-level Hints - Create/Update Options panel appears.

5. Review the COLLID, PACKAGE, and VERSION criteria, which narrow the hint scope, optionally specify more
parameters, and press F3.
The hints are saved and the Statement-level Hints Creation panel appears.

6. Issue the BINDQRYOPT command.
The BIND QUERY Options panel appears.

7. Verify that the BIND QUERY LOOKUP parameter is set to NO (default) and press F3.
BIND QUERY syntax is generated in the batch processor display.

8. Press Enter.
The batch input is processed. The hints are inserted into the access path repository. The QUERYID value in the
DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE is updated to correspond with the QUERYID hint in the access path repository.

Create a Statement-Level Optimization Hint Based on a Dynamic Cache SQL Query

These steps create a statement-level optimization hint that is based on SQL statements from the
DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE_TABLE.STMT_TEXT. These hints take effect when the statements are prepared.

When you create these hints, you can view detailed information for the selected SQL statements to verify that they provide
a good basis for a hint. This detailed information is available through the Dynamic Statement Cache Report, which is
based on the columns in the explain table DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE_TABLE.

1. Select Optimization Hints on the Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Type X next to DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE and press Enter.

The Statement-level Hints Creation panel appears.
3. Complete the following steps:

a. Type C (Create) in the CMD field.
b. Type DY in the TY field.
c. Specify HINT and SCOPE values. The HINT and SCOPE values dictate whether you are required to specify values

for the QUERYNO, COLLID, and PACKAGE fields. Optionally specify SCHEMA and VERSION values. Press
Enter.
RUNTIME hints require the specification of a unique QUERYNO. ACCPATH hints must be tied to an access path in
the PLAN_TABLE. You can use line command PTH to invoke the Plan Table Hint facility and then update a specific
access path to accommodate your ACCPATH hint.

One of the following panels appears:
– For a RUNTIME hint, the Stmt-level Hints Stmt Cache SQL panel appears with the DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE

contents that match your criteria.
– For an ACCPATH hint, the Stmt-level Hint - Plan Table QUERYNO Sel panel appears. Select a QUERYNO and

press Enter. The Stmt-level Hints Stmt Cache SQL panel appears with the DSN_STATEMENT_CACHE contents
that match your criteria.

4. (Optional) Invoke the Dynamic Statement Cache report by typing DSC next to the selected SQL statement.
Press F3.
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The Stmt-level Hints Stmt Cache SQL panel reappears.
5. Type S next to the SQL statement text to save for your hint and press Enter.

The Statement-Level Hint Create/Update Options panel appears.
6. Review the COLLID, PACKAGE, and VERSION criteria, which narrow the hint scope, optionally specify more

parameters, and press F3.
The hints are saved and the Statement-level Hints Creation panel appears.

7. Issue the BINDQRYOPT command.
The PPA BIND QUERY Options panel appears.

8. Verify that the BIND QUERY LOOKUP parameter is set to NO (default) and press F3.
BIND QUERY syntax is generated in the batch processor display.

9. Press Enter.
The batch input is processed. Your hints are inserted into the access path repository. The QUERYID value in the
DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE is updated to correspond with the QUERYID hint in the access path repository.

Create a Statement-Level Optimization Hint Based on a Non-Catalog SQL Query

These steps use the SQL Editor to create a statement-level optimization hint that is based on non-catalog
package SQL queries. Use this option to create a hint that is based on an unexplained SQL source. Write an SQL query
or copy SQL text from a data set or other source, and immediately perform an explain. The resulting QUERYNO is
inserted into the PLAN_TABLE. Use this QUERYNO to create an ACCPATH hint that is based on the SQL that you
explained.

1. Select Optimization Hints on the Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Type X next to DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE and press Enter.

The Statement-level Hints Creation panel appears.
3. Complete the following steps:

a. Type C (Create) in the CMD field.
b. Type S in the TY field.
c. Specify HINT and SCOPE values. The HINT and SCOPE values dictate whether you are required to specify values

for the QUERYNO, COLLID, and PACKAGE fields. Optionally specify SCHEMA and VERSION values. Press
Enter.
RUNTIME hints require the specification of a unique QUERYNO. ACCPATH hints must be tied to an access path in
the PLAN_TABLE. You can use line command PTH to invoke the Plan Table Hint facility and then update a specific
access path to accommodate your ACCPATH hint.

The SQL Editor appears.
4. Write an SQL query, copy SQL text from a data set, or cut and paste SQL text from another source, and perform

an EXPLAIN.
A QUERYNO is generated and inserted into the PLAN_TABLE.

5. Press F3.
If you are creating an ACCPATH hint, select a QUERYNO and press Enter.
The Statement-Level Hints Create/Update Options panel appears.

6. Review the COLLID, PACKAGE, and VERSION criteria, which narrow the hint scope, optionally specify more
parameters, and press F3.
The hint selections are saved and the Statement-level Hints Creation panel appears.

7. Issue the BINDQRYOPT command.
The PPA BIND QUERY Options panel appears.

8. Verify that the BIND QUERY LOOKUP parameter is set to NO (default) and press F3.
BIND QUERY syntax is generated in the batch processor display.

9. Press Enter.
The batch input is processed. The hints are inserted into the access path repository. The QUERYID value in the
DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE is updated to correspond with the QUERYID hint in the access path repository.
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Free Queries from the Access Path Repository
Free queries from the access path repository to reclaim disk space or to capitalize on Db2 optimizer improvements.

Free queries from the access path repository to reclaim disk space or to capitalize on Db2 optimizer improvements. You
can also free queries when the contents of the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE are bound inadvertently.

Db2 allows a FREE QUERY against only a local location. Changing the location value from the local default causes the
FREE QUERY to fail.

1. Issue the FREEQRYOPT command from anywhere in the product.
The PPA FREE QUERY Options panel appears.

2. Verify that only one filter method (PACKAGE, FILTER, or QUERYID) is specified and press F3.
FREE QUERY syntax is generated in the batch processor display.

3. Press Enter.
The queries that are based on the specified filter method are freed from the access path repository.

Apply a Statement-Level Optimization Hint
Applying statement-level optimization hints helps you control SQL statement costs. These hints influence the access path
that the Db2 optimizer selects for processing SQL statements. This user scenario describes how to implement statement-
level optimization hints for static SQL. It assumes that the hints have been created already.

These tasks can be completed online or in batch. When you perform these tasks in batch, you can save the JCL to a data
set for reuse. JCL reuse enables o to generate reports and perform binds and explains consistently.

Before You Begin

• Verify that you have the security authorization to perform the following tasks: Create an explain table, EXPLAIN a plan
or package, FREE a query, and BIND or REBIND a plan or package.

• Review the information about creating and maintaining statement-level optimization hints.
• For catalog package SQL, verify that BIND PACKAGE EXPLAIN (YES) has been executed and that Db2 EXPLAIN

output has been generated for user.PLAN_TABLE.
• For non-catalog SQL, verify that a Db2 EXPLAIN PLAN statement has been executed and that Db2 EXPLAIN output

has been generated for user.PLAN_TABLE.

Steps in this Use Case

Implementing statement-level optimization hints consists of the following steps:

1. Review the hints in the access path repository.
2. Enable the hint.
3. Prepare the SQL sources for hint verification.
4. Verify that the hint was used.
5. (Optional) Disable obsolete or invalid hints.

Review the Hints in the Access Path Repository
Review the hints in the access path repository before you enable a statement-level optimization hint.

Review the hints in the access path repository before you enable a statement-level optimization hint. Perform this
review by generating query reports to identify the hint status, validity, and parameters. You can generate the following
reports online or in batch:
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Query List Report
Provides detailed information for each query and indicates whether the hints are runtime hints or access path
hints.

Query Explain Report
Provides detailed Db2 performance and optimization information in short access path analysis format. This
information focuses on the query statement that a statement-level access path hint uses.

Query Optimization Parameters Report
Lists the queries that are defined as statement-level runtime hints and provides details about the optimization
parameters.

Query Statement Report
Displays the SQL statement text that is contained within the query.

Follow these steps to review the hints:

1. Select QUERY on the Main Menu.
2. Specify a report type in the Report field. Optionally specify selection criteria for the Filter, Collection, Package, Queryid,

or Where fields. WHERE is not supported for the QUERY Explain Report. The Filter, Collection, and Package fields
support wildcards.

3. Generate the report:
– To generate the report online, press Enter.
– To generate the report in batch, issue the BATCH command.

Save the job to a data set or submit the job by selecting the appropriate options and completing the JOBCARD and
SYSOUT fields. Press Enter.
If you are saving the job to a data set, complete the appropriate fields on the Batch Dataset Selection panel and
press Enter. The job saves to the specified data set. Schedule this job as needed.
If you submitted the job, an informational message appears. After the processing completes, you can review your
reports.

4. Review the report results.
If you do not find the hint that you are looking for, search the access path repository to verify whether the hint exists.
To search the access path repository, verify that the hint exists in the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE, issue command
BINDQRYOPT, set the BIND QUERY LOOKUP parameter to YES, and process the batch input.
If the hint does not exist in the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE, recreate the hint using the Plan Analyzer Optimization
Hints facility.

Enable the Hint
Enable a statement-level optimization hint for static SQL by issuing a REBIND with EXPLAIN(YES) in the package where
you want to apply the hint. You can then explain the package and obtain performance and optimization data, including
how the hint influenced the selected access path.

You can issue the REBIND command from any package listing while online, in batch, or immediate batch mode. To
access reports from a package or plan list, or from within a report, use subreport line commands.

Follow these steps to enable the hint:

1. Select Plan/Package Utilities from the Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Complete the Collid and Package fields and press Enter.

The Package Utilities panel appears with a list of packages that match your criteria.
3. Specify the rebind options for one or more packages using the line commands that are provided on the panel.

The Options panel appears for each selected package.
4. Set the EXPLAIN parameter to YES. Update the other parameters as required and press Enter.
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– When you type primary and line commands on the Package Utilities List panel, primary commands are processed
before line commands.

– When line commands are processed, subreport commands take precedence over utility line commands.
– Subreport commands are processed individually, in the order that is listed on the package list.
– Utility line commands are processed collectively. As a result, the batch input for the selected packages appears on

the Batch Processor Card Display.
The Batch Processor Card Display appears.

5. Execute the rebind by completing Step 6 or Step 7.
6. Execute the rebind in online mode:

a. Type O in the Mode field. Press Enter.
b. Submit the job.

The specified commands are executed. Only packages without errors are processed.
7. Execute the rebind in batch mode:

a. Type B in the Mode field and press Enter.
The Batch Specification panel appears.

b. Complete the ISPF Library or Other Partitioned Or Sequential Data Set fields, specify the Data Set Options, and
press Enter.
The batch input is accepted.

c. Type MODE O on the command line and press Enter.
d. Specify option 3 and press Enter.

The Batch Processor Interface panel appears.
e. Type B for the Execution Mode.  Verify that the DATASET NAME and MEMBER match the data set information that

you specified on the Batch Specification panel. Provide values for the other fields and press Enter.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

f. Save the job to a data set by typing D in the DESTINATION field. Define the other batch execution parameters and
press Enter. The job is saved to the specified data set. You can schedule the job as needed.

g. (Optional) Submit the job:
a. Type J in the DESTINATION field, complete the other fields, and press Enter.

After the submitted job completes, the explain data is saved to the auto hversion definition that is specified in
your explain profile.

b. Press F3 to exit the Batch Processor panels.
8. Review the output.

If the hint was enabled and used, Db2 issues SQLCODE +394. Identify the hint and verify the access path that the hint
used by creating an explain strategy and performing a current explain.
If the hint was not used, Db2 issues SQLCODE +395 with a reason code. The reason code indicates why the hint was
not used. If you still want to use the hint, review the reason code and disable the hint. Make any necessary changes as
suggested by the reason code and recreate the hint.

Prepare the SQL Sources for Hint Verification
This section explains how to prepare the SQL sources for hint verification.

Prepare the SQL sources for hint verification by optionally creating an auto hversion definition in the historical database.
You can store multiple versions of explain data under a single hversion definition for any number of SQL sources.
The versioning system is similar to that of generation data groups (GDGs) (that is, 0 is the latest version).

Next, configure your explain options and save them in an explain profile. Finally, identify the SQL sources to explain
by defining your explain strategy. An explain strategy is a reusable strategy that contains one or more SQL sources to
explain. Each time an explain is executed against a strategy, the results are saved as a version of that strategy. The
results are also saved to the hversion that is specified in your explain profile.
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You can create your strategy in regular mode or expert mode. Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels
and supports fewer SQL sources. Expert mode provides more flexibility for customizing explains and supports many types
of SQL sources.

Create an Auto Hversion Definition

Create an auto hversion definition for the historical database to designate a name for your explain output. When a new or
updated plan or package is explained, the explain data in the hversion is updated.

NOTE

You can select a Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition while creating or updating an explain profile or while
executing the Explain Strategy. Broadcom-defined auto hversion definitions are provided for current and future
explain, and for comparing an access path against a baseline.

Alternately, if you use a Broadcom-defined explain profile, the relevant Broadcom-defined
auto hversion definition is associated with the profile automatically.

Using a Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition simplifies the process of saving explain output for future
analysis.

Your auto hversion definition is specified in your explain profile. Your explain profile is specified in your explain strategy.
When you execute an explain strategy, the explain output is saved to the hversion that is specified in your explain profile.
The explain output that is saved in the historical database includes input statements, enhanced explain reports (when
applicable), and explain statistics.

Follow these steps to create the definition:

1. Select Auto Hversion Maintenance from the Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Create an auto hversion definition:

a. Type C in the line command field and provide values in the Hversion, Description, and SO fields. Press Enter.
b. Complete the fields on the Auto HVersion Creation/Update panel. Verify that the Explain Type is set to C (Current).

Press Enter.
Your updates are processed.

c. Press F3.
Your auto hversion definition is saved.

Configure the Explain Options

Configure your explain options by creating an explain profile. (Alternately, you can select a Broadcom-defined profile while
executing your explain strategy.) Creating an explain profile eliminates the need to specify explain options each time you
perform an explain. Simply specify the profile before executing your explain strategy. The explain profile specifies the
reports to generate and the auto hversion definition to use when saving the explain data.

1. Select Explain Profile Maintenance from the Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Type C in the line command field and provide values for the Name and Description and SO (share option) fields. Press

Enter.
The PPA Explain Options panel appears.

3. Select your explain options:
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– In the Database Options field, specify U (Update).
– In the Primary AUTHID and Secondary AUTHID fields, specify your user ID.
– Specify a value in the Update SQL Qualifiers field only when you are explaining a non-catalog SQL source

such as a DBRMLIB, SQL, or file.
– In the PLAN_TABLE Option field, specify R (Rollback).
– In the Reports field, specify U (Update).
– In the Target SSID field, specify the SSID.
– Optionally specify other values.
Press Enter.
The PPA Historical Database Options panel appears.

4. Update the historical database options:
– In the Automatic Historic Versioning field, specify your auto hversion definition name.
– In the Save Historic Data as a Strategy, Update CURRENT Hversion, and Create New Hversion fields, specify N.
Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Report Options field appears.

5. Type S in the Access report field and press Enter.
The Access report describes the access path and statement-level optimization hint that the Db2 optimizer used. The
SQL Detail report is generated automatically with the Access report.
The PPA Explain Options panel reappears. The Database Options field has changed to Y, indicating that this profile
stores the explain data in the historical database.

6. Press Enter.
The profile is saved. The PPA Explain Profile Maintenance panel reappears.

Define an Explain Strategy in Regular Mode
Regular mode uses a minimum number of steps and panels and supports the following types of SQL sources:

• Plans
• Collection IDs
• Collection ID/package combinations

Follow these steps to define the strategy:

1. Set the explain mode:
a. Select Profile from the Main Menu.
b. Select Profile Variables.
c. Select the appropriate value in the Expert Mode default field and press Enter.

Your changes are saved.
2. Select Explain Strategy Services from the Main Menu.
3. Type C in the line command field and provide values for the Strategy/Version, Description, and SO fields. Press Enter.

The PPA Explain Strategy - Regular Mode panel appears.
4. Complete all header fields except Profile. (You specify the profile when you run the strategy.) Specify the criteria for the

plan or package to explain. Press Enter.
The PPA Explain Catalog Data panel appears.

5. Type S next to the objects to explain and press Enter. Press F3 two times.
The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears. Your explain strategy is defined. You can now run your current
explain and verify whether the Db2 optimizer used the statement-level optimization hint.

Define an Explain Strategy in Expert Mode

Expert mode provides more flexibility for customizing an explain. In addition to the SQL sources supported in regular
mode, expert mode supports the following SQL sources:
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• SQL statements
• DBRM library input
• File input
• PRF and QMF queries

Follow these steps to define the strategy:

1. Set the explain mode:
a. Select Profile from the Main Menu.
b. Select Profile Variables.
c. Select the appropriate value in the Expert Mode default field and press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

2. Select Explain Strategy Services from the Main Menu.
3. Type C in the line command field and provide values for the Strategy/Version, Description, and SO fields. Press Enter.

The PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel appears.
4. Complete all header fields except Profile. (You specify the profile when you run the strategy.) Specify values in the

indicated fields on the create line to define a SQL source for your explain, and press Enter.
The source appears on the PPA Explain Strategy Data Editor panel.

5. Repeat Step 4 until you have defined all SQL sources for this strategy.
6. Press F3.

The PPA Explain Strategy Services panel appears. Your explain strategy is saved. You can now run your current
explain and verify whether the Db2 optimizer used the statement-level optimization hint.

Verify that the Hint was Used
Verify that the hint was used by explaining the packages and generating the SQL Detail and Access Path reports.

Verify that the hint was used by explaining the packages and generating the SQL Detail and Access Path reports. These
reports show how the hint affected the access path that the Db2 optimizer selected when the rebind was performed.

This procedure describes how to perform current explains in online or batch mode. Batch mode lets you write the input
to a data set where the JCL can be saved, edited, and repeatedly executed. All of your strategy options, including your
auto hversions and profile options, are saved in this JCL. Reusing this JCL helps you perform explains and comparisons
consistently.

1. Select Explain Strategy Services from the Main Menu.
2. Type E next to your strategy and press Enter.
3. Complete the Version Information fields. If you created an explain profile, specify the profile name. Select a user-

defined explain profile or a Broadcom-defined explain profile by typing a question mark in the Profile field. For help
with selecting a Broadcom-defined profile, leave the Profile field blank to generate the PPA Broadcom-Defined Explain
Profile Selection panel. The related Broadcom-defined auto hversion definition is associated to the Broadcom-defined
explain profile automatically.
If you update the Change Options, do not include a value in the Profile field.
Press Enter.
A message confirms that the strategy is using the explain options from your explain profile.
The PPA Batch Processor Card Display appears.

4. Execute the explain by completing Step 5 or Step 6.
5. Execute the explain in online mode:

a. Type O in the Mode field and press Enter.
b. Submit the job.

The explain executes. The explain data is saved according to the options in your explain profile.
6. Execute the explain in batch mode:
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a. Type B in the Mode field and press Enter.
The Batch Specification panel appears.

b. Complete the ISPF Library or Other Partitioned Or Sequential Data Set fields, specify the Data Set Options, and
press Enter.
The batch input is accepted.

c. Type MODE O on the command line and press Enter.
d. Specify option 3 and press Enter.

The Batch Processor Interface panel appears.
e. Specify B for the Execution Mode. Verify that the DATASET NAME and MEMBER match the data set information

that you specified on the Batch Specification panel. Provide values for the other fields and press Enter. The Batch
JCL Specification panel appears.

f. Save the job to a data set by specifying D in the DESTINATION field. Define the other batch execution parameters
and press Enter.
The job is saved to the specified data set and can be scheduled as needed.

g. (Optional) Submit the job:
a. Specify J in the DESTINATION field, complete the other fields, and press Enter.

After the job completes, the explain data is saved to the auto hversion definition that is specified in your explain
profile.

b. Press F3 to exit the Batch Processor panels and review the results of the submitted job.
The explain generates the Access Path Report. Review this report to identify the query ID of the hint that was used
and to understand how the hint influenced the access path.

Disable Obsolete or Invalid Hints
You can disable invalid or obsolete hints by issuing a FREE QUERY command against the access path repository. Db2
allows a FREE QUERY against only a local location. Changing the location value from the local default causes the FREE
QUERY to fail.

The process for disabling obsolete or invalid statement-level optimization hints is similar to the process for enabling them.
Access the QUERY Reporting facility to free the hint from the access path repository. Free the queries from the access
path repository to remove invalid hints, address performance degradation, or capitalize on Db2 optimizer improvements.
You can also free queries when the contents of the DSN_USERQUERY_TABLE are bound inadvertently. Using this facility
helps you disable the correct hints, because the reports contain the QUERYID number that is assigned to each hint.

After the hint is freed from the access path repository, rebind the package with EXPLAIN (YES) and execute the explain
strategy again.

Follow these steps to disable hints:

1. Generate any of the query reports.
2. Issue the F line command against the query ID that is assigned to the hint.

The statement-level optimization hint and all related components that were assigned by the query ID are freed from
the access path repository.

3. Rebind the package with EXPLAIN (YES).
Db2 replaces the statement-level optimization hint with a Db2 optimizer-generated access path. This access path is
based on the current settings in your environment. The rebind output shows a SQLCODE of 0.

4. Verify that the Db2 optimizer did not use the hint by executing your explain strategy. Review the results to verify that
the statement-level optimization hint is no longer present.
The obsolete or invalid hint is disabled.
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Create and Apply a PLAN_TABLE Optimization Hint
Implement PLAN_TABLE optimization hints to influence the access path that the Db2 optimizer selects. Plan Analyzer lets
you assign an optimization hint ID (OPTHINT) to PLAN_TABLE rows that contain a desirable access path. When a plan
or package is rebound with bind option OPTHINT set to the OPTHINT value that is assigned to the PLAN_TABLE row, the
Db2 optimizer reads the access path information in the corresponding PLAN_TABLE row.

After a hint successfully influences the access path that the Db2 optimizer uses, the HINT_USED column in the
PLAN_TABLE is updated to reflect that hint ID. If no optimization hint is specified, Db2 uses normal optimization.
(The Optimization Hint field is blank by default.)

In this scenario, you review the prerequisites. You then decide to create and apply a PLAN_TABLE optimization hint
that is based on a modified PLAN_TABLE row. Before you change the PLAN_TABLE row permanently, you want to run
reports and review how these changes affect the access path. After you review these reports, you decide to apply the
PLAN_TABLE optimization hint.

WARNING
Modify the PLAN_TABLE with caution, especially in environments where users share the explain tables.

Before You Begin

• Verify that you have one of the following user authorizations to bind or rebind a plan:
– SYSCTRL or SYSADM
– BIND, BINDADD, or BINDAGENT

• Verify that you have at least one of the following user authorizations to bind or rebind a package:
– SYSCTRL, SYSADM, or PACKADM authority
– ALL, BIND, BINDADD, or BINDAGENT authority
– SQLADM authority with limited authority to specify EXPLAIN (ONLY) or SQLERROR (CHECK) options
– Explain privileges with limited authority to specify EXPLAIN (ONLY) or SQLERROR (CHECK) options

• For static SQL, verify that BIND PACKAGE EXPLAIN (YES) or BIND PLAN EXPLAIN (YES) has been executed and
that Db2 EXPLAIN output has been generated for explain table user.PLAN_TABLE.

• For dynamic SQL, verify that a Db2 EXPLAIN PLAN statement has been executed and that Db2 EXPLAIN output has
been generated for explain table user.PLAN_TABLE.

• (Optional) Review the documentation on using the Plan/Package Utilities.

Steps in this Use Case

This use case has the following steps:

1. Create a PLAN_TABLE optimization hint.
2. Apply a PLAN_TABLE optimization hint.

Create a PLAN_TABLE Optimization Hint

First, create a PLAN_TABLE optimization hint that the Db2 optimizer can use when selecting an access path.

When you create a PLAN_TABLE optimization hint, you can temporarily modify or delete a PLAN_TABLE row. Next, you
can generate a report to see how the changes affect the access path for a particular query. If changes in the access path
exist, the Compare Modified Access Path report compares the original access path to the modified access path. This
report uses a question mark (?) to indicate where a field value has changed from a non-blank value to a blank value.
Access path changes are highlighted in the New Access Path Analysis. If no changes exist, then a single access path
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analysis appears in the form of the Short Access report. When the reports indicate that PLAN_TABLE changes result in a
degraded access path, you can reset or delete the changes using line commands.

1. Select Optimization Hints  on the Main Menu and press Enter.
2. Type X next to PLAN_TABLE and press Enter.

The PPA Plan Table Detail panel appears.
3. Specify filtering criteria in the header fields. You can use the selection criteria that is described in the online help (F1).

Press Enter.
The list of plans and packages within this PLAN_TABLE is updated based on your criteria.

4. Type X next to the plan or package that you want to create the PLAN_TABLE hint for and press Enter.
The PPA Plan Table Query Detail appears.

5. Prototype your changes to the PLAN_TABLE rows by completing the following steps:
a. Delete, update, or reset updates and deletes to a PLAN_TABLE row using line commands D, U, or R.

The ST column on the PPA Plan Table Query Detail panel is updated to reflect status changes to the selected
PLAN_TABLE row.

b. Issue one or more of the following line commands against the QUERYNO whose PLAN_TABLE rows were
updated:
• View the updated access path selections using ACC.
• Compare the original and modified access paths using CMPO.

c. Press F3.
You exit the report. The PPA Plan Table Query Detail panel reappears.

6. Complete one of the following tasks to set or reset the PLAN_TABLE optimization hint:
– Set or reset the hint for all query numbers within the plan or package by using the primary command OPTHINT

(value). The value can be up to 128 bytes. Use a unique value unless you must apply the OPTHINT to multiple
access path hints in the same package.

– Set or reset a PLAN_TABLE hint for individual query numbers by completing the following steps:
a. Select a PLAN_TABLE row using the line command U.
b. Specify a value in the Optimization Hint field, and press F3.

The OPTHINT column on the PPA Plan Table Query Detail panel is updated with the specified OPTHINT values.
7. Press F3.

The PPA Plan Table Detail panel appears. All changes to the PLAN_TABLE rows and OPTHINT changes are now
permanent.

8. Type MAIN on the primary command line and press Enter.
The Main Menu appears.

Apply a PLAN_TABLE Optimization Hint

Next, apply your PLAN_TABLE optimization hint to dynamic SQL in the Db2 catalog.

Issue the SET CURRENT OPTIMIZATION statement before executing the SQL statement.

The DB2 optimizer applies the PLAN_TABLE optimization hint. The HINT_USED column is updated in the PLAN_TABLE.

You can also apply a PLAN_TABLE optimization hint to static SQL in the Db2 catalog.

1. Select Plan/Packages Utilities from the Main Menu, specify filter criteria, and press Enter.
2. Execute a plan or package rebind options (RO) line command against a plan or package.

The REBIND PLAN Options or REBIND PACKAGE Options panel appears.
3. Specify an OPTHINT value that matches your OPTHINT value in the PLAN_TABLE row. Specify YES for the EXPLAIN

parameter and press Enter.
The Batch Processor Card Display appears.

4. Process the generated input for the rebind.
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The Db2 optimizer applies the PLAN_TABLE optimization hint. The HINT_USED column is updated in the
PLAN_TABLE.

Db2 Profiles
Simplify Db2 profile management by using the Db2 Profile Services option to facilitate the process of managing profiles
and profile attributes in the DSN_PROFILE_TABLE and DSN_PROFILE_ATTRIBUTES tables.

NOTE
The Db2 profile tables must be installed to use this service. For more information about these tables, see the
IBM Db2 for z/OS Managing Performance documentation.

Profiles help verify that your SQL statements execute consistently. Profiles can help control how Db2 applies certain
policies, parameters, and performance-related settings when executing SQL statements on a subsystem. In addition,
profiles can monitor threads and connections.

For example, you can create a Db2 profile that is based on one of the following functions:

OPTPARM
Sets or disables optimization parameters for SQL statements.

ACCEL
Specifies cost thresholds, such as the table cardinality, result size, and total cost. Db2 considers these thresholds
(among other criteria) when determining whether to process a query on the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/
OS.

NOTE
Queries are considered for the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS only when the Db2 DSNZPARM
QUERY_ACCELERATION is set to NONE, ENABLE, or ENABLE_WITH_FAILBACK. For more
information about QUERY_ACCELERATION, see the IBM Db2 for z/OS Installation and Migration
Guide.

MODELING
Simulates performance-related production settings in a test environment. Functionality is provided to capture
these settings automatically from the modeled Db2 subsystem.

NOTE
You cannot create or update profiles that are based on the MONITOR function. However, you can delete,
enable, start, stop, display, or view status reports for this profile.

In addition, you can obtain a status report for each profile from within Db2 Profile Services. If a problem occurs when you
attempt to start an enabled profile, the status report can help diagnose the cause of the problem. For example, the report
can show that a profile with a status of acceptable with warnings contains several rejected attributes. The report also
provides the reasons that the attributes were rejected.

If a profile is started, the Access Path report identifies the profile ID that was applied to the explain statement. This
information is provided in all of the Access Path report formats.

The following procedure focuses on creating and starting a Db2 profile, including how to capture parameters automatically
from the modeled Db2 subsystem. However, you can also perform the following tasks from the PPA Db2 Profile Services
panel:

• Enable, disable, update, browse, delete, or obtain the status of a profile using line commands.
• Stop profiles and determine whether profiles are running using primary commands.
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NOTE

• For more information about the available primary and line commands, type a question mark (?) in the
appropriate field and press Enter.

• In addition to the Db2 Profile Services facility security authorization requirements, the CMA command
requires the following authorities:
– Create explain table authority
– Execute EXPLAIN PLAN authority
– DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL authority

• The CMA command requires access to Thread Termination\Dynamic DSNZPARM, which is a Value
Pack component. The Value Pack components are provided at no additional charge with the Database
Management Solutions for Db2.

Follow these steps to use the  Db2 Profile Services:

1. Select the Db2 Profile Services option on the Main Menu, and press Enter.
The PPA Db2 Profile Services panel appears.

2. Complete the following steps to create an OPTPARM, MODELING, or ACCEL profile:

NOTE
Step 4 describes how to create a MODELING profile using the automated process.

a. Enter C (Create) in the CMD field.
b. Specify values for FUNCTION and EP (Enabled). Optionally specify values for PROFILE ID and REMARKS.

NOTE
If PROFILE ID is left blank, Plan Analyzer generates a PROFILE ID when the profile is saved.

c. Press Enter.
d. The PPA Db2 Profile Services Create panel appears. Fields vary, depending on the FUNCTION selected.
e. Complete the fields on this panel and press F3 (End).

Your profile is saved and you return to the PPA Db2 Profile Services panel.

NOTE
If you are creating or updating an ACCEL profile and the QUERY_ACCELERATION DSNZPARM is
set to ELIGIBLE or ALL, the PPA Profile Requirements Report appears. This report describes the
steps required to change the QUERY_ACCELERATION setting so you can use the ACCEL profile.

3. (Optional) Create a MODELING profile using the automated process.
a. Enter CMA (Create) in the CMD field.
b. Specify a value for EP (Enabled). Optionally specify values for PROFILE ID and REMARKS. If PROFILE ID is left

blank, a PROFILE ID is generated when the profile is saved.
NOTE
The FUNCTION field automatically populates with MODELING.

The Modeling Automation Options panel appears.
c. Specify a value in each field and press Enter.

The modeling parameters are captured. The profile is saved and the Modeling Requirements Report is generated.
This report describes the steps that are required to complete your MODELING profile.

d. Update the DSNZPARMs as described in the report.
e. Return to the PPA Db2 Profile Services panel.

4. Issue the following command:
STARTPROF

All enabled profiles that are not already running are started. The Profile Services Status Report indicates which of the
started profiles were accepted, accepted with warnings, or rejected.
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NOTE
Before you start a MODELING or ACCEL profile, verify that all other MODELING or ACCEL profiles are
disabled.

5. Press F3 (End).
The PPA Db2 Profile Services panel reappears.

Virtual Indexes
The Plan Analyzer (Plan Analyzer) Virtual Index Maintenance feature provides an easy way to create a Db2 virtual index
definition or virtually drop an existing Db2 catalog index. When used in conjunction with the Plan Analyzer Explain feature,
you can use virtual indexes to simulate the impact of creating or dropping an index without the overhead of working with
real indexes.

In addition, you can test the impact of these index changes without impacting your executing SQL and bound access
paths. You can also use the Compare Explain Versions product feature to generate reports that demonstrate how virtually
deleting an index or virtually creating an index changes the explain output. For example, you can compare explain output
that uses a specific catalog index against explain output that was generated after the catalog index was virtually dropped.
These reports help identify access path changes and SQL cost changes, such as milliseconds, service units, and total
costs that occurred as the result of virtually dropping an existing catalog index.

Review the following video to see how one Database Administrator uses virtual indexes:

  

 

NOTE
Creation of the DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES input table is also supported. Plan Analyzer determines whether you
are using Db2 10 or higher, and allows you to create the table accordingly.

Manage Virtual Index Definitions
The process for managing virtual index definitions originates with the Virtual Index Table Maintenance panel. From this
panel you can use line commands to perform the following tasks:

• Initiate the process of creating, templating, or updating a virtual index definition.
• Virtually drop a catalog index.
• Delete an individual virtual index or all the virtual indexes that are associated with a table.
• Enable or disable the virtual indexes that are associated with a table.

NOTE

• Managing virtual index definitions requires a DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES table. This topic assumes that this
table exists. To create a DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEX table, use the Create Explain or Input Tables feature.
If you are using an existing DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES table, some manually inserted rows may not
be compatible with the Plan Analyzer Virtual Index feature, and unpredictable results may occur. We
recommend starting with a new or empty table.

• Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) is not enabled for virtual indexes.
• Field descriptions are provided in the online help.

Follow these steps to manage your virtual index definitions:

1. Select the Virtual Index Maintenance option from the main menu.
The PPA Virtual Index Table Maintenance panel appears.

2. Specify selection criteria in the header fields to generate a list of tables, indexes, and key columns and press Enter.
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NOTE

By default, the VIXCreator field displays your user ID. Depending on the DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES table
that you want to use, you may need to update the value in this field.

The value that you provide in the LEVEL field determines whether tables, tables and indexes, or tables,
indexes, and key columns are displayed. For example, to ensure that the selection criteria returns a list of
tables and indexes, specify INDEX in the Level field. If you also want to display the index columns, specify
COLUMN in the Level field. Use the Mode and Enable fields to limit which virtual indexes are displayed.
For example, to display only enabled CREATE virtual index definitions, specify YES in the Enable field, and
CREATE in the Mode field.

A list of tables, indexes, and columns that meet your selection criteria displays.
3. Specify one of the following commands:

– To create a new virtual index definition, enter VC next to a table and press Enter.
– To template a virtual index definition or catalog index, enter VC next to an index and press Enter.
– To update an existing virtual index definition, enter U next to an index and press Enter.
– To virtually drop an index, enter VD next to a catalog index and press Enter. A virtual index definition is created for a

catalog index with Mode DROP. No further action is required.
The PPA Virtual Create Index panel appears when the VC or U commands are issued. If you are templating an
existing index definition, this panel is populated with the values from that original index. If you are creating a new index
definition, this panel is populated with a mix of index definition values, the DSNZPARM PADIX value, and the Plan
Analyzer default values.

4. Complete the following steps on the PPA Virtual Create Index panelto create, update, or template a virtual index
definition:
a. (Optional) Change the name of the Index and the IXCreator.
b. Specify values in the Index Type and Clustering fields.
c. Verify that values are present for the Key Column and Key Length fields. If values are not present or you want to

change the values, specify any character in the Key Select field and press Enter.
The PPA Update Virtual Create Index Columns panel appears.

d. Select the index columns that you want the index to contain by providing values in the Sequence (Seq) and Order
(Ord) fields and press Enter.

e. Press PF3 to save your changes and return to the PPA Virtual Create Index panel.
Values now display in the Key Columns and Key Length fields.

f. Specify values in the UniqueRule, Padded, PageSize, and, depending on the Db2 version, the Sparse fields.
g. Specify values in the ClusterRatio, and depending on the Db2 version, the DataRepeatFactor fields.
h. Specify the statistics estimates for the NLevels, NLeaf, FirstKeyCard, and FullKeyCard fields using one of the

following methods:
• Specify any value in the Update Stats field and press Enter.

Plan Analyzer calculates the values in the NLevels, NLeaf, FirstKeyCard, and FullKeyCard fields using formulas
that are obtained from the IBM Db2 Administration documentation. Statistics calculation is based on the values
that were available when you entered the Virtual Index Table Maintenance panel. If statistics are not available,
the Db2 default values are used.

• Manually specify the values for these fields and press Enter.
i. Press PF3 to save your selections and return to the PPA Virtual Index Table Maintenance panel.

Your virtual index definition displays on the panel.
5. (Optional) Use the S line command to enable or disable the virtual index definitions.
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Virtual Index Definitions and the Access Path Report
 All formats of the Access Path report, including the Compare Access Report, support a field named VI_ACT. This field
indicates whether virtual index definitions were active during the FUTURE explain. If the value in this field is Y, review the
access path query block in the Access Path report and in the DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES input table to determine whether
the query was impacted by an enabled virtual index definition.

If a virtual index CREATE definition was active, and the Db2 optimizer used this index, then the index is probably
displayed in the access path query block.

If a virtual index DROP definition was active, and the Db2 optimizer used this index, then the access path query block may
show only the table or a different index.

You can also use the following methods to determine whether the active virtual index definition had a positive or negative
effect:

• If you are testing SQL from the catalog, issue the RCA line command against the package that contains the SQL.
• If you are testing specific SQL, explain the SQL statement in ISQL. Typically, when you are testing specific SQL,

the access path was already known before the virtual index was enabled. After the virtual index is enabled, an ISQL
explain with an active virtual index can show performance improvement, degradation, or no change.

Determine the Impact of Adding an Index
This scenario describes how to determine the impact of adding an index. As a Database Administrator (DBA), you are
responsible for the plans, packages, and SQL statements that run on your system. Recent spikes in CPU are brought
to your attention. You think that the problem is related to the packages that are used to control product inventory. You
suspect that inefficient SQL has caused these spikes and wonder whether adding an index to the table can improve
performance. Before you add any indexes to your production systems, you decide to use a virtual index to determine the
performance impact.

NOTE
This user scenario does not provide an exhaustive list of ways to use virtual indexes. The intent is to provide an
example from which you can develop your own practices for using virtual indexes.

The following illustration describes the process for determining whether adding an index can improve SQL performance:
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Determining whether adding an index can improve SQL performance consists of the following steps:

1. Identify the problem SQL.
2. Create and apply virtual index definitions. If you know the names of the packages and the tables that they are

accessing, begin with this step.
3. Assess the effectiveness of the virtual index definition.

Identify the Problem SQL
This procedure explains how to identify the problem SQL that is causing the CPU spike. In this scenario, the inventory-
related applications are part of an explain strategy that is named INV_ALL. Determine which package contains the
problem SQL by generating an Identify Problem SQL Explain Problem report. Use this report to identify the table that
the SQL accessed and the table access method. This report retrieves data from the historical database, which contains
explain data, expert system rules violations, input statements, and explain statistics.

NOTE

You can also obtain information from the historical database by using the Compare Explain Versions or Query
Explain Database facilities.

1. Select Identify Problem SQL from the main menu and press Enter.
The Identify Problem SQL panel appears.

2. Specify the following search criteria in the header fields:
– In the Report field, specify EP.
– In the Name field, specify the name of your explain strategy, INV_ALL.
– In the Creator field, specify your user ID, because you created the explain strategy.
– In the Type field, specify ST.
Press Enter.
A list of search elements appears for the Identify Problem SQL Explain Problem report.

3. Complete the following tasks:
– To combine multiple search elements, specify AND or OR.
– Type S next to Tablespace scan.
– Generate the report by completing one of the following steps:

• To generate the report online, press Enter.
• To generate the report in batch, type BATCH in the command line and press Enter. In the Option field, type S

and press Enter.
Your report displays the information in the INV_ALL explain strategy. You review the report columns and see that
the strategy contains SQL that uses tablespace scans to access the data.

NOTE

Steps 4 and 5 apply only when you generate the report online. If you generate this report in batch and you
want to investigate a package, regenerate the report online and include the package name in the search
criteria.

4. Complete one of the following steps to access the SQL text:
– Use the X line command at the strategy, collection, package, and statement levels to explode the data down to the

SQL text.
– Type an asterisk (*) in the STMTNO header field to explode the entire report to the statement level.

5. Specify the ACC line command at the statement level and press Enter.
An Access Path report is generated for the selected SQL statement. Review the ACCESS and TABLE fields. The
report shows that the SQL is using a tablespace scan to access TBL_INVENTORY_ALL. Write down the table name
and table creator name. You decide to create virtual index definitions for this table to determine whether adding an
index eliminates the tablespace scan.
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More information:

• Identify Problem SQL by Querying the Historical Database
• Identify and Compare SQL Source Versions

Create and Apply Virtual Index Definitions
You review the report output and discover that the SQL in the INV_ALL strategy used a resource-intensive tablespace
scan to access table TBL_INVENTORY_ALL. You want to know whether adding a new index can solve the problem.
However, you want to understand the effect of a virtual index definition on the table before creating a real index. You
access the Virtual Index facility to create a virtual index definition that can potentially eliminate the tablespace scan.

NOTE
Before you create the virtual index definitions, verify that a new or empty DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES table
exists.  

1. Select the Virtual Index Maintenance option from the main menu.
The PPA Virtual Index Table Maintenance panel appears.

2. Specify the following selection criteria in the header fields and press Enter:
– For VIXCreator, specify the name of the creator of the DSN_VIRTUAL_INDEXES table.
– For Level, specify TABLE.
– For Table, specify TBL_INVENTORY_ALL.
– For Creator, specify the creator of the table.
– For all other fields, specify an * (asterisk).
The panel displays TBL_INVENTORY_ALL.

3. Specify the VC command next to TBL_INVENTORY_ALL and press Enter.
The PPA Virtual Create Index panel appears. This panel is populated with a mix of index definition values and the Plan
Analyzer default values.

4. Complete the following steps on the PPA Virtual Create Index panel:
a. (Optional) Change the name of the Index and the IXCreator.
b. Provide values in the Index Type and Clustering fields.
c. Select key columns by specifying any character in the Key Select field and press Enter.

The PPA Update Virtual Create Index Columns panel appears.
d. Select the index columns by providing values in the Sequence (Seq) and Order (Ord) fields and press Enter.
e. Press PF3 to save your changes and return to the PPA Virtual Create Index panel.

Updated values in the Key Columns and Key Length fields confirm that the selections from the previous panel were
applied. 

f. Specify values in the UniqueRule, Padded, PageSize, and, depending on the Db2 version, the Sparse fields.
g. Specify statistics values in the ClusterRatio, and depending on the Db2 version, the DataRepeatFactor fields.
h. Specify the statistics estimates for the NLevels, NLeaf, FirstKeyCard, and FullKeyCard fields using one of the

following methods:
• Specify any value in the Update Stats field and press Enter.

Plan Analyzer calculates the NLevels, NLeaf, FirstKeyCard, and FullKeyCard values using formulas from the
IBM Db2 Administration documentation. Statistics calculation is based on the values that were available when
you entered the Virtual Index Table Maintenance panel. If statistics are not available, the Db2 default values are
used.

• Manually specify the values for these fields and press Enter.
i. Press PF3 to save your selections and return to the PPA Virtual Index Table Maintenance panel.

Your virtual index is created and enabled, and displays on the panel. You are ready to determine whether this index
eliminates the tablespace scan.
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More information:
Create Explain or Input Tables

Assess the Effectiveness of the Virtual Index Definition
You are ready to verify whether the virtual index definition that you created for TBL_INVENTORY_ALL eliminates the
tablespace scan. Use the Object Reporting feature to generate the Table Dependency report. This report lists all the
packages that are associated with the table. Easily see the other packages that will be affected if you add an index to
TBL_INVENTORY_ALL. After the Table Dependency Report is created, generate the Rebind Compare Analysis report.
Review the report output to verify whether the virtual index definition was used for access and the tablespace scan was
virtually eliminated .

NOTE

In this example, you are creating a Table Dependency report, because you created a virtual index definition. If
you want to see the impact of virtually dropping an index, generate an Index Dependency report. Finally, if you
know the names of the packages that are accessing the Db2 table, generate a Package List report.

1. From the main menu, select the Object reporting option and press Enter.
The Object Reports Menu displays.

2. Specify the following values in the header fields and press Enter:
– For the Option field, specify O.
– For the Report field, specify T.
– For the Name field, specify TBL_INVENTORY_ALL.
– For the Creator field, specify the name of the person who created the table.
– For the Type field, specify S.
– For all other fields, specify * (asterisk).
A Table Dependency report is generated for TBL_INVENTORY_ALL.

3. (Optional) Specify the ST line command to see the SQL statements for the package or collection.
4. Issue the RCA line command against the package.

Plan Analyzer executes a current and future explain and generates a Rebind Compare Analysis report.

NOTE

You can run the RCA line command against any single package. If you want to obtain comparison
information for a collection of packages, and do not want to issue the RCA command for each package, we
recommend reviewing the user scenario How to Identify Access Path Changes and SQL Cost Changes.

5. Review the report results to determine whether using the virtual index definition eliminated the tablespace scan. If the
Db2 optimizer considered the virtual index definition, the VI_ACT field contains a Y. Review the ACCESS field to verify
the type of access that was used to process the SQL statement. In this example, the VI_ACT field contains a Y and
the ACCESS field contains an index access method.

6. (Optional) Repeat steps 4 and 5 for other packages, to verify that changing the index has a positive effect on their
performance.

Statistics
Using Statistics Manager, you can view, calculate, manipulate, and migrate statistics to enhance your Db2 processing:

• Migrate statistics from one subsystem to another (such as from PROD to TEST).
• Migrate statistics from distributed locations and subsystem IDs.
• Help create statistics for a test environment when production statistics do not exist for modeling.
• Automatically calculate regression and future statistics.
• Propagate new cardinality to all related objects (such as indexes and tablespaces).
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Define a Statistics Strategy
Use statistics strategies to define objects and optionally define masks for migrating catalog statistics between subsystems.

A statistics strategy version is a container that stores object definitions, masks, and statistics that are imported from a
source Db2 catalog. You can create import, export, rollback, or load strategy versions. The objects can be packages,
tables, or tablespaces. You can import statistics from catalogs that are on local or remote Db2 subsystems.

Masks are useful when the object qualifier or object name are different between the two subsystems.  Masks are applied
when you use the export function to execute the strategy or strategy version.

Strategies can use multiple masks at once.

You can execute your strategy online or in batch, or simply save the strategy for future use.

NOTE

This article is not intended to document all the possible options and scenarios. However, the instructions that
are provided are typical of the steps that you complete when defining a statistics strategy. After you define
your strategy, use line commands to edit, browse, update, execute, or delete the strategy or strategy versions.
You can also use line commands to generate reports about each strategy or strategy version. These reports
describe all the details about the strategy and the catalog tables that are processed when the strategy executes.
Each panel displays the applicable commands. A complete description of the fields and available commands is
provided in the online help (F1).

To define a strategy, follow these steps:

1. Select the Statistics Manager option from the Plan Analyzer Main Menu. Press Enter.
The Statistics Manager Strategy Services panel appears.

2. Create a strategy by specifying C in the CMD line. Provide values for the STRATEGY, DESCRIPTION, and SO fields
and press Enter.

3. Add objects to your strategy by specifying C in the CMD line. Provide values for the following fields:
– TYPE
– Package/DB Name/Creator
– Collection/TS Name/Table Name
Press Enter.
– If you indicated a catalog object type and specified selection criteria, the appropriate object selection appears.

Select the objects, press Enter, and press PF3.
– If you indicated an auto-build object type, Statistics Manager adds the object to the list.
Repeat steps 3 and 4 until you have added all the objects, and press END (PF3).
The Statistics Manager Object Masks panel displays.

4. (Optional) Create a mask by specifying C in the CMD line. Provide values for the following fields:
– TYP
– Import Creator/DB Name
– Import IX/TB/TS Name
– Export Creator/DB Name
– Export IX/TB/TS Name
– (Optional) SSID
– (Optional) Location

NOTE

Use the SSID and location fields to limit masking to a specific SSID, location, or both.

Repeat this step until all your masks are created and press F3 (END).
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The masks are saved. The Statistics Manager Strategy Services panel appears. Your strategy is saved and is ready
for execution.

Edit Catalog Statistics in a Strategy Import Version
Statistics Manager provides the flexibility to edit statistics directly before making catalog updates. You can edit statistics
on the import version of any statistics strategy. The changes are made when you execute the strategy version and select
the export function.

NOTE

Complete descriptions of all the fields and commands are provided in the online help (F1).

You can use line and primary commands to make many different changes to the statistics. For example, you can perform
the following tasks:

• Update the calculation options.
• Calculate statistics.
• Clear pending catalog updates and reset the statistics values to the current Db2 catalog values.
• Force the replacement of old statistics values with the values that you provide for tables, tablespaces, and indexes.
• Set the statistics values for tables, tablespaces, and indexes to zero.
• Propagate a cardinality value to all dependent objects.
• Propagate a multiplier value to all related objects. If you use a multiplier value, new cardinality value is the result of the

multiplier and the existing cardinality value.

Follow these steps to edit the catalog statistics:

1. Select the Statistics Manager option from the Plan Analyzer main menu. Press Enter.
The Statistics Manager Strategy Services panel appears.

2. Issue the S line command next to the import version of the strategy that contains the statistics that you want to edit.
Press Enter.
The PSM Catalog Statistics Editor panel displays the list of objects that the strategy import version contains.

3. Issue line command or primary commands to edit the catalog statistics.

NOTE

To display the line commands that are applicable for each object type, specify a question mark next to the
object and press Enter.

The following results occur, depending on the commands that you issued:
– If you entered the OPTIONS primary command, the Statistics Manager Calculation Options panel displays. Update

the values as needed and press F3 (End) to save your changes.
The PSM Catalog Statistics Editor panel reappears.

– If you entered the CALC primary command, statistics are calculated for objects, based on the calculation options
settings. The new values are displayed to the left of the catalog values.

– If you entered the RESET primary command or the R line command, statistics are reset for all of the objects or the
selected objects. Pending catalog updates are cleared and the statistics values are reset to the current Db2 catalog
values.
If you entered the FORCE primary command or the F line command, old statistics values are replaced with the
values that you enter for tables, tablespaces, and indexes. These commands let you set statistics values for objects
that have not had IBM RUNSTATS or Database Analyzer PDASTATS run against them and are useful for adjusting
key values, such as cardinality, before performing statistics propagation. These commands apply to object and
column statistics lists.
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NOTE
To undo the FORCE and F commands, use CANCEL at the end of your edit session, not RESET.

– If you entered the ZERO primary command or the Z line command, statistics values for tables, tablespaces, and
indexes are set to zero. Unlike the RESET and R commands, which set values back to their original state before
the editing session, the ZERO and Z commands always set values to zero. These commands apply to the object
and column statistics lists.

– If you entered the P or X line commands and provide new cardinality or multiplier values, the new statistics are
propagated to the selected objects.

The edited statistics are saved to the import version of your strategy.

Execute a Statistics Strategy
When you migrate statistics between subsystems that communicate remotely through shared DASD or DDF, you can
execute your strategy once to accomplish the following tasks:

• Import the statistics from one subsystem.
• Export the statistics to another subsystem.
• Generate a rollback version of the imported statistics.

When you migrate statistics between two subsystems that cannot communicate remotely, multiple strategy executions are
required. See Migrate Statistics Between Subsystems that Cannot Communicate.

Execute the Strategy

You can execute the statistics strategy online or in batch.

1. Select Statistics Manager from the Plan Analyzer Main Menu. Press Enter.
The Statistics Manager Strategy Services panel appears.

2. Complete the strategy execution options:
a. Type E (Execute) next to a strategy or strategy version and press Enter.

The PSM Strategy Vers Execution Selection or PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel appears.
b. Specify values in the following fields:

• Import SSID and Location
• Export SSID and Location
• Select Function
• Update Calculation options
• Update Execution options
• Update Reporting options
If you chose to update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options, their related panels appear.

NOTE

To create a rollback version of the statistics, update the Execution options and verify that the Collect
Rollback Stats field is set to Y.

c. Update the values on the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting panels as needed. Press F3 after each panel is
complete.
The PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel appears.

d. Press F3 (End).
The PSM Batch Processor Card Display panel appears.

3. Execute the strategy by completing Step a or Step b.
a. Execute the strategy in online mode:

a. Type O in the Mode field. Press Enter.
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b. Submit the job.
The strategy executes. Scroll down for messages that describe the processing that occurred.

b. Execute the strategy in batch mode:
a. Type B in the Mode field and press Enter.

The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
b. Save the job to a data set by typing D in the DESTINATION field. Define the other batch execution parameters.

Press Enter.
The job is saved to the specified data set and can be scheduled as needed.

c. (Optional) Submit the job immediately:
a. Type J in the DESTINATION field, complete the other fields, and press Enter.

After the submitted job completes, the statistics are updated on the specified subsystem.
b. Press F3 to exit the Batch JCL Specification panel and review the results of the submitted job.

Statistics Strategy Execution Options

When you execute your statistics strategy, you can perform any of the following functions. The available functions for each
strategy type are displayed on the PSM Strategy Vers Execution Selection or PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel.

Import
Retrieves statistics from the catalog import subsystem (based on the object definitions in the strategy). Statistics
are saved into the statistics manager database tables, creating an Import strategy version.

Export
Updates the Db2 catalog tables using statistics from the strategy version in the Statistics Manager database
tables. Before the updates take place, Statistics Manager performs the following tasks, depending on the options
that you selected:

• Collect rollback statistics and create a new Rollback strategy version.
• Apply masks.
• Propagate statistics, apply a statistics multiplier, or both.

Exported statistics are saved to a new Statistics Manager Export strategy version.
Import/Export

Performs the import and export functions in a single job.
Rollback

Restores the Db2 catalog tables by replacing the catalog statistics with the original statistics from an existing
Statistics Manager Rollback strategy version.

Unload
Unloads statistics from an existing Statistics Manager strategy version to a data set. Use this function when
an import and export system are not on the same LPAR or when DDF processing is not available between the
systems.

Load
Works with the unload function to load statistics from a data set into a new Statistics Manager strategy. After the
load function is complete, execute an export function against the strategy version to apply the statistics to the
appropriate export subsystem.

Analysis
Generates a report that shows how masks would be applied when the statistics are exported. Generate this report
before exporting the statistics to verify that the masks would be applied correctly.
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Migrate Statistics Between Subsystems that Cannot Communicate
You can migrate statistics between two Db2 subsystems that cannot communicate remotely. The subsystems cannot
communicate when any of the following conditions are present:

• The subsystems are not on the same LPAR.
• The subsystems do not share DASD.
• DDF processing is not available between the subsystems.

If you are executing this entire process in batch, we recommend specifying Replace Version (Y) in the Execution Options
for steps 2, 6, and 7. This option replaces an existing version instead of creating a version each time the batch job runs.
The option is applied only when processing the import, load, or export versions.

When Replace Version (Y) is used, the batch JCL never requires modification after the initial setup. For example, if you
migrate statistics from a production to a test system every week, you can schedule the job to run at a specific time each
week. The new statistics automatically replace the outdated statistics.

Follow these steps to migrate statistics between subsystems:

1. Define a strategy that contains the objects whose statistics you want to migrate.
2. Specify the execution options to create and execute an Import version of the strategy:

a. Type E (Execute) next to the strategy. Press Enter.
b. Specify values in the following fields:

• Import SSID and Location–Specify the SSID and Location that contain the statistics to import.
• Select Function–Specify I (Import).

c. (Optional) Update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options. If you are executing this process entirely in
batch, we recommend updating the Execution options to specify Replace Version Y.
If you chose to update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options, the related panels appear.

d. Update the values on those panels as needed. Press F3 (End) after each panel is complete.
The PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel appears.

e. Press F3 (End).
The PSM Batch Processor Card Display panel appears.

f. Execute the job online or in batch.
An import version of the strategy is created. 

3. Specify the execution options to unload the statistics from your import strategy version to a data set:
a. Type E (Execute) next to the Import strategy. Press Enter.
b. Type U (Unload) in the Select Function field.
c. (Optional) Update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options.

If you chose to update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options, the related panels appear.
Update the values on those panels as needed. Press F3 (End) after each panel is complete.
The PSM Strategy Vers Execution Selection panel displays.

d. Press F3 (End).
The Statistics Manager UNLOAD Facility panel appears.

e. Complete the fields on the panel and press Enter.
The PSM Strategy Vers Execution Selection panel appears.

f. Press F3 (End).
The PSM Batch Card Display panel appears.

g. Execute the job online or in batch.
The statistics from the Import version are unloaded to the data set that you specified.

4. Move the data set to your other subsystem.
5. Define another strategy, specifying the same objects that you included in the strategy that you created on the other

subsystem.
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6. Specify the execution options to create and execute a load version of the statistics that are contained in the data set:
a. Type E (Execute) next to the strategy to execute. Press Enter.
b. Type L (Load) in the Select Function field.
c. (Optional) Update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options. If you are executing this process entirely in

batch, we recommend updating the Execution options to specify Replace Version Y.
If you chose to update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options, the related panels appear.

d. Update the values on those panels as needed. Press F3 (End) after each panel is complete.
The PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel displays.

e. Press F3 (End).
The Statistics Manager LOAD Facility panel appears.

f. Complete the fields on the panel and press Enter.
The PSM Strategy Vers Execution Selection panel appears.

g. Press F3 (End).
The PSM Batch Card Display panel appears.

h. Execute the job online or in batch.
The statistics from the data set are copied into the strategy, resulting in a load version of the strategy.

7. Specify the execution options to create an export version of the load strategy version:
a. Type E (Execute) next to the strategy version to execute. Press Enter.
b. Specify values in the following fields:

• Export SSID and Location–Specify the SSID and Location that contain the statistics to migrate.
• Select Function–Specify X (Export).

c. (Optional) Update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options. If you are executing this process entirely in
batch, we recommend updating the Execution options to specify Replace Version Y. Also, optionally select Collect
Rollback Stats.
If you chose to update the Calculation, Execution, or Reporting options, the related panels appear.
Update the values on those panels as needed. Press F3 (End) after each panel is complete.
The PSM Strategy Execution Selection panel appears.

d. Press F3 (End).
The PSM Batch Processor Card Display panel appears.

e. Execute the job online or in batch.
An export version of the strategy is created. The catalog on the second subsystem now contains the statistics from
the first subsystem.

Incorporate Statistics Into the Explain Process
The Db2 Optimizer uses many of the catalog statistics to determine an optimal access path. When you execute a future
explain, you can temporarily change the catalog statistics to see how they affect the access path.

1. Access the Explain Options panel as part of the process of defining a Quick Explain or Explain Strategy.
2. Specify Y in the Catalog Statistics field and press Enter.

The Statistics Manager Strategy Services panel appears.
3. Define a Statistics Strategy.
4. Specify the execution options to create an Import version of the strategy and execute the strategy.

The statistics are retrieved from the Db2 catalog and stored in an internal Statistics Manager table.
5. Edit Catalog Statistics in a Strategy Import Version.
6. Execute a Statistics Strategy Online or in Batch.

NOTE

To create a rollback version of the statistics, update the Execution options and verify that the Collect Rollback
Stats field is set to Y.
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The PPA Explain Options panel redisplays.
7. Complete any remaining tasks that are required to define the explain.
8. Generate the explain cards.

The generated Explain cards include ESTATS. This card contains the options that were specified when you created
the export version of the statistics strategy.

9. Execute the explain online or in batch.
The explain executes. Depending on the options that you selected when defining and executing your statistics
strategy, rollback statistics are collected and saved as a PSM strategy version. The statistics from the export version of
the strategy replace the existing catalog statistics. The Db2 Optimizer uses these statistics and incorporates them into
the explain results.
If you have a rollback strategy version, the original catalog statistics are restored after the last SQL source is
explained. Otherwise the statistics from the export strategy version are committed to the Db2 catalog.

Stored Procedures
This section describes methods for creating, updating, executing, and maintaining stored procedures in the Db2
SYSIBM.SYSROUTINES table. Once a stored procedure is created, you can use the line and primary commands for
execution and maintenance.

You must have SYSADM authority or procedure maintenance authority to perform any operations in the
Stored Procedures Maintenance facility. If you only have procedure maintenance authority, you can update
SYSIBM.SYSROUTINES, but you are not able to perform Db2 actions (such as START or STOP) on the stored
procedures.

NOTE

Enhanced explain processing lets you access a stored procedure through the PPA profile option Use Stored
Proc. for EXPLAIN. Users without SYSADM authority can perform EXPLAIN processing on SQL after their
Security Administrator gives them permission by using the following GRANT statement:

GRANT EXECUTE ON PROCEDURE PTI.PPC@EXE1 to user_id

This feature can also be activated through EXPLAIN batch cards.

WARNING
The stored procedure that is used for EXPLAIN processing is supported only in Db2 subsystems that use native
Db2 security.

You can create create stored procedures using ISPF profile-saved defaults from your last saved variables. The first
time that you use Stored Procedure Maintenance you could receive warning message PP406W, which tells you that ISPF
variables could not be retrieved. To avoid receiving this message again, enter the SAVE command on the second creation
panel of stored procedure options, the Procedure Creation Options panel.

Field and command descriptions are provided in the online help (F1).

Follow these steps to manage your stored procedures:

1. Select the Stored Procedures Maintenance option from the Plan Analyzer main menu. Press Enter.
The Stored Procedures Maintenance panel appears.

NOTE
From this panel, you can use line and primary commands to browse, start, stop, or display information about
the stored procedures.

2. Create a stored procedure by specifying the following values:
– Enter C in the CMD field.
– Enter a unique name for your stored procedure in the SCHEMA and NAME fields.
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3. Press Enter.
The procedure creation panel appears.

4. Specify options for your stored procedure. Press Enter.

NOTE
If you specified SQL or JAVA as the LANGUAGE option, then you must specify N for the DBINFO option.

Control cards are generated and displayed.
5. Press Enter to process the stored procedure Batch Processor cards.

The stored procedure is created.
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Reference
Reference material includes the batch card descriptions, command summaries, and a description of the available
interfaces.

Information about product-specific objects is also provided.

NOTE

You must log in to view the information about product-specific objects. Click login at the top right corner of the
window. Enter your Broadcom Support credentials to see confidential content, sections that are marked as login-
only, or sections that are visible only to logged-in viewers.

Batch Processor
Batch Processor input consists of SQL statements, DDL statements, and Batch Processor commands. This input is
generated for the following features:

• Create Explain or Input Tables
• Plan/Package Utilities
• Enhanced Explain
• Statistics Manager

The Batch Processor input is combined with a job stream and can be executed online, in batch, or in immediate batch.
The Mode field on the Plan Analyzer main menu determines how the batch input is executed.

The default model JCL for the Batch Processor is unloaded into a product library at installation time. This model JCL
contains the JCL and control cards to generate an executable job stream. You can change the default members to comply
with your site standards. Specify the member names in the BPMODEL parameter in hlq.CDBAPARM(PPA).

For more information about the Batch Processor, see Use the Batch Processor.

The Display Batch Processor Input Screen default setting in your product profile determines whether you see the batch
input before it executes. If this option is set to N, the batch input executes automatically. For more information about your
profile, see Configure Your Product Profile.

Batch Card Syntax
This section describes the syntax for the enhanced explain, report, and statistics manager batch cards.

This information is restricted to customers of Plan Analyzer with Broadcom Support access.

NOTE

To view the information contained in this section, click login at the top right corner of the window. Enter your
Broadcom Support credentials to see confidential content, sections that are marked as login-only, or sections
that are visible only to logged-in viewers.

Enhanced Explain Cards
The Enhanced Explain processor extracts and analyzes Db2 EXPLAIN information from the explain tables. Enhanced
Explain processor input statements are generated and displayed on the Batch Processor Card Display panel.

Execute the Enhanced Explain processor online within the product or by itself in a batch job. Verify that you understand
Enhanced Explain processing before modifying the Enhanced Explain cards or using the Enhanced Explain processor in
batch jobs.
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NOTE

You can omit default parameter values from batch jobs. (Default) denotes these values in the syntax description.

ACCFILT
ACCFILT specifies the access path filters for the explain reports. With this feature, you can limit your report to SQL
statements that use certain access methods. You can also specify whether to use AND or OR as a conjunction when
multiple filters are selected.

This card has the following syntax:

ACCFILT = (OR|AND, access_filter_words)

The following access filter words are valid:

ACCDEG JOINDEG NSSLOCK SRTCPGRP

ACCPGRP JOINFULL PAGERNG SRTNPGRP

ACCQTSCN JOINLEFT PARAMODC SSLOCK

APRUFAIL JOINPAIR PARAMODI TBASCII

BFINSSEL JOINPGRP PARAMODS TSEBCDIC

BUFSEL JOINSTAR PRIMACCD TBLSP

CFEDATA LISTPREF PRIMACCT TBMCCSID

CFESORT LRIDPREF RLISTSCN TBUNICOD

CORRELAT MATCHIX SEQPREF TCTBEXP

DIRECTRW MERGC SHARELOC TINMEM

DXISECT MERGN SIXLOCK TMQT

DXUNION MRGJCOLS SORTCDUP TRCTBEXP

DYNIXSCN MRGSCAN SORTCMRG TSUBQRY

DYNPREF MULTIX SORTCORD TTMPRSLT

EXCLULOC MULTIXHS SORTCTAB TTABFUNC

FETCHIX MULTIXIN SORTGRP TWKFILE

HASHISCN MULTIXSC SORTING UDFWKFIL

HASHXSCN MULTIXUN SORTNDUP UPDATLOC

HYBRID NESTLOOP SORTNGRP WHENOPTB

INLDTSCN NISLOCK SORTNMRG WHENOPTR

INTEXCLK NLOCK SORTNORD WKSBQSCN

INTSHRLK NONMATCH SORTNTAB XMLIXSCN

IXONLY NSLOCK SPARSEIX

ACM (Enhanced Explain)
ACM indicates the status of the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) facility. This facility reduces catalog contention and
eases security concerns by redirecting catalog queries to views defined over system catalog tables or shadow tables. As a
result, you can view Db2 catalog information without having SELECT permission on the actual catalog tables.
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This card has the following syntax:

ACM = (ACMactive,ACMname)

ACMactive
Indicates whether ACM is activated. Valid values are Y and N. The default is N.

ACMname
Indicates the user ID for which the ACM was built.

APPLCOMPAT
APPLCOMPAT specifies the application compatibility behavior to apply to catalog and non-catalog SQL during a future
explain. If APPLCOMPAT is not specified, the following default values are used:

• Catalog SQL uses the package APPLCOMPAT bind value.
• Non-catalog SQL uses the APPLCOMPAT setting that was assigned to the Plan Analyzer explain application packages

during product installation.

This card has the following syntax:

APPLCOMPAT = (function-level|V11R1|V10R1)

• function-level
Specifies the application compatibility behavior to apply. Use this value for Db2 12 and above. Starting with Db2 12,
the function level is specified as VvvRrMmmm, in which vv is the Db2 version, r is the Db2 release, and mmm is the
Db2 modification level.

• V11R1
Applies the compatibility behavior for Db2 V11R1.

• V10R1
Applies the compatibility behavior for Db2 V10R1.

CASE
CASE indicates whether enhanced explain reports are printed in uppercase or mixed case.

This card has the following syntax:

CASE = (type)

type
Specifies the case to use. The following values are valid:
LOWER

Prints reports in mixed case.
UPPER

Prints reports in uppercase. If your printer does not support lowercase, specify UPPER.

COMPOPTS (Enhanced Explain)
The COMPOPTS card supplies the comparison and reporting parameters to the REPORT card. COMPOPTS also collects
comparison information for the explain versions and saves them to the Explain Strategy Compare History table for use by
explain strategies. Use COMPOPTS when you select the Compare Explain Versions report, the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report, or the Compare History function. COMPOPTS is valid only when you are creating a new explain strategy
version.

This card has the following syntax:
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COMPOPTS = ({change_level}{paired_statements}{creator_change}{sql/access_path}{sql_version}{access_version}

{blank_space}{host_variables}{suppress_compare_report}[blank_space],{old_hversion},{package_versioning},

[cost(ms)_margin],[cost(su)_margin],[cost(tc)_margin],[old_hversion_level])

The parameters in braces { } are required and must be specified in the order in which they are shown. The first
10 parameters are specified as single bytes in one continuous block with no commas or spaces between them. To use
the default value for one of these parameters, replace it with a blank space. The next two parameters (old_hversion
and package_versioning) must be preceded by commas. To use the default value for one of these parameters, omit the
parameter but include the comma.

The parameters in brackets [ ] are optional and are separated by commas. These parameters must also be specified in
the order in which they are shown. If you omit one, you must still include a comma unless the optional parameters that
follow it are also omitted.

• change_level
Specifies different combinations of access path changes and SQL changes. The following values are valid:

B
Specifies changed and unchanged. This value is the default.

A
Specifies that the access path changed.

S
Specifies that the SQL changed.

E
Specifies that the SQL or the access path changed.

N
Specifies that the access path changed and the SQL are unchanged. This option can help you identify access
path changes that occurred due to something other than SQL changes.

• paired_statements
The following values are valid:

B
Specifies paired and unpaired. This value is the default.

P
Specifies paired only.

U
Specifies unpaired only.

• creator_change
The following values are valid:

Y
Compares creator.

N
Ignores creator. This value is the default.

• sql/access_path
The following values are valid:

B
Shows SQL and access. This value is the default.

S
Shows only SQL.
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A
Shows only access.

C
Shows only the change.

• sql_version
The following values are valid:

B
Shows old and new.

O
Shows only the old version.

N
Shows only the new version.

E
Shows once if equal. This value is the default.

• access_version
The following values are valid:

B
Shows old and new.

O
Shows only the old version.

N
Shows only the new version.

E
Shows once if equal. This value is the default.

• blank_space
A blank space is required between the access_version and host_variables parameters.

• host_variables
The following values are valid:

B
Shows changed or unchanged.

C
Shows only changed. This value is the default.

N
Does not show.

• suppress_compare_report
The following values are valid:

Y
Suppresses the compare report when no changes are found for SQL or access path.

N
Processes the report. This value is the default.

• blank_space
(Optional) A blank space can be inserted between the suppress_compare_report and hversion parameters.

• old_hversion
Specifies the historical version (hversion) to use for the comparison. The hversion must be the same type (MANUAL,
STRATEGY, AUTO) as the type that is specified for the explain in the database options.
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For a MANUAL hversion, specify the hversion name that was specified in the database options for a previous explain.
Or, leave the field blank to use the default value of CURRENT.
For a STRATEGY hversion, you can only specify the name of the strategy that is being explained. If you leave the
field blank, this strategy name is applied automatically. The processed explain is compared to the most recent strategy
hversion. To use a different strategy hversion for the comparison, also specify old_hversion_level in your card syntax.
For an AUTO hversion, specify the name of an hversion that was used in a previous explain. Or, leave the field blank
to use the current hversion name in the database options.

• package_versioning
The following values are valid:

A
Indicates auto.

O
Indicates creation.

N
Indicates none. This value is the default.

• cost(ms)_margin
The following values are valid:

blank
Ignores cost comparison by milliseconds. This value is the default.

+n
Compares cost by milliseconds and reports on cost increases that exceed the specified numeric value.

-n
Compares cost by milliseconds and reports on cost decreases that exceed the specified numeric value.

Unsigned n
Compares cost by milliseconds and reports on cost increases or decreases that exceed the specified numeric
value.

The n represents a signed or unsigned numeric value from 0 to 99.
• cost(su)_margin

The following values are valid:
blank

Ignores cost comparison by service units. This value is the default.
+n

Compares cost by service units and reports on cost increases that exceed the numeric value specified.
-n

Compares cost by service units and reports on cost decreases that exceed the numeric value specified.
Unsigned n

Compares cost by service units and reports on cost increases or decreases that exceed the numeric value
specified.

The n represents a signed or unsigned numeric value from 0 to 99.
• cost(tc)_margin

The following values are valid:
blank

Ignores cost comparison by relative cost. This value is the default.
+n

Compares cost by relative cost and reports on cost increases that exceed the numeric value specified.
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-n
Compares cost by relative cost and reports on cost decreases that exceed the numeric value specified.

Unsigned n
Compares cost by relative cost and reports on cost increases or decreases that exceed the numeric value
specified.

The n represents a signed or unsigned numeric value from 0 to 99.
• old_hversion_level

Specifies the historical strategy version to use for the comparison. This parameter applies only to strategy hversions.
Use this parameter when you want to compare the processed explain to a specific strategy hversion other than the
latest hversion. The strategy hversion is a six-character value (for example, V00001). You can view the available
strategy hversions on the Explain Strategy Services panel. Strategy hversions are identified by an S in the DB column.
If you omit this parameter, the most recent historical strategy version is used for the comparison.

Examples:

The following example specifies all parameters (both required and optional). Note the blank spaces that are inserted for
the seventh and tenth parameters. The first space is required. The second space is optional.

COMPOPTS = (BBNBBB NN ,CURRENT,A,+02,-01,00)

The following example replaces the third and fifth parameters with spaces to use the default values. All optional
parameters are specified.

COMPOPTS = (BB B B NN ,CURRENT,A,+02,-01,00)

The following example specifies all required parameters and one optional parameter. The other optional parameters are
omitted, with commas to indicate their placement within the syntax.

COMPOPTS = (BBNBBB NN ,CURRENT,A,,,00)

The following example specifies all required parameters and no optional parameters. Commas are not needed for the
omitted parameters.

COMPOPTS = (BBNBBB NN ,CURRENT,A)

COSTFILT (Enhanced Explain)
COSTFILT specifies the cost filter number for the Cost report, which corresponds to the exponent value of the Total Cost
value.

This card has the following syntax:

COSTFILT = (filter)

filter
Corresponds to the exponent value of the Total Cost value that is displayed on the Cost report. The enhanced
explain processor uses this number to determine which SQL statements to process further.

CURPATH
CURPATH specifies the path schema to use during enhanced explain processing. Use the Edit Pathschemas facility to set
the path schema.

This card has the following syntax:

CURPATH=(qualifiers)
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CVCCOPTS (Enhanced Explain)
CVCCOPTS specifies how to display SQL cost changes in the Compare Versions Cost Compare report. The CVCCOPTS
card is used in COMPOPTS to generate the Compare Versions Cost Compare report.

This card has the following syntax:

CVCCOPTS = (D|S,ALL|IMPROVED|DEGRADED|UNCHANGED|MIXED|

ACCPATH,MS_Diff1,SU_Diff1,TC_Diff1,MS_Oper,MS_Diff2,SU_Oper,SU_Diff2,TC_Oper,TC_Diff2)

ALL|IMPROVED|DEGRADED|UNCHANGED|MIXED|ACCPATH and any cost compare difference are ANDed together.

D|S
Specifies the level of detail to display in the Compare Versions Cost Compare report.
D

Displays the collection/package level.
S

Displays the statement level. This value is the default.
ALL|IMPROVED|DEGRADED|UNCHANGED|MIXED|ACCPATH

Specifies a filter to apply at the object level (package) to limit the data in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report.
ALL

Shows all packages. This value is the default.
IMPROVED

Shows the packages where SQL cost has decreased for all three cost differences (MS, SU, TC),
improving SQL cost performance.

DEGRADED
Shows the packages where SQL cost has increased for all three cost differences (MS, SU, TC),
degrading SQL cost performance.

UNCHANGED
Shows the packages where SQL cost has remained the same for all three cost differences (MS, SU, TC).

MIXED
Shows the packages that indicate "Needs Review," which indicates the following information:

• Milliseconds, Service Units, and Total Cost for the package show Improvement or Unchanged.
• At least one SQL statement within the package has a degraded cost for Milliseconds, Service Units, or

Total Cost.

ACCPATH
Shows the packages that contain one or more SQL statements with an access path that changed.

MS_Diff1
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between new package Milliseconds and old package Milliseconds.
This comparison is based on an increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use MS_Oper to
combine this value with MS_Diff2.
The following values are valid:
blank

Disables the Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference filter. This value is the default. If you do not want to
filter on Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference, leave MS_Diff1, MS_Oper, and MS_Diff2 blank.
Because the filter is disabled, the Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report is displayed as an actual numeric cost difference.
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numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

Based on the selected format, the Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report shows a percentage cost difference or actual numeric cost difference as follows:

• Cost Increase shows the largest cost increase where cost differences are greater than the cost filter.
• Cost Decrease shows the largest cost decrease where cost differences are greater than the cost filter.
• Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost differences matching Cost Increase and Cost Decrease.

SU_Diff1
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between the new package Service Units and old package Service
Units. This comparison is based on an increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use SU_Oper to
combine this value with SU_Diff2.
The following values are valid:
blank

Disables the Service Units Cost Compare Difference filter. This value is the default. If you do not want to
filter on Service Units Cost Compare Difference, leave SU_Diff1, SU_Oper, and SU_Diff2 blank.
Because the filter is disabled, the Service Units Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report is displayed as an actual numeric cost difference.

numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

Based on the selected format, the Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report shows a percentage cost difference or actual numeric cost difference as follows:

• Cost Increase shows the largest cost increase where the cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Decrease shows the largest cost decrease where the cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost differences matching Cost Increase and Cost Decrease.

TC_Diff1
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between new package Total Cost and old package Total Cost.
This comparison is based on increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use TC_Oper to combine
this value with TC_Diff2.
The following values are valid:
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blank
Disables the Total Cost Compare Cost Difference filter. This value applies only to TC_cost_Diff. This value
is the default. If you do not want to filter on Total Cost Compare Difference, leave TC_Diff1, TC_Oper, and
TC_Diff2 blank.
Because the filter is disabled, the Total Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report is displayed as an actual numeric cost difference.

numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

Based on the selected format you select, the Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report shows a percentage cost difference or actual numeric cost difference as follows:

• Cost Increase shows the largest cost increase where cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Decrease shows the largest cost decrease where cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost differences matching Cost Increase and Cost Decrease.

MS_Oper
Specifies a relationship between MS_Diff1 and MS_Diff2:
blank

Disables the relationship between MS_Diff1 and MS_Diff2. Data is filtered only on MS_Diff1. This value
is the default. If you do not want to filter on Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference, leave MS_Diff1,
MS_Oper, and MS_Diff2 blank.

AND
Specifies an AND relationship between MS_Diff1 and MS_Diff2.

OR
Specifies an OR relationship between MS_Diff1 and MS_Diff2.

MS_Diff2
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between new package Milliseconds and old package Milliseconds
based on increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use MS_Oper to combine this value with
MS_Diff1.
blank

Disables MS_Diff2 from the Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference filter. This value is the default. If you
do not want to filter on Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference, leave MS_Diff1, MS_Oper, and MS_Diff2
blank.
This value can be blank only if MS_Oper is blank.

numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:
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• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

If MS_Diff1 is an actual number, this value must be a percentage. If MS_Diff1 is a percentage, this value
must be an actual number.
Based on the selected format, the Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report shows a percentage cost difference as follows:

• Cost Increase shows the largest cost increase where the cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Decrease shows the largest cost decrease where the cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost differences matching Cost Increase and Cost Decrease.

SU_Oper
Specifies a relationship between SU_Diff1 and SU_Diff2.
blank

Disables the relationship between SU_Diff1 and SU_Diff2. Data is filtered only on SU_Diff1. This value
is the default. If you do not want to filter on Service Units Cost Compare Difference, leave SU_Diff1,
SU_Oper, and SU_Diff2 blank.

AND
Specifies an AND relationship between SU_Diff1 and SU_Diff2.

OR
Specifies an OR relationship between SU_Diff1 and SU_Diff2.

SU_Diff2
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between new package Service Units and old package Service
Units based on increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use SU_Oper to combine this value with
SU_Diff1.
blank

Disables the SU_Diff2 from the Service Units Cost Compare Difference filter. This value is the default.  If
you do not want to filter on Service Units Cost Compare Difference, leave SU_Diff1, SU_Oper, and
SU_Diff2 blank.
This value can be blank only when SU_Oper is blank.

numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

If SU_Diff1 is an actual number, this value must be a percentage. If SU_Diff1 is a percentage, this value
must be an actual number.

TC_Oper
Specifies a relationship between TC_Diff1 and TC_Diff2.
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blank
Disables the relationship between TC_Diff1 and TC_Diff2. Data is filtered only on TC_Diff1. This value is
the default. If you do not want to filter on Total Cost, leave TC_Diff1, TC_Oper, and TC_Diff2 blank.

AND
Specifies an AND relationship between TC_Diff1 and TC_Diff2.

OR
Specifies an OR relationship between TC_Diff1 and TC_Diff2.

TC_Diff2
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between new package Total Cost and old package Total Cost
based on increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use TC_Oper to combine this value with
TC_Diff1.
blank

Disables the TC_Diff2 from the Total Cost Compare Cost Difference filter. This value is the default. If you
do not want to filter on Total Cost, leave TC_Diff1, TC_Oper, and TC_Diff2 blank.
This value can be blank only if TC_Oper is blank.

numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

If TC_Diff1 is an actual number, this value must be a percentage. If TC_Diff1 is a percentage, this value
must be an actual number.
Based on the selected format, the Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report shows a percentage cost difference as follows:

• Cost Increase shows the largest cost increase where cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Decrease shows the largest cost decrease where cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost differences matching Cost Increase and Cost Decrease.

Example: Display the Compare Versions Cost Compare Report to Show SQL Cost Performance Improvement

This example displays the Compare Versions Cost Compare report down to the statement level, showing packages where
the following events occurred:

• SQL cost has decreased for Milliseconds and Total Cost.
• Cost differences have decreased more than 5 percent or more than 10 for Milliseconds, and more than 5 and more

than 2 percent for Total Cost.
CVCCOPTS = (S,IMPROVED,-5%,,-5,OR,-10,,,AND,-2%)

The report shows only packages with an SQL cost performance improvement based on the specified criteria.

DATABASE
DATABASE sets the historical database options. The historical database contains explain output that includes input
statements, enhanced explain reports (when applicable), and explain statistics.

This card has the following syntax:
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DATABASE = (options)

The historical database options that are set before executing an explain determine the DATABASE parameters.

The syntax varies according to the requested versioning method:

• Save historic data as a strategy -- The card contains only STRATEGY, as shown in the following example:
DATABASE =(STRATEGY)

• Automatic historic versioning -- The card contains three fields, which reflect the following information:
– AUTO, to indicate automatic versioning.
– The specified HVERSION definition
– The subsystem the HVERSION definition is stored on
An example follows:
DATABASE=(AUTO,DEFTYPE1,D10A)

• Manual historic versioning -- The card contains five fields which reflect the following information:
– Whether to update the hversion CURRENT
– Whether to create a hversion, and if so, what to name it
– Whether to create a hversion before or after the explain is executed
– Whether to replace the new hversion, when one by that name exists
An example follows:
DATABASE=(N,Y,HVERS4,A,Y)

DBOPTS
DBOPT specifies which historical database hversion is used in the report.

This card has the following syntax.

DBOPT = (database option) 

The following values are valid:

ALL
Retrieves all hversions: AUTO, MANUAL, and STRATEGY.

AUTO
Retrieves only AUTO hversions.

BOTH
Retrieves AUTO and MANUAL hversions.

MAN
Retrieves only MANUAL hversions.

DBRANGE (Enhanced Explain)
DBRANGE specifies the number of automatic historic version levels to display.

This card has the following syntax:

DBRANGE = (nnn)

nnn
Specifies an integer from 0 through 099, indicating the number of levels to display.
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DDLFILE
DDLFILE specifies the file containing the DDL and DML to execute immediately before a future explain. By using this
card, you can explain SQL that uses declare global temporary tables. You can execute other statement types, including
INSERT to populate the table and CREATE INDEX to mimic the temporary application-defined objects. You can also
supply application-defined objects such as special registers for execution before a future explain.

This card supports SQL that uses the SET TERMINATOR statement with triggers, XML indexes, external SQL functions,
and native stored procedures.

This card is supported only for future explain.

Specify this card before the SRCxxxx explain card.

Consider the following items before you use DDLFILE:

• This card requires Resource Recovery Services Attachment Facility (RRSAF) authorization. 
• SQL that references temporary objects executes only under the authority of the user's logon ID. This SQL cannot be

executed when Plan Analyzer is running under an elevated authority as allowed by the primary authorization ID.
• If you want to explain SQL while using the primary authorization ID, extra external security permissions are required.

For more information about enabling RRSAF and external security permissions, see RRSAF Authorization.

This card has the following syntax:

DDLFILE = ( dsn( mem), volser)

dsn
Specifies the data set that contains the DDL or SQL statements to execute. The explain occurs only when the
SQL statements execute with a SQLCODE that is greater than or equal to zero. If any SQL statements in the DDL
side deck encounter a negative SQLCODE during execution, the explain process terminates.

mem
Specifies the member name (for partitioned data sets).

volser
Specifies the VOLSER (for uncataloged data sets).

DEGREE
DEGREE specifies the degree of parallelism for executing queries that the application process prepares dynamically.

This card has the following syntax:

DEGREE = (type)

type
Specifies the type of parallelism to use. Valid values are ANY, ONE or 1, or DEFAULT.

DESCR
DESCR specifies the strategy description when you create a strategy.

This card has the following syntax:

DESCR = (description)

description
Describes the new strategy.
Limits: Up to 25 alphanumeric characters
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ESTATS
Use ESTATS to define parameters for explain statistics.

This card has the following syntax:

ESTATS = (productcode,strategyname,strategycreator,statsqual,strategyid,

 function,rollbackorcommit,usemasks,OVER=override,savedata,OPTS=options,strategyversion,targetssid,targetlocation,sourcessid,sourcelocation,shareoption,acmid,replace_existing_version)

productcode
Indicates the product code.

strategyname
Indicates the strategy name.

strategycreator
Indicates the strategy creator.

statsqual
Indicates the statistics qualifier.

strategyid
Indicates the Db2 subsystem of the strategy.

function
Indicates the function being performed.

rollback/commit
Indicates whether to roll back or commit changes.

usemasks
Indicates whether to use masks.

OVER=override
Indicates the multiplier override value.

savedata
Indicates the save option.

OPTS=options
Indicates the calculation variables.

strategyversion
Indicates the statistics strategy version number.

targetssid
Indicates the ID of the target Db2 subsystem.

targetlocation
Indicates the location of the target.

sourcessid
Indicates the ID of the source Db2 subsystem.

sourcelocation
Indicates the location of the source.

shareoption
Indicates the share option of the strategy

acmid
Indicates the ID used for ACM.
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replace_existing_version
Indicates whether to replace the existing strategy version with a strategy version of the same type. The Last-In
First Out (LIFO) method is used for replacing import, export, or load strategy versions.
If a strategy version does not exist and therefore cannot be replaced, a new strategy version is created.

NOTE
The export and rollback strategy versions are tied together in the PSM strategy table. As a result, the
rollback strategy version is replaced only when the existing export strategy version references a rollback
strategy version.

Valid value: REPLACE

EXPLTYPE
EXPLTYPE specifies whether to use CURRENT or FUTURE explain processing.

This card has the following syntax:

EXPLTYPE = (explaintype)

explaintype
Specifies the type of explain to perform. Valid values are CURRENT or FUTURE. FUTURE is the default.

FILTER (Enhanced Explain)
FILTER specifies the filter conditions to search for in qualifying SQL to be explained.

This card has the following syntax:

FILTER = (filter1,filter2, filter3,...,filtern)

FLOATFMT (Enhanced Explain)
FLOATFMT specifies the format for floating-point data on the QED Cost Summary and the Explain Cost report.

This card has the following syntax:

FLOATFMT = (type)

The following values are valid:

SCI
Uses scientific notation. This value is the default.

ENG
Uses English notation.

MET
Uses metric notation.

IPSEP
IPSEP specifies the access path filters for the SQL that you want. You can limit your explain data to SQL statements that
use certain access methods. You can also specify whether to use AND or OR as a conjunction when multiple filters are
selected.

This card is present only when the batch processing and the Identify Problem SQL and Explain Problems report are also
requested.
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This card has the following syntax:

IPSEP = (OR|AND, list of search elements)

Valid values for IPSEP are the same as the ACCFILT Enhanced Explain card, except the following values are also
available for IPSEP:

• COST=
• COSTMS=
• COSTSU=

IPSRP
IPSRP specifies which rule number violations to display in the Identify Problem SQL report. You can limit your report data
to only SQL statements that violate certain rules. You can also specify whether to use AND or OR as a conjunction when
multiple rule numbers are selected.

This card has the following syntax:

IPSRP =(rule_numbers)

rule_numbers
Contains a list of any of the following four-digit rule numbers:

• 0001-0019
• 0060-0091
• 1001-1083
• 3001-3105

ISOLATE
ISOLATE specifies the isolation method to use when explaining non-catalog SQL sources.

This card has the following syntax:

ISOLATE = (type)

The following values are valid:

• CS -- Cursor Stability
• RR -- Repeatable Read
• RS -- Repeatable Stability
• UR -- Uncommitted Read

LINES (Enhanced Explain)
LINES specifies the number of lines per page for the enhanced explain reports.

This card has the following syntax:

LINES = (lines)

The default value for lines is the Lines Per Page value on the Print Parameters panel in your global profile.
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OPTHINT
Use OPTHINT to specify the optimization hint to use Enhanced Explain processing. Optimization hints influence the
access path that the Db2 optimizer selects. For example, sometimes migrating to a new Db2 optimizer release results in
degraded access paths. Optimization hints provide a way to restore the access path that existed before the migration.

This card has the following syntax:

OPTHINT = (hint_ID)

hint_ID
Specifies the optimization hint, which can be a 1-128 character ID.

PKGCOPY (Enhanced Explain)
Use PKGCOPY to determine which access path stability package copy to explain for a CURRENT explain.

This option is applicable in Db2 10 NFM and up.

This card has the following format:

PKGCOPY = (CURRENT|ORIGINAL|PREVIOUS)

CURRENT
Indicates that the current package copy is explained. This explain reads current PLAN TABLE information and
reports the access path information for the last bind that matches the package bind time.

ORIGINAL
Indicates that the original package copy is explained. This explain performs the EXPLAIN PACKAGE COPY
ORIGINAL command and then reads PLAN TABLE information to report on the access path information.

PREVIOUS
Indicates that the previous package copy is explained. This explain performs the EXPLAIN PACKAGE COPY
PREVIOUS command and then reads PLAN TABLE information to report on the access path information.

PLANEXPL (Enhanced Explain)
PLANEXPL explains packages.

This card has the following syntax:

PLANEXPL = (PACKAGE|BOTH)

The following values are valid:

B
Explains the packages in the plan. This value is the default.

P
Explains only the packages in the plan.

PLANTAB
Use PLANTAB to indicate whether to rollback or commit standard IBM EXPLAIN output to the EXPLAIN tables.

This card has the following syntax:

PLANTAB = (saveopt)

The following values are valid: 
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ROLLBACK
Does not save the output.

COMMIT
Saves the output and always updates the PLAN_TABLE and DSN_STATEMENT_TABLE with SQL source catalog
information. The following tables are also updated with catalog source information, depending on the selected
reports:

• The DSN_COLDIST_TABLE and DSN_KEYTGTDIST_TABLE are updated when the Index Probe Statistics
Report is selected.

• The DSN_PREDICAT_TABLE and DSN_FILTER_TABLE are updated when the Predicate Report or Predicate
Rules Report is selected.

COMMITALL
Saves the output and updates all the EXPLAIN tables that Db2 populates with SQL source catalog information.

NOTE
SQL-Ease does not support the COMMITALL parameter.

PRIAUTH
Use PRIAUTH to indicate the primary authorization ID of the Db2 explain process.

This card has the following syntax:

PRIAUTH = (authid)

• authid  
Specifies the authorization ID, which can be from 1 through 7 characters
When you omit this parameter, the primary authorization ID is set to the user ID associated with the EXPLAIN process.

PROCDDF (Enhanced Explain)
PROCDDF specifies whether to process remote packages in batch.

This card has the following syntax:

PROCDDF = (procddfopt)

Valid values are Y or N.

PROCVIEW
PROCVIEW specifies whether to process CREATE VIEW text.

This card has the following syntax:

PROCVIEW = (procviewopt)

The following values are valid:

Y
Reads, parses, and analyzes all CREATE VIEW text with the base SQL statement. This value is the default.

N
Does not process CREATE VIEW text. You can specify this option to improve enhanced explain processing
performance. However, the analysis can be incomplete.
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PRODUCT
PRODUCT specifies whether to use Plan Analyzer or SQL-Ease for enhanced explain processing.

This card has the following syntax:

PRODUCT = (productopt)

The following values are valid:

PPA
Uses Plan Analyzer for enhanced explain processing. This value is the default.

SQE
Uses SQL-Ease for enhanced explain processing.

QUERYACCEL
Use QUERYACCEL to override the subsystem default DSNZPARM QUERY_ACCELERATION special register value and
determine whether access path evaluation against the IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS server is considered during
a future explain.

This card is applicable only when the subsystem is defined with an IBM Db2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS server or
accelerator modeling is active.

This card has the following syntax:

QUERYACCEL= (type)

The following values are valid:

• NONE
• ENABLE
• ENABLEWF
• ELIGIBLE
• ALL

REPORT (Enhanced Explain)
Use REPORT to specify which Enhanced Explain reports to generate. When you omit this card, all reports are generated.

This card has the following syntax:

REPORT = (report1,report2,report3,...,reportn)

The following values are valid:
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• ACCESS
• ACCESS/SHORT 
• COMPARE 
• COST 
• CVCOST 
• DEPENDENCY 
• DEPENDENCY/SHORT 
• IXPROBESTAT 
• OLDPRED 
• OLDPRED/SHORT 
• PHYSRULE/SHORT
• PLANRULE 
• PLANRULE/SHORT 
• PREDICATE 
• PREDICATE/SHORT 
• PREDRULE  
• PREDRULE/SHORT 
• PHYSRULE 
• RI 
• SQLRULE 
• SQLRULE/SHORT
• STATISTICS
• SUMMARY
• SUPPRPTS
• TREE

NOTE

• Compare reports are generated only when new versions are created.
• OLDPRED or OLDPRED/SHORT generate a version of the Predicate Analysis report that is not dependent

on the explain tables. This report was stabilized with Db2 9, and does not support the implicit predicates
generated by the Db2 optimizer. Implicit predicates are handled by the PREDICATE value.

RPTFMT (Enhanced Explain)
RPTFMT uses the old report layout for short access path reports, short and long dependency reports, and statistics
reports.

If you chose the new report layout, this card is not present.

This card has the following syntax:

RPTFMT (OLD)

RULESSID
Use RULESSID to identify the Db2 subsystem that contains the rule set you want to use during explain processing. This
card lets you execute an EXPLAIN on one subsystem while retrieving a rule set from a different subsystem. Specify the
rule set subsystem from the Explain Options panel.

This card has the following syntax:
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RULESSID = (subsystemID)

SAVEHOST
Use the SAVEHOST card to control whether host variables are saved to the Statement Text table for the Compare Explain
Versions report, the Compare Versions Cost Compare report, or the Compare History function.

This card has the following syntax:

SAVEHOST = (option)

Valid values are Y or N.

SAVERPTS
Use SAVERPTS to indicate whether to save Enhanced Explain reports.

This card has the following syntax:

SAVERPTS = (option)

The following values are valid for option:

Y
Saves the reports in the Db2 subsystem where the strategy is stored. This value is the default.

N
Does not save the reports. Using this option can help you save DASD space that lengthy reports can consume.
This option can also help reduce CPU and I/O processing costs, which helps reduce execution time.

SCREEN
SCREEN is generated internally. Do not change this card.

This card has the following syntax:

SCREEN(AND|OR, rule, access, text, perform)

SEARCH (Enhanced Explain)
SEARCH specifies search filters to find the SQL that you want. Use this card to limit your report data to SQL statements
that use certain search conditions. You can also specify whether AND or OR is used as a conjunction when selecting
multiple filters.

This card has the following syntax:

SEARCH=(OR|AND,search_element,search_element)

Use commas to separate search elements, as shown in the following example:

SEARCH = (OR,SELECT*,UNION,EXCEPT,INTERSCT,MROWINSR)

The following search elements are valid:
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• CASE, CAST, CAVG, CCORREL, CCOUNT, CCOUNTBG, CCOVAR, CCOVARS, CMAX, CMIN, COLUMN, CORR,
CGROUPING, CSTDDEV, CSTDDEVS, CSUM, CTEXP, CVARIANC, CVARSAMP, CXMLAGG

• DDF
• EXCEPT
• FETCHFST, FORUPDAT, FUNCTION
• GROUPBY
• HAVING, HOSTIND, HOSTNAME, HOSTVAR
• INTERSCT, INTO
• JBASIC, JBETWEEN, JDISTIN, JEXISTS, JIN, JLIKE, JNULL, JOINFULL, JOININNR, JOINLEFT, JOINTOUTR,

JOINPRED, JOINRIGT, JOINS, JQUANT, JMLEXST
• LABELED
• MATH, MROWINSR
• NONCORR, NONINDEX, NONSARG, NTABLES (1, nnn)
• OLAPAGGR, OLAPNUMB, OLAPRANK, OLAPSPEC, OPTIMIZE, ORDERBY, ORDERIS
• PBASIC, PBETWEEN, PDISTIN, PEXISTS, PIN, PLIKE, PNULL, PQUANT, PREDICAT, PXMLEXST
• RCTEXP, READFETC, ROWCHGEX, ROWSET, RUNPACK
• SABSVAL, SACOS, SADDMON, SASCII, SASCIICH, SASCIIST, SASIN, SATAN, SATAN2, SATANH
• SBIGINT, SBINARY, SBITAND, SBITANDN, SBITNOT, SBITOR, SBITXOR, SBLOB
• SCALAR, SCCSID_E, SCEILING, SCHAR, SCHAR_LN, SCLOB, SCMPDCFL, SCOALESC, SCOLKEY, SCONCAT,

SCONTAIN, SCOS, SCOSH
• SDATE, SDAY, SDAYOMO, SDAYOWK, SDAYOWKI, SDAYOYR, SDAYS, SDBCLOB, SDECFLOA, SDECFLTF,

SDECFLTS, SDECIMAL, SDECODE, SDECRYPT, SDEGREES, SDIFF, SDIGITS, SDOUBLEP, SDSNXMLV
• SEBCDICC, SEBCDICS, SELECT*, SENCRYPT, SEQUENCE, SEXP, SEXTRACT
• SFLOOR
• SGENERAT, SGENUNIC, SGETHINT, SGETVAR, SGRAPHIC
• SHASH_CR, SHASH_MD, SHASH_SH, SHASH256, SHEX, SHOUR
• SIDENTVL, SIFNULL, SINSERT, SINTEGER
• SJSON_VA, SJULIAND
• SKIPLOCK
• SLASTDAY, SLEFT, SLENGTH, SLOCATE, SLOCINST, SLOG, SLOG10, SLOWER, SLPAD, SLTRIM
• SMAX, SMICRO, SMIDNISC, SMIN, SMINUTE, SMOD, SMONTH, SMONTHBW, SMQPUB, SMQPXML, SMQREAD,

SMQRRAC, SMQRRALL, SMQRRAX, SMQRRCAC, SMQRRCAX, SMQRRCC, SMQRRCV, SMQRRCVA,
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SMQRRCX, SMQRRDC, SMQRRDX, SMQRSUBS, SMQRSXFL, SMQRSXML, SMQRUNSB, SMQSEND,
SMULTALT

• SNEXTDAY, SNORMDEC, SNORMSTR, SNULLIF
• SOVERLAY
• SPACK, SPOSITIO, SPOSSTR, SPOWER
• SQUANTIZ, SQUARTER
• SRADIANS, SRAISE_E, SRAND, SREAL, SREPEAT, SREPLACE, SRID, SRIGHT, SROUND, SROUNDTS, SRPAD,

SRTRIM
• SSCORE, SSECOND, SSIGH, SSIN, SSINH, SSMALLIN, SSOAPHTT, SSOUNDEX, SSPACE, SSQRT, SSSTRING,

SSTRIP, SSUBSTR
• STAN, STANH, STIME, STIMESTA, STIMESTD, STIMESTF, STIMESTI, STIMESTM, STIMESTZ, STRANSLT,

STRUNCAT, STRUNCTS
• SUBQLVLS (1,nn), SUBQUERY, SUDFCOSC, SUDFFUN, SUDFTABL, SUNICODE, SUNISTR, SUPPER
• SVARBINA, SVARCHAR, SVARCHRB, SVARCHRF, SVARGRAP, SVERGRPU, SVERROLU, SVERTCNR
• SWEEK, SWEEKISO, SWRAP, SWROWID
• SXMLATTR, SXMLCLOB, SXMLCOM, SXMLCONC, SXMLDOC, SXMLELEM, SXMLFRST, SXMLMODI, SXMLNSPC,

SXMLPARS, SXMLPI, SXMLQUER, SXMLSER, SXMLTEXT, SXMLXSRO, SXTRACT
• SYEAR
• TABLCNG, TABLE, TABLLOC, TABLREF, TADTLST, TADTSTAT, TUDFCARD, TXMLTABL
• UNION
• WCURRENT, WITH, WITHCS, WITHRR, WITHRS, WITHUR
• XMLCAST

SECAUTH
Use SECAUTH to indicate the secondary authorization ID to use as the creator ID of the explain tables into which Db2
inserts the EXPLAIN results. When you omit this card, your primary authorization ID is used.

This card has the following syntax:

SECAUTH = (authid)

• authid  
Specifies the authorization ID, which can be from 1 through 7 characters.

SHAREOPT
SHAREOPT specifies whether other users can explain, browse, or update strategies that are created in batch.

This card has the following syntax:

SHAREOPT = (option)

The following values are valid:

Y
Allows other users to explain or browse, but not update, the specified strategy.

N
Restricts other users from performing any operation on the strategy.

U
Allows other users to perform any operation on the strategy. This value is the default.
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SPEXPL
Use the SPEXPL card to determine whether to use the Plan Analyzer stored procedure to perform EXPLAIN processing.

This card is not included when the profile option is set to N.

This card has the following syntax format:

SPEXPL = (Y)

WARNING

The Plan Analyzer stored procedure that is used to perform EXPLAIN processing is supported only in Db2
subsystems that use native Db2 security.

SQLQUAL
Use SQLQUAL to specify the SQL qualifier ID. If the SQL is not retrieved from the Db2 Catalog (freeform SQL, file, PRF,
QMF, and DBRM library input), the SQL Qualifier ID is used as the implicit qualifier. When you omit this parameter, the
secondary authorization ID is used. The SQL qualifier can be a 1- to 128-character ID.

This card has the following syntax:

SQLQUAL = (sqlqualid)

If the SQL is not retrieved from the Db2 Catalog (freeform SQL, file, PRF, QMF, and DBRM library input), the SQL
Qualifier ID is used as the implicit qualifier. When you omit this parameter, the secondary authorization ID is used. The
SQL qualifier can be a 1- to 128-character ID.

SRCCAT
Use SRCCAT to specify source entry information for a plan.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCCAT = (ssid,loc,plan,dbrm,stmtno,EQF)

ssid
Indicates the Db2 subsystem where the plan resides.

loc
Indicates the location of the source.

plan
Indicates the plan name.

dbrm
Indicates the DBRM name.

stmtno
Indicates the statement number.

EQF
Indicates that EQF is used. If you do not want to use EQF, do not include this parameter in the batch card.

SRCDB
SRCDB specifies entry information for the historic database source.

This card has the following syntax:
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SRCDB = (ssid,group,object,type,ssid,location,hversion,version)

• ssid
Specifies the database SSID.

• group
Specifies the group (for example, Collection).

• object
Specifies the object (for example, Package).

• type
Specifies the type (for example, Collection).

• ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID where the data came from.

• location
Specifies the location of the data.

• hversion
Specifies the historical version identifier of the SQL source. Only manual hversions are supported. Valid values are
CURRENT or the 8-byte identifier.

• version
Specifies the package version to process.

SRCDBRML
SRCDBRML specifies the source entry information for the DBRMLIB type. Use SRCDBRML only for DBRM type input.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCDBRML = ( dsn( mem), volser)

dsn
Specifies the DBRM library data set to explain.

mem
Specifies the member name (for partitioned data sets).

volser
Specifies the VOLSER (for uncataloged data sets).

SRCFILE
SRCFILE specifies the source entry information for the file type. Use SRCFILE only for source SQL statements. Do not
use SRCFILE with DBRM type input.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCFILE = ( dsn( mem), volser)

dsn
Specifies the data set that contains the source SQL statement to explain.

mem
Specifies the member name (for partitioned data sets).

volser
Specifies the VOLSER (for uncataloged data sets).
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SRCHDR
SRCHDR is generated internally. Do not change this card.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCHDR = (QED, ,,HVERSION, PLAN, DBRM, COLLID, PACKAGE IPS,EP/RP,... NAME, CREATOR,TYPE)

SRCHDRS
SRCHDRS is generated internally. Do not change this card.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCHDRS = GROUP_ID,SRC_ID,STMT_ID)

SRCOBJ
SRCOBJ specifies the object that the SQL to explain is dependent on.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCOBJ = (ssid,location,type,creator,name,table,,,collid,package,DEPENDENT opt)

ssid
Specifies the subsystem of the object.

location
Specifies the location of the object.

type
Specifies the type of object.

creator
Specifies the creator of the object.

name
Specifies the name of the object.

table
Specifies the table name (if type=C).

collid
Specifies the collection of the object.

package
Specifies the package of the object.

DEPENDENT opt
Specifies whether to explain only dependent SQL. The following values are valid:
Y

Explains only dependent SQL.
N

Explains all SQL.

Example:

SRCOBJ= (DSN,LOCAL,C,CREATOR,COL1B,TSTSEG2,,,COLLID,PACKAGE,Y)
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SRCPACK
SRCPACK specifies the source entry information for a package.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCPACK = (ssid,loc,coll,pack,VERS(version),stmtno,EQF)

ssid
Specifies where the package resides.

loc
Specifies the location of the source.

coll
Specifies the collection name.

pack
Specifies the package name.

version
Specifies the version ID for the package.

stmtno
Specifies the statement number.

EQF
Uses EQF. If you do not want to use EQF, omit this parameter.

SRCPRF
SRCPRF specifies source entry information for the PRF type.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCPRF = (dsn(mem),volser)

dsn
Specifies the data set containing the PRF file to explain.

mem
Specifies the member name (for partitioned data sets).

volser
Specifies the VOLSER (for uncataloged data sets).

SRCPRFQ
SRCPRFQ specifies the PRF query that contains the SQL to explain.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCPRFQ = (ssid, location, creator, query)

ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem of the query.

location
Specifies the location of the query.

creator
Specifies the creator of the query.
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query
Specifies the name of the query.

SRCQMF
SRCQMF specifies the source entry information for the QMF type.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCQMF = (dsn(mem),volser)

dsn
Specifies the data set containing the QMF file to explain.

mem
Specifies the member name (for partitioned data sets).

volser
Specifies the VOLSER (for uncataloged data sets).

SRCQMFQ
SRCQMFQ specifies the QMF query that contains the SQL to explain.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCQMFQ = (ssid,location,creator,query,PROMPT opt)

ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem of the query.

location
Specifies the location of the query.

creator
Specifies the creator of the query.

query
Specifies the name of the query.

PROMPT opt
Specifies whether to prompt for host variables. Valid values are Y or N.

SRCSQL
SRCSQL specifies the freeform SQL statements to use as the source entry information for the SQL type.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCSQL = (stmt1,stmt2,...,stmtn)

STATSRPT
STATSRPT specifies the Enhanced Explain Statistics reports to generate. If you omit this card, Tablespace, Tablepart,
Table, Index, Indexpart, Column, Coldist, Keytarget, Keytgtdist, and LOB statistics reports are generated in short format.

This card has the following syntax:

STATSRPT = (report,report,report,...report)
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report
Specifies any of the following reports:

• TS (for a Tablespace report) or TS/SHORT (for its short report format)
• TSP (for the Tablepart report) or TSP/SHORT (for its short report format)
• TB (for the Table report) or TB/SHORT (for its short report format)
• IX (for the Index report) or IX/SHORT (for its short report format)
• IXKT (for the Keytarget report) or IXKT/SHORT (for its short report format)
• IXKTD (for the Keytgtdist report) or IXKTD/SHORT (for its short report format)
• IXP (for the Indexpart report) or IXP/SHORT (for its short report format)
• CO (for the Column report) or CO/SHORT (for its short report format)
• CDST (for the Coldist report) or CDST/SHORT (for its short report format)
• LOB (for the LOB report) or LOB/SHORT (for its short report format)

Example: Generate Enhanced Explain Statistics Reports

This example generates specific Enhanced Explain Statistics reports:

STATSRPT = (TS,TSP,TB,IX,IXKT,IXKTD,IXP,CO,CDST,LOB)

STRATEGY (Enhanced Explain)
STRATEGY specifies the explain strategy to use.

This card has the following syntax:

STRATEGY = (ssid,name,creator,version,REPLACE)

ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem where the strategy resides.

name
Specifies the strategy name.

creator
Specifies the user ID of the strategy creator.

version
Specifies the version name of the strategy. Use the value that you specified in the Identifier field on the PPA
Explain Strategy - Version Info panel. If you leave the Identifier field blank, a strategy version identifier is
generated automatically with a value between V00001 and V99999 in ascending order. For example, if version
V00002 was the last version that was created, the next automatically generated version is version V00003. This
value displays in the VERSION column on the PPA Explain Strategy Services panel.
When the automatically generated version identifier reaches the maximum of V99999, the next automatically
generated version identifier is V00001.
In addition, when a value is not specified in the Identifier field, the version value in the strategy syntax displays
as @AUTO. For example:
(DnnA,STRATEST,USER001,@AUTO,REPLACE)

REPLACE
Specifies whether to replace the contents of an existing, same-name version with the new enhanced explain
information. When you do not want to replace a same-name version, omit this parameter.
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TARGET
Use TARGET to determine the SSID and rule set that is used when the target Db2 subsystem ID and target rule set are
not otherwise specified.

This card has the following syntax:

TARGET = (ssid(ruleset))

TYPE (Enhanced Explain)
TYPE limits the SQL that is explained, based on the statement type. Select at least one statement type.

This card has the following syntax:

TYPE = (SELECT,INSERT,UPDATE,DELETE,MERGE)

UDFQUAL (Enhanced Explain)
UDFQUAL specifies the qualifier ID for User-Defined Functions (UDF).

This card has the following syntax:

UDFQUAL = (qualifier)

For qualifier, enter a 1 through 8 character value.

VERSION (Enhanced Explain)
VERSION specifies which package version to process when multiple package versions are available.

This card has the following syntax:

VERSION = (versions)

ALL
Processes all versions of a package. This value is the default.

LATEST
Processes only the latest version of a package. The PRECOMPILE date timestamp determines the latest version.

VIEWQUAL
VIEWQUAL specifies the qualifier to use for unqualified view references.

This card has the following syntax:

VIEWQUAL (qualifier)

The following values are valid:

blank
Uses one of the following values as the qualifier:

• If this field is blank and the Use View Creator field is marked Y, then the CREATOR field from
SYSIBM.SYSTABLES qualifies the view.

• If this field is blank and the Use View Creator field is marked N, then the CREATEDBY field from
SYSIBM.SYSTABLES qualifies the view.

This value is the default.
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qualifier
Specifies a qualifier.
Limits: 1 through 128 characters

Report Batch Cards
This section describes the Report batch cards. You can execute reports online within the product or in a batch job. Ensure
that you have a solid understanding of the Reporting service before modifying the Report batch cards or using the report
service in batch jobs.

Plan Analyzer generates batch processor input statements and displays them on the Batch Processor Card Display panel.

ACM
ACM indicates the status of the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) facility. This facility reduces catalog contention and
eases security concerns by redirecting catalog queries to views defined over system catalog tables or shadow tables. As a
result, you can view Db2 catalog information without having SELECT permission on the actual catalog tables.

This card has the following syntax:

ACM = (ACMactive,ACMname)

ACMactive
Indicates whether ACM is activated. Valid values are Y and N. The default is N.

ACMname
Indicates the user ID for which the ACM was built.

COLLID
COLLID specifies the name of the collection.

This card has the following syntax:

COLLID=(name)

Selection criteria are accepted.

COMPOPTS
Use COMPOPTS when specifying the explain options for comparing access paths and SQL costs. The COMPOPTS card
is used to generate the Compare Explain Versions report or Compare Versions Cost Compare report.

This card has the following syntax:

COMPOPTS=(change_level,paired_statements,creator_change,sql/access_path,sql_version,access_version,comparison

 type, host_variables,suppress compare report,title,compare,Cost(ms) margin,Cost(su) margin,Cost(tc)

 margin,db2_release))

paired_statements
The following values are valid:
B

Indicates paired and unpaired.
P

Indicates paired only.
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U
Indicates unpaired only.

creator_change
The following values are valid:
Y

Compares creator.
N

Ignores creator.
sql/access_path

The following values are valid:
B

Shows SQL and access.
S

Shows only SQL.
A

Shows only access.
C

Shows only the change.
sql_version

The following values are valid:
B

Shows old and new.
O

Shows only old.
N

Shows only new.
E

Shows once if equal.
access_version

The following values are valid:
B

Shows old and new.
O

Shows only the old version.
N

Shows only the new version.
E

Shows once if equal.
comparison type

The following values are valid:
blank

Does not compare by DBRM ('C' object comparison command).
D

Compare by DBRM ('S' line comparison command).
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host_variables
The following values are valid:
B

Shows changed or unchanged.
C

Shows only changed.
N

Does not show.
Suppress compare report

The following values are valid:
Y

Suppresses the compare report when no changes are found for SQL or access path.
N

Processes the report.
title

Specifies the title for your Compare Explain Versions report. Use up to 28 characters.
Cost(ms) margin

The following values are valid:
Blank

Ignores cost comparison by milliseconds. This value is the default.
+n

Compares cost by milliseconds and reports on cost increases that exceed the specified numeric value.
-n

Compares cost by milliseconds and reports on cost decreases that exceed the specified numeric value.
Unsigned n

Compares cost by milliseconds and reports on cost increases or decreases that exceed the specified
numeric value.

NOTE
“n” represents a signed or unsigned numeric value from 0 through 99.

Cost(su) margin
The following values are valid:
Blank

Ignores cost comparison by service units. This value is the default.
+n

Compares cost by service units and reports on cost increases that exceed the numeric value specified.
-n

Compares cost by service units and reports on cost decreases that exceed the numeric value specified.
Unsigned n

Compares cost by service units and reports on cost increases or decreases that exceed the numeric
value specified.

NOTE
“n” represents a signed or unsigned numeric value from 0 through 99.

Cost(tc) margin
The following values are valid:
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Blank
Ignores cost comparison by relative cost. This value is the default.

+n
Compares cost by relative cost and reports on cost increases that exceed the numeric value specified.

-n
Compares cost by relative cost and reports on cost decreases that exceed the numeric value specified.

Unsigned n
Compares cost by relative cost and reports on cost increases or decreases that exceed the numeric value
specified.

NOTE
“n” represents a signed or unsigned numeric value from 0 through 99.

db2_release
Determines whether Compare Explain Version (CEV) reporting includes differences in Db2 release access path
columns when determining access path changes. The following values are valid:
A

Compares the old and new Explain Versions using ALL access path columns supported by the current
release. For example, if the SQL was first explained on Db2 10 (CEVO) and then explained on Db2
11 (CEVN), the product determines the access path changes using the access path columns that are
supported in Db2 11 Explain tables. If a column did not exist in Db2 10, but exists in Db2 11, Compare
Explain Version processing may identify this difference as an access path change.

L
Compares the old (CEVO) and new (CEVN) Explain Versions using the lowest common Db2 release
access path columns.

Example: 

COMPOPTS = (BBNBEB NN,COMPARE_TITLE_GOES_HERE,+02,-01,00,A)

COSTFILT
COSTFILT specifies the cost filters number for the Cost report.

This card has the following syntax:

COSTFILT = (OR/AND,filter, filter1,filter2)

• filter
Corresponds to the exponent value of the Total Cost value that is displayed on the Cost report.

• filter1
Corresponds to the exponent value of the cost in milliseconds value that is displayed on the Cost report.

• filter2
Corresponds to the exponent value of cost in service units value that is displayed on the Cost report.

Plan Analyzer uses the numbers that you specify during reporting to determine which SQL statements the Query Explain
Database Explain Summary, Query Explain database Cost Summary, and Identify Problem SQL reports should process
further.

Example:

COSTFILT = (OR,,10,)
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CREATOR
CREATOR specifies the creator of the object.

This card has the following syntax:

CREATOR = (name) 

Selection criteria are accepted.

CVCCOPTS
CVCCOPTS specifies how to display SQL cost changes in the Compare Versions Cost Compare report. The CVCCOPTS
card is used in COMPOPTS to generate the Compare Versions Cost Compare report.

This card has the following syntax:

CVCCOPTS = (P|D|S,ALL|IMPROVED|DEGRADED|UNCHANGED|MIXED|

ACCPATH,MS_Diff1,SU_Diff1,TC_Diff1,MS_Oper,MS_Diff2,SU_Oper,SU_Diff2,TC_Oper,TC_Diff2)

ALL|IMPROVED|DEGRADED|UNCHANGED|MIXED|ACCPATH and any cost compare difference are ANDed together.

P|D|S
Specifies the level of detail to display in the Compare Versions Cost Compare report:
P

Displays the plan level.
D

Displays the collection/package level.
S

Displays the statement level. This value is the default.
ALL|IMPROVED|DEGRADED|UNCHANGED|MIXED|ACCPATH

Specifies a filter to apply at the object level (package) to filter the data in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report.
ALL

Shows all packages. This value is the default.
IMPROVED

Shows the packages where SQL cost has decreased for all three cost differences (MS, SU, TC),
improving SQL cost performance.

DEGRADED
Shows the packages where SQL cost has increased for all three cost differences (MS, SU, TC),
degrading SQL cost performance.

UNCHANGED
Shows the packages where SQL cost has remained the same for all three cost differences (MS, SU, TC).

MIXED
Shows the packages that indicate "Needs Review," which indicates the following information:

• Milliseconds, Service Units, and Total Cost for the package show Improvement or Unchanged.
• At least one SQL statement within the package has a degraded cost for Milliseconds, Service Units, or

Total Cost.

ACCPATH
Shows the packages that contain one or more SQL statements with a changed access path.
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MS_Diff1
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between new package Milliseconds and old package Milliseconds.
This comparison is based on an increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use MS_Oper to
combine this value with MS_Diff2.
The following values are valid:
blank

Disables the Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference filter. This value is the default. If you do not want to
filter on Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference, leave MS_Diff1, MS_Oper, and MS_Diff2 blank.
Because the filter is disabled, the Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report displays as an actual numeric cost difference.

numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

Based on the selected format, the Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report shows a percentage cost difference or actual numeric cost difference as follows:

• Cost Increase shows the largest cost increase where cost differences are greater than the cost filter.
• Cost Decrease shows the largest cost decrease where cost differences are greater than the cost filter.
• Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost differences matching Cost Increase and Cost Decrease.

SU_Diff1
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between the new package Service Units and old package Service
Units. This comparison is based on an increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use SU_Oper to
combine this value with SU_Diff2.
The following values are valid:
blank

Disables the Service Units Cost Compare Difference filter. This value is the default. If you do not want to
filter on Service Units Cost Compare Difference, leave SU_Diff1, SU_Oper, and SU_Diff2 blank.
Because the filter is disabled, the Service Units Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report displays as an actual numeric cost difference.

numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

Based on the selected format, the Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report shows a percentage cost difference or actual numeric cost difference as follows:
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• Cost Increase shows the largest cost increase where the cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Decrease shows the largest cost decrease where the cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost differences matching Cost Increase and Cost Decrease.

TC_Diff1
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between new package Total Cost and old package Total Cost.
This comparison is based on increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use TC_Oper to combine
this value with TC_Diff2.
The following values are valid:
blank

Disables the Total Cost Compare Cost Difference filter. This value applies only to TC_cost_Diff. This value
is the default. If you do not want to filter on Total Cost Compare Difference, leave TC_Diff1, TC_Oper, and
TC_Diff2 blank.
Because the filter is disabled, the Total Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report displays as an actual numeric cost difference.

numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

Based on the selected format you select, the Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report shows a percentage cost difference or actual numeric cost difference as follows:

• Cost Increase shows the largest cost increase where cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Decrease shows the largest cost decrease where cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost differences matching Cost Increase and Cost Decrease.

MS_Oper
Specifies a relationship between MS_Diff1 and MS_Diff2.
blank

Disables the relationship between MS_Diff1 and MS_Diff2. Data is filtered only on MS_Diff1.This value
is the default. If you do not want to filter on Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference, leave MS_Diff1,
MS_Oper, and MS_Diff2 blank.

AND
Specifies an AND relationship between MS_Diff1 and MS_Diff2.

OR
Specifies an OR relationship between MS_Diff1 and MS_Diff2.

MS_Diff2
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between new package Milliseconds and old package Milliseconds
based on increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use MS_Oper to combine this value with
MS_Diff1. If you do not want to filter on Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference, leave MS_Diff1, MS_Oper, and
MS_Diff2 blank.
blank

Disables MS_Diff2 from the Milliseconds Cost Compare Difference filter. This value is the default.
This value can be blank only if MS_Oper is blank.
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numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

If MS_Diff1 is an actual number, this value must be a percentage. If MS_Diff1 is a percentage, this value
must be an actual number.
Based on the selected format, the Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report shows a percentage cost difference as follows:

• Cost Increase shows the largest cost increase where the cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Decrease shows the largest cost decrease where the cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost differences matching Cost Increase and Cost Decrease.

SU_Oper
Specifies a relationship between SU_Diff1 and SU_Diff2:
blank

Disables the relationship between SU_Diff1 and SU_Diff2. Data is filtered only on SU_Diff1. This value
is the default. If you do not want to filter on Service Units Cost Compare Difference, leave SU_Diff1,
SU_Oper, and SU_Diff2 blank.

AND
Specifies an AND relationship between SU_Diff1 and SU_Diff2.

OR
Specifies an OR relationship between SU_Diff1 and SU_Diff2.

SU_Diff2
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between new package Service Units and old package Service
Units based on increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use SU_Oper to combine this value with
SU_Diff1.
blank

Disables the SU_Diff2 from the Service Units Cost Compare Difference filter. This value is the default.
If you do not want to filter on Service Units Cost Compare Difference, leave SU_Diff1, SU_Oper, and
SU_Diff2 blank.
This value can be blank only when SU_Oper is blank.

numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

If SU_Diff1 is an actual number, this value must be a percentage. If SU_Diff1 is a percentage, this value
must be an actual number.
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TC_Oper
Specifies a relationship between TC_Diff1 and TC_Diff2:
blank

Disables the relationship between TC_Diff1 and TC_Diff2. Data is filtered only on TC_Diff1.This value is
the default.
If you do not want to filter on Total Cost, leave TC_Diff1, TC_Oper, and TC_Diff2 blank.

AND
Specifies an AND relationship between TC_Diff1 and TC_Diff2.

OR
Specifies an OR relationship between TC_Diff1 and TC_Diff2.

TC_Diff2
Specifies a filter to compare the cost difference between new package Total Cost and old package Total Cost
based on increase/decrease and on an actual or percentage basis. Use TC_Oper to combine this value with
TC_Diff1.
blank

Disables the TC_Diff2 from the Total Cost Compare Cost Difference filter. This value is the default. If you
do not want to filter on Total Cost, leave TC_Diff1, TC_Oper, and TC_Diff2 blank.
This value can be blank only when TC_Oper is blank.

numeric_value
Specifies one of the following values:

• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between 0% and +999% (for Cost Increase)
• Signed percentage cost number (with a percent sign) between -999% and 0% (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned percentage number (with a percent sign) between 0% and 999% (for Cost Increase/

Decrease)
• Signed actual number between 0 and +9999 (for Cost Increase)
• Signed actual number between -9999 and 0 (for Cost Decrease)
• Unsigned actual number from 0 through 9999 (for Cost Increase/Decrease)

If TC_Diff1 is an actual number, this value must be a percentage. If TC_Diff1 is a percentage, this value
must be an actual number.
Based on the selected format, the Cost Compare Difference in the Compare Versions Cost Compare
report shows a percentage cost difference as follows:

• Cost Increase shows the largest cost increase where cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Decrease shows the largest cost decrease where cost differences are greater than cost filter.
• Cost Increase/Decrease shows cost differences matching Cost Increase and Cost Decrease.

Example: Display the Compare Versions Cost Compare Report to Show SQL Cost Performance Improvement

This example displays the Compare Versions Cost Compare report down to the statement level, showing packages where
the following events occurred:

• SQL cost has decreased for Milliseconds and Total Cost.
• Cost differences have decreased more than 5 percent or more than 10 for Milliseconds, and more than 5 and more

than 2 percent for Total Cost.

CVCCOPTS = (S,IMPROVED,-5%,,-5,OR,-10,,,AND,-2%)

The report shows only packages with an SQL cost performance improvement based on the specified criteria.
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DBOPT
DBOPT specifies which historical database hversion to use.

This card has the following syntax.

DBOPT = (database option)

The following values are valid:

ALL
Retrieves all hversions: AUTO, MANUAL, and STRATEGY.

AUTO
Retrieves only AUTO hversions.

BOTH
Retrieves AUTO and MANUAL hversions.

MAN
Retrieves only MANUAL hversions.

DBRANGE
DBRANGE specifies the number of automatic historic version levels to display.

This card has the following syntax:

DBRANGE = (nnn)

nnn
Specifies an integer from 0 through 099, indicating the number of levels displayed.

EXPLODE
EXPLODE specifies whether to display entire SQL statements.

This card has the following syntax:

EXPLODE = (Y|N)

EQF
EQF specifies whether to use an EQF query to filter your selection list.

This card has the following syntax:

EQF = (EQFactive,EQFNAME)

EQFactive
Specifies whether to use an EQF query to filter your selection list. The following values are valid:
N

Does not use an EQF query. This value is the default.
S

(Stored) and the EQF name of the stored query to use an existing EQF query.

NOTE
TEMP EQF queries are not supported in batch.

Example:
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EQF = (S,TEST)

EQF = (N,)

FILTER
FILTER specifies report filters for the following historical database reports: Query Explain Database and Identify Problem
SQL. Limit your report to only those SQL statements that use certain report filters. You can also specify whether AND or
OR is used as a conjunction when multiple filters are selected.

This card has the following syntax:

FILTER=(OR|AND, filter) 

The following values are valid:

ACCESS
Shows SQL statements with an access change.

TEXT
Shows SQL statements with a SQL text change.

RULE
Shows SQL statements with a violated Plan Analyzer rules change.

COST
Shows SQL statements with a cost change.

Example:

FILTER = (OR,ACCESS,TEXT,RULE)

FLOATFMT
FLOATFMT specifies a format for floating-point data on the QED Cost Summary and the Explain Cost report.

This card has the following syntax:

FLOATFMT = (type)

The following values are valid:

SCI
Uses scientific notation. This value is the default.

ENG
Uses English notation.

MET
Uses metric notation.

HVERSION
HVERSION specifies the historical version identifier of the SQL source.

For historical database type auto, this value corresponds to the auto hversion definition name. Manual corresponds to the
CURRENT or user-specified name.

This card has the following syntax:

HVERSION = (name)
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Selection criteria are accepted. An asterisk or a blank value in this field indicates that Plan Analyzer should return all
hversions that meet the remaining header criteria.

IPP
IPP specifies the plan and package problems.

This card has the following syntax:

IPP = (prob1em1,problem2,...,problemn)

The following values are valid:

REPREAD UNCREAD ISOLVL DEFVAL INVALID
INOPER EXPLNO DEGREE1 DEGREEA

Example:

IP = (REPREAD,UNCREAD,ISOLVL,DEFVAL,INVALID)

IPS
IPS specifies access path filters for the SQL that you want. You can limit your report data to only those SQL statements
that use certain access methods. You can also specify whether AND or OR is used as a conjunction when multiple filters
are selected.

This card has the following syntax:

IPS=(OR|AND, list of search elements)

The valid values for IPS are the same as the ACCFILT enhanced explain card. The following values are also available for
IPS:

• COST=
• COSTMS=
• COSTSU=

Example:

IPS = (OR,MATCHIX,NESTLOOP)

IPS_RP
IPSRP specifies which rule number violations to display in the Identify Problem SQL report. You can limit your report data
to only SQL statements that violate certain rules. You can also specify whether to use AND or OR as a conjunction when
multiple rule numbers are selected.

This card has the following syntax:

IPS_RP=(rule_numbers)

rule_numbers
Contains a list of any of the following four-digit rule numbers:
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• 0001-0019
• 0060-0091
• 1001-1083
• 3001-3105

LINES
LINES specifies the number of lines per page for the Batch reports.

This card has the following syntax:

LINES=(lines)

The default value for lines is the Lines Per Page value on the Print Parameters panel in your global profile.

LINESZ
LINESZ specifies the print line size for the Batch reports.

This card has the following syntax:

LINESZ=(lines) 

The default value for lines is the PRINTLINE SIZE value on the Print Parameters screen in your global profile.

LOCATION
Use the LOCATION card to specify the Db2 location of the source.

This card has the following syntax:

LOCATION = (names)

The user login location displays as the default. To change the location, type over it.

NAME
NAME specifies the name of the object.

This card has the following syntax:

NAME = (names)

Selection criteria are accepted.

Example:

NAME = (P%NAME)

NEWCOMP
Use NEWCOMP to specify information about a new explained version of a SQL source to compare against an older
version of a SQL source. These values are used in the Compare Explain Versions report.

This card has the following syntax:

NEWCOMP = (Hversion method,level,Hversion name,sql source type,collid,package,,, source name,source

 creator,ssid,strategy version,group,object,location,object version, STMT number)
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Hversion method
The following values are valid:

• U - AUTO Hversion
• P - MANUAL Hversion
• S - STRATEGY Hversion

level
Valid values are:

• For Auto Hversion - The level of the hversion, level +0 represented as 0000 contains the most recently
generated data for the hversion for auto hversions.

• For Strategy Hversion - 0000 (zeros)
• For Manual Hversion - 0000 (zeros).

Hversion name
The name of the Hversion.

sql source type
The following values are valid:

• PK - Static package
• D - DBRMLIB
• F - File
• S - SQL
• P - Exported PRF query
• Q - Exported QMF query
• P - QPRF query
• QQ - QMF query
• DK - Dynamic package

collid
ID of the collection.

package
Specifies the package name.

source name
Specifies the name of the SQL source.

source creator
Specifies the creator of the SQL source.

ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID of the source.

strategy version
Specifies the strategy version.

group
Specifies the name of the group. For non-package sources, this field reflects the strategy name.

object
Specifies the name of the package. For non-package sources, this field reflects the strategy creator.

location
Specifies the location name of the Db2 subsystem where the historical database is stored.

object version
Specifies the name of the object version.
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The following values are valid:

• For SQL source type - PQ(PRF query),QQ (QMF query) - empty string
• For SQL source type PK(Package),DK( Dynamic package) - Package version
• For SQL source type F( File ), S(SQL), P(Exported PRF query), Q(Exported QMF query) - Dataset name with

possible member name

STMT number
Specifies the statement number.

OBJRPTYP
OBJRPTYPE specifies whether to generate a summary report or a detailed report.

This card has the following syntax:

OBJRPTYP= (type)

The following values are valid:

• D - Detailed report
• S - Summary report

The summary report does not display the DBRMs or SQL statements.

OLDCOMP
Use OLDCOMP to specify information about an older explained version of a SQL source to compare against a newer
version of a SQL source. These values are used in the Compare Explain Versions report.

This card has the following syntax:

OLDCOMP = (Hversion method,level,Hversion name,sql source type,collid,package,,,,source name,source

 creator,ssid,strategy version,group,object,location,object version, STMT number)

Hversion method
The following values are valid:

• U - AUTO Hversion
• P - MANUAL Hversion
• S - STRATEGY Hversion

level
The following values are valid:

• For Auto Hversion - The level of the hversion, level +0 represented as 0000 contains the most recently
generated data for the hversion for auto hversions.

• For Strategy Hversion - 0000 (zeros)
• For Manual Hversion - 0000 (zeros).

Hversion name
Specifies the name of the Hversion.

sql source type
The following values are valid:
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• PK - Static package
• D - DBRMLIB
• F - File
• S - SQL
• P - Exported PRF query
• Q - Exported QMF query
• P - QPRF query
• QQ - QMF query
• DK - Dynamic package

collid
Specifies the ID of the collection.

package
Specifies the name of the package.

source name
Specifies the name of the SQL source.

source creator
Specifies the creator of the SQL source.

ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID of the source.

strategy version
Specifies the strategy version.

group
Specifies the name of the group. For non-package sources, this field reflects the strategy name.

object
Specifies the name of the package. For non-package sources, this field reflects the strategy creator.

location
Specifies the location name of the Db2 subsystem where the historical database is stored.

object version
Specifies the name of the object version.
The following values are valid:

• For SQL source type - PQ(PRF query),QQ (QMF query) - empty string
• For SQL source type PK(Package),DK( Dynamic package) - Package version
• For SQL source type F( File ), S(SQL), P(Exported PRF query), Q(Exported QMF query) - Dataset name with

possible member name

STMT number
Specifies the statement number.

OPTION
OPTION specifies the type of reporting you want to access.

This card has the following syntax format:

OPTION= (type)

The following values are valid:
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• CEV -- Compare explain version
• P -- Plan
• DR -- DBRM
• PK -- Package
• O -- Object
• ST -- Statement
• QR -- Query
• IPP -- Identify Problem Plan/Package(s)
• IPS -- Identify Problem SQL
• QED -- Query Explain Database

PACKAGE
PACKAGE specifies the package name. Selection criteria are accepted.

This card has the following syntax:

PACKAGE= (name) 

PACKLOC
PACKLOC specifies the location of the bound packages.

This card has the following syntax:

PACKLOC= (location)

Example:

PACKLOC=(DnnAPTIB)

PKGCOPY
PKGCOPY specifies whether to retrieve and display package copies.

This card has the following syntax:

PKGCOPY = (Y|N)

PLANEXPL
PLANEXPL specifies whether to list plans or packages in statement reporting.

This card has the following syntax:

PLANEXPL = (PACKAGE|BOTH)

The following values are valid:

PACKAGE
Lists the collections and their packages.

BOTH
Lists the plans with their packages.
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PLANTBCR
PLANTBCR specifies the creator ID of the PLAN_TABLE. Selection criteria are accepted.

This card has the following syntax:

PLANTBCR= (ID)

PROCDDF
PROCDDF specifies whether to process remote packages in batch.

This card has the following syntax:

PROCDDF = (Y|N)

QUALIFY
QUALIFY controls the display of reports with object qualifiers or the old compare version in the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report.

This card has the following syntax:

QUALIFY = (Y|N)

Y
Displays reports with object qualifiers or the old compare version in the report.

N
Displays reports without object qualifiers or without the old compare version in the report. This value is the default.

QUERYID
This card contains the unique identifier for a query. This option is applicable in Db2 10 NFM and up.

This card has the following syntax:

QUERYID = (value)

REPLVER
REPLVER specifies whether to replace the existing version of a package when the package is bound.

This card has the following syntax:

REPLVER = (Y|N)

The following values are valid:

Y
Replaces the version.

N
Keeps the existing version and creates another version at precompilation time. This value is the default.

REPORT
REPORT specifies the Batch reports to generate.
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This card has the following syntax:

REPORT = (report)

The following values are valid:

• Query Explain Database
– ES -- Explain Summary
– CS -- Cost Summary
– SS -- Statement Type Summary
– OS -- Object Summary
– IS -- Information Summary

• Compare Explain Versions
– EC -- Compare Explain Versions
– CC -- Compare Versions Cost Compare

• Identify Problem Plan/Package(s)
– P -- Identify Problem Plan/Package(s)

• Identify Problem SQL
– EP -- Identify Problem SQL report
– RP -- Identify Rule Problems report

• Plan Reporting
– L -- Plan List Report
– D -- Plan Detail Report
– ST -- SQL Statement Report
– PP -- Plan Packlist Report
– BR -- BIND Parameters Report
– RR -- REBIND Parameters Report
– UA -- User Authorization Report

• Package Reporting
– L -- Package List Report
– D -- Package Detail Report
– ST -- SQL Statement Report
– DP -- Package Dependency Report
– PI -- Plan Inclusion Report
– BR -- BIND Parameters Report
– RR -- REBIND Parameters Report
– UA -- User Authorization Report
– E -- Explain Report

• Object Reporting
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– DB -- Database Dependency Report
– TS -- Tablespace Dependency Report
– T -- Table Dependency Report
– I -- Index Dependency Report
– V -- View Dependency Report
– S -- Synonym Dependency Report
– A -- Alias Dependency Report
– C -- Column Dependency Report
– M -- MQT Dependency Report
– CM -- Column Mask Dependency Report
– RP -- Row Permission Dependency Report

• Statement Reporting
– ST -- Statement Report

• Query Reporting
– L -- Query List Report
– E -- Query Explain Report
– ST -- Query Statement Report
– OP -- Query Optimization Parameters Report

RPTFMT
RPTFMT generates the old report layout for short access path reports, short and long dependency reports, and statistics
reports. If you chose the new report layout, this card is not present.

This card has the following syntax:

RPTFMT (OLD)

SEARCH
SEARCH specifies SQL search filters. You can limit your report data to SQL statements that use certain search
conditions. You can also specify whether AND or OR is used as a conjunction when selecting multiple filters.

This card has the following syntax:

SEARCH=(OR|AND,search_element,search_element)

Use commas to separate search elements, as shown in the following example:
SEARCH = (OR,SELECT*,UNION,EXCEPT,INTERSCT,MROWINSR)

The following values are valid:
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• CASE, CAST, CAVG, CCORREL, CCOUNT, CCOUNTBG, CCOVAR, CCOVARS, CMAX, CMIN, COLUMN, CORR,
CGROUPING, CSTDDEV, CSTDDEVS, CSUM, CTEXP, CVARIANC, CVARSAMP, CXMLAGG

• DDF
• EXCEPT
• FETCHFST, FORUPDAT, FUNCTION
• GROUPBY
• HAVING, HOSTIND, HOSTNAME, HOSTVAR
• INTERSCT, INTO
• JBASIC, JBETWEEN, JDISTIN, JEXISTS, JIN, JLIKE, JNULL, JOINFULL, JOININNR, JOINLEFT, JOINTOUTR,

JOINPRED, JOINRIGT, JOINS, JQUANT, JMLEXST
• LABELED
• MATH, MROWINSR
• NONCORR, NONINDEX, NONSARG, NTABLES (1, nnn)
• OLAPAGGR, OLAPNUMB, OLAPRANK, OLAPSPEC, OPTIMIZE, ORDERBY, ORDERIS
• PBASIC, PBETWEEN, PDISTIN, PEXISTS, PIN, PLIKE, PNULL, PQUANT, PREDICAT, PXMLEXST
• RCTEXP, READFETC, ROWCHGEX, ROWSET, RUNPACK
• SABSVAL, SACOS, SADDMON, SASCII, SASCIICH, SASCIIST, SASIN, SATAN, SATAN2, SATANH
• SBIGINT, SBINARY, SBITAND, SBITANDN, SBITNOT, SBITOR, SBITXOR, SBLOB
• SCALAR, SCCSID_E, SCEILING, SCHAR, SCHAR_LN, SCLOB, SCMPDCFL, SCOALESC, SCOLKEY, SCONCAT,

SCONTAIN, SCOS, SCOSH
• SDATE, SDAY, SDAYOMO, SDAYOWK, SDAYOWKI, SDAYOYR, SDAYS, SDBCLOB, SDECFLOA, SDECFLTF,

SDECFLTS, SDECIMAL, SDECODE, SDECRYPT, SDEGREES, SDIFF, SDIGITS, SDOUBLEP, SDSNXMLV
• SEBCDICC, SEBCDICS, SELECT*, SENCRYPT, SEQUENCE, SEXP, SEXTRACT
• SFLOOR
• SGENERAT, SGENUNIC, SGETHINT, SGETVAR, SGRAPHIC
• SHASH_CR, SHASH_MD, SHASH_SH, SHASH256, SHEX, SHOUR
• SIDENTVL, SIFNULL, SINSERT, SINTEGER
• SJSON_VA, SJULIAND
• SKIPLOCK
• SLASTDAY, SLEFT, SLENGTH, SLOCATE, SLOCINST, SLOG, SLOG10, SLOWER, SLPAD, SLTRIM
• SMAX, SMICRO, SMIDNISC, SMIN, SMINUTE, SMOD, SMONTH, SMONTHBW, SMQPUB, SMQPXML, SMQREAD,

SMQRRAC, SMQRRALL, SMQRRAX, SMQRRCAC, SMQRRCAX, SMQRRCC, SMQRRCV, SMQRRCVA,
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SMQRRCX, SMQRRDC, SMQRRDX, SMQRSUBS, SMQRSXFL, SMQRSXML, SMQRUNSB, SMQSEND,
SMULTALT

• SNEXTDAY, SNORMDEC, SNORMSTR, SNULLIF
• SOVERLAY
• SPACK, SPOSITIO, SPOSSTR, SPOWER
• SQUANTIZ, SQUARTER
• SRADIANS, SRAISE_E, SRAND, SREAL, SREPEAT, SREPLACE, SRID, SRIGHT, SROUND, SROUNDTS, SRPAD,

SRTRIM
• SSCORE, SSECOND, SSIGH, SSIN, SSINH, SSMALLIN, SSOAPHTT, SSOUNDEX, SSPACE, SSQRT, SSSTRING,

SSTRIP, SSUBSTR
• STAN, STANH, STIME, STIMESTA, STIMESTD, STIMESTF, STIMESTI, STIMESTM, STIMESTZ, STRANSLT,

STRUNCAT, STRUNCTS
• SUBQLVLS (1,nn), SUBQUERY, SUDFCOSC, SUDFFUN, SUDFTABL, SUNICODE, SUNISTR, SUPPER
• SVARBINA, SVARCHAR, SVARCHRB, SVARCHRF, SVARGRAP, SVERGRPU, SVERROLU, SVERTCNR
• SWEEK, SWEEKISO, SWRAP, SWROWID
• SXMLATTR, SXMLCLOB, SXMLCOM, SXMLCONC, SXMLDOC, SXMLELEM, SXMLFRST, SXMLMODI, SXMLNSPC,

SXMLPARS, SXMLPI, SXMLQUER, SXMLSER, SXMLTEXT, SXMLXSRO, SXTRACT
• SYEAR
• TABLCNG, TABLE, TABLLOC, TABLREF, TADTLST, TADTSTAT, TUDFCARD, TXMLTABL
• UNION
• WCURRENT, WITH, WITHCS, WITHRR, WITHRS, WITHUR
• XMLCAST

SRCTYPE
SRCTYPE specifies the type of SQL source.

This card has the following syntax:

SRCTYPE = (type)

The following values are valid:

• ST - SQL in a PPA strategy
• D - DBRMLIB
• F - File
• S - SQL
• DK - Dynamic package
• P - Exported PRF query
• Q - Exported QMF query
• PQ - PRF query
• QQ - QMF query

SSID
SSID specifies the subsystem ID of the source.

This card has the following syntax:

SSID = (name)
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TYPE
TYPE specifies what types of SQL statements to display in Statement reporting. You must select at least one statement
type.

This card has the following syntax:

TYPE = (SELECT,INSERT,UPDATE,DELETE,LOCK)

Example:

TYPE = (SELECT,UPDATE)

UDFQUAL
UDFQUAL specifies the qualifier ID for User-Defined Functions (UDF).

This card has the following syntax:

UDFQUAL = (ID)

USERFLTR
The USERFLTR card groups a set of queries under a specified name. This option is applicable in Db2 10 NFM and up.

This card has the following syntax:

USERFLTR = (name)

USERID
USERID specifies the TSO USERID of the person submitting the batch report. The USERID is required in batch reports
for various functionalities. For example, this value is required for the retrieval of EQF queries because EQF queries are
stored under the USERID. This USERID card is mandatory in all batch reports and the same is true for SSID.

This card has the following syntax:

USERID = (ID)

VERSION
VERSION specifies which package versions to process when multiple package versions are available.

This card has the following syntax:

VERSION = (versions)

The following values are valid:

ALL
Processes all versions for a package. This value is the default.

LATEST
Processes only the latest version for a package. The PRECOMPILE date timestamp determines the latest
version.
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Statistics Manager Batch Cards
A solid understanding of Statistics Manager is required before modifying the batch cards or using the cards in batch jobs.

You can execute functions online within Statistics Manager or in a batch job.

Statistics Manager generates batch card input statements and displays them on the Batch Card Display. You can omit the
default values from batch jobs.

We recommend that you specify STRATEGY (Enhanced Explain) as the first card and FUNCTION as the last card.

ACM (Statistics Manager)
ACM indicates the status of the Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM) facility. This facility reduces catalog contention and
eases security concerns by redirecting catalog queries to views defined over system catalog tables or shadow tables. As a
result, you can view Db2 catalog information without having SELECT permission on the actual catalog tables.

This card has the following syntax:

ACM = (Y|N,acm_name) 

Y|N
Specifies whether to activate ACM:
Y

Activates ACM.
N

Does not activate ACM. This value is the default.
acm_name

Specifies the user ID for which alternate catalog mapping has been built.

Example: Do Not Activate ACM 

ACM = (N,USERxx)

CALCOPTS
CALCOPTS specifies the options to use during statistics recalculations.

This card has the following syntax:

CALCOPTS = (option1,option2,…,optionN)

The following options are valid:

TSPCTFREE
Uses the free space FREEPAGE tablespace value for statistics calculations.

TSPAGEFREE
Uses the free space PCTFREE tablespace value for statistics calculations.

IXPCTFREE
Uses the free space FREEPAGE index value for statistics calculations.

IXPAGEFREE
Uses the free space PCTFREE index value for statistics calculations.

SEGSIZE
Uses the SEGSIZE tablespace value for statistics calculations.
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COLCARD
Calculates column cardinality by using the old-to-new ratio in statistics calculations. The following formula is used
for the calculation:
old column cardinality/new column cardinality = old table cardinality/new table cardinality

Unique columns are set to the new table cardinality, regardless of the calculation method.
COLGROWTH/nn

Calculates new column cardinality by applying a growth percentage. This method decreases the chance of
distortion when the original cardinality values are low numbers.
nn

Specifies the growth percentage.
Limits: 01 through 99

Unique columns are set to the new table cardinality, regardless of the calculation method.

Example: Use FREEPAGE, PCTFREE, FREEPAGE, PCTFREE, SEGSIZE, COLCARD, and COLGROWTH/NN

This example calculates statistics by using the FREEPAGE, PCTFREE, and SEGSIZE tablespace values (for statistics
calculations); using FREEPAGE and PCTFREE index values (for statistics calculations); using COLCARD for column
cardinality; and using COLGROWTH/05 to calculate new column cardinality with a growth percentage of 5%.

CALCOPTS    = (TSPCTFREE,TSPAGEFREE,IXPCTFREE,IXPAGEFREE,SEGSIZE,

              COLCARD,COLGROWTH/05)

CMTFREQ
CMTFREQ specifies how often to commit data during tablespace processing. The committed data includes all statistics
that are updated or inserted for the underlying tablespace.

This card has the following syntax:

CMTFREQ = (commit frequency)

• commit frequency
Specifies the commit frequency.
Limits: 01 through 10

Example: Commit Data for Every Third Tablespace

This example indicates that data is committed after the processing completes for every third tablespace:

CMTFREQ = (3)

DATASET
DATASET specifies the data set name to use during a LOAD/UNLOAD Statistics Manager function.

This card has the following syntax:

DATASET = (data_set_name)

data_set_name
Specifies a data set name.

Example: Use PSMTEST.UNLOAD During a LOAD/UNLOAD

This example uses the PSMTEST.UNLOAD data set during a LOAD/UNLOAD Statistics Manager function.

DATASET = (PSMTEST.UNLOAD)
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DESC
DESC specifies a description for a new strategy or strategy version.

This card has the following syntax:

DESC = (description) 

description
Describes the new strategy or version.
Limits: Up to 25 alphanumeric characters

Example: Specify a Description

This example specifies a description for a batch-generated strategy.

DESC = (BATCH-GENERATED STRATEGY)

EXPORT
Use the EXPORT card to determine the subsystem ID and location where the statistics will be updated in the Db2 catalog.

This card has the following syntax:

EXPORT = (ssid,loc)

ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem where statistics will be updated in the Db2 catalog.

loc
Specifies the location of the Db2 subsystem where statistics will be updated in the Db2 catalog.

Example: Update Statistics on Local Subsystem D11A 

This example updates statistics on subsystem D11A, which is local.

EXPORT = (D11A,LOCAL)

FUNCTION
Use the FUNCTION card to control the following Statistics Manager operations:

• Loading statistics from a data set and unloading statistics to a data set
• Retrieving statistics
• Restoring and updating Db2 catalog tables
• Producing an analysis report

This card has the following syntax:

FUNCTION = (function)

function
Specifies a valid function:
UNLOAD

Unloads statistics from an existing Statistics Manager strategy version to a data set. This function is
useful when an import and export system are not on the same LPAR or when DDF processing is not
available between the systems.

LOAD
Works with the UNLOAD function to load statistics from a data set into a new Statistics Manager strategy.
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IMPORT
Retrieves statistics from the Db2 catalog tables and saves the statistics to a new Statistics Manager
Import strategy version.

ROLLBACK
Restores the Db2 catalog tables by replacing the catalog statistics with the original statistics saved in an
existing Statistics Manager Rollback strategy version.

EXPORT
Updates the Db2 catalog tables, using statistics from the strategy version saved in the Statistics Manager
tables. The exported statistics are saved to a new Statistics Manager Export strategy version.

IMPORT/EXPORT/SAVE
Retrieves statistics from the Db2 catalog tables, saves the statistics to a Statistics Manager Import
strategy version, and then updates the Db2 catalog tables by using the retrieved statistics. The exported
statistics are saved to a new Statistics Manager Export strategy version.

IMPORT/EXPORT
Retrieves statistics from the Db2 catalog tables (without saving the statistics to a Statistics Manager
Import strategy version), and then updates the Db2 catalog tables using the retrieved statistics. The
exported statistics are saved to a new Statistics Manager Export strategy version.

ANALYSIS
Generates a "what if" report analysis, so a user can see how masks might be applied.

DELETE_STRATEGY
Deletes the strategy definition and all strategy versions for the strategy specified in the STRATEGY card.
The STRATEGY card is the only other card required to perform the delete.

Example: Control Statistics Manager Operations 

This example retrieves statistics from the Db2 catalog tables, saves the statistics to a Statistics Manager Import strategy
version, then updates the Db2 catalog tables by using the retrieved statistics. The exported statistics are saved to a new
Statistics Manager Export strategy version.

FUNCTION = (IMPORT/EXPORT/SAVE)

IMPORT
Use the IMPORT card to determine the subsystem ID and location where the statistics are retrieved from the Db2 catalog.

This card has the following syntax:

IMPORT = (ssid,loc)

ssid
Specifies the Db2 subsystem on which to retrieve statistics from the Db2 catalog.

loc
Specifies the location of the Db2 subsystem where statistics will be retrieved from the Db2 catalog.

Example: Retrieve Statistics from Local Subsystem D11A 

This example retrieves statistics from subsystem D11A, which is local.

IMPORT = (D91A,LOCAL)

MASKS
Use the MASKS card to allow mapping of imported object statistics to exported object statistics.
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This card is valid only for the following functions:

• IMPORT/EXPORT/SAVE
• IMPORT/EXPORT
• EXPORT
• ANALYSIS

This card has the following syntax:

MASKS = (mask_type,ImportCreatorName,ImportObjectName,ExportCreatorName,ExportObjectName,ssid,location)

mask_type
Indicates the object types to which to apply:
IX

Specifies an index creator and name.
IXC

Specifies an index creator.
IXN

Specifies an index name.
TB

Specifies a table creator and name.
TBC

Specifies a table creator.
TBN

Specifies a table name.
TS

Specifies a tablespace database and name.
TSD

Specifies a tablespace database.
TSN

Specifies a tablespace name.
ImportCreatorName

Specifies one of the following (used to map from the imported object statistics):

• Creator name for indexes and tables
• Database name for tablespaces

Wildcard criteria are accepted for this parameter.
ImportObjectName

Specifies the name of the index, table, or tablespace to be used to map from the imported object statistics.
Wildcard criteria are accepted for this parameter.

ExportCreatorName
Specifies one of the following (to be used to map to the exported object statistics):

• Creator name for indexes and tables
• Database name for tablespaces

Wildcard criteria are accepted for this parameter.
ExportObjectName

Specifies the name of the index, table, or tablespace to be used to map to the exported object statistics. Wildcard
criteria are accepted for this parameter.
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ssid
Specifies the ID of a Db2 subsystem (to limit masking to a specific subsystem).

location
Limits masking to a specific location.

Example: Map Imported Object Statistics to Exported Object Statistics 

This example specifies to use a table; use a table creator and name (for mapping between imported object statistics and
exported object statistics; and limit masking to subsystem D11A, which is local.

MASKS = (TB,PDDJC,TSTSEG2,USERR07,TSTSEG3,D11A,LOCAL)

MEMBERNAME
MEMBERNAME specifies the member name of a partitioned data set to use during a LOAD/UNLOAD Statistics Manager
function. This card is required when the data set is partitioned.

This card has the following syntax:

MEMBERNAME = (member_name)

member_name
Specifies the member to use.

Example: Use Member PSMTEST During a LOAD/UNLOAD

This example uses member PSMTEST during a LOAD/UNLOAD Statistics Manager function.

MEMBERNAME = (PSMTEST)

MULTIPLIER
MULTIPLIER specifies the propagation multiplier to use during statistics recalculations.

This card has the following syntax:

MULTIPLIER = (Y|N,propagation_multiplier) 

Y|N
Specifies whether to override the current multiplier entries:
Y

Overrides all current multiplier entries.
N

Uses this multiplier only when a multiplier value does not already exist.
propagation_multiplier

Specifies the propagation multiplier percentage.
Limits: Four-digit number

Example: Override Multiplier Entries and Use 0200 for Propagation Multiplier Percentage

This example overrides all current multiplier entries and uses a value of 0200 for the propagation multiplier percentage.

MULTIPLIER = (Y,0200)

OBJECT
Use the OBJECT card to specify the objects to be processed against the Db2 catalog for Statistics Manager functions.
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This card has the following syntax:

OBJECT = (object_type,object_name,object_creator)

object_type
Specifies the object type to process:
K

Processes packages.
CK

Processes catalog packages.
S

Processes tablespaces.
CS

Processes catalog tablespaces.
T

Processes tables.
CT

Processes catalog tables.
object_name

Specifies an object name (based on the specified object type) as follows:

• For packages, specify a collection name.
• For tablespaces, specify a tablespace name.
• For tables, specify a table name.

Wildcard criteria are accepted for this parameter.
object_creator

Specifies an object creator (based on the specified object type) as follows:

• For plans, specify a plan name.
• For packages, specify a package name.
• For tablespaces, specify a database name.
• For tables, specify a creator name.

Wildcard criteria are accepted for this parameter.

Example: Process Table PUSTO for Creator CREATORX 

This example specifies to process table PUSTO for creator CREATORX.

OBJECT = (T,PUSTO,CREATORX)

QUALIFIER
QUALIFIER updates the statistics for an alternate qualified catalog table.

This card has the following syntax:

QUALIFIER = (qualifier)

qualifier
Specifies the qualifier of the alternate catalog table. Use SYSIBM unless statistics must be updated for another
alternate catalog table.

Example: Use SYSIBM
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This example uses the default of SYSIBM.

QUALIFIER = (SYSIBM)

ROLLBACK
ROLLBACK specifies whether Statistics Manager collects rollback statistics from the subsystem to which the statistics are
being exported.

This option is valid only for the following functions:

• IMPORT/EXPORT/SAVE
• IMPORT/EXPORT
• EXPORT

This card has the following syntax:

ROLLBACK = (Y|N)

Example: Collect Rollback Statistics

This example collects rollback statistics from the subsystem to which the statistics are being exported.

ROLLBACK = (Y)

SMS
SMS specifies the System Managed Stored (SMS) class to use for new data sets during an UNLOAD Statistics Manager
function. Consult your system administrator to determine whether SMS is in use and what class names are available for
use.

This card has the following syntax:

SMS = (management_class,storage_class,data_class)

management_class
Specifies the SMS management class for your site.

storage_class
Specifies the SMS storage class for your site.

data_class
Specifies the SMS data class for your site.

Example: Use DEV for Management Class, SCDEVR for Storage Class, and DEFAULT for Data Class

This example specifies DEV for management class, SCDEVR for storage class, and DEFAULT for data class (and uses
this information during an UNLOAD Statistics Manager function).

SMS = (DEV,SCDEVR,DEFAULT)

SPACE
SPACE specifies the data set space parameters to use for new data sets during an UNLOAD Statistics Manager function.

This card has the following syntax:

SPACE = (Allocation_typePrimary_space_quantitySecondary_space_quantityDirectory_block)
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Allocation_type
Specifies the allocation unit type:
CYL

Specifies cylinders.
TRK

Specifies tracks.
BLK

Specifies blocks.
Primary_space_quantity

Specifies a five-digit number to indicate the primary space quantity to allocate (in the units specified by
allocation_type).

Secondary_space_quantity
Specifies a five-digit number to indicate the secondary space quantity to allocate (in the units specified by
allocation_type).

Directory_block
Specifies a five-digit number to indicate the number of directory blocks (if the data set is partitioned).

Example: Use Cylinders with 10 for Primary Space, 10 for Secondary Space, and 10 Directory Blocks

This example uses cylinders, with 10 for primary space, 10 for secondary space, and 10 directory blocks allocated.

SPACE = (CYL000100001000010)

SREPORTS
Use the SREPORTS card to specify the Statistics Manager reports that should be generated. When you omit this card, no
reports are generated.

This card has the following syntax:

SREPORTS = ([report_statistics_format,] report_format, report1,report2,report3,...,reportn) 

report_statistics_format
(Optional) Refines the report data by eliminating reports or statistics from the reports based on the selection
criteria specified.
STATFMT/ACCESS

Generates reports showing just the Access Path statistics that the optimizer uses as defined in the
IBM Db2 Administration Guide.

STATFMT/SPACE
Generates reports showing just the Space Tuning statistics as defined in the IBM Db2 Administration
Guide.

report_format
Specifies the format of the report you want to be generated.
DETAIL/OLD

Generates detailed reports that contain only old statistics data.
DETAIL/NEW

Generates detailed reports that contain only new statistics data.
DETAIL

Generates detailed reports that contain both old and new statistics data.
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SHORT
Generates shorten report format that contain both old and new statistics data.

report
Specifies a report:

• ALL
• SYSTABLESPACE 
• SYSTABLEPART 
• SYSTABLES 
• SYSTABSTATS 
• SYSINDEXES 
• SYSINDEXSTATS 
• SYSINDEXPART 
• SYSKEYS
• SYSKEYTARGETS
• SYSKEYTARGETSTATS
• SYSKEYTGTDIST
• SYSKEYTGTDISTSTATS
• SYSCOLUMNS
• SYSCOLSTATS
• SYSCOLDIST
• SYSCOLDISTSTATS
• SYSLOBSTATS

Example: Generate Short-Format SYSCOLUMNS, SYSINDEXES, SYSTABLES, and SYSTABLESPACE Reports for
Access Path Statistics 

This example generates SYSCOLUMNS, SYSINDEXES, SYSTABLES, and SYSTABLESPACE reports (in short format)
for Access Path statistics.

SREPORTS = (STATFMT/ACCESS,SHORT,SYSCOLUMNS,SYSINDEXES,SYSTABLES,SYSTABLESPACE)

STRATEGY
STRATEGY specifies the strategy to use.

This card has the following syntax:

STRATEGY = (name,creator,product,version,ssid,share_option,replace_existing_version)

name
Specifies the strategy name.

creator
Specifies the user ID of the strategy creator.

product
Specifies the product in which the strategy was created:
PSM

Specifies Statistics Manager.
PPA

Specifies Plan Analyzer.
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SQE
Specifies SQL-Ease.

version
Specifies a six-digit numeric value indicating the strategy version.

ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID where the strategy resides.

share_option
Specifies the strategy share option:
Y

Allows other users to perform some operations on the strategy or version.
N

Prevents other users from performing operations on the strategy or version.
U

Allows users to perform all operations on the strategy or version.
replace_existing_version

Specifies whether to replace the existing strategy version with a strategy version of the same type. The Last-In
First Out (LIFO) method is used for replacing import, export, or load strategy versions.
If a strategy version does not exist and therefore cannot be replaced, a new strategy version is created.

NOTE
The export and rollback strategy versions are tied together in the PSM strategy table. As a result, the
rollback strategy version is replaced only when the existing export strategy version references a rollback
strategy version.

Valid value: REPLACE

Example: Define Statistics Manager Strategy PSMSTRAT by Creator USERxx for Subsystem DXYA

This example specifies Statistics Manager strategy PSMSTRAT (version 1), assigns USERxx as creator, specifies
subsystem DXYA, and allows users to perform all operations on the strategy or version.

STRATEGY = (PSMSTRAT,USERxx,PSM,000001,DXYA,U)

VOLUME
VOLUME specifies the volume serial to use for new data sets during an UNLOAD Statistics Manager function.

This card has the following syntax:

VOLUME = (volser)

volser
Specifies a six-byte name (required if a new data set is being created).

Example: Use a Volume Serial of VOL001 for a New Data Set

This example uses a volume serial of VOL001 for a data set that is being created.

VOLUME = (VOL001)

Primary Command Summary
This section describes the primary commands that are specific to the product.
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NOTE
Enter ? (question mark) in the command line of any panel to obtain online help for the valid primary commands
for that panel.

The following table lists the primary commands in alphabetical order. The sections following provide detailed descriptions
of these commands.

Command Syntax Product Wide Panel Specific Description
ACMOFF YES NO Disables the Alternate Catalog

Mapping (ACM) feature.
ACMON YES NO Enables the Alternate Catalog

Mapping (ACM) feature.
ACTIVATE or ACT NO YES Activates all the rules for a rule

set.
ADDPACK YES NO Creates a package.
ADDPLAN YES NO Creates a plan.
ADDREST YES NO Creates a REST service

package.
BATCH NO YES Accesses the Batch Reporting

Facility.
BIND NO YES Binds listed plans.
BINDPACK NO YES Binds listed packages.
BP NO YES Accesses the Batch Processor

Interface.
CALCULATE or CALC NO YES Within Statistics Manager,

calculate or recalculate statistics
for all specified objects.

CANCEL or CAN YES NO Cancels the current function
without saving or updating.

COPYPACK NO YES Initiates a bind copy of all listed
packages.

DEFAULTS NO YES Saves current options as
defaults.

DELETE NO YES In the Source Database
Maintenance facility, delete all
historical versions of all sources
meeting selection criteria.

DISPLAYALL NO YES In the Stored Procedures
Maintenance facility, displays
the Db2 command processor
output.

DROPTRIG NO YES Drops all TRIGGER packages in
the list or report being viewed.

EDIT, E, or ED NO YES From the Batch Processor
Display panel, open SQL editing
session.

EXIT YES NO Terminates the product session
without saving or updating.

EXPERT NO YES Changes from regular to expert
mode.
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EXPLAIN NO YES Displays results of explain
processing.

EXPLOPTS NO YES Lets you specify explain options
before displaying results of
explain processing.

EXPLODE NO YES Switches to expand or truncate
a display.

EXPLRPT NO YES Regenerates reports from the
historical database versions.

FREEPACK NO YES Frees listed packages.
FREEPACK OPT NO YES Frees listed packages based on

the specified free options.
FREEPLAN NO YES Frees listed plans.
INACTIVATE or INACT NO YES Inactivates all the rules for a rule

set.
L NO YES Switches to display or hide

listing of strategy versions.
LISTQ NO YES Makes more member selections

for processing.
MAIN YES NO Ends current function and

display Main Menu.
MODE YES NO Displays current mode.
MODE BATCH or MODE B YES NO Sets Batch processor to batch

mode.
MODE IMMED or MODE I YES NO Sets Batch processor to

Immediate batch mode.
MODE ONLINE or MODE O YES NO Sets Batch processor to Online

mode.
NOTIFYOFF NO YES Disables rule violation

notification.
NOTIFYON NO YES Enables rule violation

notification.
OPTIONS NO YES Accesses the Explain Options

panel.
PROFILE or PROF YES NO Displays the Profile Menu.
QUALIFYOFF or QOFF NO YES Disables display of qualifiers of

Db2 objects, or disable display
of an Old compare version.

QUALIFYON or QON NO YES Enables display of qualifiers of
Db2 objects, or enable display
of an Old compare version.

REBIND NO YES Rebinds listed plans.
REBINDPACK NO YES Rebinds listed packages.
REBUILD NO YES Regenerates report using the

most current data.
REPORT NO NO Saves the report column

configuration.
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RESET NO YES Within Statistics Manager, clear
pending catalog updates. From
the Quick Explain Source List
panel, clear plans and packages
from the selection list.

RESYNC NO YES Customizes user-defined rule
sets.

SAVE NO YES Saves the current strategy,
options, or updates. In the
Source Database Maintenance
facility, save new historical
versions of all sources meeting
selection criteria.

SELECTS NO YES Switches to display or hide
nonselected columns.

SET CURRENT SQLID authid YES NO Set the current SQL ID.
SHOW NO YES Displays and unfreezes

columns that are hidden with the
SELECTS command.

SHRINK or S NO YES Switches between the display
of the list and the associated
selection queue.

STARTALL NO YES In the Stored Procedures
Maintenance facility, starts
all stored procedures
that are located in
SYSIBM.SYSPROCEDURES
and displayed in the current
listing.

STOPALL NO YES In the Stored Procedures
Maintenance facility, stops
all stored procedures
that are located in
SYSIBM.SYSPROCEDURES
and displayed in the current
listing.

Primary Command Detail
The following list describes the primary commands:

ACMON and ACMOFF
Enables (ACMON) and disables (ACMOFF) Alternate Catalog Mapping. Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM)
creates views of the catalog tables for users. Users who do not have SELECT authority on the catalog tables can
use views or shadow tables of the catalog tables. Before you can enable Alternate Catalog Mapping, first use the
Alternate Catalog Mapping facility.
To access this facility, type M in the command line of the Products Main Menu and press Enter. After the
mappings are created, indicate whether ACM is enabled or disabled.
To indicate whether to enable or disable ACM, perform one of the following actions:

• Enter ON or OFF in for ACM on the Products Main Menu.
• Enter ACMON or ACMOFF in the command line of the Products Main Menu.
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NOTE
For more information about ACM, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation
at Use Alternate Catalog Mapping (ACM). The ACM field on the Products Main Menu sets the default
ACM state for RC/Query and Plan Analyzer. To enable or disable ACM for the current session of those
products, use the ACMON and ACMOFF primary commands.

ACTVATE
Lets you activate all the rules for the rule set. This command is valid from the Rules List panel.

ADDPACK
Creates a package. When you enter the command from any Plan Analyzer panel, the Bind Package Option panel
appears, letting you specify options for the package you are creating.

ADDPLAN
Creates a plan. When you enter the command from any Plan Analyzer panel, the Bind Plan Option panel appears,
letting you specify options for the plan you are creating.

ADDREST
Creates a REST service package. Enter the command from any Plan Analyzer panel to display the Bind Service
Option panel. Use this panel to specify options for the new REST service package.

ANALYZE
Initiates Statistics Manager migration analysis. This command is valid from the Statistics Manager Objects Masks
panels.

BATCH
Accesses the Batch Reporting facility. Enter this command from any of the Catalog Reporting, Statement
Reporting, Identify Problem SQL, and Query Explain Database menus and reports.

BIND
Initiates a bind of all listed plans. Enter BIND on any plan listing panel and Plan Analyzer generates the Batch
Processor Card Display for your review before the actual bind.

BINDPACK
Initiates a bind of all listed packages. Enter BINDPACK on any package listing panel and Plan Analyzer generates
the Batch Processor Card Display for your review before the actual bind.

BP
Accesses the Batch Processor Interface for batch processing.

CALCULATE
Calculates or recalculates statistics for all specified objects. Enter CALCULATE or CALC from the Statistics
Manager Catalog Statistics Editor panel.

CANCEL
Cancels the current function (for example, selections or processing) without saving the function and displays the
previous panel.

COPYPACK
Initiates a bind copy of all listed packages. Enter COPYPACK on any package listing panel and a popup panel
displays to specify copy options. Plan Analyzer generates the Batch Processor Card Display for you to review,
before it performs the actual bind.

NOTE
Primary commands take precedence over any command that is entered in the line command fields. Line
commands are processed after the primary command has been processed.
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DBOPTS
Displays and sets the database retrieval method. Use this command in the Query Explain Database facility.

Command Syntax Description
DBOPTS Displays the current retrieval method.
DBOPTS AUTO Retrieves only AUTO type data.
DBOPTS MANUAL Retrieves only MANUAL type data.
DBOPTS BOTH Retrieves both AUTO and MANUAL type data.
DBOPTS ALL Retrieves AUTO, MANUAL, and STRATEGY type data.

DBRANGE
Displays and sets the database range. This command can be used in the Query Explain Database facility,
use DBRANGE to display and set the database range.

Command Syntax Description
DBRANGE Displays the current database range.
DBRANGE n Sets the database range to the indicated number. Valid values for

n include a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 99.

DEFAULTS
Saves the current information in the first line as the default values for subsequent creations. You can use this
command when information is specified in the Create line from the data editor panel.
Also, enter DEFAULTS from the Statistics Manager Catalog Statistics Editor panel to save calculation variables to
a strategy definition.

DELETE
Deletes all historical versions of all sources meeting your selection criteria. Use this command in the Source
Database Maintenance facility. You are prompted for confirmation before completing this command.

DISPLAYALL
Displays the Db2 command processor output showing the IBM status for each stored procedure in the current
listing of stored procedures. Use this command in the Stored Procedures Maintenance facility.

EDIT
Lets you use the SQL Editor to change the contents of the batch processor input that are displayed from the
Batch Processor Card Display panel.

NOTE
When you do not use this command from the Batch Processor Card Display panel, you access a RC/
Update Edit session.

EXIT
Terminates your Plan Analyzer session and returns you to the Products Main Menu. Use the EXIT command only
when you want to abort your current work and quit the product.
The difference between EXIT and CANCEL is that CANCEL returns you to the previous panel or to the Main
Menu. EXIT always returns you to the Products Main Menu. CANCEL and EXIT do not save your current work.
EXIT is useful when you want to exit from an Interproduct Interface session. The Interproduct Interface lets you
access other Database Management Solutions for Db2 products from within Plan Analyzer.

EXPERT
Lets you switch from Regular mode to Expert mode.

EXPLAIN
Displays the results of the Enhanced Explain processing for the current session (no version created). You can
enter the EXPLAIN command from the data editor panel or the Explain Strategy-Regular mode panel.
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EXPLOPTS
Acts the same as EXPLAIN command, but displays a popup panel. This panel allows you to specify the following
values before displaying the results of the Enhanced Explain processing current Plan Analyzer session (no
version created):

• SSID
• Plan Table option
• Primary Authid
• Secondary Authid
• SQL Qualifier, Path Schemas
• Parallelism Degree
• Isolation

You can enter the EXPLOPTS command from the SQL editor panel or from the ISPF Edit Interface.
EXPLODE

Expands the display of SQL statements or catalog statistics. Use this command in the following facilities:

• Quick Explain
• Explain Strategy Services
• Query Explain Database
• Identify Problem SQL
• Object Reporting
• Statement Reporting
• Statistics Manager
• Source Database Management

EXPLRPT
Regenerates explain reports from the historical database versions that are displayed in the QED Report or Identify
Problem SQL Report panels.

EXTRACT
Initiates the catalog statistics extraction process. Enter EXTRACT or EXTR from the Statistics Manager Object
panels.

FREEPACK
Frees the packages that are listed on any package listing panel. When you use this command, the Batch
Processor Card Display appears for your review before processing.

FREEPACK OPT
Frees the packages that are listed on any package listing screen. This command displays the Free Package
Options panel, requiring user selection before the Batch Processor Card Display appears for your review before
processing.

FREEPLAN
Frees the plans that are listed on any plan listing panel. When you use this command, the Batch Processor Card
Display appears for your review before processing.

INACTIVATE
Lets you inactivate all the rules for the rule set. This command is valid from the Rules List panel.

L
Displays or hides the list of strategy versions, depending on the initial Plan Analyzer Profile setting. Enter this
command from the Explain Strategy Services panel.

LISTQ
Takes you from the Quick Explain panel to the Source List panel so you can make more selections. The panel-
specific command LISTQ is available for use from the Quick Explain panel. Use the LISTQ command when you
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have specified a complete member name or selection criteria but want to make more selections for your explain
processing.

MAIN
Ends the current function and displays the Main Menu.
Within the Statistics Manager facility, the MAIN command displays the Statistics Manager main menu.

MASKS
Edits statistics masks. Use the MASKS command on the Statistics Manager object creation and selection panels.

MODE, MODE BATCH, MODE IMMED, MODE ONLINE
Sets or view your Batch Processor mode. Valid modes are Online, Batch, and Immediate Batch. These
commands are valid from any Plan Analyzer panel.

Command Syntax Alternate Syntax Description
MODE MODE Display the current mode setting. The

modes that are available are Online, Batch,
and Immediate Batch.

MODE IMMED MODE I Set the Batch Processor mode to
Immediate Batch mode.

MODE ONLINE MODE O Set the Batch Processor mode to Online
mode,

MODE BATCH MODE B Set the Batch Processor mode to batch
mode.

NOTIFYON and NOTIFYOFF
Turns rule violation notification on or off for each rule in a rule set. Use these commands on the Expert System
Rule Set Maintenance panel.

OPTIONS
Lets you access the Explain Options panel from the data editor panels. The Explain Options panel lets you enter
default user IDs, PLAN_TABLEs, and SQL source options.
From the Browse Explain Strategy panel, the OPTIONS command lets you browse the values on the Explain
Options panel. These values were used during the enhanced explain processing.

PROFILE
Displays the Profile Menu. You can customize product defaults from the Profile Menu. Profile values are kept for
each user.
Within the Statistics Manager facility, the PROFILE command displays the Statistics Manager profile.

QUALIFYON
Displays the qualifiers of Db2 objects for Quick Explain, Explain Strategy Services, Identify Problem SQL, Object
Reporting, and Statement Reporting. This command is also known as QON. From the Compare Versions Cost
Compare report, the QON command displays the column for an Old compare version.

QUALIFYOFF
Hides the display of Db2 object qualifiers for Quick Explain, Explain Strategy Services, Identify Problem SQL,
Object Reporting, and Statement Reporting. This command is also known as QOFF. From the Compare Versions
Cost Compare report, the QOFF command hides the column for an Old compare version.

REBIND
Initiates a rebind of all listed plans. When you enter REBIND on any plan listing panel, Plan Analyzer generates
the Batch Processor Card Display for your review before the actual rebind.

REBINDPACK
Initiates a rebind of all listed packages. When you enter REBINDPACK on any package listing panel, Plan
Analyzer generates the Batch Processor Card Display for your review before the actual rebind.
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REBUILD
Lets you rebuild (or regenerate) the report you are viewing using the data that is entered in the report header
fields. Use the REBUILD command when you think that the data in the Db2 Catalog has changed from the time
you generated the report. The REBUILD command is available from any Plan, Package, Object, or Statement
reports.

REPORT
Saves or restores a report column configuration. Use this configuration to recall the status of the report columns.
The configuration is saved in the ISPF profile. Subsequent invocations of the report are automatically formatted in
the prior configuration.

NOTE
The configuration is saved only when the REPORT command is issued. Not all reports support this
command.

To use this command, complete the following steps:

1. Format your report display using commands such as SHOW, EXCLUDE, QUALIFY, and so on.
2. Enter REPORT in the command line and press Enter. An informational message indicates that the

configuration has been saved.
3. Enter REPORT RESET to return to the default configuration.

RESET
Clears all pending updates when used on the Statistics Manager Catalog Statistics Editor panel.
On the Quick Explain Source List panel, use RESET to clear plans and packages from the selection list.
In the Query Explain Database, Identify Problem SQL, and Source Database Management facilities, use RESET
to restore the initial hierarchical display of the selection list.

RESYNC
Customizes the user-defined rule sets and generates a report detailing the actions that are performed on each
rule set. Rule sets can become out of date for the following reasons:

• The rule set SSID Db2 release level does not match the current SSID Db2 release level (due to a new Db2
release upgrade).

• A product release upgrade took effect where new rules were introduced.

SAVE
Lets you save the Explain strategy that you are currently creating or updating when used from Explain Strategy
Services.
From the Explain Options panel, the SAVE command lets you save the current Explain Options to your ISPF
profile. The Explain Options that currently displayed are used as the default Explain Options for new strategies
and Quick Explain processing. Default values are saved until you change them.
From the Catalog Update panels of the Catalog Update Facility, SAVE saves all pending updates. After the values
are saved, the changes cannot be rolled back.
On the Source Database Maintenance panel, this command saves new historical versions of all sources meeting
your selection criteria.

SELECTS
Hides nonselected columns on the Identify Problem SQL report. SELECTS works as a switch; when you enter it,
nonselected columns are hidden. Enter it a second time and nonselected columns again display.
When the SELECTS command is toggled on, selected columns are not frozen. You can scroll LEFT or RIGHT
through all selected columns, even when they do not fit on one panel.

SET CURRENT SQLID authid
Lets you set the current SQL ID to the specified authorization ID. At any time, the SQL authorization ID of a
process (Plan Analyzer) is the value of a special register that is known as CURRENT SQLID. The execution of a
SET CURRENT SQLID statement can change the value of CURRENT SQLID.
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After you execute this command, Plan Analyzer issues a SET statement each time you enter the product. Your
current SQL ID then equals the SQL ID saved in your last session. Use the SET CURRENT SQLID command to
change your SQL authorization ID to a different value.
Unless some authorization ID of the process has SYSADM authority, the new ID must be one of the authorization
IDs of the process. Thus, CURRENT SQLID usually contains the primary ID or one of its secondary IDs. The
SQLID value is saved in your ISPF Profile.

SHOW
Displays columns that are hidden by the SELECTS command on the Identify Problem SQL report. With SHOW,
selected columns are not frozen in the leftmost position.

SHRINK
Lets you switch between the display of the list and the associated selection queue. The selection queue stores
the selections that are made from the list. This command is valid from the Catalog Data panels of Quick Explain,
Explain Strategy Services, and Statistics Manager. This command is also valid from the User List panel of Create
User PLAN_TABLEs.

SQL
Generates and displays the SQL catalog update statements. Use the SQL command from various Statistics
Manager panels.

STARTALL
Starts all stored procedures that are located in SYSIBM.SYSPROCEDURES and displayed in the current
listing and refreshes the information in the IBM STATUS column. Use this command in the Stored Procedures
Maintenance facility.

STOPALL
Stops all stored procedures that are located in SYSIBM.SYSPROCEDURES and displayed in the current
listing and refreshes the information in the IBM STATUS column. Use this command in the Stored Procedures
Maintenance facility.

Command Summary by Report and Function
This section summarizes the reports that you can request and the functions that you can perform when using Plan
Analyzer Plan, Package, Object, Statement, or Query Reporting.

List Reports

The following table describes the commands and functions that apply to each report type:

Report Type Command Plan Reporting Package
Reporting

Object
Reporting

Statement
Reporting

Query Reporting

Package L No Yes Yes Yes No
Plan L Yes No Yes Yes No
Planpack PP Yes No Yes Yes No
Query L No No No No Yes

Detail Reports

The following table describes the commands and functions that apply to each report type:

Report Type Command Plan Reporting Package Reporting Object Reporting Statement
Reporting

Package D No Yes Yes Yes
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Plan D Yes No Yes Yes

Dependency Reports

The following table describes the commands and functions that apply to each report type:

Report Type Command Plan Reporting Package Reporting Object Reporting Statement
Reporting

Alias A Yes Yes No No
Column C No Yes No No
Database DB Yes Yes No No
Package DP No Yes Yes Yes
Index I Yes Yes No No
Synonym S Yes Yes No No
Table T Yes Yes No No
Tablespace TS Yes Yes No No
View V Yes Yes No No
MQT M Yes Yes No No

SQL Statement Reports

The following table describes the commands and functions that apply to each report type:

Report Type Command Plan Reporting Package
Reporting

Object
Reporting

Statement
Reporting

Query Reporting

Package ST No Yes Yes Yes No
Plan ST Yes No Yes Yes No
Query ST No No No No Yes

Bind Rebind Parameter Reports

The following table describes the commands and functions that apply to each report type:

Report Type Command Plan Reporting Package Reporting Object Reporting Statement
Reporting

Package Bind BR No Yes Yes Yes
Plan Bind BR Yes No Yes Yes
Pack Rebind RR No Yes Yes Yes
Plan Rebind RR Yes No Yes Yes

User Authorization Reports

The following table describes the commands and functions that apply to each report type:

Report Type Command Plan Reporting Package Reporting Object Reporting Statement
Reporting

Package UA No Yes Yes Yes
Plan UA Yes No Yes Yes
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Explain Reports

The following table describes the commands and functions that apply to each report type:

Report Type Command Plan Reporting Package
Reporting

Object
Reporting

Statement
Reporting

Query Reporting

Package E No Yes Yes Yes No
Query E No No No No Yes

Inclusion Reports

The following table describes the commands and functions that apply to each report type:

Report Type Command Package Reporting Object Reporting Statement Reporting
Package PI Yes Yes Yes

Optimization Parameters Report

Report Type Command Plan Reporting Package
Reporting

Object
Reporting

Statement
Reporting

Query Reporting

Query OP No No No No Yes

Utility Functions

Function Command Plan Reporting Package
Reporting

Object
Reporting

Statement
Reporting

Query Reporting

Bind B Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Bind Copy BC Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Bind w/Opt BO Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Bind Pkg Dply DPLY Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Free F Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Free w/Opt FO Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Free All FA Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Rebind R Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Rebind w/Opt RO Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Rebind w/Opt
Alter

ROA Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Explain Function

Function Command Plan Reporting Package Reporting Object Reporting Statement
Reporting

Quick Explain QE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rebind Compare
Analysis

RCA No Yes Yes Yes
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Display Functions

Function Command Plan Reporting Package Reporting Object Reporting Statement
Reporting

Dependency DEP No No Yes Yes
Diagram DI No No Yes Yes
QOFF QOFF No No Yes Yes
QON QON No No Yes Yes
Explode X No No Yes Yes
Statistics STAT No No Yes Yes

Analysis Function

Function Command Plan Reporting Package Reporting Object Reporting Statement
Reporting

Predicate PRED No No Yes Yes

Edit Function

Function Command Plan Reporting Package Reporting Object Reporting Statement
Reporting

Edit EDIT No No Yes Yes

Health Checks
The product owner for all Plan Analyzer health checks is CA_Db2.

Db2_PPA_EXPLAIN_RC1 xmanxxxx
Description

This health check verifies that the Plan Analyzer EXPLRC1 parameter is set to a non-zero return code.
Best Practice

Customize your PPA parmlib member. In the member, specify a non-zero return code (between 0001 and 4095)
for the EXPLRC1 parameter.

Parameters Accepted
Explain Return Code 1 (EXPLRC1)

Specifies the return code (0000-4095) that you want passed to or from the batch processor when the
explain has no statements to explain.

Debug Support
No.

Verbose Support
No.

Reference
For instructions on customizing the PPA parmlib member, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2
installation documentation.

Messages
See the Database Management Solutions for Db2 message documentation.
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Db2_PPA_EXPLAIN_RC2 xmanxxxx
Description

This health check verifies that the Plan Analyzer EXPLRC2 parameter is set to a non-zero return code.
Best Practice

Customize your PPA parmlib member. In the member, specify a non-zero return code (between 0001 and 4095)
for the EXPLRC2 parameter.

Parameters Accepted
Explain Return Code 2 (EXPLRC2)

Specifies the return code (0000-4095) that you want passed to or from the batch processor when the
explain has encountered an SQL error.

Debug Support
No.

Verbose Support
No.

Reference
For instructions on setting PPA parmlib parameters, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 installation
documentation.

Messages
See the Database Management Solutions for Db2 message documentation.

Db2_PPA_EXPLAIN_RC3 xmanxxxx
Description

This health check verifies that the Plan Analyzer EXPLRC3 parameter is set to a non-zero return code.
Best Practice

Customize your PPA parmlib member. In the member, specify a non-zero return code (between 0001 and 4095)
for the EXPLRC3 parameter.

Parameters Accepted
Explain Return Code 3 (EXPLRC3)

Specifies the return code (0000-4095) that you want passed to or from the batch processor when the
explain has encountered an internal processing error.

Debug Support
No.

Verbose Support
No.

Reference
For instructions on setting PPA parmlib parameters, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 installation
documentation.

Messages
See the Database Management Solutions for Db2 message documentation.

Interfaces

QMF to Plan Analyzer Interface

This interface lets you access the product from QMF so you can process a Quick Explain for a QMF query. You can
process a Quick Explain for all types of queries, including Query by Example, SQL queries, and Prompted Queries.
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To access the product, enter PPA in the QMF command line while you are displaying a query in QMF. After you enter the
command and press Enter, the query is transferred to the Quick Explain Data Editor panel.

When you are in the Data Editor, you can type EXPLAIN in the command line to process a Quick Explain of your query.
For queries that contain unqualified SQL, your current SQLID for QMF is passed to the product to qualify the SQL. This
SQLID is placed in the SQL Qualifier ID field on the Explain Options panel. After you have completed the Quick Explain,
press F3 (End) to return to QMF. Your query is redisplayed.

NOTE
This interface must be installed before you can use it. For more information about installing this interface, see
the Database Management Solutions for Db2 installation documentation.

ISPF Edit to Product Interface

This interface is for application programmers using the ISPF editor to develop Db2-based programs. This interface lets
you access Plan Analyzer for a detailed analysis of your SQL statement or for performing a Quick Explain of your SQL
statement.

When you are within an ISPF edit session, you can access the product by adding the name of the option you want to the
end of the product command. For example, if you want to access the Main Menu, enter PPA MAIN in the command line
from your ISPF edit session. You are transferred to the Main Menu.

PPA EXPL/PPA EXPLOPTS Function

This section documents the product options that can be added to the PPA command. Abbreviations are shown in
uppercase. For example, the abbreviation for EXPLAIN is EXPL. For information about primary commands, see the online
help (F1).

PPA MAIN
The command displays the Main Menu.

PPA EXPLain
This command inserts a short Access report for the selected SQL statements into your edit session. Before you
execute this command, you must first place an E in the line command area in front of the SQL statement for which
you want a report. After you have made your selection, enter PPA EXPL in the command line. The short Access
report is generated and displayed at the top of the current panel.

PPA EXPLOPTS
This function works the same as PPA EXPLAIN but with additional functionality by letting users specify the
following explain options before generating the short Access Path report:

• SSID
• SQL Qualifier
• Plan Table Option
• Path Schemas
• Primary Authid
• Parallelism Degree
• Secondary Authid
• Isolation

PPA QE
This command accesses the Quick Explain option. Before you execute this command you must first place an E
in the line command area in front of the SQL statement for which you want to perform a Quick Explain. After you
have made your selection, enter PPA QE in the command line. The Quick Explain Data Editor panel appears.
From this panel you can perform a Quick Explain of your SQL statements.
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Specifying the Host-Language Variable

You might need to set other optional variables to process the command. The host-language variable tells Plan
Analyzer the host language for the SQL statements you want to process. The valid values you can specify for the host
language are as follows:

• ASM
• C
• COB
• PLI
• SPF

You must specify the host-language variable on your Plan Analyzer command if both of the following are true:

• If the lowest level qualifier used in the library name containing your program does not represent the program language.
• If your Plan Analyzer profile does not specify the correct host language for the current program.

If these occur, you must specify the host-language variable as part of your command. For example, enter PPA QE COB to
process a Quick Explain for SQL that has a host language of COBOL.
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Messages
Plan Analyzer generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might
occur.

ISPF messages are typically documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages, press
the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all Database Management Solutions for Db2 messages, or to see the return codes that can be issued by each
product, go to Database Management Solutions for Db2 Messages.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Training Quick Reference Guide (describes how to access mainframe training from
Learning@Broadcom)

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
– Complete the Db2 DevOps: Using the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to Provision, Migrate and Recover Objects

200 web-based course that is available in Learning@Broadcom.
• Mainframe Software Education
• Web-Based Product Training
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Includes the following resources:
– Mainframe Course Catalog
– Mainframe Learning Paths

Include the following learning plans, based on your job role:

• Database Administration Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and selected RC/Query courses.

• Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2, core foundations for Plan
Analyzer, and selected courses for Detector, Subsystem Analyzer, and SYSVIEW for Db2.

• Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

• Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer,
Quick Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

– Broadcom Digital Badge Program
Earn your badge for skills accomplished in the following Broadcom Db2 products:

• Detector Digital Badge
• Log Analyzer Digital Badge
• RC/Query Digital Badge
• SYSVIEW for Db2 Digital Badge

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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